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Introduction (english) 
 
 In medicine, when tackling disease, there are three principal scenarios. 
Firstly: the disease is unknown and therefore difficult or impossible to treat. 
Secondly: the disease is known to us but its origins cannot be traced and therefore 
the patient can only be treated a posteriori. Thirdly: the disease and its causes are 
familiar to us and so it can be detected and treated in time. Thanks to the scientific 
advancements made over the last few decades, the first-case scenario is, luckily, 
increasingly rare and most of the diseases can be successfully handled with 
specific drugs. Nevertheless there are some pathologies, such as tumorogenesis, 
where it is difficult to determine the causes. The grave consequences provoked by 
these pathologies have to be dealt with by surgeons and clinicians who have an 
urgent need to receive clear information as quickly as possible regarding 
pathological processes underway in bone, soft tissues or other organs.  
 Nowadays, it is evident that detection and prevention constitute the most 
arduous challenge and a huge effort is required in fundamental research at the 
level of the cells (or even smaller units), where everything originates. It is in this 
spirit that, since the completion of my PhD, the leitmotif of my research has 
been a top-down approach aimed at determining the basic principles at the 
microscale in control of specific biological phenomena occurring at the 
macroscale, sustained by the firm belief that mechanics is not a consequence of 
biology but rather its driving force. 
 When I joined the Institut de Biomécanique Humaine Georges Charpak 
almost four years ago, most of the studies performed in the institute focused on 
macro and mesoscale biomechanical problems and more specifically on the 
personalised geometrical and mechanical modelling of musculoskeletal 
structures. My background in cell and computational mechanics and my 
knowledge and expertise in this field meant that I was able to make a significant 
and new contribution at the microscale and could work towards integrating the 
team. In order to find a link with the activities of the institute, I decided to start 
working on the development of a computational model of osteogenesis, which 
entailed three main difficulties. Firstly, nobody in the laboratory 
had ever worked in this area, which made any technical exchange difficult, but 
enriching. Secondly, osteogenesis and bone remodelling have been the subject of 
several papers published over the last decades, and thus it was important to find 
the right approach and propose an original study. Last, but not least, my choice 
coincided with the arrival of Mary Schmitt, my first PhD student to enter into the 
team under the supervision of Philippe Rouch and myself. 
 The results that I have obtained have been more than encouraging and 
things have naturally fitted into what is now my research plan for the next few 
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years. My work, which is mostly based on the development of numerical tools, is 
organised in three main themes, which I shall subsequently present. 
Mechanical behaviour of cortical bone and osteogenesis (Chapter 2) 
 
 The structure of cortical bone is based on the hierarchical assembly of 
lamellar materials in three forms: i) the osteons, constituted by circumferential 
lamellae and oriented along the longitudinal axis of the bone, ii) the interstices 
between the osteons and iii) the circumferential lamellae at the bone periphery. 
Such morphology results in transversely isotropic behaviour both for stiffness and 
strength, with mechanical properties which are different in the plane of the 
lamellae and perpendicular to them. Additionally, this structure can change and 
adapt itself to the stress and strain state of the environment during the remodelling 
process, which is intensified following fractures or implantation of prostheses. To 
explore these two aspects, I have developed two works in parallel. 
 The first study, in collaboration with Christophe Cluzel from the Ecole 
Normale Supérieure de Cachan, has consisted of setting up an original 
experimental protocol rarely employed before in biomechanics to test small 
bovine bone specimens in traction. Our main goal has been to verify that i) the 
microstructure of the bone promotes a diffuse highly anisotropic damaging whose 
degradation plans are parallel to the lamellae plane and that ii) the threshold of the 
brittle rupture for static loading perpendicular to the lamellae plan is lower than 
that in the lamellae plan. 
 The second study, which is the PhD topic of Mary Schmitt whom I co-
supervise with Philippe Rouch at the Institut de Biomécanique Humaine Georges 
Charpak, is a mechanobiological model simulating the collective cell migration 
during bone osteogenesis within a titanium porous scaffold implanted in ewes’ 
mandibles. We have coupled mechanics (i.e. cyclic loading and poroelastic 
behaviour of bone) and biology (i.e. cellular activities such as migration, 
proliferation and differentiation) via reaction-diffusion equations and have shown 
that mechanics may actually influence the intensity and the direction of cell 
colonisation. The numerical results have been consistently compared both 
qualitatively and quantitatively with histological and experimental data obtained 
after three months of scaffold implantation. 
 Although the outcomes to date are encouraging, two key questions remain 
open: 
- how do cells sense and respond to their environment (i.e. mechanical 
properties, geometry, etc…)? 
- how do cells coordinate their collective movement during colonisation of 
the porous implant? 
In order to explore such aspects, further studies at the scale of the single cell and 
of the cell population need to be carried out. More specifically, it is necessary to 
understand how cells behave during single and collective migration, which leads 
to the next research axes. 
 
Single cell migration (Chapter 3) 
 
 Single cell migration entails the displacement of the cell in response to an 
external signal within the extracellular matrix (ECM) showing specific 
heterogeneity (i.e. geometry, porosity, mechanical properties). In this context, I 
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have first developed a simplified three-dimensional (3D) model, based on 
continuum mechanics and using the finite element approach, which simulates free 
migration of a cell over a two-dimensional (2D) substrate, which can be either 
heterogeneous or homogeneous. Then, I have adapted such model in order to 
reproduce and analyse single cell migration in different configurations exhibiting 
specific constraints such as confinement or variation of mechanical properties 
within the cell’s environment. In the former case, in collaboration with Matthieu 
Piel at the Institut Curie, we have been able to determine the necessary conditions 
for the cell to be invasive or not. Furthermore, we have confirmed the critical role 
of the nucleus, the stiffest component of the cell, during migration through sub-
nuclear pores. In the latter case, in collaboration with Benoit Ladoux at the Institut 
Jacques Monod, we have established the link between the polarisation process of 
the cell and the substrate stiffness and more specifically the transition from an 
isotropic and non adhesive configuration over a soft substrate to an anisotropic 
and adherent state over a stiff substrate. 
 
Collective cell migration (Chapter 4) 
 
 Collective cell migration is based on the same mechanical principles as 
single cell migration, but two additional key factors are necessary: i) 
synchronisation between cells comprising the population and ii) the presence 
within the cohort of leader cells able to pull the followers. In order to better 
understand such aspects, I have developed two models.  
 The first model, in collaboration with James Sharpe at the Center for 
Genomic Regulation at Barcelona, has allowed investigation of the relationship 
between the internal synchronisation of each cell of the population between the 
active strains of protrusion and contraction and the adhesive forces (i.e. intra-
synchronisation) and the synchronisation between the cells (i.e. inter-
synchronisation) in order for the cohort to be as efficient as possible.  
 The second model was developed with Philip Maini during my stay at the 
Mathematical Institute in Oxford and simulate the migration of the lateral line 
primordium in the zebrafish. Through the coupling via reaction-diffusion 
equations between the mechanical and the molecular framework we have been 
able to investigate the role and the influence of leader cells on the global 
efficiency of the population in terms of distance covered. 
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Introduction (french) 
 
 En médecine, quand on veut traiter une pathologie, trois scénarii sont 
possibles. Soit la maladie est inconnue et donc difficile ou impossible à traiter. 
Soit la maladie est connue, mais ses origines ne peuvent pas être tracées et le 
patient ne peut être soigné que a posteriori. Soit la maladie et ses causes sont 
connues et elle peut donc être détectée préventivement. Grâce aux avancées 
scientifiques des dernières décennies, le premier scénario est, heureusement, de 
plus en plus rare et la plus part des pathologies peuvent être traitées avec des 
médicaments spécifiques. Toutefois, il existe encore des maladies comme le 
cancer dont on ne connaît pas les origines. Les chirurgiens doivent donc faire face 
aux graves conséquences provoquées par ces maladies et ont besoin 
d’informations rapides et claires à l’échelle de l’os, des tissus et des organes. 
 Actuellement, la détection et la prévention constituent le défi majeur et un 
très grand effort est demandé dans le domaine de la recherche fondamentale à 
l’échelle de la cellule (ou à une échelle encore plus petite) où les causes de 
certaines pathologies sont à explorer. C’est dans cet esprit qu’à la suite de mon 
doctorat, le leitmotiv de ma recherche a été une approche descendante afin de 
déterminer les mécanismes à l’échelle microscopique contrôlant des phénomènes 
biologiques spécifiques à l’échelle macroscopique, soutenue par la ferme 
conviction que la mécanique n’est pas une conséquence de la biologie, mais aussi 
souvent le moteur. 
 Quand je suis arrivée à l’Institut de Biomécanique Humaine Georges 
Charpak il y a quatre ans, la plupart des études étaient focalisées sur des 
problèmes biomécaniques à l’échelle macro et mésoscopique et plus 
particulièrement sur la modélisation personnalisée de la géométrie et des 
propriétés mécaniques des structures musculosquelettiques. Mon expérience et 
mon expertise dans le domaine de la mécanique cellulaire et numérique m’ont 
permis de m’intégrer dans l’équipe en apportant une contribution significative et 
nouvelle à l’échelle microscopique. Afin de trouver un lien avec les activités de 
l’institut, j’ai décidé de développer un modèle d’ostéogenèse impliquant trois 
difficultés. D’une part, personne au laboratoire ne travaillait sur la même 
thématique, ce qui a parfois rendu difficiles, mais enrichissants les échanges 
techniques. D’autre part, l’ostéogenèse et le remodelage osseux ayant fait l’objet 
de très nombreux travaux au cours des dernières années, il a été nécessaire de 
proposer une étude pertinente et originale. Enfin, ce choix a coïncidé avec le 
démarrage de la thèse de Mary Schmitt, ma première doctorante que j’ai co-
encadrée avec Philippe Rouch. 
 Les résultats que j’ai obtenus jusqu’à présent ont été plus 
qu’encourageants et m’ont permis de définir mon projet de recherche pour les 
prochaines années. Mon travail, qui consiste essentiellement à développer des 
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modèles numériques, est organisé en trois axes principaux que je présente 
brièvement dans la suite. 
Comportement mécanique de l’os cortical et ostéogénèse (Chapitre 2) 
 
 La structure de l’os cortical repose sur l’assemblage hiérarchique de 
matériaux lamellaires selon trois formes: i) les ostéons, constitués par des lamelles 
circonférentielles et orientées selon l’axe longitudinal de l’os, ii) les interstices 
entre ostéons et iii) les lamelles circonférentielles à la périphérie de l’os.  
 Cette morphologie induit un comportement isotrope transverse aussi bien 
en rigidité qu’en résistance avec des propriétés mécaniques différentes dans le 
plan des lamelles et dans la direction perpendiculaire à celles ci. De plus, cette 
structure peut évoluer et s’adapter à l’état de contraintes et déformations de 
l’environnement au cours du remodelage osseux, qui peut être intensifié suite à 
une fracture ou à l’implantation d’une prothèse. Afin d’évaluer ces deux aspects, 
j’ai développé deux études en parallèle. 
 La première, en collaboration avec Christophe Cluzel de l’Ecole Normale 
Supérieure de Cachan, a permis de mettre en place un protocole expérimental 
original, rarement utilisé dans le domaine de la biomécanique, permettant de tester 
en traction des éprouvettes d’os cortical de bœuf. Notre objectif a été de vérifier i) 
que la microstructure de l’os promeut la diffusion d’un endommagement 
anisotrope dont les plans de dégradation sont parallèles à celui des lamelles et ii) 
que le seuil de rupture fragile pour un chargement statique perpendiculaire au plan 
des lamelles est plus faible que celui dans le plan des lamelles. 
 La deuxième étude, qui fait l’objet de la thèse de Mary Schmitt que j’ai co-
encadré avec Philippe Rouch à l’Institut de Biomécanique Humaine Georges 
Charpak, porte sur le développement d’un modèle mécanobiologique simulant la 
migration collective au cours de l’ostéogénèse au sein d’un scaffold poreux en 
titane implanté dans une mandibule de brebis. Dans ce modèle, on a couplé la 
mécanique (i.e. chargement cyclique et comportement poroélastique de l’os) et la 
biologie (i.e. activités cellulaires comme la migration, la prolifération et la 
différenciation) à travers des équations de diffusion-réaction et on a montré que la 
mécanique peut en fait influencer l’intensité et la direction de la colonisation 
cellulaire. Les résultats numériques ont été comparés qualitativement avec les 
examens histologiques et quantitativement avec les données expérimentales 
obtenues sur les brebis sacrifiées au bout de trois mois après l’implantation du 
scaffold. 
 Bien que les résultats soient prometteurs, deux questions principales sont 
encore ouvertes : 
- comment les cellules et combien d’entre elles ressentent et répondent à 
leur environnement (i.e. propriétés mécaniques, géométrie, etc…) ? 
- comment les cellules coordonnent leur mouvement collectif pendant la 
colonisation de l’implant poreux ? 
Afin d’explorer ces aspects, des études ultérieures à l’échelle de la cellule et de la 
population cellulaire sont indispensables. Plus particulièrement, il est nécessaire 
de comprendre comment les cellules se comportent pendant la migration uni et 
pluricellulaire, ce qui conduit à mes deux autres axes de recherche présentés ci 
dessous.  
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Migration unicellulaire (Chapitre 3) 
 
 La migration unicellulaire permet à la cellule de se déplacer en réponse à 
un signal externe au sein de la matrice extracellulaire (ECM) qui présente une 
certaine hétérogénéité (i.e. géométrie, porosité, propriétés mécaniques). Dans ce 
contexte, j’ai d’abord développé un modèle simplifié tridimensionnel (3D) de 
mécanique des milieux continus aux éléments finis pour simuler la migration 
d’une cellule sur un substrat bidimensionnel (2D) hétérogène ou homogène. 
Ensuite, j’ai adapté ce modèle afin de reproduire et analyser la migration 
unicellulaire dans différentes configurations comme le confinement ou la variation 
des propriétés mécanique de l’environnement. Dans le premier cas, en 
collaboration avec Matthieu Piel de l’Institut Curie, on a été capable de déterminer 
les conditions nécessaires pour qu’une cellule ait un comportement invasif ou pas. 
De plus, on a confirmé le rôle critique du noyau, la composante la plus rigide de la 
cellule, au cours de la migration à travers des pores à dimensions sub-nucléaires. 
Dans le deuxième cas, en collaboration avec Benoît Ladoux de l’Institut Jacques 
Monod, on a établi le lien entre le processus de polarisation cellulaire et la rigidité 
du substrat et plus particulièrement la transition d’une configuration isotrope non 
adhésive sur un substrat mou à une configuration anisotrope adhésive sur un 
substrat rigide. 
 
Migration pluricellulaire (Chapitre 4) 
 
 La migration pluricellulaire se base sur les même principes de la migration 
unicellulaire, mais deux facteurs supplémentaires sont nécessaires : i) la 
synchronisation entre la cellule au sein de la population et ii) la présence au sein 
de la cohorte de cellules leaders capables de tirer les autres. Pour mieux 
comprendre ces aspects, j’ai développé deux modèles.  
 Le premier, en collaboration avec James Sharpe du Center for Genomic 
Regulation de Barcelone, a permis d’étudier la relation entre la synchronisation 
dans chaque cellule entre les déformations actives et les forces d’adhésion (i.e. 
intra-synchronisation) et la synchronisation entre les cellules (i.e. inter-
synchronisation) pour que la population soit le plus efficace possible. 
 Le deuxième modèle a été mis en place en collaboration avec Philip Maini 
pendant mon séjour au Mathematical Institute à l’Université d’Oxford et reproduit 
la migration du primordium latéral chez le poisson zèbre. Par un couplage entre la 
mécanique et le réseau moléculaire par des équations de diffusion-réaction on a 
analysé le rôle et l’influence des cellules leader sur l’efficacité globale de la 
cohorte. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Mechanical behaviour of cortical 
bone and osteogenesis 
 
Bone is a porous material which is hierarchically organised at different 
levels (Fig. 2.1): i) the macrostructure (cortical and trabecular bone), ii) the 
mesostructure (haversian system, osteons and trabeculae), iii) the microstructure 
(lamellae and osteocytes), iv) the nanostructure (collagen and minerals) and v) the 
sub-nanostructure (molecules and proteins). Such a layered structure provides 
specific mechanical and failure behaviour at each level (1, 2). Several cell 
phenotypes including osteoblasts, responsible for the formation of new bone, and 
osteoclasts and osteocytes, responsible for the resorption of old and unhealthy 
bone (3), can be found in bone. These cells are embedded in a mineralized matrix 
mainly constituted of collagen and hydroxyapatite. Collagen (mostly Type I) 
consists of strands of repeated units providing tensile strength to the bone, 
whereas shear stress is resisted thanks to the overlapping arrangement of the 
strands. Additionally, as a poroelastic material, bone shows different types of 
porosity according to its hierarchical structure described above. More specifically, 
we find the vascular porosity (VP) (between 20µm and 40µm), the lacuna-
canicular porosity (LCP) (around 100nm) and the collagen-apatite porosity (CAP) 
(about 1nm). Although the pore fluid may not carry a significant portion of the 
mechanical loading, its flow may play a critical role in most of the cellular sensing 
and signalling mechanisms such as those involved during the 
remodelling/osteogenesis processes (4–6). Actually, the osteocytes located in the 
lacunae sense the shear stress induced by the fluid flow and transmit specific 
signals to the osteoclasts and the osteoblasts. 
It is possible to distinguish five types of bone in the human body: 
- long bones composed of a diaphysis, much longer than its width, and an 
epiphysis, a rounded head at each end of the diaphysis (i.e. limbs, fingers 
and toes); 
- short bones which are cube-shaped and show a thin layer of cortical bone 
surrounding the trabecular interior; (i.e. wrist and ankle); 
- flat bones which are thin and curved, composed by two layers of cortical 
bone sandwiching the trabecular bone (i.e. skull); 
- sesamoid bones which are embedded in tendons (i.e. patella); 
- irregular bones such as spine and pelvis.  
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Fig. 2.1 Hierarchical structure of cortical bone (7). 
2.1  Osteogenesis and bone remodelling 
 
 During embryogenesis, long bones are initially formed by cartilage, which 
is then gradually replaced by bone thanks to a process known as endochondral 
bone formation. However, flat bones are directly formed from mesenchymal 
condensation through a process called intramembranous ossification. During 
childhood, both osteogenesis (formation and shaping) and bone remodelling 
(replacing or renewing) occur, while in adulthood bone remodelling is the main 
process that maintains skeletal integrity (8, 9). Such phenomena are particularly 
intensified following injuries, micro-fractures or placement of implants which 
elicit a sequence of biomechanical and healing events. In the latter case, the short 
term mechanical stability of the implant is ensured by the direct contact and 
friction between the bone and the implant, whereas in the long term a biological 
attachment between the implant and the bone is required. Therefore, as bone is 
formed, its architecture must adapt to the functional loads and the modelling 
process is influenced by the induced strains and stresses. 
Osteogenesis is a process that cooperates with bone growth and functions to 
alter the spatial distribution of accumulating tissue presented by growth (10–12). 
Since new tissue is deposited over existing bone undergoing an increased or 
altered loading environment, the positioning has to meet the rapid evolution of 
mechanical demands and the geometry has to be optimised. Osteogenesis may 
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occur in two different ways: i) osteoclast activation and resorption of bone or ii) 
osteoblast activation and formation of bone (11, 13). 
While bone osteogenesis involves resorption or formation, but not both at 
the same time, bone remodelling always takes place in three phases: resorption, 
reversal and formation. Resorption (about 2 weeks) is induced by migration of 
preostoclasts to the bone surface where osteoclasts are formed. Reversal (about 4 
or 5 weeks) triggers appearance of mononuclear cells, which prepare the surface 
for osteoblasts and give the necessary signals for osteoblast migration and 
differentiation. Formation (up to 4 months) consists of the replacement of 
resorbed bone by new tissue, which results in a surface covered with flattened 
cells. 
 Mechanical loading may strongly influence osteogenesis and remodelling. 
On one hand, disuse, the lack of or low mechanical loading stimuli trigger a 
domination of bone resorption over bone formation. On the other hand, overuse of 
bone leads to damage of tissue and in turn remodelling, but, if damage 
accumulation occurs faster than its repair, one may observe larger microcracks 
and their propagation (10, 14). New bone formation is most effective if it takes 
place in bone regions where the stresses are highest, thus reducing the risk of 
structural failure. Furthermore, Wolff (15) observed that in many bones (i.e. 
proximal femur, vertebral bodies, proximal tibia) the trabecular trajectories were 
mainly aligned with the directions of maximum stress. Such alignment results in 
an anisotropic behaviour of the bone, so that the stiffness and strength are 
increased in the main direction without increasing bone mass. 
  
2.2  Previous models of osteogenesis and bone remodelling 
In recent decades several analytical (6, 16–21) and computational (22–25) 
works have been proposed in the literature to evaluate the fluid-structure 
interactions occurring during bone remodelling and osteogenesis. The common 
objective has been to understand the interaction between the cells and their 
mechanical environment in order to optimise the design of prostheses and other 
bone substitutes used in the tissue engineering field. Some of them (26–28) are 
based on the work of Weinbaum et al. (6) which aimed to elucidate the 
mechanotransduction phenomenon undergone by the osteocytes. Others have tried 
to take into account each type of porosity and their interconnection (22, 29–31) 
and they found that the fluid pressures in each domain are rather independent or 
not much reciprocally affected. Finally, some authors have employed the Biot 
theory to obtain the governing equations for bone samples undergoing simple 
mechanical loading such as step-loaded bending (32), transverse deflection (33) or 
cyclic bending and compression (20, 23). 
In 1960, Pauwels (34) was the first to propose a model of bone cells 
differentiation during fracture healing. He stated that hydrostatic pressure 
promotes the formation of cartilage tissue, while shear strain enhances the 
formation of fibrous tissue. Consequently, bone formation only occurs once the 
stabilisation of the environment has been ensured by the fibrous tissue. Similarly, 
Carter et al. (35) developed a model based on the interaction between hydrostatic 
pressure and shear stress and defined the characteristic domains for the formation 
of bone, cartilage, fibrous and fibro-cartilage tissues. In the same spirit, 
Prendergast et al. (36) linearly coupled the distortion γ  and the velocity of the 
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interstitial fluid fv  as follows 
 
S = γa +
vf
b  (2.1) 
 
where a and b are two constants respectively equal to 0.0375 and 3 µm/s and S is 
the stimulus. This model was the first to consider the poroelastic behaviour of the 
bone and, thanks to specific animal tests, the authors have been able to determine 
a set of thresholds of S (Fig. 2.2) that has been widely used since (37, 38, 38–46).  
 
 
Fig. 2.2 Diagram of cell differentiation proposed by Prendergast et al. (36). 
 
Nevertheless, this algorithm shows some limitations. Firstly, the cells only 
respond to mechanical stimuli (i.e. mechanotransduction), whereas bio-chemical 
signals may also influence cellular activity. Secondly, although the interstitial 
fluid is taken into account, the model neglects electrical potentials. Finally, Eq. 
2.1 employs two constants that were deduced during an in vivo experiment, which 
may therefore circumscribe their applicability.  
 There exists a series of computational models that aim to simulate 
osteogenesis within porous materials or structures. Such works may be classified 
into two categories: the mechanobiological models that consider both the 
mechanics and the cellular activity (39, 47, 38, 44, 48, 37, 49) and the mechanical 
models that only take into account the mechanical framework (50–53).  
Among the mechanobiological models, a further distinction must be made 
between the discrete (37, 38) and the continuum (38, 40, 44) models. The former 
allow modelling of the space occupied by each cell and both migration and 
proliferation are often regulated by a stochastic law. The latter instead use 
reaction-diffusion equations to describe migration, proliferation and 
differentiation. The main drawback of these models is their validation since they 
rely on a large number of parameters that are difficult to measure in vivo.  
The mechanical models do not consider the formation of cartilage and 
fibrous tissue, but only bone. Therefore, they do not directly reproduce the cellular 
activity, but just the apposition or the resorption of the bone on or within the 
implant. 
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 The previous models have certainly helped in better understanding the 
principal mechanisms regulating fluid-structure interactions during bone 
formation and remodelling, however they present two main drawbacks. Firstly, 
most of these works evaluate the behaviour of small bone specimens, thus they 
provide consistent results at the microscale, but may fail in capturing the global 
response of a whole bone structure. Secondly, the time dependent description of 
the evolution of the interstitial pressure coupled with the mechanics of the 
problem results in a significant computing time.  
2.3  Development of a model for osteogenesis  
 
 When I joined the Institut de Biomécanique Georges Charpak four years 
ago, I started to develop a model of osteogenesis with the objective of bypassing 
the issues mentioned above. In order to do so, I made few assumptions: 
- firstly, I consider the poroelastic behaviour of bone so that the total 
Cauchy stress σ  in the mechanical structure is classically expressed as 
 
σ = σ −αpf I  (2.2) 
 
where σ  is the effective stress in the solid phase, whereas pf  is the interstitial 
pressure in the fluid phase. α  and I are the Biot-Willis coefficient (54) and the 
identity matrix respectively; 
- secondly, four cell populations are involved: the mesenchymal cells, the 
osteoblasts, the fibroblasts and the chondrocytes whose activities are coupled as 
sketched in Fig. 2.3.  
 
mesenchymal 
osteoblasts chondrocytes fibroblasts 
fibrous tissue bone cartilage 
 
Fig. 2.3 Diagram showing the connections between the cell phenotypes. Arrows indicate potential 
differentiation processes. 
 
Each cell population is described as a normalised concentration ci (where the 
subscript i indicates the cell phenotype) through a reaction-diffusion equation 
which defines the main cellular functions and reads 
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∂ci
∂t = div Di∇ci( )+ p ci( )+ d ci( )  (2.3) 
 
with t, Div  and ∇  the time, the divergence and the gradient, respectively. The 
second ( p ci( ) ) and the third ( d ci( ) ) term on the right hand side characterise the 
proliferation and differentiation of the cells, whereas the first term defines the 
migration of the cells and is coupled with the mechanical framework of the 
problem through the tensor Di which is expressed as follows 
 
Di = αiI +βi σ I φσ I ⊗ φσ I + σ II φσ II ⊗ φσ II + σ III φσ III ⊗ φσ III( )  (2.4) 
 
where αi  and βi  are constants, σ I , σ II  and σ III  are the absolute values of the 
principal stresses and φσ I , φσ I  and φσ II  are the principal directions. It has to be 
said that the migration term is computed for the mesenchymal cells and the 
fibroblasts only, since the migration velocity of osteoclasts and chondrocytes is 
negligible; 
- thirdly, the cyclic loading to which the structure is submitted throughout 
the osteogenesis process is taken into account; 
- finally, I employ the stimulus S introduced by Prendergast et al. (36) to 
determine the amount of cartilage, fibrous tissue and bone in the structure. 
 Therefore, the model includes the main aspects of both the mechanical (i.e. 
poroelastic behaviour of bone and cyclic loading) and the biological (i.e. cellular 
activity) framework and is able to simulate osteogenesis throughout twelve weeks 
in a reasonable computing time. In the next section I present the results for initial 
application of the approach. 
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2.4  Finite element model of osteogenesis within a titanium 
porous scaffold 
 
 When bone is injured and a fracture or defect exceeds a critical size, a 
support such as a scaffold is implanted in order to promote bone ingrowth and to 
ensure proper transmission of the mechanical loads. Such bone substitutes 
constitute a good compromise between autologous bone and distraction 
osteogenesis since they allow immediate re-establishment of the anatomical 
functions of the structure and avoidance of disease transmission. There exist two 
categories of scaffolds: the non resorbable (made of titanium or steel) and the 
resorbable ones (made of ceramics or polymers). On one hand, the main 
advantage of the resorbable scaffolds is that once implanted, bone progressively 
replaces the scaffold. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to find the proper adjustment 
between the mechanical properties and the resorbability (i.e. the interaction with 
the organism) in order to avoid the rejection of toxic substances. On the other 
hand, the non resorbable scaffolds show good mechanical strength and 
biocompatibility, but their mechanical properties are very different to those of 
bone and more specifically their Young’s modulus is much higher than that of the 
bone. This results in a much stiffer structure which withstands nearly all the 
applied stresses with the consequence that the bone is under- loaded. One solution 
to this drawback is to design a porous scaffold to considerably reduce the effective 
Young’s modulus and to enhance the osteointegration. Actually, it has been 
shown that porous implants promote cell anchorage and proliferation (55–58). 
One may distinguish between two porosities: the micro-porosity, responsible for 
the material roughness, and the macro-porosity, responsible for the structure of the 
scaffold. The former enables a better grip of the cells on the surface (59), whereas 
the latter allows the cells to migrate across the implant and to colonise it. Some 
studies have demonstrated that a coating of the implant (i.e. hydroxyapatite) may 
improve cell adhesion, corrosion resistance and bioactivity (56, 60, 61). 
 During the PhD of Mary Schmitt at the Institut de Biomécanique Humaine 
Georges Charpak, which I have co-supervised with Philippe Rouch, both 
experimental and numerical approaches have been used to investigate 
osteogenesis within a titanium porous scaffold designed and fabricated by OBL®, 
a French manufacturer of maxillofacial implants (www.oblparis.fr).  
 From an experimental point of view, a porous and a non porous scaffold 
were implanted after a symmetrical and bilateral resection of the non-toothed part 
of a series of 29 ewe’s mandibles. The choice of a bigger animal such as the sheep 
is due to the similarities with human bone in terms of the remodeling process. 
Twelve weeks after implantation (characteristic time for osteogenesis), the 
animals were sacrificed and each hemi-mandible underwent a cantilever test to 
determine the stiffness at the bone-implant interfaces.  
From a numerical point of view, the work has been organized in 
successive steps.  
First, using poroelasticity theory (54, 62), we have evaluated the 
interstitial fluid pressure inside two three-dimensional (3D) beams (with 
dimensions of the hemimandible) with rectangular and elliptical sections, 
respectively and both submitted to cyclic loading. For the former, the results have 
been compared to those obtained by Manfredini et al. (23) to validate our 
computational approach. The latter has allowed us to determine the influence of 
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the geometry and the boundary conditions of the mechanical structure on the 
evolution of the interstitial pressure. A paper has been submitted to the Journal of 
Biomechanics. 
  Second, a preliminary two-dimensional (2D) finite element model has 
been developed which is partially based on the hypotheses described in Sec. 2.3. 
In fact, here we do not describe the poroelastic behaviour of the bone nor the 
cyclic boundary conditions and we only take into account the mesenchymal cells 
and their activity. Despite these simplifications, the numerical results at the end of 
the osteogenesis process are compared qualitatively with the data from the 
histological analysis and quantitatively with the data from the mechanical tests 
done on the sacrificed ewes. A paper has been published in Computer Methods for 
Biomechanical and Biomedical Engineering. 
 Third, a 3D realistic geometry of the hemimandible has been considered 
and all the hypotheses proposed in Sec. 2.3 have been included. Due to the 
complex coupling between mechanics and biology, a specific algorithm has been 
set up in order to update the mechanical properties according to the evolution of 
the cell populations and their differentiation. A paper on this part of the work is in 
progress. 
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Diffusion model to describe osteogenesis within a porous titanium scaffold
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In this study, we develop a two-dimensional finite element model, which is derived from an animal experiment and allows
simulating osteogenesis within a porous titanium scaffold implanted in ewe’s hemi-mandible during 12weeks. The cell
activity is described through diffusion equations and regulated by the stress state of the structure. We compare our model to
(i) histological observations and (ii) experimental data obtained from a mechanical test done on sacrificed animal. We show
that our mechano-biological approach provides consistent numerical results and constitutes a useful tool to predict
osteogenesis pattern.
Keywords: bone scaffold; osteogenesis; in vivo test; finite element method; mechanobiology
1. Introduction
Bone is a living tissue able to rebuild and restore its
physical and geometrical properties when injured.
Specifically, bone remodelling and bone ingrowth are
two important biological phenomena that successively
occur during fracture healing process, prosthesis osseoin-
tegration and distraction osteogenesis (Meyrueis and
Cazenave 2004). Nevertheless, when a defect exceeds a
critical size for spontaneous bone formation (Schmitz and
Hollinger 1986), a structural support such as a porous
implant (i.e. scaffold) is required to enhance bone
ingrowth and to ensure the mechanical loads transmission.
During the last decades,many invivo studies on rodents
(i.e. rabbits or rats) have evaluated the osseointegration of
porous implants (Karageorgiou and Kaplan 2005; Take-
moto et al. 2005; St-Pierre et al. 2005; Otsuki et al. 2006;
Lopez-Heredia et al. 2008). Nonetheless, besides the high
cost of experimentations, osteogenesis is a long process
with successive steps, which makes its experimental
observation very difficult. Therefore, mathematical and
numerical models have been proposed in the literature to
better understand the complex process of osteogenesis and
optimize the design of the scaffolds.
These models can be divided into two main categories:
the multi-physics and the multi-scale models. The former
consider the mechanoregulatory process that may take
place during bone ingrowth and osteogenesis. Different
theories emerged demonstrating that mechanics plays an
important role on the cellular activity. Pauwels (1960) was
the first to hypothesize that mechanical stresses and strains
could determine the differentiation pathways of mesench-
ymal stem cells (MSCs). Specifically, he found that during
bone fracture healing, bone formation only occurs once
fracture stabilization is ensured by fibrous tissues. Carter
et al. (1988) suggested that MSCs are more likely to
become osteogenic if they are submitted to low shear
strain and compressive hydrostatic stress. In Prendergast
et al. (1997), the coupling between the fluid–solid velocity
and the maximal shear strain is considered as a key factor
for the regulation of cell differentiation. Such an approach
has been widely used to predict tissue regeneration during
fracture healing (Lacroix and Prendergast 2002; Isaksson
et al. 2008), distraction osteogenesis (Isaksson et al. 2007)
and also tissue ingrowth within scaffolds (Kelly and
Prendergast 2006; Liu and Niebur 2008) or at bone–
implant porous interface (Huiskes et al. 1997; Andreykiv
et al. 2005; Andreykiv et al. 2008). Other mechanobio-
logical models have been proposed using different
techniques resulting in random walk models (Pe´rez and
Prendergast 2007; Byrne et al. 2007), lattice-based models
(Checa and Prendergast 2010; Sandino et al. 2010),
biological model (Moreo et al. 2009) and voxel finite
element (FE) models (Adachi et al. 2006; Sanz-Herrera
et al. 2008, 2009).
The multi-scale models distinguish between two
spatio-temporal scales at the tissue and at the pore-
scaffold level. Among these works, we mention those from
Prendergast et al. (1997), Kelly and Prendergast (2006)
and Sanz-Herrera et al. (2008, 2009) in which the influence
of both the cellular activity and the scaffold microstructure
is considered. In addition, some homogenization
approaches (Hollister et al. 2002, Taboas et al. 2003,
q 2015 Taylor & Francis
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Hutmacher et al. 2004) have been used to design and
control the scaffold porosity and pores size.
Most of the previous works are defined by a large
number of parameters, which are difficult to determine
experimentally, and therefore the results are only
qualitatively compared to the experimental observations.
An alternative approach was proposed by Roshan-Ghias
et al. (2011) according to which bone osteogenesis is
regulated by a diffusion phenomenon and the few
unknown variables of the model are identified through
in vivo micro-computed tomography (micro-CT).
In the present paper, we introduce a two-dimensional
(2D) FE model derived from a specific animal study. Our
main goal is to propose a new numerical approach to
describe osteogenesis within a titanium scaffold implanted
in a ewe’s hemi-mandible. The key feature of the model
lays on the link between mechanics and biology, which is
stronger than those proposed in previous works. In fact, the
cellular activity (i.e. migration and proliferation) is defined
through diffusion equations, which are coupled twice with
the mechanical framework of the problem through (i) the
principal stresses and (ii) the principal directions. At the
end of the bone-remodelling process, which takes
12weeks in our specific case (Den Boer et al. 1999), the
numerical results are compared to the experimental ones in
two different ways. First, we qualitatively correlate the cell
density and colonization patterns to the histological data
obtained on an implanted hemi-mandible. Secondly, we
quantitatively assess the consistence of the same results
by performing a cantilever bending simulation on the
colonized hemi-mandible and comparing it to the
corresponding experimental deflection.
2. Methods
2.1 Scaffold and experimental set up
In this present study, an 18-mm long titanium scaffold
with a porosity of 53% was placed after resection of the
non-toothed part of ewes’ hemi-mandibles. To anchor the
scaffold to the bone, 10 titanium screws were used
(Figure 1(b)). The scaffold was designed and produced by
OBLw using a selective laser melting (SLM) technique
(Barbas et al. 2012).
Three ewes’ hemi-mandibles were tested:
. a non-implanted (NI-0, Figure 1(a)) and an
implanted (I-0, Figure 1(b)) hemi-mandibles com-
ing from the same ewe sacrificed right after scaffold
implantation (t ¼ 0);
. an implanted (I-12, Figure 2(a)) hemi-mandible
coming from a ewe sacrificed 12 weeks after
scaffold implantation (t ¼ 12weeks).
Both ewes were approximately 2 years old. A cantilever
bending test was performed on each hemi-mandible using
a universal traction machine (INSTRON 5500-R).
Before the test, a black and white speckle pattern was
painted on the hemi-mandible in order to perform digital
images correlation (DIC). The proximal boundary of the
hemi-mandible was embedded into polymethylmetacry-
late (PMMA), while the distal boundary was submitted to
a displacement of 2mm/min, which was applied until
failure through a cylinder load nose. The resultant force
was measured using a load cell of 1KN.
During the test, the hemi-mandible was kept wet to
avoid the drying of the bone, which could have altered its
mechanical properties (Evans and Lebow 1952; Blackburn
et al. 1992). Finally, frontal images of the set-up were
captured every 2 s using a digital camera.
2.2 Histological evaluation
After micro-CT, defect areas including a 5-mm edge of
native bone at both the anterior and posterior margins were
excised from the hemi-mandible I-12. The segments were
fixed for at least 7 days in 10% phosphate-buffered
formaldehyde solution.
Undecalcified segments were sectioned with a
diamond saw (Secotom, Struers) along the antero-
posterior direction thereafter dehydrated with methanol,
and then embedded in methyl-methacrylate-based resin.
The hardened specimen blocks were cut in the longitudinal
Figure 1. The NI-0 (a) and I-0 (b) hemi-mandible coming from
the same ewe sacrificed right after scaffold implantation (t ¼ 0).
In (b), the 18-mm-long titanium scaffold placed after resection of
the non-toothed part of the I-0 hemi-mandible and anchored to
the bone with 10 titanium screws is noticeable.
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direction along the axis of the implant. Sections of interest
were sawn off with the diamond saw, ground and finally
polished up with a Buelher micro-grinding device to reach
100mm thickness.
Finally, sections were stained with modified Masson–
Goldner’s trichrome dye to evaluate bone healing
efficiency by histomorphometry and examined under a
light microscopy (DMRB Leica, DXC930 Camera Sony).
2.3 Mechano-biological FE model
The mechano-biological framework of the FE model
allows simulating the bone ingrowth within the titanium
scaffold implanted in the hemi-mandible. Because the
mandible is considered as a flat bone, here we only take
into account intramembranous ossification, which, in
contrast to endochondral ossification, does not require
cartilaginous tissue.
The 2D geometry representing a sagittal view of the
hemi-mandible (Figure 2(b)) has been obtained from the
frontal digital images through DIC. The hemi-mandible is
constituted by a proximal and a distal bone domains, Sb;p
and Sb;d, respectively. In addition, it includes a central
domain composed of the scaffold Ss, which is placed
between the two gaps, Sg, between the periosteum and the
scaffold, and four interfaces Sij (the subscript j indicates
the interface number) between the scaffold and the bone.
The domains Ss and Sij have been represented through
specific characteristic functions hs and hij.
Here, we consider that each domain is made of an
isotropic linear elastic material. For Sb;p and Sb;d,
homogenized Young’s moduli (Eb,p and Eb,d, respectively)
have been deduced from the experimental deflection curve
of the neutral axis of the hemi-mandible. For Ss, Sij and
Sg, we assume that, at the initial configuration, they are
filled with a granular tissue, which will be gradually
replaced by bone during the 12weeks. Consequently,
Es, Eij and Eg vary with respect to time and bone
mineralization and are defined as follows:
Es ¼ Es;0 12Bs;0
! "!
þ Bs;0 Et 12 cmhtm
! "þ Ebcmhtm! ""hs; ð1Þ
Eij ¼ Et 12 cmhtm
! "þ Ebcmhtm! "hij; ð2Þ
Eg ¼ Et 12 cmhtm
! "þ Ebcmhtm ; ð3Þ
where Es;0 is the initial Young’s modulus of the scaffold, Et
and Eb are the Young’s moduli of the granular tissue and
the newly formed bone, respectively, Bs;0 is the scaffold
initial porosity and cm is the MSCs concentration, which is
Figure 2. (a) The I-12 hemi-mandible. (b) The FE model geometry: dimensions, boundary conditions and subdomains of the implanted
hemi-mandible. A, B and C indicate the three points used to evaluate cm for the sensitivity analysis (see Appendix).
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defined as the fraction of MSCs inside the scaffold. htm is a
characteristic function allowing to initiate the mineraliz-
ation process. In fact, as the osteoblasts activity is not
directly modelled, we assume that the mineralization starts
after a maturation time tm of the MSCs of about 2weeks
(Malaval et al. 1999) and takes approximately 3weeks
to complete (Eriksen et al. 1986). Thus, the fraction of
mineralized bone mb inside the scaffold is defined as
mb ¼ cmhtm : ð4Þ
We assume that both cm and mb are normalized and vary
between 0 and 1.
During the simulation, the proximal boundary of the
hemi-mandible is allowed to translate along the y-axis
(except for the upper point which is completely blocked),
while the distal boundary is submitted to a constant force
to simulate the ewes’ mastication (Thomason et al. 2001)
(Figure 2(b)).
In the following, the diffusion equations used to
describe the evolution of the MSCs concentration cm
within the different domains of the system are presented.
Inside Sb;p and Sb;d, we consider that cm is constant with
respect to time, while a Robin condition on ›Sb;p and ›Sb;d
is applied to reproduce the cell proliferation outside the
system. Thus, the diffusion equation reads
›cm
›t
¼ div Dm;b grad cm
! "
on Sb;p and Sb;d; ð5Þ
ðDm;b grad cm; nÞ ¼ 2g cm;0 2 cm
! "
on ›Sb;p and ›Sb;d;
ð6Þ
where div and grad represent the divergence and the
gradient, respectively, (a,b) defines the scalar product
between two vectors, g is a constant, cm;0 is the initial
concentration of the MSCs inside the domains and n is the
outward normal vector along the external boundaries. Dm,b
is a tensor which couples the concentration cm with the
principal stresses and directions as follows:
Dm;b¼abIþ bb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sIj j
p
BsI^BsI þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sIIj j
p
BsII^BsII
$ %
;
ð7Þ
where ab and bb are specific constants, I is the identity
matrix andBsI andBsII are the principal directions of the
principal stresses sI and sII. j·j and^ indicate the absolute
value and the tensorial product, respectively.
The evolution of cm within the scaffold is also defined
by a diffusion equation as follows:
›cm
›t
¼ div Dm;s grad cm
! "þ Pm; ð8Þ
where the first and the second terms on the right-hand side
describe the migration and the proliferation processes,
respectively. As in Equation (6), Dm;s is coupled with the
mechanics of the problem and reads
Dm;s¼asIþ bs
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sIj j
p
BsI^BsI þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sIIj j
p
BsII^BsII
$ %
;
ð9Þ
where as and bs are specific constants. The MSCs
proliferation Pm is expressed as
Pm ¼ Pm;0ð12 cmÞcm; ð10Þ
with Pm;0 the MSCs production rate. MSCs migrate from
the proximal and the distal bone domains but also from
the periosteum. Thus, the previous diffusion equation is
coupled with a Robin condition on the periosteum
boundaries ›Sp:
ðDm;s grad cm; nÞ ¼ 2g cm0 2 cmð Þ on ›Sp: ð11Þ
3. Results
3.1 Experimental results
As mentioned in Section 2.1, a cantilever bending test was
performed on three hemi-mandibles: NI-0, I-0 and I-12.
The experimental deflection curves are represented in
Figure 3.
First, it is possible to observe a clear difference
between the two curves NI-0 and I-0. In fact, for NI-0 the
curve is mostly straight, while for I-0 the curve presents
two local changes in slope corresponding to the proximal
and distal bone–scaffold interfaces, respectively.
Secondly, by comparing the curve of I-0 at t ¼ 0 to the
curve of I-12 at t ¼ 12weeks, it is possible to notice that
the deflection is less important for the latter than for the
former.
These outputs confirm that (i) the scaffold does not
support the entire load and (ii) the cell colonization and
mineralization do affect the global mechanical response of
the system via the increase in the Young modulus inside
the scaffold and at the interfaces of the scaffold with the
proximal and distal bones.
3.2 Numerical osteogenesis
The numerical simulation has been run using the FE
software COMSOL 3.5a. The main parameters associated
with the constitutive behaviour of the system and the
cellular activity are reported in Table 1.
In Figure 4, the results at the end of the process (i.e.
12weeks) are represented. The MSCs concentration cm
varies between 0.3 and 1, respectively, at the centre and
along the external boundaries of the scaffold (Figure 4(a)).
More specifically, at points A, B and C (Figure 2(b)), cm is
equal to 0.61, 0.36 and 0.6, respectively. Because the
M. Schmitt et al.4
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mineralization process starts after 2weeks of maturation
and takes approximately 3weeks to complete (Section
2.3), we observe a complete cellular mineralization (i.e.
equal to 1) at about 5 weeks after maturation (Figure 4(b)).
We notice that the colonization and the mineralization
patterns are very similar and occur from the outer
boundaries towards the central region of the scaffold.
In addition, the four interfaces Sij, which were initially
filled by a granular tissue, are now completely
mineralized. Thus, according to Equation (1), the global
stiffness of the scaffold is increased by the end of the
simulation.
In Figure 5(a), a sagittal view of the middle section of
the scaffold histological examination is reported.
We distinguish between the mineralized bone (blue)
and the fibrous tissue (purple), which are mostly
distributed at the periphery and at the centre of the
scaffold, respectively. The histological analysis provided
a ratio bone volume (BV)/total volume (TV) equal to
62%. The direct comparison with our numerical results
is not possible due to the fact that (i) the FE model is
2D and (ii) the scaffold pores are not physically modelled
here. Nevertheless, thanks to the specific in-house
Matlab software, we have been able to evaluate the ratio
bone surface (BS)/total surface (TS) on Figure 5(a) and a
value of 27% was obtained. For the FE model, we
considered that bone is mineralized when mb (Equation 4)
is higher than 0.8. Then, the numerical value of BS/TS
after 12 weeks is equal to 29% (Figure 5(b)). Therefore,
we may conclude that our numerical results are
qualitatively and quantitatively in agreement with the
histological data.
Figure 3. Experimental deflection curves of the neutral axis of NI-0 and I-0 at t ¼ 0 and of I-12 at t ¼ 12weeks.
Table 1. Model parameters.
Variable Symbol Value Unit Reference
Young’s modulus of the proximal bone Eb;p 6500 MPa Deduced from DIC
Young’s modulus of the distal bone Eb;d 300 MPa Deduced from DIC
Initial Young’s modulus of the scaffold Es;0 60 GPa Deduced from Barbas et al. (2012)
Young’s modulus of granular tissue Et 0.2 MPa Andreykiv et al. (2008)
Young’s modulus of newly formed bone Eb 200 MPa Deduced from Nafei et al. (2000)
Initial porosity of the titanium scaffold Bs;0 0.53 Barbas et al. (2012)
Robin constant g 1e27 m2/s
The initial concentration of the MSCs cm;0 0.98
Diffusion constant in the bone domain ab 1e
220 m2/s
Diffusion constant in the bone domain bb 3e
213 m2/s
Diffusion constant in the scaffold domain as 1e
220 m2/s
Diffusion constant in the scaffold domain bs 3e
215 m2/s
The MSCs production rate Pm,0 2e
29 s21
MSCs maturation time tm 14 days Malaval et al. (1999)
Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering 5
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3.3 Comparison of the FE model to the
experimental results
The cantilever bending test performed on the ewe’s hemi-
mandible 12weeks after implantation (I-12) allows us to
show the consistency of the FE model. In Figure 6, the
experimental and the FEmodel deflection curves of the hemi-
mandible’s neutral axis at 12weeks are represented. For both,
the maximum deflection is reached at the distal boundary
where the force is applied. Nevertheless, we obtained a
maximal displacement of 1.62mm for the former and of
1.46mm for the latter. Furthermore, there are two local
changes of the curve’s slope which correspond to the
proximal and distal bone–scaffold interfaces, respectively.
Such a behaviour is mainly due to the low stiffness of the
newly formed with respect to the proximal and distal bones.
Finally, in Figure 6, the FE model deflection curve of
the hemi-mandible’s neutral axis at the initial configur-
ation is also represented. We notice that the maximum
deflection after osteogenesis is about four times lower than
the one obtained at the initial configuration (1.46mm
versus 5.65mm, respectively). Such a difference is mainly
due to the bone ingrowth within the scaffold and also at the
bone–scaffold interfaces, which increase the global
stiffness of the structure.
4. Discussion
In the literature, most of the models have not been
validated (Andreykiv et al. 2005; Adachi et al. 2006;
Andreykiv et al. 2008; Byrne et al. 2007: Liu and Niebur
2008) or validated through experimental tests on small
animals (i.e. rabbits or rats) because their size and cost
make the experimental protocol easier (Sanz-Herrera et al.
2008, 2009; Roshan-Ghias et al. 2011). Nevertheless, their
bone properties are quite different than human’s (Pearce
et al. 2007). For instance, their characteristic time for bone
remodelling is four times shorter (Sanz-Herrera et al.
2008). Therefore, our model is directly derived from an
animal experiment done on bigger animals such as ewes.
Indeed, the ovine model has been widely used in bone
defect repair, distraction osteogenesis, osteoporosis and
osteoarthritis research (Willie et al. 2004), and has been
indicated as a valid model for the study of human bone
remodelling and turnover (Den Boer et al. 1999; Pearce
et al. 2007). The 2D FE model we have proposed allows
simulating osteogenesis within a porous titanium scaffold
implanted in a ewe’s hemi-mandible for 12weeks.
Cells migration and bone ingrowth within the scaffold
are described through diffusion equations as previous
authors did (Andreykiv et al. 2005; Kelly and Prendergast
2006; Liu and Niebur 2008; Andreykiv et al. 2008; Sanz-
Herrera et al. 2008, 2009; Roshan-Ghias et al. 2011).
Furthermore, the cells activity is directly coupled to the
mechanics of the problem because MSCs migration
follows the principal stresses and principal directions.
Such a hypothesis results in bone ingrowth occurring from
the external boundaries to the centre of the scaffold, which
is in agreement with a previous study (Fujibayashi et al.
2003). The model has been correlated to the experimental
Figure 4. Time evolution of normalized MSCs concentration
cm (a) and of the fraction of mineralized bone mb (b) within the
scaffold predicted by the numerical simulation.
Figure 5. (a) Histological examination of the scaffold: stained middle section with modified Masson–Goldner’s trichrome dye
(mineralized bone in blue and fibrous tissues in purple). (b) Fraction of mineralized bone mb at t ¼ 12weeks in the numerical model.
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data. For the former, a qualitative comparison between our
numerical results and the histological observations has been
done in terms of osteogenesis pattern. For the latter, the
numerical and the experimental results obtained fromaquasi-
static bending test done on the 12weeks ewe’s hemi-
mandible have been quantitatively compared. Although such
a comparison has been doneusing the data fromonly one ewe
andat a single timepoint, theFEmodel can still be considered
as a useful and consistent tool to predict osteogenesis within
the scaffold because the numerical results appear to be in
agreement with the experimental ones.
Nevertheless, some assumptions have been done to
develop the present work. First, a simplified 2D geometry
has been employed to represent the implanted hemi-
mandible. However, a 3D representation of the system
may lead to a more realistic strain–stress distribution,
which could influence the cells activity and thus the bone
matrix distribution. Indeed, histological observations have
pointed out that there might be more newly formed bone
on the lingual region of the hemi-mandible than on the
external region.
Second, the MSCs differentiation into either fibro-
blasts or osteoblasts is not regulated here by any
biophysical stimulus derived from the interstitial flow
and the shear strain (Prendergast et al. 1997) or the strain
energy (Sanz-Herrera et al. 2008, 2009). Such stimulus
would allow us to take into account all the cells types (i.e.
fibroblasts and osteoblasts) involved in the intramembra-
nous ossification.
Finally, we have not yet implemented the intrinsic
properties of the implant such as its osteoconductive and
osteoinductive characteristics.
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Appendix
Sensitivity analysis
According to Table 1, the model presents 14 parameters. Among
them, two have been determined from DIC (Eb;p and Eb;d) and
five have been found (Et , Bs;0 and tm) or deduced (Es;0 and Eb)
from the literature. As for cm;0, since we have assumed that both
the proximal and the distal bone regions are completely fulfilled
of MSCs throughout the simulation, a value of 0.98 has been
fixed.
Therefore, to determine which parameters most influence the
results and in particular the final value of the MSCs concentration
cm, a sensitivity analysis has been performed by letting vary of
^10% the remaining six parameters: g, ab, bb, as, bs and Pm;0.
The value of cm at t ¼ 12weeks has been evaluated at points A,
B and C (Figure 1) and has been compared to the value obtained
at the same points for the standard simulation (Section 3.2). The
results are reported in Table 2.
As expected, the most influencing parameter is the diffusion
constant in the scaffold domain bs. In fact, as bs increases or
decreases, cm increases (between 3.9% and 10%) and decreases
(between 6% and 12%), respectively. However, when g, ab, as,
bb and Pm;0 change, the final value of cm only undergoes a
variation between 0.23% and 1.1%.
Table 2. Numerical results for the sensitivity analysis.
Constant
Variation
(%) Value
Deviation of cm with
respect to the values in
Section 3.2
Point
A (%)
Point
B (%)
Point
C (%)
g þ10 1.1e27 m2/s 21.0 20.77 þ0.52
210 0.9e27 m2/s 21.1 20.83 þ0.23
ab þ10 1.1e220 m2/s 20.83 20.71 þ0.44
210 0.9e220 m2/s 20.89 20.74 þ0.51
bb þ10 3.3e213 m2/s 20.77 20.56 þ0.55
210 2.7e213m2/s 20.89 20.78 þ0.33
as þ10 1.1e220 m2/s 21.0 20.83 þ0.44
210 0.9e220 m2/s 20.69 20.64 þ0.49
bs þ10 3.3e215 m2/s þ3.9 þ10 þ6.0
210 2.7e215 m2/s 26.3 212 26.0
Pm,0 þ10 2.2e29 s21 20.78 20.53 þ0.45
210 1.829 s21 20.85 20.76 þ0.56
Note: The value of cm at t ¼ 12weeks has been evaluated at points A,
B and C (Figure 1) and the deviations with respect to the reference values
(Section 3.2) are reported.
Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering 9
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2.5  Anisotropic behaviour of cortical bone under traction 
 
 As mentioned above, as bone forms and remodels, it adapts its architecture 
to the surrounding mechanical framework (i.e. stresses and strains). In order to 
better understand such a process, it is necessary to take into account both the 
mechanical properties of the bone and its failure behaviour, which highly depend 
on the hierarchical structure of cortical bone. In the last decades, several 
experimental tests have been employed toward this goal, but most of them focus 
on only one of the previous aspects and fail to depict the multiaxial behaviour of 
the bone. 
 In collaboration with Christophe Cluzel, Assistant Professor at the 
Laboratoire de Mécanique et Téchnologie de l’ENS Cachan, we have proposed 
the Brazilian test as an alternative experimental technique to study cortical bone 
behaviour. This technique is usually employed in the field of civil engineering to 
study the brittle behaviour of materials such as concrete, rock or ceramic, whereas 
it has rarely been adopted in the biomechanics field. 
 In the Brazilian test a cylindrical specimen is loaded in compression along 
its main axis until failure. Since compression triggers tensile stresses normal to 
the loading direction, a crack appears perpendicular to the maximum traction 
stress direction resulting in the splitting into two halves of the cylinder. This test 
shows some interesting features. First, it allows traction testing in brittle materials. 
Second, it enables the use of specimens whose dimensions may be smaller than 
those of the representative volume of the material. In the specific case of cortical 
bone this leads to three further advantages: i) it decreases the probability of 
finding large defect triggering macroscopic failure, ii) it provides a correlation 
between the specimen dimensions and the defect distribution and iii) it allows 
traction testing of the cortical bone along its three axes of anisotropy. 
 In this study, the Brazilian test was carried out on 29 specimens of bovine 
cortical bone with diameters from 4 mm to 10 mm. The cortical bone being an 
anisotropic material, the analytical solution used for an isotropic material is not 
adequate anymore, but a correction coefficient must be integrated. We have been 
able to find such coefficient for each failure stress and we have found a variation 
of about 14% of the maximum stress. Finally, we have assessed the scale 
influence on the failure mechanism.  
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For a proper analysis of cortical bone behaviour, it is essential to take into account both the
elastic stiffness and the failure criteria. While ultrasound methods allow complete
identiﬁcation of the elastic orthotropic coefﬁcients, tests used to characterise the various
failure mechanisms and to identify the brittle tensile strength in all directions are
currently inadequate. In the present work we propose the Brazilian test as a complement
to conventional tensile tests. In fact, this experimental technique, rarely employed in the
biomechanics ﬁeld, has the potential to provide an accurate description of the anisotropic
strength of cortical bone. Additionally, it allows us to assess the scale inﬂuence on failure
behaviour which may be attributed to an intrinsic length in correlation with the cortical
bone microstructure. In order to correctly set up the Brazilian test, several aspects such as
the machining, the geometrical parameters of the specimen and the loading conditions
were determined. The ﬁnite element method was used to evaluate the maximal tensile
stress at the centre of a 2D anisotropic elastic specimen as a simple function of the loading.
To validate the protocol, the Brazilian test was carried out on 29 cortical bovine cylindrical
specimens with diameters ranging from 10 mm to 4 mm.
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Bone's structure and behaviour
Bone presents a hierarchical structure (Currey, 2001; Rho et al.,
1998; Vashishth, 2007) which is organised in different levels as
follows: (i) the macrostructure: cancellous and cortical bones,
(ii) the mesostructure (from 10 to 500 μm): haversian system,
osteons, trabeculae (iii) the microstructure (1–10 μm): the
lamellae and the osteocytes, (iv) the nanostructure (from
a few hundred nanometres to 1 μm): ﬁbrillar collagen and
embedded mineral, and (v) the sub-nanostructure (below a
few hundred nanometres): collagen, molecules and proteins.
The complex structure of the bone has been the object of
many studies during the last decades in order to decipher the
inﬂuence of each level on both the mechanical and the failure
behaviour (Currey, 2001). At the nanoscale, the orientation
of the collagen ﬁbrils and their degree of mineralisation
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmbbm.2014.06.007
1751-6161/& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
nCorresponding author. Tel.: þ33 1 44 24 61 18; fax: þ33 1 44 24 63 66.
E-mail address: rachele.allena@ensam.eu (R. Allena).
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(Turner-Walker and Parry, 1995) may affect Young's modulus
leading to a failure stress in the ﬁbres direction. At the
microscale, the stacking of successive lamellae, each com-
posed of collagen ﬁbres oriented in a single direction, pro-
vides an isotropic mechanical behaviour in the lamellae plan,
while weak properties are observed along the perpendicular
direction. At the mesoscale, the osteons structure supplies
a transverse isotropy for both the stiffness and the failure
stresses (Rho et al., 1998; Ascenzi et al., 2013). Such a
behaviour is maintained at the macroscale due to the main
orientation of the osteons along the longitudinal axis of the
bone. Finally, at this level the interface between the osteons
and the interstitial lamellae (the cement line) brings a further
weakness to the failure behaviour.
Conventional mechanical tests in traction, compression
and torsion on specimens obtained from cortical bone of the
femur diaphysis were carried out by Reilly and Burstein
(1975). They actually observed that Young's modulus along
the longitudinal direction is double that measured along the
circumferential or radial directions. Therefore, the anisotropy
of the elastic behaviour is clearly marked and complies with
the geometrical organisation of the bone at the mesoscopic
scale.
Nevertheless, this anisotropy is not limited to stiffness, it
also inﬂuences failure behaviour. As has been pointed out in
Norman and Wang (1997), O'Brien et al. (2007), and Feerick
et al. (2013), the cement line is a source of weakness that may
enhance crack propagation. Similarly, the interface between
two lamellae may reduce the failure threshold along their
perpendicular direction when several of them are aligned in a
circumferential direction as it is shown in Fig. 1 for cortical
bone of a young bovine. In contrast, along the longitudinal
direction, the lamellae and the osteons are continuous
and, for longitudinal loading, rupture occurs with a very high
stress. In parallel to the analysis of failure mechanisms,
many studies have focused on the failure criterion and have
shown that taking into account the failure anisotropy allows
better predictive ability (Doblare et al., 2004). Nonetheless,
these criteria are very complex to identify experimentally.
Additionally, Hashin (1996) and Puck and Schürmann (1998)
for ﬁbre reinforced plastic (FRP) composite and Arramon et al.
(2000) for bone have pointed out that a multicriterion
approach in which each function is related to a speciﬁc
failure mechanism is more suitable than a quadratic
function deﬁning an admissible rupture domain. Therefore,
it is essential to identify the failure mechanism in order to
determine which stress triggers the rupture.
1.2. Mechanical tests
During mechanical tests on brittle material, two different sets
of parameters can be measured: (i) those describing the
elastic behaviour and (ii) those describing the failure thresh-
olds for each loading condition.
In order to identify the orthotropic elastic coefﬁcients
of cortical bone, it is ﬁrst necessary to perform traction or
compression tests in the three main directions as presented
in Reilly and Burstein (1975) for a bovine femoral cortical
bone. Secondly, the shear elastic behaviour may be assessed
through Iosipescu or Arcan tests as or by torsion tests like
those employed by Reilly and Burstein (1975).Nonetheless,
the ultrasonic method presented in Rho et al. (1998) on bovine
cortical bone and the nanoindentation used in Hoc et al.
(2006) and Vayron et al. (2012) may be very useful for a
complete identiﬁcation of the elastic parameters and for
studying the spatial variations of the modulus, respectively.
Additionally, resonant ultrasonic spectroscopy techniques
(Bernard et al., 2013) have been recently employed for both
human and bovine cortical bones and have conﬁrmed the
previous results with high accuracy. For bovine cortical bone,
the values of Young's moduli along the circumferential and
transverse directions are of the order of 12.8 GPa, while
Young's modulus along the longitudinal direction is about
20.3 GPa.
Several experimental tests may be used to evaluate the
strength for a brittle and anisotropic material like bone.
Tensile testing is one of the classical methods to measure
bone's mechanical properties. Nevertheless, specimens
must have relatively large dimensions (15–20 mm in length,
4–8 mm in width) and they must be speciﬁcally designed to
obtain the majority of the strain in the central region (Reilly
and Burnstein, 1974; Ashman et al., 1987). If one assumes that
the external force is applied without inducing a bending
moment, the tensile test provides a good assessment of
bone's strength, but is limited in its ability to evaluate the
effects of anisotropy due to the constraints on the dimen-
sions of specimens.
Bending tests are usually employed for testing the bones
of small animals for which a tensile test is difﬁcult to set up.
In such a test, the entire bone is loaded until failure leading to
tensile stresses on one side of the bone and compressive
stresses on the other side. Additionally, tensile or compres-
sive stresses increase from the neutral axis to the external
boundaries of the specimen. Thus, failure commonly occurs
on the tensile side since bone is weaker in tension than
in compression (Reilly and Burstein, 1975) and may also be
highly sensitive to surface defects due to the machining of
the specimens for instance. Bending may be applied to the
bone through either a three-point or a four-point loading.
The former is very simple to set up, but it may cause high
shear stress around the middle section of the bone. The latter
induces pure bending and ensures zero transverse shear
stress between the two upper loading points. Nevertheless,
if the specimen is rather small in length and the bending
moment is maximum under the loading point, the stress
Fig. 1 – Bovine bone microstructure: sections perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis.
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state is not easy to determine. Furthermore, in both three-
point and four-point bending tests the total length of the
specimen should be about 16 times the thickness of the
specimen to guarantee that 85–90% of the bone ﬂexion is
actually due to bending. Unfortunately, this length–width
ratio cannot be acquired in whole bones such as femora or
tibias.
For compression testing, relatively small specimens
(7–10 mm long) can be used and therefore machined along
the three directions, but the measurement tends to be less
accurate than those for tensile tests because of edge effects.
In those regions in fact, the strain is likely to be higher than
in the central region, possibly due to the misalignment of the
specimen faces or other problems associated with specimen
machining. Then, because of friction between the contact
surfaces of the bone specimen and the plates of the testing
machine, one may have a unidirectional strain at the bound-
aries and a stress static state in the central region, such that
the specimen acquires a barrel-like shape. Although an
extensometer is usually employed during tensile tests to
determine the axial strain in the specimen, this is not
possible in compression due to the small dimensions of the
specimen. In this case image correlation represents an alter-
native method to evaluate the stress–strain relationship.
Despite a lower accuracy of the results compared to tensile
tests, compressive testing presents some major advantages.
First, specimens do not have to be as large as tensile speci-
mens. Second, machining of compressive specimens is easier
than for tensile specimens and may be done in different
directions to investigate the anisotropic behaviour of the
bone. Nevertheless, compression tests do not initiate the
same failure modes as tensile tests (for which failure mode
and crack shape show a speciﬁc brittle mechanism).
In recent years, shear tests have been developed to
determine the shear modulus of elasticity of the bone.
Among them we mention the rail shear test, the torsion
tube, cross-beam specimens and tension–compression of
notched specimens, including the Iosipescu (ASTM D5379)
(Iosipescu, 1967; Funk and Litsky, 1998; Sharma et al., 2011)
and the Arcan tests (Arcan et al., 1978).
Although the previous resistance tests allow partial assess-
ment of the anisotropic characteristics of cortical bone's
behaviour and identiﬁcation of some fracture modes, they
fail in evaluating the anisotropy in traction. For this reason,
here we propose the Brazilian test as an alternative experi-
mental approach to characterise the bone failure responses
along the longitudinal, circumferential and radial axes.
Such a test presents interesting features, which appear to
be decidedly appropriate to study bone's mechanical beha-
viour and to obtain a complete predictive model.
1.3. Brazilian test for brittle materials
The Brazilian test was ﬁrst introduced by Carneiro (1943) and
Akazawa (1943) to determine the tensile strength of brittle
materials such as rock, concrete or ceramic, which is difﬁcult
to evaluate by performing a direct uniaxial tensile test. It is
widely used in the ﬁeld of civil engineering and has been the
object of numerous works for both the calculation of stresses
and the identiﬁcation of material properties (Li et al., 2013). In
the biomechanics ﬁeld, it has been employed to determine
the tensile strength of archeological cortical bone (Turner-
Walker and Parry, 1995) and artiﬁcially aged bone (Turner-
Walker, 2011). Additionally, Huang et al. (2012) proposed a
numerical analysis of the Brazilian test of heterogeneous
specimens in order to analyse the tensile strength of dental
amalgams.
In the Brazilian test, a cylindrical specimen is loaded in
compression until failure over a short strip along the speci-
men length at each end of the vertical diameter. Compression
induces tensile stresses normal to the loading direction,
which are approximately constant within a region around
the centre. Therefore, for a brittle material, a crack appears
perpendicular to the maximum traction stress direction,
leading to the splitting of the cylinder into two halves.
The Brazilian test has some interesting characteristics.
Firstly, it greatly simpliﬁes the traction loading of a brittle
material. Secondly, it permits reduction of the size of the
specimen down to that limited by testing a representative
volume of the material. For the speciﬁc case of cortical bone,
such a reduction in dimensions (e.g. some millimetres in
diameter) leads to three further beneﬁts: (i) it decreases
the probability of ﬁnding very large defects that may induce
macroscopic rupture, (ii) it provides information on the
correlation between specimen size and defect distribution
and (iii) it enables the analysis of the traction fracture along
the three main axes of the bone. Therefore, the Brazilian test
may be employed to provide an accurate identiﬁcation of the
anisotropic maximal traction stresses in cortical bone.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sample preparation
Specimens were obtained from a bovine tibia sourced from
a local butcher and conserved at !181. Once the tibia was
defrosted, the internal marrow and the spongy bone were
removed and the bone was cleaned with water. The three
main local axes of the bone were chosen as follows (Fig. 2):
" the longitudinal axis x1 corresponds to the main direction
of the tibia;
" the circumferential axis x2 coincides with the azimuthal
direction;
" the radial axis x3 is aligned with the outward radius of the
bone's section.
Fig. 2 – Coordinates system, traction stresses (σiif ) and loading
directions (Fj).
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First, 25 bone cylinders were machined using diamond-
tipped tubular drills of internal diameters ϕ 10, 8, 6 and 4 mm.
For the sake of convenience, the machining was performed
along the x1 and x3 directions, which maintains the ability to
obtain the three fracture stresses σ11f , σ22f and σ33f (Fig. 2, the
superscript f indicates failure). Second, the cylinders were
sectioned perpendicular to the cylinder axis using a diamond
disc saw. Furthermore, for those machined along the x1
direction, more than one specimen was obtained. Finally,
29 specimens were acquired. The length L of the samples was
set to 6.5 mm, 5.2 mm, 3.9 mm and 2.6 mm, respectively, for
ϕ¼10 mm, ϕ¼8 mm, ϕ¼6 mm and ϕ¼4 mm (Fig. 3). Such
values provide a minimal average ratio ϕ=L equal to 1.54.
Before sectioning, the three main axes x1, x2 and x3 were
identiﬁed on each specimen which allows us to classify the
specimens as follows: xi_Fj, with xi and Fj indicating the
cutting axis and the loading direction, respectively (Fig. 2).
During cutting, water was used in order to reduce both
friction and temperature rise.
2.2. Brazilian test for cortical bone
The Brazilian tests were performed at room temperature right
after the cutting, using a universal traction–compression
machine INSTRON 5500-R equipped with a 5 KN sensor. We
have assumed that the room humidity does not inﬂuence the
specimens behaviour. The machine was controlled by ﬁxing
the displacement rate of the upper plate at 0.2 mm/min. The
positioning of the specimen between the two plates of the
machine as shown in Fig. 4 must be done very carefully since
it was necessary (i) to align the cylinder with respect to the
mid-planes of the plates, (ii) to orient the cylinder along
the main axis of the machine and (iii) to place the cylinder in
the central region of the lower plate. Such conditions may not
been veriﬁed if, for instance, there exists a parallelism or a
cylindricality defect of the specimen, which may inﬂuence
the stress distribution.
During a regular test, the crack was generally initiated at
the centre of the cylinder along the vertical axis (Fig. 5).
Nevertheless, abnormal splitting might be observed due to (i)
shear stress (Fig. 6a), (ii) crushing issues (Fig. 6b) or (iii) a non-
centred crack. Defects such as those presented in Fig. 6a were
mainly found during a preliminary series of tests with speci-
mens having a ratio ϕ=Lo1:54. To limit the crushing of the
contact surface (Fig. 6b), a cushion can be inserted between
the specimen and each load plate as described in the
standard for Brazilian tests applied to rocks (ISRM 1978, ASTM
2008). In our case, a 0.52 mm thick square of cardboard was
used (Fig. 4). The imprint was measured after each test to
estimate the contact area and we found that it can actually be
deﬁned independent of the specimen diameter ϕ through the
angle α (Fig. 4a) as described in Wang et al. (2004).
2.3. Structural analysis of Brazilian test for anisotropic
elastic behaviour
Through a structural analysis, we may be able to evaluate
the maximal tensile stress σxx;max along the x direction at the
centre of each specimen. For isotropic materials, an analytical
solution was proposed by Peltier (1954) giving the tensile
Fig. 3 – Specimens diameters: 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm.
2α
Fig. 4 – Schematic drawing of the Brazilian test (a) and positioning of a 4 mm diameter specimen (b).
Fig. 5 – Appearance of a vertical crack at the centre of a
specimen x1_F3 with a 8.12 mm diameter.
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stress in the centre of the disc as follows:
σxx;max ¼ 2FϕLpi ð1Þ
where F is the applied load.
To account for the effect of a soft cushion between
the specimen and the loading plates, a factor of correction k
was introduced by Hondros (1959) and Wang et al. (2004) as a
function of the angle α (Fig. 7). Thus, Eq. (1) becomes
σxx;max ¼ k αð Þ 2FϕLpi ð2Þ
Nonetheless, the previous relation is no longer valid for
an anisotropic elastic behaviour as for the cortical bone.
In Exadaktylos and Kaklis (2001), the authors propose an
analytical approach in the form of a sum of Fourier series,
which is validated for the isotropic case by comparing it
with the results of Hondros (1959). In the present work, in
order to have an extensive overview of anisotropy effects,
the deﬁnition of the maximum tensile stresses (Fig. 2) is
similar to that proposed in Eq. (2), but the coefﬁcient of
correction is now expressed as a function of both the direc-
tion of the failure stress and that of the loading. Thus, we
have
σii;max ¼ βii$ j
2Fj
ϕLpi
ð3Þ
where βii$ j is the correction factor and Fj is the applied
vertical load. The subscripts ii and j indicate the principal
stresses and the loading direction, respectively. The main
objective of the structural analysis is to ﬁnd the coefﬁcient
βii$ j for the different directions independent of the specimen
diameter ϕ.
In the present study, the analysis was performed using the
ﬁnite elements (FE) method, which provides a better valida-
tion and simplify the management of various input and
output data. The FE software COMSOL 3.5a was used to run
two dimensional (2D) simulations and to evaluate the linear
elastic stress ﬁeld within the samples along x1, x2 and x3 with
two loading directions each. The cylindrical specimens were
represented as circles with an anisotropic elastic behaviour.
The elastic material parameters were deduced from Bernard
et al. (2013) (Table 1).
The problem was solved using the plane stress hypothesis.
The displacement of the point A was constrained along the x
direction while the point B was totally constrained to prevent
rigid body motion (Fig. 7). Finally, the vertical load was
applied along the upper and lower boundaries l (blue lines
in Fig. 7), which, as previously explained (Section 2.2), have
been calculated using the angle α¼ 141. Thus, l is equal to
2.4 mm, 1.9 mm, 1.4 mm and 1 mm for ϕ¼10 mm, ϕ¼8 mm,
ϕ¼6 mm, and ϕ¼4 mm, respectively.
2.4. Sensitivity analysis
The correction factor βii$ j may change with respect to the
elasticity coefﬁcients. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was
performed for each specimen by varying Young's moduli and
Poisson's ratios by 710 % relative to the ‘benchmark’ values.
Fig. 6 – Examples of abnormal splitting due to shear stress (a) and matting (b).
Fig. 7 – Boundary conditions for the simulation of the
Brazilian test in COMSOL 3.5a. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is
referred to the web version of this paper.)
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3. Results
3.1. Stress state in the loaded specimen
In this section we present the numerical results and in
particular we discuss the stress ﬁeld inside the specimen.
As it is possible to observe in Fig. 8a and b, for a load per
length unit F¼1400 N/mm (which is the same for each tested
diameter), the compressive (σyy) and tensile (σxx) stresses are
heterogeneously distributed. Their pattern is very similar to
that of the isotropic case as reported in Wang et al. (2004) and
speciﬁcally σyy and σxx are maximal along the loading surfaces
and at the centre, respectively.
Actually, there exists a relationship between such stresses
and the failure mechanism. In fact, as shown in Fig. 5, the
crack is distinctly open at the centre of the disc ((x,y)¼ (0,0))
where the stress state is plane and given by
σ ¼
σxx 0 0
0 σyy 0
0 0 0
0B@
1CA ð4Þ
with σxx ¼ 55 MPa and σyy ¼ $147 MPa (blue line in Fig. 8d and
b, respectively).
Let n and t be, respectively, the normal and the tangent
vectors to the failure plane deﬁned as
n ¼
cos θ
sin θ
0
0B@
1CA and t ¼ $ sin θcos θ
0
0B@
1CA ð5Þ
where θ is the angle between the n- and the x-axis. Then, the
normal (σn) and the shear (τ) stresses read
σn ¼ ntrσn ð6Þ
τ¼ ttrσn ð7Þ
with ntr the transposition of n.
It is interesting to evaluate the evolution of σn and τ for (i) θ
varying between 01 and 1801 and (ii) the axial coordinate x
of the point of interest (x,y) varying between 70.73 mm from
the centre of the disc (Fig. 9).
For θ¼ 01, we ﬁnd σn ¼ 55 MPa and no shear stress, while
τ is maximal (7100 MPa) for θ¼ 451 and 1351. Finally, for
θ¼ 901, σn is equal to $147 MPa showing a compressive stress
state (Fig. 9). It can be noticed that for all these stresses, the
maximal values are found at the centre of the disc (blue line
in Figs. 8b, d, and 9). For a brittle material, the failure plane is
a useful parameter to evaluate the cracking mechanism and
the corresponding stress. Here, failure is neither activated at
θ¼ 901 nor at θ¼ 451. On the contrary, the traction stress σxx is
assumed to be responsible for the failure each time the crack
occurs parallel to the loading axis.
The main objective of the numerical simulations was to
evaluate the correction factor βii$ j deﬁned in Eq. (3), which is
independent of the diameter ϕ of the disc. For an isotropic
material, we found that such a coefﬁcient is equal to 1 in the
case of a concentrated load Fj and to 0.912 in the case of a
distributed load as described in Section 2.3, which is very
close to 0.92, the coefﬁcient analytically calculated from
Wang et al. (2004).
In order to use βii$ j as a consistent indicator, the variation
of the stress state must be low with respect to the cracking
position. In Fig. 8b and d σyy and σxx are plotted for a plane
placed at x¼ 0;0:24; 0:48 and 0.73 mm for a disc with a
diameter of 6 mm. We notice that if the crack occurs between
70.4 mm from the vertical axis of the disc, the maximum
stress only varies by about 75.5%. To keep such a low
variability, the corresponding spatial tolerances for ϕ¼ 4; 8
and 10 mm are 70:27;70:4 and 70.67 mm, respectively. As
an example, in Fig. 5, the diameter ϕ of the specimen is equal
to 6 mm and the position of the crack is at 0.16 mm from the
centre with an error of $1% for the coefﬁcient βii$ j.
Finally, as mentioned in Section 2.4, a source of uncer-
tainty for the correction factor βii$ j is related to the variations
of the elastic coefﬁcients. According to the sensitivity analy-
sis that has been carried out, the results for the four loading
cases are reported in Table 2.
3.2. Experimental data
The experimental tests were exploited to assess the failure
force as well as the crack direction, which must be vertical,
and shape, which must be sharp-cut. Furthermore, by using
the correction coefﬁcients βii$ j derived from the numerical
analysis (Table 2), the values of the tensile failure stress were
determined depending on the specimen diameter ϕ for each
direction of failure stress tested σ11f , σ22f and σ33f (Fig. 10).
Among the 29 tests carried out, 4 were stopped due to a
crushing problem on the loading area (Section 2.2) and 4
presented a cracking mechanism outside the admissible
region (Section 3.1) (hollow arrows in Fig. 10). For these
speciﬁc cases, stress leading to failure was not usable as a
value to rupture, but as an underestimation of the failure
stress.
The brittle strength is anisotropic for all the tested dia-
meters and signiﬁcantly higher along the axial direction.
According to Fig. 10, the size of the specimen may inﬂuence
the failure stress. For instance, for specimens with a diameter
of 4 mm we observe an increase of the failure stresses.
However, for ϕ¼ 6;8 and 10 mm, failure stresses are in
the same order of magnitude along each direction and the
Table 1 – Elastic parameters sourced and deduced from
Bernard et al. (2013).
Modulus Value Reference or formula
E1 (GPa) 20.3 Bernard et al. (2013)
E2 (GPa) 12.8 Bernard et al. (2013)
E3 (GPa) 12.8 Bernard et al. (2013)
G12 (GPa) 6.38 Bernard et al. (2013)
G13 (GPa) 6.32 Bernard et al. (2013)
G23 (GPa) 6.38 Bernard et al. (2013)
ν12 0.421 Bernard et al. (2013)
ν13 0.434 Bernard et al. (2013)
ν23 0.348 Bernard et al. (2013)
ν21 0.265 ν12E2
E1
ν31 0.273 ν13E3
E1
ν32 0.348 ν23E3
E2
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average values are equal to σf11 ¼ 62 MPa, σf22 ¼ 41 MPa and
σf33 ¼ 34 MPa.
As the traction stress σxx is not homogeneous within the
sample (Fig. 8d), it may be of interest to identify a failure
region for each specimen diameter rather than simply deter-
mining the relationship between the failure stress and the
sample dimensions. Thus, a rectangular area Sfailure of height
hfailure and width efailure can be deﬁned for each diameter ϕ
such that 0:9σxx;maxoσxxoσxx;max. We notice that the dimen-
sions and consequently the area of the failure region
decrease with the specimen diameter (Table 3).
4. Discussion
The Brazilian test is suitable for brittle materials only, but the
experimental validation of the failure mechanism is very
easy to achieve because the crack must be unique and in a
vertical plane as described in Tavallali and Vervoort (2010).
Additionally, if the ϕ=L ratio is controlled and optimised,
the rare faulty tests may be attributed to machining or
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Fig. 9 – Normal and shear stress distributions at the centre
and at 0.24 mm (red lines), 0.48 mm (purple lines) and
0.73 mm (green lines) from the centre along the x-axis. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this
paper.)
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Fig. 8 – (a, c) Plot of σyy and σxx for a x1_F2 specimen of diameter 6 mm. (b, d) Outline of σyy and σxx, respectively, along the
vertical diameter (blue line, x¼0) and along the vertical lines placed at x¼0.24 mm (red line), x¼0.48 mm (purple line) and
x¼0.73 mm (green line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web
version of this paper.)
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positioning defects. In the present work, although the bovine
cortical bone we tested seemed rather young with a marked
microstructure, the experimental dispersion was quite rea-
sonable and the anisotropy of brittle fracture clearly appeared
leading to a ratio σii;max=σii;min of the order of 2.
For elastic isotropic materials, the fairly simple geometry
of the specimen used for the Brazilian test allows the
existence of analytical descriptions of the stress ﬁeld either
for a concentrated or a distributed load. In this case, the
analytical solution and our numerical simulation were in
very good agreement. Speciﬁcally, for a concentrated load,
the correction coefﬁcient βii! j deﬁned in Eq. (3) is exactly
equal to 1, while for a distributed load as described in Section
2.3, βii! j is equal to 0.912.
For an anisotropic material such as cortical bone, the
elastic coefﬁcients deduced from Bernard et al. (2013) were
used to run the numerical simulations for specimens of
different diameters. We were able to determine the correction
factors βii! j associated with each failure stress and we found
that all the coefﬁcients are between 0.802 and 1.05 or in a
range of 0.92714%. This results in a variation of the max-
imum stress of the order of 14%. Furthermore, according to
the sensitivity analysis we performed, the uncertainties on
βii! j due to the variation of the elastic parameters are not
higher than 5%, which is quite low. Therefore, the coefﬁcients
can be directly used or, for better accuracy, recalculated after
veriﬁcation of the rigidity by, for example, an ultrasonic
method.
The Brazilian test also allowed us to assess the scale
inﬂuence on failure mechanism. The areas of the failure
regions for the different specimens reported in Table 3
are very small for a tensile test on a brittle material, which
results in failure stresses for specimens with a diameter of
4 mm higher than those for larger samples (Fig. 10). Previous
works have focused on this speciﬁc aspect and have used
either a Weibull distribution of the defect size (Fok et al.,
2001) or a cohesive crack model (Guinea et al., 2000) to
describe such a behaviour. In both cases, the size effect
is attributed to an intrinsic length in correlation with the
microstructure of the material below which the failure stress
increases. This might also be the case for cortical bone. In
fact, we can see that as the specimen diameter ϕ decreases,
the dimensions hfailure and efailure of the failure region decrease
too (Table 3) and approach the dimensions of a portion of the
cement line (Section 1.1), which may constitute a weakness
for failure behaviour as mentioned in Norman and Wang
(1997), O'Brien et al. (2007), and Feerick et al. (2013).
According to the previous remarks, it would be interesting
to perform the Brazilian test on a large number of specimens
within a range of small dimensions. In fact, this would allow
us to consistently investigate the scale inﬂuence and the
statistical dispersion and to characterise a suitable nonlocal
model to be adopted for numerical simulations.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed the Brazilian test as an
alternative technique to investigate both the anisotropic
strength and the failure mechanism of cortical bone. In fact,
although this test has rarely been employed in the ﬁeld of
bone biomechanics (Turner-Walker and Parry, 1995; Turner-
Walker, 2011; Huang et al., 2012), it presents some interesting
features. Firstly, it allows testing of brittle materials in
traction through the use of a compressive load. Secondly,
it allows us to reduce the specimen dimensions down to
those of the representative volume of the material. Then,
for speciﬁc case of cortical bone it has been possible to
assess the tensile failure along its three main axes and its
anisotropy.
Table 2 – Results of the sensitivity analysis and values of correction factors βii! j for the four loading cases.
Specimen σ11f σf22
σ33
f
x1 F2 – – β33!2 ¼ 1:00774%
x1 F3 – β22!3 ¼ 1:00774% –
x2 F1 – – β33!1 ¼ 0:80275%
x2 F3 β11!3 ¼ 1:04473:5% – –
x3 F1 – β22!1 ¼ 0:80275% –
x3 F2 β11!2 ¼ 1:04573:5% – –
Fig. 10 – Maximum tensile stress versus diameter for three
directions of loading.
Table 3 – Values of the failure region area according to the
specimen diameter ϕ.
Specimen diameter ϕ (mm) 4 6 8 10
Failure region height hfailure (mm) 1.5 2.2 2.9 3.7
Failure region width efailure (mm) 0.8 1.2 1.6 2
Failure region area Sfailure ¼ h # e
(mm2)
1.2 2.64 4.64 7.4
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2.6  Conclusions and perspectives 
 
 The preliminary 2D finite elements model presented in Sec. 2.4 simulating 
osteogenesis within a titanium porous scaffold couples both an experimental and a 
computational approach. This model does not include all the hypotheses listed in 
Sec. 2.3 and more particularly does not consider the poroelastic behaviour of the 
bone nor the cyclic boundary conditions and only takes into account the activity of 
the mesenchymal cells. Despite such limitations, the primary objective has been to 
validate the numerical results by comparing them to histological observations and 
the data from mechanical tests on the sacrificed hemi mandibles. Unfortunately, 
this has been only partially possible. First, although the ovine animal model used 
compares favourably with human bone behaviour, the cost per animal is rather 
high, which limits the cohort and therefore the possibility to sacrifice animals at 
intermediate time steps. Another option would have been an in vivo study, but this 
is even more complicated to set up on such large animals. Second, some of the 
tests on the hemi mandibles have not worked correctly (i.e. breakage of the 
implant during the twelve weeks of implantation), which has reduced the number 
of usable specimens. Although the computational model was not validated since 
no statistical analysis was possible, a comparison of the numerical results with the 
empirical data was still feasible. On one side, histological examinations have been 
used to compare the colonisation pattern and we have found that in both cases 
(numerical and experimental) the cells migrate from the external boundaries 
towards the central region of the scaffold, which is never entirely filled with 
tissue. On the other side, the numerical geometry has been submitted to a quasi-
static bending test at the end of the twelve week simulation and the deflection 
curve has been correlated with the experimental one showing a good agreement 
and confirming the recovery of the global stiffness of the structure.  
 To improve these outcomes, a 3D model has been developed which 
considers the assumptions presented in Sec. 2.3 and more specifically: 
- the realistic geometry of the hemimandible which enables to provide 
consistent information at the macroscale; 
- the description of the poroelastic behaviour of the bone; 
- the applied cyclic loading, which realistically mimics the ewe’s 
mastication; 
- the coupling between the mechanics and the cellular activity; 
- the reasonable computing time despite all the previous aspects taken into 
account. 
Even though the numerical approach has been employed here for a specific 
anatomical site, it can be adapted to study further problems involving cellular 
colonisation in different contexts such as osteogenesis around prostheses. 
Actually, a PhD thesis is planned for commencement in September 2015 in 
collaboration with the Laboratoire de Mécanique et Technologie of the ENS 
Cachan, the ICube Laboratory at the Université de Strasbourg and NewClip 
Technics, a french company which designs and manufactures different 
osteosynthesis implants (www.newcliptechnics.com). The study will focus on 
analysis of the risk of fracture in the case of a femur equipped with two prostheses 
at the two extremities (knee and hip), which may affect the global elasticity as 
well as the stress field. The objective of the work is to decipher the mechanisms 
leading to failure and to evaluate the potential advantages of a periprosthetic 
diaphyseal plate to limit the risk of fracture. The thesis will rely on both numerical 
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modelling and the testing of human femurs. More specifically, the former will be 
based on simulation of the modelling process through the coupling between 
mechanics and cellular activity as previously performed ((46), Sec. 2.4), but also 
on a more accurate description of the morphology and the mechanical behaviour 
of the cortical bone. First, we will consider both the core of the cortical bone, 
which will be modelled as a volume, and the peripheral circumferential lamellae, 
which may play a critical role under specific loading such as torsion and will be 
described as a shell surface due to the thin thickness. Second, thanks to the results 
obtained in ((63), Sec. 2.5), we will introduce the anisotropic and damaging 
properties of both materials in different plans. Given the irregular shape of the 
femur, the main difficulty will consist in defining the principal axes of anisotropy. 
To do so, we will use a computational approach that I proposed few years ago in 
the context of the Drosophila morphogenesis (64, 65). Such technique allows to 
specify a curvilinear system of coordinates and to compute each of them using the 
relationship between the solution of the Laplace’s equation on a given domain 
with appropriate boundary conditions and the proper geometry of the same 
domain (66). 
 To conclude, the works presented in this chapter have provided promising 
and consistent results at the macro- and mesoscale. Nonetheless, the bone 
modelling process as well as the hierarchical structure of cortical bone is initiated 
at the cellular scale. Therefore, my objective is to go down to the microscale to 
investigate specific mechanisms that may be at the origin of such processes. To do 
so, I have developed a series of computational models to analyse the behaviour of 
single cells or of populations of cells during their migration, which appear to be 
the principal cellular activity during several biological phenomena. In the former 
case, the goal is to evaluate how the cell senses and responds to its mechanical 
environment, which may change in terms of mechanical properties and geometry. 
In the latter case, I aim to understand how the cells communicate, synchronise and 
transmit the signals necessary to be as efficient as possible collectively. In the 
next chapters I present the results I have obtained so far and the new and 
fascinating questions that have consequently arisen.  
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Chapter 3 
 
Single cell migration 
 
 Cell migration is a broad term used to refer to those processes involving the 
movement of cells from one location to another. This may occur in non-living 
environments, such as soil (e.g. the amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum) or on 
glass/plastic (common in vitro setups), or within complex, multicellular organisms. 
Cells migrate in response to multiple situations they encounter during their 
existence such as i) the need to feed (Dictyostelium again), ii) morphogenetic 
events that require the mobilisation of precursors to generate new 
structures/layers/organs, sometimes at distant locations (during embryogenesis, 
organogenesis and regeneration), or iii) the presence of environmental cues that 
inform the cells of the need for their movement to accomplish a larger goal (e.g. 
wound healing, the immune response or the bone remodelling). In pathology, 
production of abnormal migratory signals may induce the migration of the wrong 
cell type to the wrong place, which may have catastrophic effects on tissue 
homeostasis and overall health. Some examples include autoimmune syndromes in 
which immune cells travel to certain locations and destroy the supporting tissue, 
causing severe damage; or the process of metastasis, in which tumour cells abandon 
the primary tumour and migrate to distant tissues where they generate secondary 
tumours. 
 Cells differ in various ways (e.g. size, compactness or habitat), but during 
locomotion they all constantly change shape by rapidly protruding and retracting 
extensions that have been originally described as pseudopods or ‘false feet’. The 
migration of a cell over a 2D surface is triggered by the forces of a polarized acto-
myosin cytoskeleton, while other cytoskeletal components have solely a regulatory 
or supportive function (1, 2). Network polymerisation (expansion) and network 
depolymerisation (contraction) are then the main forces that generate cell motion. 
Cells crawl in a cyclic manner like a worm, in a process that involves three main 
steps (3). Firstly, they extend their front end, the pseudopod. This term has been 
historically used to describe all cellular protrusions, but today it mostly indicates 
finger-like protrusions. Secondly, they grip the substrate. Actually, at the cell scale, 
the weight of the cell is not sufficient to maintain surface contact. Thus, adhesion 
receptors are necessary to anchor to the 2D surface. Surface anchoring is a 
prerequisite for migration in 2D, but it immobilizes the cell (4). However, 
membrane-parallel traction forces against the direction of movement are the ones 
that finally determine the locomotion by allowing the pulling forward of the rear 
end of the cell. Some authors suggest the presence of further steps such as release 
from contact sites and recycling of membrane receptors from the rear to the front of 
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the cell (5) as well as a relaxation phase (6). 
 
3.1  General overview on numerical modelling of single cell 
migration 
 
 Abercrombie (7) was the first to propose a model of cell migration based on 
a series of isolated experimental observations. Although the model was not 
sustained by a mathematical approach, it has provided the necessary framework for 
almost all the quantitative and qualitative models of single cell migration to date. 
According to his approach, migration occurs in a cycle of four interconnected but 
separated steps and prerequisite to the cycle is cell polarization (8). 
 Since then, numerous mathematical and computational models have been 
developed. Among the first fairly complete models is a description of a cell as a 
chain of discrete viscoelastic and contractile elements connecting an adhesive 
pseudopod at the front to an adhesive uropod at the rear (9). The model postulated 
that there exists a dependency of migration efficiency on adhesiveness (i.e. too 
insufficient adhesion causes both the front and rear to slip, whereas too-strong 
adhesion stalls both the front and rear) and that, for optimal migration, a cell must 
sense the strength of its adhesion and adjust the level of acto-myosin activity 
accordingly. Concurrently to DiMilla (9), Dembo et al. (10, 11) developed a one-
dimensional (1D) computational continuum model of the viscoelastic cytoplasm 
with moving boundaries including the dynamics of polymerisation and 
depolymerisation processes (12) whereas a series of models (13–19) proposed that 
growing of the actin filaments is translated by a ratchet mechanism into mechanical 
work pushing the leading edge of the cell membrane. In contrast to ratchet models 
that consider individual filaments and are therefore microscopic, elastic models (20, 
21) are effectively macroscopic since they represent the actin network as a 
continuum gel, while mesoscopic models take into account forces from both the 
individual ratcheting filaments and viscoelastic deformations and the stresses of 
effective gel at the surface of which these filaments grow (22–24). 
 There are at least four main hypotheses that have been largely explored in 
recent decades: i) calcium concentration regulates expansion and contraction of the 
actin network through a sol/gel transition (25), ii) actin polymerisation triggered by 
random thermal fluctuations in the cell membrane or in the actin filaments is the 
main promoter of protrusion (26–28), iii) extension of the cellular membrane is 
regulated by specific mechanisms at the molecular scale (29–34) and iv) hydrostatic  
pressure generated by cytoplasmic flows inside the cell induces the protrusion of 
the membrane (29, 35–39). Finally, there are also models with a significant 
mechanical component (see review in (3, 40), even though most of these are one 
dimensional (1D) or 2D and only a few use a 3D finite element formulation (37, 
41–43). 
 Most models are limited to migration in 2D, justified by the flatness of the 
cell-motile appendages, or even 1D. Some very challenging 3D models of cells 
moving on flat surfaces have begun to emerge (44–50). Nevertheless, it is still 
unclear how a 3D motile cell crawls through the extracellular matrix (ECM) and 
challenges include i) the additional modes of migration in 3D, ii) the fact that most 
of these modes are sensitive to ECM stiffness as well as its rheology and geometry 
and iii) the fact that the classic 2D polarisation process is not sufficient to describe 
efficient 3D migration.  
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3.2  Development of a finite element approach to single cell 
migration 
 
 Recently, I have developed a finite element model of single cell migration, 
which aims to depict the essential mechanical principles of the biological 
phenomenon. The core of the model rests on three main assumptions. 
 First, the cell is composed of many elements with specific mechanical 
properties and behaviours, which remain very difficult to quantify experimentally. 
Nevertheless, it is evident that the actin network and cytoplasm must be considered 
as the main actors during the migration process. In fact, the former is responsible 
for the protrusion-contraction movement of the cell whereas the latter holds 
together all the more or less deformable sub-structures of the cell. Therefore, the 
cell is essentially made of a biphasic material with a solid-like phase (the actin 
network) where the active strains take place and a fluid-like phase (the cytoplasm) 
which is itself comprised of two sub-phases - a suspension with solid particles (the 
organelles) embedded in a fluid (the cytosol). Such a configuration leads to a 
standard Maxwell model with elastic (including active strains) and viscoelastic 
components (Fig. 3.1). Since the cell may undergo large rotations and 
deformations, a fully non-linear approach to solution is required. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 The standard Maxwell model employed to describe the viscoelastic behaviour of the cell. Fij 
and σij indicate the deformation gradient and the Cauchy stress, respectively  (s = solid, e = elastic, f 
= fluid, v = viscous, a = active). 
 
 Second, as previously mentioned, the migration process takes place in 
successive phases, which include protrusion at the front and contraction at the back 
of the cell. Such pulsatile movement is regulated by the alternating polymerisation 
and depolymerisation of the actin filaments embedded in the cytosol, respectively, 
which are in turn triggered by specific molecular processes intrinsic to the cell and 
not taken into account here. In the present work, both protrusion and contraction are 
considered as cyclic active strains and are treated analogously to thermal expansion 
in a material, such that stress-free dilations are generated when the cell is 
unconstrained. Thus, elastic deformations are generated when the cell is hindered 
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by boundary conditions provided by its environment. As has been proposed for 
other mechanobiological processes (51–53), active and elastic strains are computed 
through the decomposition of the deformation gradient (54) in order to solve for the  
global deformation of the cell which, according to the rheological model in Fig. 3.1, 
reads 
 
F = Ff = Fs = FseFsa  (3.1) 
 
withF ,Ff ,Fs ,Fse  and Fsa being the global, the fluid, the solid, the solid elastic 
and the solid active deformation tensors, respectively. 
 Third, cell migration occurs in four successive steps, which are not fully 
independent. For instance, during both protrusion and contraction some minimal 
amount of adhesion is necessary for the cell to migrate efficiently. Therefore, the 
four phases have been here reduced to two, namely i) protrusion at the front and 
adhesion at the back of the cell and ii) contraction at the back and adhesion at the 
front of the cell (Fig. 3.2). This schema is ensured by a tight synchronisation 
between the active strains and adhesive forces developed between the cell and the 
substrate and results in what I have termed the intra-synchronisation of the cell. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 The two main phases of the cell migration: (a) protrusion at the leading edge and adhesion 
at the back and (b) contraction at the rear edge and adhesion at the front. 
 
 Although the role of chemical and molecular mechanisms during single cell 
migration is clearly acknowledged, the model focuses on the mechanical aspects of 
the locomotion process. In fact, despite the complexity of the biological framework, 
the cell is still governed by the Newton’s classical law of motion and must develop 
specific forces in order to move on or within its environment (55). 
 Additionally, the previous hypotheses make the model highly adaptable and 
powerful so that it has been possible to simulate single cell migration in different 
configurations of interest as described below. 
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3.3  Single cell migration over 2D flat substrates 
 
 As a first approach, the model has been used to simulate the migration of a 
3D amoeboid cell over 2D homogeneous or heterogeneous flat substrates. This 
study naturally arose after my PhD thesis at the Laboratoire Mécanique des Sols, 
Structures et Matériaux at the Ecole Centrale Paris thanks to a profitable 
collaboration with my supervisor Denis Aubry. The objective has been to propose a 
finite element model able to realistically reproduce the migration process and to 
provide consistent quantitative results compared to the experimental data such as 
distance covered, migration velocity and forces exerted on the substrate. 
 
Included Paper: 
 
Allena R, Aubry D (2012) “Run-and-tumble” or “look-and-run”? A mechanical 
model to explore the behavior of a migrating amoeboid cell. J Theor Biol 306:15–
31. 
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a b s t r a c t
Single cell migration constitutes a fundamental phenomenon involved in many biological events.
Amoeboid cells are single cell organisms that migrate in a cyclic manner like worms. In this paper, we
propose a 3D finite element model of an amoeboid cell migrating over a 2D surface. In particular, we
focus on the mechanical aspect of the problem. The cell is able to generate cyclic active deformations,
such as protrusion and contraction, in any direction. The progression of the cell is governed by a tight
synchronization between the adhesion forces, which are alternatively applied at the front and at the
rear edges of the cell, and the protrusion–contraction phases of the cell body. Finally, two important
aspects have been taken into account: (1) the external stimuli in response to which the cell migrates
(e.g. need to feed, morphogenetic events, normal or abnormal environment cues), (2) the heterogeneity
of the 2D substrate (e.g. obstacles, rugosity, slippy regions) for which two distinct approaches have
been evaluated: the ‘run-and-tumble’ strategy and the ‘look-and-run’ strategy. Overall, the results show
a good agreement with respect to the experimental observations and the data from the literature
(e.g. velocity and strains). Therefore, the present model helps, on one hand, to better understand the
intimate relationship between the deformation modes of a cell and the adhesion strength that is
required by the cell to crawl over a substrate, and, on the other hand, to put in evidence the crucial role
played by mechanics during the migration process.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Cell migration is a broad term that we use to refer to those
processes that involve the translation movements of cells from
one location to another. This may occur in non-live environments,
such as soil (e.g. the amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum) or on
glass/plastic (common in vitro setups), or within complex, multi-
cellular organisms. Cells migrate in response to multiple situa-
tions they encounter during their existence. Some examples
include: the need to feed (Dictyostelium again); morphogenetic
events that require the mobilization of precursors to generate
new structures/layers/organs, sometimes at distant locations
(during embryogenesis, organogenesis and regeneration); or the
presence of environmental cues that inform the cells of the need
for their movement to accomplish a larger goal (e.g. wound
healing, the immune response or the bone remodeling). In
pathology, production of abnormal migratory signals may induce
the migration of the wrong cell type to the wrong place, which
may have catastrophic effects on tissue homeostasis and overall
health. Some examples include autoimmune syndromes in which
immune cells home to certain locations and destroy the support-
ing tissue, causing severe damage; or the process of metastasis, in
which tumor cells abandon the primary tumor and migrate to
distant tissues where they generate secondary tumors.
1.1. Amoeboid migration process
Amoeboid migrating cells are single cell organisms that rapidly
crawl over surfaces or through spatial environments. These cells
may be different in several ways (e.g. size, compactness or
habitat), but during locomotion they all constantly change shape
by rapidly protruding and retracting extensions that have been
originally described as pseudopods or ‘false feet’. Nevertheless,
alternative strategies can be adopted by amoeboid cells during
locomotion like contraction-based blebbing or entirely polymer-
ization driven gliding (La¨mmermann and Sixt, 2009).
The migration of an amoeboid cell over a 2D surface is
triggered by the forces of a polarized actomyosin cytoskeleton,
while other cytoskeletal components have just a regulatory or
supportive function (Charest and Firtel, 2007; Krummel and
Macara, 2006). Network polymerization (expansion) and network
shrinkage (contraction) are then the main forces that allow the
cell motion. Amoeboid cells crawl in a cyclic manner like a worm,
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journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/yjtbi
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in a process that involves three main steps (Flaherty et al., 2007).
Firstly, they extend their front end, the pseudopod. This term has
been historically used to describe all cellular protrusions, but
today it mostly indicates finger-like protrusions. Secondly, they
grab the substrate. Actually, at the cell scale, the weight of the cell
is not sufficient to maintain surface contact. Thus, adhesion
receptors are necessary to anchor to the 2D surface. Although
the adhesive forces generated by amoeboid cells are considered to
be low compared to epithelial or mesenchymal cells, they allow
for instance intravascularly crawling leukocytes to resist the
shear forces of the blood stream (Auffray et al., 2007; Phillipson
et al., 2006; Shulman et al., 2009). Surface anchoring is a
prerequisite for migration in 2D, but it exclusively immobilizes
the cell (Smith et al., 2005). However, membrane-parallel traction
forces against the direction of movement are the ones that finally
determine the locomotion by allowing the pulling of the rear end
of the cell forward. Some authors suggest the presence of further
steps such as release from contact sites and recycle of membrane
receptors from the rear to the front of the cell (Sheetz et al., 1999)
as well as relaxation phase (Meili et al., 2010).
The main objective of the present work is to show, as
previously pointed out in (Gupton and Waterman-Storer, 2006),
that the interplay between expansion and contraction of the actin
network and the adhesive forces results in a perfect and essential
synchronization.
In the next section, we review some of those models that have
been developed to capture some of the features described above.
1.2. Previous models
During the last decades several mathematical and computa-
tional models have been proposed in literature in order to better
understand and quantify the cell motility process. There exist
essentially two types of models, one based on a micro/nanos-
tructural approach, the other on a continuum approach (Lim et al.,
2006). The former describes the cytoskeleton as the principal
structural unit and it is developed to investigate cytoskeletal
mechanics in adherent cells. The latter considers instead the cell
as a continuum structure with specific mechanical properties
identified from experimental observations. Although they provide
less detail on the molecular events, the continuum models are
easier and simpler to use in computing the large deformations of
the cell. Moreover, such models may help understand how
stresses and strains are distributed (Bottino et al., 2002;
Mogilner and Verzi 2003; Rubinstein et al., 2005), which can be
in turn very useful in investigating how these forces are then
transmitted to the cytoskeleton components (Lim et al., 2006).
While earlier works have taken into account molecular motors
and molecules (Alt and Tranquillo, 1995; Mogilner and Rubinstein,
2005; Ste´phanou and Tracqui, 2002; Veksler and Gov, 2007) or
diffusion–reaction equations to describe the kinetics and the
reactions involved during migration, our model includes a sig-
nificant mechanical component. On this topic, several 1D or 2D
models have been presented in the literature (see reviews from
(Carlsson and Sept, 2008; Flaherty et al., 2007)). Some of them
consider the cytoskeleton as a viscoelastic material with contrac-
tile components that provide the necessary forces for locomotion
(DiMilla et al., 1991; Larripa and Mogilner, 2006; Mogilner, 2009).
Others describe the cytoplasm as a biphasic fluid material (Alt and
Dembo, 1999; Kruse et al., 2006; Kuusela and Alt, 2009;
Rubinstein et al., 2009): one phase contains the actin filaments,
the other the actin monomers. The protrusion–contraction driving
forces in this case are obtained through positive and negative
pressures. Some models have been previously proposed that
consider the hydrostatic pressure to be the principal driving force
for extension of the pseudopods and contraction of the cell body
(Oster and Perelson, 1987; Young and Mitran, 2010). In other
works instead (Taber et al., 2011; Zhu and Skalak, 1988), the
hydrostatic pressure only regulates the rate of the actin polymer-
ization that actually pushes the cell forwards and triggers fluid
and actin monomers towards the back of the cell. Finally, we
mention two 3D finite element models. The one of Stolarska et al.
(2009) where an eukaryotic cell crawling on a surface is described
as a viscoelastic solid and the focal adhesions are located at the
boundary with the underneath substrate. The work of Sakamoto
et al. (2011) where a viscoelastic gel-strip model of a single cell is
proposed to investigate the migration in native-like environments.
Most of the previous works restrict their approach to analytical
calculations, even if the equations are complex and strongly
nonlinear. In engineering modeling, it is well known that numerical
simulations allow overcoming the complexity of the equations.
However, to this date, only a few papers have been published
on cellular motility using finite elements simulations, and even
fewer have dealt with cellular crawling (Rubinstein et al., 2005;
Sakamoto et al., 2011; Stolarska et al., 2009; Taber et al., 2011).
1.3. Objectives
In this paper, we propose a 3D viscoelastic continuum model of
an amoeboid cell crawling on a 2D substrate. We have focused on
the mechanical aspects of the locomotion process without consider-
ing the biochemistry and the molecular mechanisms although their
important role during single cell migration is obviously acknowl-
edged (Boulbitch et al., 2001; DiMilla et al., 1991; Schaub et al.,
2007; Vicente-Manzanares et al., 2009; Yam et al., 2007). We believe
in fact that despite the complex chemical reactions and the genetic
functions that may rule its behavior, the cell is still governed by the
classical Newton’s law of mechanics with specific forces and
deformations. Nevertheless, the chemical–mechanical coupling will
be considered in the future following the diffusion–reaction model
proposed in (Allena et al., 2011) for the Drosophila embryo.
Here, we show that
– the perfect synchronization between adhesion forces and cell
shape changes is necessary for the cell to move forward. Errors
in describing the cycling migration process or in choosing
fundamental parameters provide inconsistent results;
– the heterogeneity of the 2D substrate (e.g. obstacles, rugosity,
slippy regions) is to be considered and modeled in order to
obtain a realistic simulation of the single cell migration;
– the external stimuli in response to which the cell migrates (e.g.
need to feed, morphogenetic events, normal or abnormal environ-
ment cues) are essential to determine the direction of migration.
In the next sections, we focus on the main features of the work.
The geometry and the dynamics of the model are presented together
with the constitutive model implemented to describe the different
cell actors during migration. As in our previous works (Allena et al.,
2010; Allena et al., 2011), the decomposition of the deformation
gradient is used to define the cyclic active cell deformations, which
are strongly coupled with the adhesion forces. Finally, two essential
features of cell locomotion are considered: an attracting source, that
defines the direction of migration, and the presence of heterogene-
ities over the 2D underneath substrate.
2. The model
As mentioned above, our 3D numerical model of a crawling cell
is based on pure mechanical considerations. By a top–down analysis
it has been possible to investigate which sequence of microscale
events regulate the cell locomotion over a 2D substrate.
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Accordingly, the model relies on the following assumptions:
– the cell is able to generate cyclic internal deformations
(protrusion and contraction) in any direction;
– the progression of the cell is governed by a tight synchroniza-
tion between the adhesion forces, which are alternatively
applied at the front and at the rear edge of the cell, and the
protrusion–contraction phases of the cell body.
2.1. Geometry and dynamics
The migration of amoeboid cells is characterized by irregular
deformations and the formation of pseudopods, which are actually
bulges of the cytoplasm. Our objective has been here to simplify as
much as possible the structure of the cell without loss of generality:
the cell is thus described as the union of a cylinder and a spherical
cap, as shown in Fig. 1a and b, and only one pseudopod, located
along the frontal edge of the cell, is involved in the crawling process.
Several false feet will be considered in the near future in order to
achieve a more realistic representation of the biological system.
Let r be the cell density, a the acceleration, r the Cauchy
stress, F the deformation gradient and J its determinant, then
conservation of momentum with respect to the initial configura-
tion in the coordinates system X is given by
ra¼DivX ðJrF#T Þ ð1Þ
with DivX the divergence with respect to the initial position and
A#T the inverse transpose of the matrix A (Holzapfel, 2000; Taber,
2004). Although we neglect all other body forces such as those
due to gravity, we consider here the inertial effects that may play
a major role especially during the protrusion phase where accel-
erations are significant (Gracheva and Othmer, 2004).
2.2. Constitutive model
We try here to build a simple macroscopic model based on
typical materials inside the cell. Amoeboid cells are powered by
flexible microfilaments (actin filaments) near the membrane. Their
polymerization, which occurs mostly at the front of the cell (Schaub
et al., 2007), generates the protrusive force at the leading edge and
their contraction due to binding of myosin generates the contractile
stress at the rear of the cell (Mogilner, 2009). The actin network has
to be considered then as the main actor during the migration
process. Nevertheless, from a physical stand point, the cytoplasm,
a thick liquid residing inside the cell membrane and holding all the
more or less deformable cellular internal sub–structures (such as the
organelles) plays also an important role (Fig. 1a). Therefore, the cell
is essentially made of a biphasic material (see Fig. 1c) with a solid-
like phase (actin network) where the active strain takes place and a
fluid-like phase, which is made itself of two sub-phases like a
suspension with solid particles (organelles) embedded into a fluid
(cytoplasm). From a rheological point of view, this leads to a
generalized viscoelastic Maxwell model with an elastic spring in
parallel with a Maxwell viscoelastic fluid (Fig. 1c). Since the cell may
undergo large rotations and deformations during its locomotion, a
full nonlinear tensorial approach is required.
Consequently, the total Cauchy’s stress r is assumed to be the
sum of the two contributions from the solid and the fluid phases
r¼ rsþrf ð2Þ
while the deformation gradients of each phase coincide so that
F¼Fs¼Ff. The equality between the deformation gradients results
from the generalized Maxwell model. Then, the deformation
gradient Fs in the solid phase is the multiplicative decomposition
(Allena et al., 2010; Lubarda, 2004; Mun˜oz et al., 2007; Rodriguez
et al., 1994; Taber, 1995) of the active strain tensor Fsa, respon-
sible of the pulsating movement of the cell, and the elastic strain
tensor Fse, responsible of the stress generation
Fs ¼ FseFsa ð3Þ
The solid stress rs is computed as an isotropic hyperelastic
Saint–Venant material as
rs ¼ rsðeseÞ ð4Þ
where ese is the Euler–Almansi strain tensor for the solid-elastic
phase which is given by
ese ¼ 12 ðI#F
#T
se F
#1
se Þ ð5Þ
where I is the identity matrix.
By a classical tensors computation, it can be easily shown that
the following decomposition generalizes the one defined for the
Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of an amoeboid cell and its components, (b) geometry of the cell for the numerical model and (c) representation of the biphasic material describing
the cell.
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small strains case
ese ¼ FTsaðes#esaÞFsa ð6Þ
with es and esa the Euler–Almansi strain tensors for the solid and
the solid-active phases, respectively.
In the fluid phase, the Cauchy’s stresses are assumed to be
equal so that rf¼rfe¼rfv, but the deformation gradient Ff is
multiplicatively decomposed as follows:
F f ¼ F f vF f e ð7Þ
where fe and fv stand for fluid-elastic and fluid-viscolastic,
respectively.
The Euler–Almansi strain tensor efe can be computed as
ef e ¼ FTf vðef#ef vÞF f v ð8Þ
where ef and efe are the Euler–Almansi strain tensors for the fluid
and the fluid-elastic parts, respectively. The fluid-elastic Cauchy’s
stress rfe is given by an isotropic hyperelastic model rf eðef eÞ,
similarly to the small-strain case. Nevertheless, given the multi-
plicative decomposition described above, rfe has to be expressed
in the actual configuration as
rf e ¼
1
Jf e
F f vrf eðef eÞFTf v ð9Þ
where Jfe is the determinant of the deformation gradient Ffe for
the fluid-elastic phase. Finally, the strain rate _ef v is function of the
deviator of the fluid-viscous stress rDfv
_ef v ¼
rDfv
mf v
ð10Þ
where mfv is the viscosity.
In order to constantly update Ffv, it is necessary to introduce an
evolution law of such variable which relates it to _ef v. Thus, we
write
_ef v ¼#
1
2
F#Tf v ð _F
T
f vF
#T
fv þF#1f v _F
#1
f v ÞF#1f v ð11Þ
As it is well known, the previous equation provides only the
symmetric part of Ffv. Since here we have considered an isotropic
material, the antisymmetric part of Ffv can be obtained from the
total spin (Lubarda, 2004).
To summarize, the independent variables of the problem are F,
Fsa, Ffv.
2.3. Cell active deformations
Although the amoeboid migration process is believed to take
place in five steps (Section 1.1, (Sheetz et al., 1999)), we consider
here only two main phases: (1) the protrusion at the front
simultaneous with the adhesion at the back (2) the contraction
at the back simultaneous with the adhesion at the front. The
relaxation phase is not explicitly implemented in our model, but
it could simply be a consequence of the inertial forces as well as
the viscoelastic behavior of the cell.
The active deformations (protrusion and contraction), caused by
the changes in configuration of the actin network, take place in the
solid phase of the cell and are multiplicatively composed with the
deformations responsible for mechanical stresses. They are similar
here to thermal deformations, which do not produce any stress when
the body is free but enforce dilatations. Thus, forces are generated
when these deformations are hindered by boundary conditions.
According to this approach, the solid deformation gradient Fs is
decomposed into an elastic and an active part as described in Eq. (3).
Fsa is considered as a uniaxial deformation and is chosen to be
equal to
Fsa ¼ haeada & da ð12Þ
with ha being a characteristic function of the active domain
{{x,y,z}/zrHa}. Here in fact, we assume that the actin network
is mostly localized over the cell surface in contact with the
substrate. ea(t) is the cyclic component of the active strain and
is simply chosen here as follows:
eaðtÞ ¼ ea0 sin 2p tTa
! "
ð13Þ
where t is the time, ea0 is the amplitude of the cyclic active strain
and Ta is its period.
The direction of migration da is given by
da ¼ cosyðtÞixþsinyðtÞiy ð14Þ
where y(t) will be defined more precisely in Section 2.6. The
variability in y(t) will allow the cell to reorient its crawling direction.
According to the cyclic nature of the deformation, Fsa will
alternatively correspond to the protrusion or contraction pro-
cesses at the front and at the rear of the cell, respectively.
In summary, the cell model is submitted to a pulsating move-
ment inside a viscoelastic material. Now, the locomotion of the
cell is only possible through the adhesion to the 2D substrate at
the anterior and posterior edges, otherwise the cell will only
vibrate and slide in place without moving forward. In the next
sections we describe how the boundary conditions and the
attachment strengths are taken into account.
2.4. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are mainly associated with the 2D
planar substrate underneath. The cell is assumed to be always in
contact with the substrate (no flight and no penetration), but the
adhesion forces are developed with a delicate phasing with
respect to the active deformations. We introduce a frontal adhe-
sion surface @Osf in the direction da defined inside the cell by a
Heaviside function as follows:
hsf ðpsÞ ¼
1 ðps#pc ,daÞ4 lf
0 otherwise
#
ð15Þ
and a rear adhesion surface @Osr in the reverse direction of da
defined by
hsrðpsÞ ¼
1 ðps#pc ,daÞo#lr
0 otherwise
#
ð16Þ
where ps stands for a cell point in contact with the substrate, pc is
the geometric center of the cell base, lf and lr are the distances of
pc from the boundaries of the frontal and the rear adhesion
surfaces respectively (Fig. 2a).
2.5. Adhesion forces
We consider first the case of a homogeneous 2D substrate. As
in previous works (Friedl and Wolf, 2010; Holzapfel, 2000;
Phillipson et al., 2006), the adhesion forces are assumed to be
viscous forces and given by
sf ðnÞ ¼#mf f heð#@ea@t Þhsf ðusÞ
@us
@t
on @Osf ð17aÞ
srðnÞ ¼#mf rhe @ea@t
$ %
hsrðusÞ @us@t on @Osr ð17bÞ
with mff and mfr the friction coefficients for the frontal and rear
surfaces, respectively, he the classical scalar Heaviside function and us
the tangential displacement of the cell with respect to the substrate.
The two preceding equations (Eqs. (17a) and (17b)) are the key
ingredients of the model because they link the adhesion forces with
the pulsating movement of the cell. Furthemore, a small stabilizing
viscous force is assumed to be applied along the whole interface
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between the cell and the substrate to prevent negligible rigid body
movements.
This approach allows one to reproduce the cyclic behavior of
the cell as described in Section 1.1: first the protrusion occurs due
to the expansion of the actin network in the frontal pseudopod
and the adhesion forces are mobilized in the rear edge and
relaxed in the front (step 1), then the cell adheres to the substrate
at the frontal edge (step 2) and the cytoskeleton contracts and
pulls the rear end of the cell forward (step 3).
As we have mentioned in the Introduction of this paper
(see Section 1), the cell migrates in response to an external
stimulus. In the next section, we describe how this particular
aspect has been taken into account in the present model.
2.6. Chemotaxis
Any cellular motion or deformation is usually regulated by
chemical events. For instance, as we showed in our previous work
(Allena et al., 2011), elementary cell deformations in Drosophila
embryo during morphogenetic movements are triggered by
chemical reactions inside the cells.
This is also the case for single cell migration. Chemotaxis in fact is
the phenomenon by which somatic cells, bacteria, and other single-
cell or multicellular organisms direct their movements according to
certain chemicals in their environment. This is important for bacteria
to find food by swimming towards the highest concentration of food
molecules, or to flee from poisons. In multicellular organisms,
chemotaxis is critical to early development and subsequent phases
of development as well as in normal function. In addition, it has been
recognized that mechanisms that allow chemotaxis in animals can be
subverted during cancer metastasis.
Here, we do not introduce any coupling between mechanics
and chemicals, but we equip the model so that the cell migrates in
the direction of an attracting source.
Thus, y, the angle determining the direction da of migration,
must satisfy a differential equation which includes an asympto-
tically attracting term as follows:
y0þ y"yptp ¼ 0 ð18Þ
where yp is the direction of the source, typically a concentration
gradient vector. tp plays the role of the intensity of the source
and controls how fast the cell can orient itself in the direction yp.
2.7. ‘Obstacles’ on the road
The cell actually migrates in response to many stimuli
(see Section 1). Whatever the final destination and objective are,
the cell tries to reach it as fast as possible. Nevertheless, the
underneath 2D substrate is rarely homogeneous. Therefore, the
cell needs to react when it encounters ‘obstacles’ on its way. Here,
we have simply assumed that such ‘obstacles’ coincide with
regions where the sticking forces are increased. The cell is then
led to avoid them as soon as it gets in their proximity, according
to several strategies presented below.
The ‘obstacles’ are assumed to be circular, with a center pobs
and a radius robs. They are defined by a level set function as
follows:
hobsðpÞ ¼
1 pAOobs
0 otherwise
!
ð19Þ
where Oobs represents the domain occupied by the ‘obstacle’
(Fig. 10).
As evocated by Erban and Othmer (2006) the cell can adopt
two distinct strategies to avoid the ‘obstacle’: either it executes
the ‘bakery walk’ (‘run-and-tumble’ strategy), which consists in
taking a ‘sniff’ and judging the signal intensity at the present
location, taking a step and another ‘sniff’, comparing the signals,
and from the comparison deciding on the next step, or it uses
sensors to measure the difference in the signal at the current
location and uses this difference to decide on a direction, what we
have called here the ‘look-and-run’ strategy.
Therefore, two hypotheses have been made for the two
approaches:
– in the first case (‘run-and-tumble’ strategy), when approaching
the ‘obstacle’, the cell slows down due to the larger sticking
forces and tries to get away by changing the direction of
migration. Therefore, the cell behaves as if it were equipped
with a velocity sensor;
– in the second case (‘look-and-run’ strategy), the cell sees the
‘obstacle’ from far away and anticipates it by steering around
the sticking region. In this case we assume that the cell has a
distance sensor.
As mentioned above, the ‘obstacles’ act as an additional
adhesion force over the contact surface between the cell and
the underneath 2D substrate.
Such a force is expressed as
robsðnÞ ¼"mobshobs
@us
@t
on @Os ð20Þ
where mobs is the friction coefficient of the ‘obstacle’ and @Os is the
lower surface of the cell in contact with the substrate. This term is
then added to Eqs. (17a) and (17b).
We describe now the main features of the two approaches.
2.7.1. Velocity sensor for a ‘run-and-tumble’ strategy
As the migration process leads to large deformations of
the cell, the velocity is not uniform throughout its body. Here,
we assume that the cell is able to sense its average velocity vc
Fig. 2. First period of migration from t¼0 to t¼60 s. For sake of clarity, the anterior and the posterior adhesion regions (red) have been represented through the thickness
of the cell although in reality they are placed on the cell surface in contact with the substrate. During the first 30 s, the posterior region grabs the substrate and the leading
edge protrudes. From t¼30 s to t¼60 s, the anterior region adheres and the back of the cell is pulled forward. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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defined by
vc ¼ 19Oc9
Z
Oc
vdV ð21Þ
where 9Oc9 is the cell volume.
The average velocity vc(t) highly oscillates with respect to time
between the protrusion and contraction phase. We further
assume that the cell filters the signal in order to smooth such
fluctuation and be able to change its direction of locomotion.
Many theoretical filters do exist in the literature (Papoulis, 1977).
Here, we choose a very simple one with a harmonic oscillator that
tends to reduce the amplitude of high frequency oscillations.
The filtered velocity vcf is then defined as follows:
d2vcf
dt2
þ2xfof
dvcf
dt
þo2f vcf ¼ vc ð22Þ
where xf is the critical damping ratio and of is the undamped
angular frequency of the filter.
The strategy by which the cell changes its direction in trying to
avoid the ‘obstacle’ is then defined by three different configurations:
(1) if there is no ‘obstacle’ on the substrate, the cell directly
migrates towards the source with a direction of migration
tending to yp;
(2) if there is an ‘obstacle’, the velocity of the cell is decreased and
two situations may occur:
(2a) the cell slows down, but not so much. The magnitude of the
average filtered velocity vcf is then intermediate between a
maximal (vleft) and aminimal (vright) value and the cell turns
left. In this case, the Heaviside function reads
hobs_v_lef tðvcf Þ ¼
1 vrighto:vcf:ovlef t
0 otherwise
(
ð23Þ
(2b) the cell highly reduces its average filtered velocity vcf,
which is then smaller than a minimal value (vright).
According to such a signal, the cell deduces that the
direction of migration employed in (2a) or in (1) must be
inversed, and then it turns right. The associated Heavi-
side function can be written as
hobs_v_rightðvcf Þ ¼
1 :vcf:ovright
0 otherwise
(
ð24Þ
Consequently, the angle y(t) of migration defined in Eq. (18)
becomes equal to
y0 ¼ hobs_v_lef tðvcf Þ%hobs_v_rightðvcf Þ
! "
o0%yðtÞ%ypt ð25Þ
where o0 is the angular velocity jump that the cell develops to
avoid the ‘obstacle’. Such a description is based on the assumption
according to which the cell first turns left and eventually right
when its average velocity is highly decreased. Of course the
opposite as well as a random choice of direction could have been
implemented in the model.
2.7.2. Distance sensor for a ‘look-and-run’ strategy
In the second case, with the minimal distance strategy, the
distance cell-‘obstacle’ is described by
hobs_dðucÞ ¼ 1 9xc%uc%pobs9
2or2obs
0 otherwise
(
ð26Þ
where xc is the present position of the cell center of inertia and uc
its displacement.
Then, the direction of the pulsating movement of the cell
changes according to the following differential equation:
y0 ¼ hobs_dðucÞo0%
y%yp
t ð27Þ
2.8. Numerics
In the preceding sections we have presented step by step the
ingredients of our mechanical model of the cell. Here, we describe
the numerical techniques that have been used to run the simula-
tions. Let us summarize the main equations.
First, together with the dynamic equilibrium equation (Eq. (1)),
we have the constitutive equation written in a symbolic manner as
r¼ rsðeseðu,FsaðyÞÞÞþrf eðef eðu,F f vÞÞ ð28Þ
which shows that the stress rs in the solid phase is a function of
the displacement u and of the orientation angle y. The stress rf e in
the fluid elastic phase is instead a function of the displacement
field u and of the deformation gradient Ffv, which satisfies Eq. (11).
Finally, the cell active deformation is defined by Fsa which
depends on the cyclic component of the active strain ea and the
control variable y. Recall that y is computed according to the type
of substrate the cell is migrating on, namely a homogeneous
substrate (Eq. (18)) or a heterogeneous substrate. In the latter
case, the cell avoids the ‘obstacles’ based on information provided
by either a velocity sensor (Eq. (25)) or a distance sensor (Eq. (27)).
In the case of the velocity sensor, y satisfies the differential
equation Eq. (25) which we can be written now as follows:
y0 ¼ gvðvcf Þo0%
y%y1
t ð29Þ
while in the case of the distance sensor (Eq. (27)), we have
y0 ¼ gdðucÞo0%
y%y1
t ð30Þ
where gv(vcf) and gd(uc) stand for the Heaviside functions
expressed in Eqs. (25) and (27) respectively.
Therefore, we have three unknowns: u, Ffv, and y. Using a
classical finite elements approximation, the displacements field u
is obtained by developing a weak form for Eq. (1) and Eqs. (17a
and 17b), which reads then as follows:Z
O
ðra,wÞþTr JrðDpwF%1ÞT
h i
dV
¼
Z
S
mf f he %@ea@t
# $
hsf ðpsÞ
@us
@t
þmf rhe @ea@t
# $
hsrðpsÞ
@us
@t
þmobshobs
@us
@t
,w
% &' (
dS
ð31Þ
wherew is any kinematically admissible displacement test function.
Since no spatial derivatives are involved in their definitions,
both the fluid–viscous strain tensor Ffv and the orientation angle y
are integrated by a simple weak form. Finally, the system of
nonlinear differential equations (Belytschko et al., 2000) reads
MU 00þF intðU,U 0Þ ¼ 0
F 0f vþAf vðF f vÞ ¼ 0
y0þgyðyÞ ¼ 0
8><>: ð32Þ
where M is the mass matrix, U is the displacement vector and Fint
represents the internal forces vector (i.e. the stresses and adhesion
forces). Afv is the matrix generated by the evolution law of the
viscous gradient Ffv and gy describes the evolution equation of the
direction of migration (Eqs. (18), (25) and (27)). A backward
differentiation scheme of variable order (up to the 5th) is used to
integrate the system. Such an implicit technique ensures better
stability properties for the time integration allowing then to choose
large enough time steps to simultaneously achieve good accuracy
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and fast computations. Finally, a modified Newton method takes
care of finding the updated displacement value at each time step.
3. Results
The simulations have been run using the finite element software
COMSOL Multiphysicss 3.5a. The cell has a radius r of 5 mm and a
maximal height h along the axis of symmetry of 3 mm. The under-
neath substrate has dimensions of 10!10!1 mm. The Young
modulus Es and the Poisson’s ratio ns for the solid phase of the
model have been chosen uniformly equal to 104 Pa (Laurent et al.,
2005) and 0.3 respectively. For the fluid phase, Efe and nfe are equal
to 102 Pa and 0.4, while the viscosity mfv is equal to 3!105 Pa-s
(Bausch et al., 1999; Drury and Dembo, 2001). The cell density has
been set to 1000 kg/m3 (Fukui et al., 2000). The main geometrical,
material and mechanical parameters are listed in Table 1.
3.1. Symmetric migration
Firstly, we focus on the evolution of the shape, the displace-
ment, the velocity of the cell and the adhesion forces to verify
whether the proposed model realistically reproduce the cell
behavior during migration on a 2D substrate. In order to do so,
we propose a simulation where:
– the cyclic active strain ea0 is equal to 0.5;
– the rear and the frontal adhesion surfaces are spatially sym-
metric as represented in Fig. 2a. Each one of them has an area
of 2!10"11 m2;
– the period Tmigr of each migration cycle has been set equal to
60 s (Dong et al., 2002) in order to have an average cell velocity
of some microns per minute;
– the underneath 2D substrate is considered homogeneous
(therefore no ‘obstacle’ is introduced);
– an attracting source is simulated with direction yp¼p/4 and
intensity t¼100. For clarity purposes, we have chosen here a
specific value for both of these parameters. However, we show
in Fig. 3 how y varies when one of these two parameters is
differently chosen.
In Fig. 2, the very first period of the simulation from t¼0 to
t¼Tmigr¼60 s is represented in detail so that the three main
phases of the cyclic migration mode can be observed (Section
1.1): (i) initial phase (ii) rear adhesion and protrusion (iii) frontal
adhesion and contraction. In Fig. 4 (also see Movie 1), the
successive phases of the cell migration are plotted at different
steps: t¼0 s, t¼300 s, t¼600 s and t¼900 s. As soon as the cell
senses the presence of the attracting force, it starts to rotate with
an angular velocity o0 of 0.02 rad/s in order to keep migrating in
the direction of yp (Fig. 5a). In 900 s, the cell is able to cover
100 mm as we can see in Fig. 5b, where the displacement of the
cell center of inertia is reported. Since the rear and the frontal
adhesion surfaces are here spatially symmetric, the displacements
during the protrusion and the contraction phases are the same.
Fig. 5c describes the trend of the cell velocity: each maximum
corresponds to the cell velocity either during the protrusion or the
contraction period. The average velocity is equal to 5.7 mm/mn
during the protrusion phase and to 5.2 mm/mn during the con-
traction phase, which are in the range of reported values
(3–12 mm/mn (Adachi et al., 2009; Okeyo et al., 2009; Wilson
et al., 2010)).
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at doi:10.1016/j.jtbi.2012.03.041.
In order to evaluate the adhesion strength, we have calculated
the projections along the direction of migration da of the resultant
adhesion forces Rf and Rr over the contact surface between
the cell and the 2D substrate, respectively for rf and rr. Their
evolution over time is plotted in Fig. 5d. The two forces are
almost identical given the symmetry of the adhesion surfaces
(Rf_max¼7.2!10"13 N, Rr_max¼7.6!10"13 N). Also, they are
mostly positive during each phase of the migration (protrusion
or contraction), which is in agreement with the physical phenom-
enon according to which Rf and Rr are propulsion forces
that allow the cell to move towards the attracting source.
Table 1
Parameter Description Value Unit Reference
r Cell radius 5!10"6 m
h Cell height 3!10"6 m
Ha Height of the active domain 10
"6 m
Es Young’s modulus for the solid phase 10
4 Pa (Laurent et al., 2005)
ns Poisson’s ratio for the solid phase 0.3
Efe Young’s modulus for the fluid-elastic phase 10
2 Pa
nfe Poisson’s ratio for the fluid–elastic phase 0.4
mfv Viscosity for the fluid–viscous phase 3!105 Pa-s (Bausch et al., 1999; Drury and Dembo, 2001)
r Cell density 1000 Kg/m3 (Fukui et al., 2000)
ea0 Cyclic active strain 0.5
Sf Area of frontal region of adhesion Symmetric case: 2!10"11 m2
Asymmetric case: 2!10"11
Sr Area of rear region of adhesion Symmetric case: 2!10"11 m2
Asymmetric case: 4.5!10"12
mff Friction coefficient at the frontal edge 108 Pa-s/m
mfr Friction coefficient at the rear edge 108 Pa-s/m
Tmigr Period for migration cycle 60 s (Dong et al., 2002)
o0 Angular velocity 0.02 rad/s
yp Source direction p/4
tp Source intensity 100
pobs Obstacle’s position p1¼(15!10"6, 0, 10"6) m
p2¼(8!10"6, 20!10"6, 10"6)
robs Obstacle’s radius 2!10"6 m
mobs Friction coefficient at the slippy regions 108 Pa-s/m
vright Minimal cell velocity 0.5!10"8 m/s
vleft Maximal cell velocity 1.5!10"8 m/s
xf Damping ratio 10 (Papoulis, 1977)
of Undamped angular frequency 2 Rad/s (Papoulis 1977)
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Nevertheless, we can notice that during the initial phases of
migration, the rear adhesion force Rr is actually bigger than the
frontal adhesion force Rf. This occurs because, in order for the cell
to start moving with an initial vanishing velocity, a bigger force is
required. However, as long as the migration takes place, Rf is
slightly higher than Rr. Such inversion is probably due to the
small inertial forces in the system which make easier for the
cell to protrude than contract. Such a result is in agreement with
the experimental observations (La¨mmermann and Sixt, 2009;
Lauffenburger and Horwitz, 1996).
Consequently, our model allows us to realistically simulate the
cyclic deformation mode and the associated adhesion forces
necessary for the cell to move. However, slightly erroneous
parameters can inhibit the cell locomotion. Particularly, we have
analyzed the strength of the adhesion, which seems to play a
determinant role during the migration process as pointed out by
recent studies (Friedl and Wolf, 2010; La¨mmermann and Sixt,
2009). In our model, the adhesion strength can be controlled by
tuning the friction coefficients mff and mfr, respectively at the front
and at the rear of the cell. In both cases, we have decreased their
values from 108 Pa-s/m to 102 Pa-s/m. We have plotted the
resultant adhesion forces Rf and Rr and the successive steps of
the simulation for the low frontal adhesion case (Fig. 6a and c)
and for the low rear adhesion case (Fig. 6b and d). While the
resultant force for the unchanged adhesion force is in both cases
similar in magnitude to the one found for the previous simulation,
the resultant force for the adhesion force that has been decreased
almost vanishes. From Fig. 7a and c, we observe that the total
displacement of the cell over the same period is much smaller
than the previous simulation. Here actually, the cell is able to
cover only 55 mm due to the fact that the cyclic and synchronized
modes of migration do not occur properly. When the adhesion
force is low at the front, the cell does not have enough force to
adhere to the 2D substrate and pull its back forward, so that the
leading edge extends normally and at the same velocity as for the
previous case (Fig. 7b vs. Fig. 5c), but the rear edge does not move
much. When the adhesion force is low at the rear, the cell cannot
protrude at the same rate because it slips at the back, so that its
velocity during this phase vanishes (Fig. 7d) and it elongates
almost symmetrically in both directions (front and back), while
the contraction phase takes place properly.
3.2. Spatial asymmetry of cell adhesion surfaces
Recent works have suggested that, in order for the cell to stick
to the 2D substrate and pull its back forward, the adhesion
strength has to be stronger at the front than at the back, so that
the contraction of the cell body can overwhelm the attachment of
the leading edge (La¨mmermann and Sixt, 2009; Lauffenburger
and Horwitz, 1996). In order to confirm this hypothesis, we have
introduced a spatial asymmetry between the frontal and the rear
adhesion surfaces as represented in Fig. 8a. Their areas Sf and Sr
are respectively equal to 2!10"11 m2 and 4.5!10"12 m2. Con-
sequently, the resultant adhesion forces calculated at the front
and the rear of the cell have different values compared to the ones
obtained for the symmetric migration (Fig. 8d vs. Fig. 5d). In
particular, Rf is bigger and has a maximal value of 5!10"11 N,
while Rr is in general smaller and reaches a maximum at
0.8!10"11 N. In Fig. 9 (also see Movie 2) successive phases of
the simulation are plotted. The total displacement (Fig. 8b) is
bigger than the symmetric case. The cell in fact migrates for
130 mm in the direction da to reach the attracting source during
the same amount of time (900 s). Actually, the smaller the
adhesion surface at the rear, the higher the protrusion at the
front. Furthermore, the velocity plot (Fig. 8c) reveals that the cell
Fig. 3. (a) Plot of y when t¼102 fe, yN¼"p/6 (green) and yN¼"p/4 (blue) and (b) plot of y when yp¼p/4, t¼105 (green) and t¼108 (blue). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
Fig. 4. Successive phases of the simulation for the symmetric migration at
different steps: t¼0, t¼300 s, t¼600 s and t¼900 s. In red the anterior and the
posterior adhesion regions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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moves faster during the protrusion phase (8.2 mm/mn) and slower
during the contraction phase (5.4 mm/mn). Therefore, the more
spatially asymmetric the adhesion is, the faster the cell migrates.
These results are consistent with previous experimental observa-
tions (Zaman et al., 2005) according to which asymmetry of
adhesion may play a significant role during migration. Although
the spatial asymmetry of the adhesion surfaces may look similar
to the case where the rear adhesion forces are reduced (Section
3.1), it has to be noticed that in the former case the successive
steps are preserved and correctly take place, while in the latter
case they provide a somewhat abnormal migration process.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at doi:10.1016/j.jtbi.2012.03.041.
3.3. Substrate heterogeneity
The last simulation we propose allows one to take into account
the heterogeneity of the underneath 2D substrate. In this case, we
consider then
– symmetric frontal and rear adhesion surfaces, with mff¼mfr¼
108 Pa-s/m;
– the attracting source always directed along yp¼p/4;
– two ‘obstacles’ are introduced on the 2D substrate. The first
one p1 has coordinates (15"10#6, 0, 10#6), while the second
one p2 is placed at (8"10#6, 20"10#6, 10#6). Both of them
have a radius robs of 2"10#6 m (Fig. 10).
In these regions, that are obtained according to Eq. (19), the
sticking force is increased so that an additional viscous compo-
nent is added to the adhesion force over the whole surface of
contact with the 2D substrate (Eq. (20)). The friction coefficient of
the ‘obstacles’ mobs has been chosen equal to 108 Pa-s/m. If mobs is
higher (1012 P-s/m), the ‘obstacle’ becomes a ‘wall’ and the cell
repeatedly beats against it.
Two main assumptions have been used to deal with such
simulation, as described in Section 2.7. Here, we are going to
present the results separately for each one of them.
3.3.1. ‘Run-and-tumble’ strategy
During migration over a homogeneous 2D substrate (see
Section 3.1), the cell moves at an almost constant velocity during
both the protrusion and the contraction phases. As soon as the
cell approaches an ‘obstacle’, it starts to slow down because of the
introduction of a bigger sticking force which inhibits its locomo-
tion. Practically, the cell gropes the underneath 2D substrate little
by little, slows down when the sticking force increases and turns
left or right according to its speed.
To show such behavior, we first present here a simple case
where the cell has a prescribed direction of locomotion. We have
chosen in fact to fix da¼ix, therefore y(t) is constantly equal to 01.
The damping ratio xf and the undamped angular frequency of of
the filtered velocity of the sensor are respectively equal to 10 and
2 rad/s (Papoulis, 1977). As represented in Fig. 10 (also see Movie 3),
the cell starts to migrate and as soon as it approaches the ‘obstacle’ p1,
Fig. 5. Different plots for the simulation of the symmetric migration (Section 3.1): y (a), cell displacement (b), cell velocity (c), adhesion forces at the front (blue) and at the
rear (green) of the cell (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
R. Allena, D. Aubry / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 15–31 23
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its velocity vc decreases as well as vcf (Fig. 11a). Given the value of mobs,
the cell is able to pass through the ‘obstacle’ although its velocity
remains smaller when compared to the initial steps of the simulation
and starts to increase again as soon as the frontal edge is away from it
(Fig. 11a). The adhesion forces at the front and at the rear of the cell
(Fig. 11b) are bigger than the ones found for the symmetric case (see
Fig. 5d). Furthermore, the frontal adhesion force is much bigger than
the rear adhesion force when the cell starts migrating through the
‘obstacle’, while the inverse occurs when the cell is leaving the
‘obstacle’ (Fig. 11b).
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at doi:10.1016/j.jtbi.2012.03.041.
If we reconsider instead the definition of da (Eq. (13)), the cell
interprets the decrease of the velocity as a signal to rotate left or
right in order to avoid the ‘obstacle’. As described in Section 2.7.1,
according to how much the cell slows down, three situations may
occur. Here, we have fixed vright and vleft equal to 0.5!10"8 m/s
and 1.5!10"8 m/s, respectively. As observed in Fig. 12 (see also
Movie 4), the cell immediately turns left and avoid p1. However,
as long as it migrates, it approaches p2, but this time the cell does
not completely avoid the ‘obstacle’: it just slows down and moves
through it (Fig. 13b). As soon as the cell migrates across the
sticking region, the resultant adhesion force at the front increases,
while the opposite takes place when the cell leaves the ‘obstacle’
and the resultant adhesion force at the back increases (Fig. 13d).
In Fig. 13c, we have plotted the trend of y according to Eq. (25).
Given the variation of vcf and the values chosen for vright and vleft,
the cell changes direction of migration very often, even though
overall it tends to reach the attracting source at yp. Due to the
decrease in velocity and the oscillations of y, the distance covered
by the cell is smaller than for the cases of symmetric and
asymmetric migration (Fig. 13a vs. Figs. 5b and 8b).
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at doi:10.1016/j.jtbi.2012.03.041.
3.3.2. ‘Look-and-run’ strategy
For this approach, we have assumed that the cell is equipped with
a distance sensor. Therefore, it can remotely detect the ‘obstacle’ and
avoid it by modifying well in advance its path. As we can observe
from Fig. 14 (also see Movie 5), the cell immediately turns left to
avoid p1 and progresses until p2 is overtaken as well. At that moment,
the cell smoothly changes its direction of migration in order to reach
the source. The plot in Fig. 15c shows the trend of y over time. In this
case, y vary more smoothly than in the previous case and the cell
approaches more rapidly the attracting source than when it is
equipped with a velocity sensor (Section 3.3.1), but the covered
distance is still smaller compared to the previous symmetric and
Fig. 6. Successive phases (t¼0, t¼300 s, t¼600 s and t¼900 s) for the simulations when the friction coefficients mff at the front (a) and mfr at the rear (b) are decreased to
102 Pa-s/m. In red the anterior and the posterior regions of adhesion. When the friction coefficients mff and mfr are decreased, the associated adhesion forces decreased too.
Therefore, when mff¼102 Pa-s/m, the adhesion force at the front of the cell (blue) is almost equal to 0 (c). When mfr¼102 Pa-s/m, the adhesion force at the back of cell is
almost null (green) (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
R. Allena, D. Aubry / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 15–3124
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asymmetric cases (Fig. 15a vs. Figs. 5b and 8b). Overall, the velocity of
the cell (Fig. 15b) and the adhesion forces at the front and at the rear
of the cell (Fig. 15d) are much more regular than the previous case
(Section 3.3.1).
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at doi:10.1016/j.jtbi.2012.03.041.
3.3.3. Comparison
The two approaches presented here are efficient and let us
achieve the main objective of the simulation, which is to consider
the heterogeneities of the 2D substrate and to make the cell turn
in order to avoid them. However, some remarks and differences
between the two can be noticed.
– as a general conclusion, in both cases the total distance
covered by the cell is smaller than the one for the previous
simulation over the same amount of time (see Section 3.1).
Of course this is mainly due to the fact that the cell encounters
the heterogeneities of the 2D substrate and it tries to
avoid them. This means that the cell will need more time to
get to the attracting source;
– the variation of y is much smoother for the case of a distance
sensor than a velocity sensor. This is basically due to the fact
that with a distance sensor, by seeing the ‘obstacle’ in the
distance, the cell is able to adjust ahead of time its path.
However, with a velocity sensor, the cell behaves as if it were
blind. It gropes the underneath 2D substrate little by little and
changes the direction of migration according to the value of vcf;
– as a consequence of the previous consideration, in the case of a
velocity sensor it is not guaranteed that the cell will comple-
tely avoid the ‘obstacle’. Nevertheless, the average velocity will
decrease and, unless mobs will be too high and the cell will
repeatedly bang against the ‘obstacle’, the cell will slowly
migrate through it;
– finally, from a numerical standpoint, the simulation with a
distance sensor is more stable than the one with the velocity
sensor. Even though the oscillations of the cell velocity vc are
attenuated by the one-dof oscillator, the range of values
between the protrusion and the contraction phases is still
large, which makes difficult the choice between vright and vleft.
However, the behavior of the cell in the case of a velocity
sensor probably reproduces more closely the one observed in
reality (Erban and Othmer, 2006).
3.4. Robustness of the model
Given the high number of input parameters of our model
(25, Table 1), an exhaustive parametric study is not conceivable
here. Additionally, not all the parameters have the same influence
on the final results.
Nevertheless, to test the robustness of our model, we propose
a sensitivity analysis. In order to do so, we first classify the
parameters to determine those that may be of interest.
Fig. 7. Displacement (a) and velocity (b) plot for the simulation with mff¼102 Pa-s/m. Displacement (c) and velocity (d) plot for the simulation with mfr¼102 Pa-s/m.
R. Allena, D. Aubry / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 15–31 25
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Two main categories can be defined: (1) the parameters refer-
enced in the literature (2) the parameters arbitrarily fixed. In the
first set, we find: Es, mfv, r, Tmigr, xf, of. In the second set, a further
division can be made: (2.1) the ones that have been chosen within a
reasonable physical range (2.2) the ones that have been arbitrarily set.
Regarding the parameters of the former group, we try here to
justify our choices. The cell radius r (5 mm) appears to be in
agreement with the literature according to which the dimensions
Fig. 8. Different plots for the simulation with spatial asymmetry (Section 3.2): the anterior and the posterior regions of adhesion (for sake of clarity the regions, in red,
have been represented across the thickness of the cell) (a), cell displacement (b), cell velocity (c) and adhesion forces at the rear (green) and at the front (blue) of the cell
(d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
Fig. 9. Successive phases (t¼0, t¼300 s, t¼600 s and t¼900 s) for the simulation
with spatially asymmetry between the anterior and the posterior regions of
adhesion (red) (Section 3.2). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
Fig. 10. Successive phases (t¼0, t¼300 s and t¼900 s) for the simulation of
symmetric migration and the cell equipped with a velocity sensor when
da[y(t)]¼ ix and y(t)¼01 (Section 3.3.1). The two obstacles p1 and p2 are repre-
sented by their isovalues. In red the anterior and the posterior regions of adhesion.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).
R. Allena, D. Aubry / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 15–3126
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of a biological cell can vary between 10 mm and 100 mm. The
height of the active domain Ha (1 mm) has been introduced
assuming that the actin filaments are mostly concentrated over
the contact surface between the cell and the underneath sub-
strate. The elastic contribution in the fluid phase is represented by
the organelles which are considered to be rather solid, but less
stiff than the actin filaments. For such a reason, the associated
Young’s modulus Efe has been decreased by two orders of
magnitude (100 Pa) with respect to the Young’s modulus of the
solid phase Es (10
4 Pa). The Poisson’s ratios ms and mfe for the solid
and the fluid elastic phase respectively have been chosen accord-
ing to the values that are commonly employed to describe the
behavior of a solid (0.3) and a liquid (0.4).
The following parameters belong to the latter group: h, ea0, Sf,
Sr, mff, mfr, o0, yp, tp, pobs, robs, mobs, vright, vleft. The influence of
some of these variables has been previously discussed in the
paper. Specifically, Fig. 3 and Figs. 6 and 7 show the effects on the
final results by changing the values of yp, tp and mff, mfr
respectively (Section 3.1). The area of the frontal adhesion region
Sf, and consequently of the rear adhesion surface Sr, has been set
assuming that only one pseudopod is involved in the migration
process as previously described (Section 2.1). Nevertheless, the
influence of the spatial asymmetry between Sf and Sr has been
described in Section 3.2. Regarding the ‘obstacles’: (i) their
position and shape (pobs, robs) have been chosen here to show
the ability of the cell to avoid them, although an open or a closed
array of ‘obstacles’ could have been modeled (ii) the value of the
friction coefficient mobs (108 Pa-s/m) has been fixed so that the cell
is still able to slowly migrate through the sticking region. If such a
value is increased (up to 1012 Pa-s/m), the ‘obstacle’ behaves as a
rigid wall against which the cell repeatedly beats as evocated in
Section 3.3. Finally, h, vright, and vleft have been arbitrarily chosen.
According to the previous remarks, the sensitivity analysis has
been performed by letting vary of 710% and one by one the
following parameters for three specific simulations: (1) Efe, mfv
and ea0 for the symmetric migration (Section 3.1), (2) Sr for the
asymmetric migration (Section 3.2), (3) o0 for the symmetric
migration with distance sensor (Section 3.3.2) (Table 2).
When we compare the results with the ones obtained for the
original simulations we can notice that
– in general, the total covered distance is not affected by the
slight change of the parameters, except for the case of the
cyclic active strain ea0. Obviously, the higher ea0, the higher the
covered distance (up to 1.2!10"4 m);
– for the symmetric migration
(1) Efe and mfv slightly affect the values of the maximal velocities
(maximal variation of þ0.02!10"7 m/s and of
þ0.01!10"7 m/s for the frontal and the rear velocities
respectively) and the maximal resultants of adhesion forces
(maximal variation of þ0.3!10"13 N and of 70.2!10"13 N
for the frontal and rear forces respectively);
(2) the maximal velocities and the resultants of the adhesion
forces are rather affected by the slight change of ea0 (maximal
variation of þ0.09!10"7 m/s and of þ0.11!10"7 m/s for
the frontal and rear adhesion respectively; maximal variation
of þ1.7!10"13 N and of þ1.8!10"13 N for the frontal and
rear adhesion forces respectively);
– for the asymmetric migration: reducing the rear adhesion
surface Sr mostly influences the maximal resultants of the
adhesion forces (maximal variation of þ0.9!10"13 N and of
þ0.4!10"13 N for the frontal and the rear forces respectively),
Fig. 11. Simulation of symmetric migration and the cell equipped with a velocity sensor when da[y(t)]¼ix and y(t)¼01 (Section 3.3.1). (a) Plot of the cell velocity vc(t)
(blue) and the filter velocity vcf(t) (red), which is supposed to reduce the oscillations of the cell velocity. Both vc(t) and vcf(t) decrease when the cell migrates through the
‘obstacle’ (from t¼100 s to t¼900 s) and (b) plot of the adhesion forces at the rear (green) and the front (blue) of the cell. As soon as the cell approaches the ‘obstacle’, the
adhesion force at the front of the cell highly increases (t¼100 s) while it starts decreasing when the cell leaves the ‘obstacle’ and the adhesion force at the rear of the cell
starts increasing. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
Fig. 12. Successive phases (t¼0, t¼300 s, t¼600 s and t¼900 s) for the simulation
of symmetric migration and cell equipped with a velocity sensor (Section 3.3.1).
The ‘obstacles’ p1 and p2 are represented by their isovalues. In red the anterior and
the posterior regions of adhesion. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
R. Allena, D. Aubry / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 15–31 27
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but not so much the maximal velocities (!0.02"10!7 m/s
and þ0.03"10!7 m/s for the frontal and rear adhesion
respectively),
– for the symmetric migration with a distance sensor: the
variation of o0 has a major impact on the resultant of the
frontal adhesion force (þ1.05"10!13 N), while a smaller
change is observed for the maximal frontal and rear velocities.
To conclude, the sensitivity analysis shows that the variation of
specific parameters may slightly influence the results, but it does not
affect the fundamental principles of the mechanical model.
4. Discussion
In this paper, we have proposed a 3D continuum finite element
model of an amoeboid cell migrating over a plane surface. We
have mainly focused on the mechanical aspects of the problem,
without considering the chemical, molecular or genetic functions
that may regulate the behavior of the cell. Then, the movement of
the cell takes place according to force and torque balances only.
The migration process occurs in a cyclic manner as in the
amoeboid cells. In this work, the geometry of the cell has been
simplified with respect to the reality so that there is only one
pseudopod that triggers the protrusion of the whole body. The model
is equipped with a pulsating movement inside a viscoelastic material
(Sections 2.2 and 2.3). In order for the cell to move forward, an
intricate synchronization between the adhesion forces at the anterior
and the posterior edge of the cell and the protrusion–contraction
phases is necessary. Furthermore, if the strength of the adhesion at
Fig. 13. Different plots for the simulation of symmetric migration and the cell equipped with a velocity sensor (Section 3.3.1): cell displacement (a), cell velocity (b), y
(c) and adhesion forces at the rear (green) and at the front of the cell (blue) (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article).
Fig. 14. Successive phases (t¼0, t¼300 s, t¼600 s and t¼900 s) for the simulation
of symmetric migration and cell equipped with a distance sensor (Section 3.3.2).
The ‘obstacles’ p1 and p2 are represented by their isovalues. In red the anterior and
the posterior regions of adhesion. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
R. Allena, D. Aubry / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 15–3128
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Fig. 15. Different plots for the simulation of symmetric migration and the cell equipped with a distance sensor (Section 3.3.2): cell displacement (a), cell velocity (b), y
(c) and adhesion forces at the rear (green) and at the front of the cell (blue) (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article).
Table 2
Parameter Value Covered
distance
Maximal
protrusion
velocity
Maximal
contraction
velocity
Maximal resultant of the
frontal adhesion forces
Maximal resultant of the
rear adhesion forces
Efe (symmetric migration) 90 Pa 1.09!10"4 m 0.95!10"7 m/s 0.96!10"7 m/s 7.3!10"13 N 7.6!10"13 N
100 Pa (original
value)
1.09!10"4 m 0.94!10"7 m/s 0.96!10"7 m/s 7.3!10"13 N 7.7!10"13 N
110 Pa 1.09!10"4 m 0.95!10"7 m/s 0.95!10"7 m/s 7.6!10"13 N 7.8!10"13 N
lfv (symmetric migration) 2.7!105 Pa-s 1.09!10"4 m 0.95!10"7 m/s 0.96!10"7 m/s 7.2!10"13 N 7.5!10"13 N
3!105 Pa-s
(original value)
1.09!10"4 m 0.94!10"7 m/s 0.96!10"7 m/s 7.3!10"13 N 7.7!10"13 N
3.3!105 Pa-s 1.09!10"4 m 0.96!10"7 m/s 0.97!10"7 m/s 7.3!10"13 N 7.6!10"13 N
ea0 (symmetric migration) 0.45 0.98!10"4 m 0.86!10"7 m/s 0.85!10"7 m/s 5.7!10"13 N 6!10"13 N
0.5 (original
value)
1.09!10"4 m 0.94!10"7 m/s 0.96!10"7 m/s 7.3!10"13 N 7.7!10"13 N
0.55 1.2!10"4 m 1.05!10"7 m/s 1.04!10"7 m/s 9!10"13 N 9.5!10"13 N
Sr (asymmetric migration) 4.05!10"12 m2 1.3!10"4 m 1.37!10"7 m/s 0.94!10"7 m/s 5.9!10"11 N 5.7!10"11 N
4.5!10"12 m2
(original value)
1.3!10"4 m 1.38!10"7 m/s 0.92!10"7 m/s 5!10"11 N 5.3!10"11 N
4.95!10"12 m2 1.3!10"4 m 1.35!10"7 m/s 0.95!10"7 m/s 5.3!10"11 N 5.2!10"11 N
x0 (symmetric migration
with distance sensor)
0.018 rad/s 1.02!10"4 m 0.98!10"7 m/s 0.97!10"7 m/s 2.35!1011 N 2.5!10"11 N
0.02 rad/s
(original value)
10"4 m 10"7 m/s 10"7 m/s 2.75!10"11 N 2.52!10"11 N
0.022 rad/s 0.98!10"4 m 0.99!10"7 m/s 0.99!10"7 m/s 3.8!1011 N 2.9!10"11 N
R. Allena, D. Aubry / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 15–31 29
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the front or at the rear of the cell is not high enough to let the cell
adhere to the underneath 2D surface, the cell only vibrates in place
without progressing much (Sections 2.4 and 2.5). Additionally,
chemotaxis effects are taken into account, without introducing any
coupling betweenmechanics and chemicals, so that the cell directs its
movement towards an attracting source (Section 2.6).
As a first attempt, the anterior and the posterior regions of
adhesion have been considered spatially symmetric (Section 3.1),
but in Section 3.2 we show that when the rear surface is smaller
than the frontal one, the cell is able to cover a larger distance than
in the previous case. This simulation confirms the experimental
observations according to which the adhesion strength has to be
stronger at the front and weaker at the back.
Finally, we have considered heterogeneous 2D substrates
(Section 2.7) chatacterized by ‘obstacles’ that the cell needs to
avoid in order to reach the attracting source in the shortest time
possible. These ‘obstacles’ are defined by regions in which the
sticking force is greater than in the rest of the substrate. There-
fore, we have introduced two regions where the sticking force is
increased with respect to the rest of the substrate. Two different
methods have been used to test this type of simulation. In the first
approach, we have equipped the cell with a velocity sensor so that
as soon as its velocity of migration decreases, it interprets such
signal as an input to turn left or right in order to avoid the
‘obstacle’ (Section 3.3.1). In the second approach, the cell is
equipped with a distance sensor (Section 3.3.2). Therefore, it is
able to see the ‘obstacle’ from far and to plan its path in advance.
From a numerical point of view the second technique is more
stable than the first one. However, from a biological standpoint,
the velocity sensor probably allows one to successfully reproduce
the behavior of the cell, which in fact blindly gropes the substrate
little by little and suddenly changes its direction of migration.
The numerical model allows to successfully simulate the
migration of the 3D cell over a 2D surface. The cyclic phenomenon
of locomotion is reproduced and the results obtained from the
simulations seem to concur with the experimental observations
and data from the literature. Therefore, we may conclude that cell
mechanics constitutes an important, if not essential, factor in cell
migration. At this stage, the robustness of the model and the
numerical approach have been highly tested so that further
improvements can be considered.
As a perspective, we would like in fact to consider new aspects
such as
(1) the presence of several pseudopods which will allow us to take
into account the randomness in the direction of migration;
(2) a more proper topology of the biological system which will
include the nucleus as well as the actin filaments and the
cytoskeleton. The mechanical properties of the cell will then
change according to these constitutive elements;
(3) chemical reactions can be implemented in the model to
regulate the active deformations of the cell, as we have
already presented in our previous work (Allena et al., 2011).
We will explore the coupling between mechanics and chemi-
cals and how the physico-chemical signals inside the cell
regulate the protrusion–contraction deformations;
(4) finally, we would like to simulate the migration of the 3D cell
through a 3D extracellular matrix.
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3.4  Single cell migration with multiple pseudopodia 
 
 In the initial model presented above, the cell migrates by protruding its 
entire leading edge towards the attractant source. However, most real cells protrude 
several pseudopodia (or ‘false feet’), which are temporary and spontaneous 
projections of the cytoplasm that form at random sites of the cell. Pseudopodia are 
essential for cell movement since they determine the trajectory, the direction and 
the speed of the cell. Also, adjacent cells may coordinate pseudopodia extensions to 
contribute to collective cell migration (56) or contact guidance (57). Pseudopodia 
can be classified as lobopodia, lamellipodia or filipodia according to their size, 
shape, structure and mode of working. External cues may then control the time and 
the position on the cell boundary where the pseudopod will form, but growth time 
and length of the pseudopodia are independent properties of the false feet (58–60). 
In general, the cells may employ two strategies to protrude their pseudopodia: i) the 
‘temporal sensing’ strategy by which the cell ‘sniffs’ the surroundings by extending 
different pseudopodia and only the one that receives a positive input will become 
the new leading edge (61) or ii) the ‘spatial sensing’ strategy by which the cell 
senses the simultaneous external signals introduced in its environment and, as a 
result, only one pseudopod is formed on the side that corresponds to the higher 
concentration of chemoattractant or in the direction of the most attractive signal. In 
this case, the cell adopts a polarized shape, with one false foot and a tail (62).  
 Despite the interesting and encouraging results presented in Sec. 3.3, I 
propose here an improvement on the previous model in order to have an even more 
realistic simulation of single cell migration and to be able to reproduce the 
behaviour of different types of cells. The main assumptions presented in Sec. 3.2 
are maintained, but now the cell produces multiple pseudopodia to move forward 
on the substrate. 
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Abstract Cell migration triggered by pseudopodia (or “false feet”) is the most used
method of locomotion. A 3D finite element model of a cell migrating over a 2D sub-
strate is proposed, with a particular focus on the mechanical aspects of the biological
phenomenon. The decomposition of the deformation gradient is used to reproduce
the cyclic phases of protrusion and contraction of the cell, which are tightly synchro-
nized with the adhesion forces at the back and at the front of the cell, respectively.
First, a steady active deformation is considered to show the ability of the cell to si-
multaneously initiate multiple pseudopodia. Here, randomness is considered as a key
aspect, which controls both the direction and the amplitude of the false feet. Second,
the migration process is described through two different strategies: the temporal and
the spatial sensing models. In the temporal model, the cell “sniffs” the surroundings
by extending several pseudopodia and only the one that receives a positive input will
become the new leading edge, while the others retract. In the spatial model instead,
the cell senses the external sources at different spots of the membrane and only pro-
trudes one pseudopod in the direction of the most attractive one.
Keywords Cell migration · Pseudopodia · Computational mechanics · Temporal
and spatial model
1 Introduction
Many biological phenomena such as embryonic development, wound healing, and
immune responses require the orchestrated movement of cells in particular direc-
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tions and to specific locations. Errors during these processes may have serious con-
sequences like vascular diseases, tumorogenesis, or metastasis. Nowadays, it is still
unclear how exactly cell motility occurs. Therefore, a complete understanding of the
mechanisms governing cell migration may lead to the development of novel thera-
peutic strategies for controlling, for example, invasive tumor cells.
1.1 Pseudopodia Characteristics
The most primitive and most used type of locomotion is the one occurring with the
support of pseudopodia (or “false feet”), which are a temporary and spontaneous
projection of the cytoplasm that form at random sites of the cell’s surface by structural
reorganization of the actin-myosin network.
The protrusion and the contraction of the pseudopodia are triggered by the poly-
merization of actin gels (Borisy and Svitkina 2000) and the depolymerization of
actin-myosin motors, respectively (Jay et al. 1995; Merkel et al. 2000). Pseudopodia
are essential for cell movement since they determine the trajectory, the direction, and
the speed of the cell. Also, adjacent cells may coordinate pseudopodia extensions to
contribute to collective cell migration (Van Haastert 2010) or contact guidance (Wei-
jer 2009).
There is a considerable variability in size, shape, structure, and mode of working
of pseudopodia, on the basis of which they can be grouped into three main categories
as follows:
(1) lobopodia: these are blunt relatively short or finger-like, rarely branched pseu-
dopodia;
(2) lamellipodia: these are broad and flat appendages mainly made of cytoplasm;
(3) filipodia: these are rod-like and filamentous extensions often with rounded ends.
Pseudopodia formation is triggered by different types of external signals: chemicals
(chemotaxis) (Hoeller and Kay 2007; Weiner 2002) or temperature (thermotaxis) gra-
dients, electric fields (Bahat and Eisenbach 2006; Zhao 2009), or surface heterogene-
ity (durotaxis). Such external cues may then control the time and the position at the
cell boundary where the pseudopod will form, but growth time and length of the pseu-
dopodia are instead independent properties of the false feet (Andrew and Insall 2007;
Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a; Karsenti 2008). In order to elucidate how the cell
senses the external attractants, two models are generally used. In the temporal sens-
ing model, the cell “sniffs” the surroundings by extending different pseudopodia and
only the one that receives a positive input will become the new leading edge (Gerish
et al. 1974). In the spatial sensing model instead, the cell senses at different points
along the membrane the chemical gradient or the simultaneous external signals intro-
duced in its environment. As a result, only one pseudopod is formed on the side that
corresponds to the higher concentration of chemoattractant or in the direction of the
most attractive signal. In this case, the cell adopts a polarized shape, with one false
foot and a tail (Zigmond et al. 1981).
It has been shown that from an energetical point of view the pseudopodia are
more likely to extend perpendicular to the cell membrane (Mogilner and Oster 1996).
Therefore, when migration occurs in chemotactic gradients, pseudopodia do not bend
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in the direction of the gradient. To move toward a gradient, the cell needs to develop
further pseudopodia at the side closest to the gradient. Additionally, chemotaxis prop-
erly occurs when the cell presents a smooth ellipsoid shape. Cells with very irregular
shapes show, in fact, poor chemotaxis since pseudopodia form in many different di-
rections (Van Haastert and Bosgraaf 2009).
In general, cells may extend the pseudopodia in two different ways (Andrew and
Insall 2007): either by splitting an existing pseudopod or by extending the membrane
from areas of the cells not previously active (often referred to as “lateral” or de novo
pseudopodia because they appear at the side and in the rear of the cell, Bosgraaf and
Van Haastert 2009a). In the first case, few ruffles appear at the base of the existing
pseudopod that successively becomes a major pseudopod to which the cell body flows
(one way split). Rarely, such a division leads to two equivalent extensions resulting
in a Y-shape, one of which can remain active while the other retracts. In the second
case, the new pseudopodia start as very lean protrusions that dilate as soon as they in-
clude the cell body. Previous studies have shown that the angle between two splitting
pseudopodia is approximately 55° and that very often a split to the right is followed
by a split to the left and vice versa, which leads to a zig-zag trajectory (Bosgraaf and
Van Haastert 2009a). On the contrary, pseudopodia that form de novo may protrude
in any direction without any preference relative to the left or right previous or next
pseudopod, which induces a random trajectory.
As it has been observed (Gail and Boone 1970; Patlak 1953; Potel and Mackay
1979), the cell tends to robustly preserve the orientation of motion under perturba-
tions of the external signal. Thus, it migrates with persistence in a given direction and
the persistence time depends on the ratio of splitting and formation of new pseudopo-
dia. Weak chemical gradients do not significantly affect the frequency, the dimen-
sions, and the lifetime of the pseudopodia, which mostly follow a self-organization
(Andrew and Insall 2007; Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a). The external signals
have then three main consequences on the cell behavior:
(1) selective retraction: the cell usually migrates using only one pseudopod at the
time. Thus, in the presence of more than one false foot, they all retract but the
one which is the best oriented toward the attractant;
(2) oriented extension: in general, more pseudopodia are initialized in the direction
of the external cue, which results then in the formation of successive pseudopodia
that may be closer or farther according to the position of the cue;
(3) suppression of de novo pseudopodia by which the persistence time is increased.
1.2 Experimental and Numerical Approaches
From an experimental point of view, two different strategies have been used in the
last decades to better understand how cells respond and behave in the presence of
chemical gradients. The first approach (signal based approach) consists in exposing
the cell to a gradient of chemoattractant and subsequently identifying and analyzing
the signaling pathways and molecules involved in the migration process and that
are in control of the oriented movement of the cell (Franca-Koh et al. 2006; Insall
2010; King and Insall 2009; Merlot and Firtel 2003; Schneider and Haugh 2006).
The second and more recent approach (pseudopod based approach) focuses on how
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cells form and extend the pseudopodia and the acquired information are afterward
related to what is already known about the established signaling patterns (Andrew
and Insall 2007; Arrieumerlou and Meyer 2005; Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a;
Insall 2010; Li et al. 2008; Takagi et al. 2008).
From a numerical point of view, several studies have been proposed in the lit-
erature in order to decipher the mechanism by which the cell membrane protrude
and extend. Two main approaches have been used to model cell migration: mi-
cro/nanostructural and continuum approaches (Lim et al. 2006). While the former
considers the cytoskeleton as the principle actor of cell motility and try to investigate
the mechanical processes which regulate it, the latter mostly focuses on a macroscale
description of the cellular structure to take into account the large deformations of
the membrane and understand how stresses and strains are distributed (Bottino et al.
2002; Mogilner and Verzi 2003; Rubinstein et al. 2005).
There exist at least four main hypotheses that have been largely explored in the
last decades: (i) calcium concentration regulates the expansion and the contraction
of the actin network through a sol/gel transition (Oster 1984), (ii) actin polymer-
ization triggered by random thermal fluctuations in the cell membrane or in the
actin filaments is the main promoter of protrusion (Carlier and Pantaloni 1997;
Mogilner and Oster 1996; Theriot and Mitchison 1991), (iii) the extension of the cel-
lular membrane is regulated by specific mechanisms at the molecular scale (Alt and
Tranquillo 1995; Lee et al. 1993; Mogilner and Rubinstein 2005; Small et al. 1993;
Stéphanou et al. 2004; Veksler and Gov 2007), and (iv) hydrostatic pressure gen-
erated by cytoplasmic flows inside the cell induces the protrusion of the membrane
(Alt and Tranquillo 1995; Bereiter-Hahn and Lüers 1998; Oster and Perelson 1987;
Taber et al. 2011; Young and Mitran 2010; Zhu and Skalak 1988). Finally, there are
also those models with a significant mechanical component (see review in Carls-
son and Sept (2008), Flaherty et al. (2007)), even though most of them are 1D
or 2D and only few use a 3D finite element formulation (Rubinstein et al. 2005;
Sakamoto et al. 2011; Stolarska et al. 2009; Taber et al. 2011).
The general conclusion is that the protrusion-contraction deformations of the
cell are strongly connected to the polymerization-depolymerization processes of
the actin network inside the cytoskeleton (Borisy and Svitkina 2000; Carlier and
Pantaloni 1997; Condeelis 1993). Additionally, in the last decades, it has been
experimentally demonstrated that the existence of the recurring pattern of defor-
mation could be related to a self-organization of spontaneous deformation dy-
namics inside the cell (Alt 1990; Alt and Tranquillo 1995; Killich et al. 1993;
Stéphanou et al. 2004) rather than to significant stimuli from the environment. Al-
though so far very poorly explored, this is a fundamental aspect to consider, which
may affect the response of the cell to external signals.
In this paper, a finite element model of a 3D cell migrating over a 2D substrate
using pseudopodia is proposed, which is based on the following hypotheses:
– as in previous works (Borisy and Svitkina 2000; Carlier and Pantaloni 1997;
Condeelis 1993; Mogilner and Oster 1996; Theriot and Mitchison 1991), the oscil-
lating protrusion-contraction movement of the cell is assumed to be controlled by
the cyclic polymerization/depolymerization of the actin network, which may occur
at any site along the cell membrane where the actin filaments are concentrated;
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– a purely mechanical approach is used to describe the cell behavior as it has
been proposed in previous models (Carlsson and Sept 2008; Flaherty et al. 2007;
Rubinstein et al. 2005; Sakamoto et al. 2011; Taber et al. 2011). Nevertheless, a
different mathematical method is applied. In fact, the decomposition of the de-
formation gradient is employed to take into account the active elementary strains
undergone by the cell (i.e., protrusion and contraction) as well as the elastic defor-
mations generated by the interaction of the cell with the underneath substrate;
– as in Stéphanou et al. (2004), large deformations of the cell membrane are consid-
ered which trigger the formation of multiple pseudopodia in response to external
attractive sources. Additionally, in the present model, the cell may adopt two dif-
ferent strategies: whether it initiates several simultaneous pseudopodia and then it
chooses the one which is the best oriented toward the chemoattractant (temporal
sensing model) or it only protrudes one pseudopod in the direction of the external
signal (spatial sensing model);
– finally, the protrusion of the pseudopodia and the contraction of the cell body are
tightly synchronized with the adhesion forces at the back and at the front, respec-
tively, which actually allow the forward movement of the cell over the substrate.
As similarly as in Allena and Aubry (2012), the main objective is to show that al-
though the chemical, molecular, or genetic functions may play an important role
during the biological phenomenon, the cell is strongly governed by fundamental me-
chanical principles that need to be taken into account (Murray 2003). Furthermore,
the model is much more realistic with respect to the previous one (Allena and Aubry
2012) and the adaptability of the numerical formulation allows to reproduce the be-
havior of different types of cells, which could be a powerful feature for further appli-
cations.
2 Modeling of Multiple Pseudopodia
In this section, the main characteristics of the model are described. First, the cell
and the pseudopodia geometry together with the constitutive model and the general
mechanical framework are described. Second, a pseudopod centered approach in a
steady active configuration is used to show the ability of the cell to initiate more than
one false foot. Different forms of protrusion are then proposed, which allow obtaining
morphologies that are typical of various animal cells.
2.1 Cell and Pseudopodia Geometry
As in Allena and Aubry (2012), the global geometry of the cell is obtained by su-
perposing a cylinder and a spherical cap (Fig. 1a). As mentioned in Sect. 1.2, the
protrusion and the contraction of the cell are regulated by the polymerization and de-
polymerization of the actin filaments, respectively, which are mostly located toward
the outmost region of the cell (Schaub et al. 2007) and radially organized (Cramer
et al. 1997). Accordingly, the actin network is here represented by an annulus of
inner radius rannulus equal to 3 µm (Fig. 1b), which is analytically given by
Ωannulus(p)= h ◦ lannulus(p) (1)
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Fig. 1 (a) Geometry of the cell. (b) Top view of the cell at z = 0. In red the actin network, which is
defined by an annulus of inner radius rannulus, and in blue the cytoplasm. (c) Top view of the cell at
z = 0. In green the pseudopod domain Ωppod,i (p), in red the rear adhesion surface ∂Ωr,i and in blue the
cytoplasm. (d) Sketch of the generalized Maxwell model used to the described the mechanical behavior of
the system (Color figure online)
where h is the classical Heaviside function (Eq. (29)) and lannulus(p) is the level set
function of the annulus (Eq. (32)), with p the initial position of any particle of the
cell.
Then a pseudopod can be initiated in any direction and its position is at the inter-
section between the annulus and a cone of action defined in the x, y plane as
Ωcone(p)= h ◦ lcone,i (p) (2)
where lcone,i (p) is the level set function of the cone (Eq. (33)) and i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N}
while N is the number of pseudopodia. The cone has an apex angle ϕ fixed here to
pi
10 (Fig. 1c).
Therefore, the pseudopod active domain Ωppod,i (p) can be expressed as
Ωppod,i (p)=Ωcone,i (p) ·Ωannulus(p) (3)
and it has an initial volume and length along the pseudopod axis n0,i (Eq. (35),
Fig. 1c) of about 10 µm3 and 2 µm, respectively. For the present model, only de
novo pseudopodia are considered.
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2.2 Constitutive Model
As described in Allena and Aubry (2012), all the body forces are neglected, but
the inertial effects, which may play an important role, especially during protrusion
(Gracheva and Othmer 2004). Thus, the global equilibrium of the system reads
ρa =Divp(JσF−T ) (4)
where ρ is the cell density, a is the acceleration, Divp is the divergence with
respect to the initial position p, J is the determinant of the deformation gradi-
ent F and A−T denotes the inverse transpose of the matrix A (Holzapfel 2000;
Taber 2004). A generalized Maxwell model (Larson 1998) (Fig. 1d) is used to de-
scribe the Cauchy stress σ and the deformation gradient F as follows:
σ = σ s + σ f
F =Dpu+ I = F s = F f (5)
whereDpu=∑3m=1 ∂u∂pm ⊗ im, with u the displacement and I the identity matrix, re-
spectively (Holzapfel 2000; Taber 2004). The indices s and f indicate the solid (actin
filaments) and the fluid viscoelastic (cytoplasm with embedded organelles) phase, re-
spectively.
As in previous works (Allena et al. 2010; Balan and Tsakmakis 2002; Bonet 2001;
Lubarda 2004; Muñoz et al. 2007), the decomposition of the deformation gradient is
employed to define both Fs and Ff as follows:
Fs = FseFsa
Ff = Ff eFf v
(6)
In the solid phase, Fsa regulates the active protrusion-contraction movement of the
cell and Fse controls the stress generation inside the mechanical system. In the fluid
phase, Ff e and Ff v represent the fluid elastic and the viscoelastic deformation, re-
spectively.
The solid stress σ s is computed as an isotropic hyperelastic Saint-Venant material
and it reads
σ s = 1
Jse
F seSseF
T
se (7)
where Jse is the determinant of F se and Sse is the second Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor
of the solid elastic phase, which is defined as
Sse = λs Tr(Ese)I + 2µsEse (8)
with λs , µs , and Ese are the Lame’s coefficients and the Green–Lagrange strain ten-
sor of the solid elastic phase, respectively.
In the fluid phase, the Cauchy stresses are assumed to be equal so that σ f = σ f e =
σ f v . The fluid elastic Cauchy stress σ f e is given by an isotropic hyperelastic Saint-
Venant model as follows:
σ f e = 1
Jf e
F f eSf eF
T
f e (9)
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with Jf e the determinant of F f e and Sf e is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
of the fluid elastic phase and it is given by
Sf e = λf e Tr(Ef e)I + 2µfeEf e (10)
where λf e and µfe and Ef e are the Lame’s coefficients and the Green–Lagrange
strain tensor of the fluid elastic phase, respectively.
Additionally, the deviator of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor SDf e is given
by
SDf e = 2µfvDf v (11)
with µfv the viscosity of the fluid viscous phase and the Eulerian strain rate Df v
expressed as
2Df v = F˙ f vF−1f v +F−Tf v F˙ Tf v (12)
The preceding equation allows determining the evolution law of F f v , which is nu-
merically integrated.
2.3 Steady Active Protrusion
The active part of the solid deformation gradient Fs usually defines the protrusion
and the contraction of the cell (Allena and Aubry 2012). In this first part of the work,
instead only the protrusion phase is taken into account to describe a steady active
configuration during which the cell is able to form and extend multiple pseudopodia.
As in Allena and Aubry (2012), Fsa is modeled as a uniaxial deformation as
Fsa =
N∑
i=1
(
eap,i(t)ni ⊗ ni) (13)
where ni is the normal vector in the actual configuration expressed as Holzapfel
(2000)
ni = F
−T · n0,i
‖F−T · n0,i‖ (14)
with ‖ · ‖ defining the norm of a vector.
The cyclic component of the protrusion eap,i can assume here three different forms
as follows:
(1) the active deformation is applied everywhere through a gradient along the axis of
the pseudopod n0,i as follows:
eap,i(t)= eap0Tp(t)(1+ αpd,i) (15)
where t is the time, eap0 is the amplitude of the cyclic active strain, which can
be either constant or random, pd,i is defined in Eq. (34) and α is a constant
that determines the amplitude of the gradient and it is equal here to 0.8. The
duration of the protrusion phase is given by Tp(t) = h ◦ lp(t), where lp(t) is
the level set function defined in Eq. (36), and is equal to half the duration of a
migration cycle Tmigr, which has been fixed here to 60 s (Allena and Aubry 2012;
Dong et al. 2002);
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(2) the protrusion is applied only in the pseudopod active domain Ωppod,i (p), thus
the uniform elongation is expressed as
eap,i(t)= eap0Tp(t)Ωppod,i (p) (16)
(3) finally a combination of the two previous modes of deformation modes is con-
sidered
eap,i(t)= eap0Tp(t)(1+ αpd,i)Ωppod,i (p) (17)
As it will be shown later on, each one of these patterns of the active deformation will
lead to different final shapes of the cell. This is an interesting aspect of the present
work, which simultaneously points out the flexibility of the mechanical formulation
and the ability of the model to describe the behavior of various kinds of cell.
3 Migration
In this section, a signal centered approach is employed to describe the migration pro-
cess of the cell over a 2D substrate. One or more external sources are introduced in the
system in response to which the cell initiates one or multiple pseudopodia according
to the strategy employed to move forward: the spatial or the temporal sensing model,
respectively.
3.1 Temporal Sensing Model
In the temporal sensing model, the cell first explores the environment by simultane-
ously protruding several pseudopodia. Then the cell adheres to the substrate using
only one pseudopod, the best oriented toward the external source, retract the other
pseudopodia, and contract the entire body in the direction of the selected pseudopod.
Therefore, the solid active deformation gradient Fsa can be expressed as
Fsa =
N∑
i=1
[
Θcrit1,i (θi )eap,i(t)+Θcrit1,i (θi )Θcrit2,i (θi )Θcrit3,i (θi )eac,i (t)]ni ⊗ ni
(18)
with θi the angle of the pseudopod Ωppod,i and eac,i the cyclic deformation for the
uniform contraction of the body cell which is defined as
eac,i(t)= eac0Tc(t) (19)
where Tc(t)= h ◦ lc(t) and lc(t) is the level set function defined in Eq. (36).
During the protrusion phase, the cell may extend multiple pseudopodia, but as
experimentally observed (Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a), there has to be a min-
imal distance between them equal to pi36 . The function Θcrit1,i (θi ) = h ◦ lcrit1,i (θi ),
where lcrit1,i (θi ) is defined in Eq. (37), takes into account such a condition for each
pseudopod.
For the contraction to occur, three conditions have to be satisfied:
(1) Θcrit1,i (θi ) has to be equal to one for at least one pseudopod;
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(2) if Θcrit1,i (θi ) = 1 for more than one pseudopod, then the cell has to evaluate
which one among the extended pseudopodia is the best oriented toward the ex-
ternal source, which is defined by its direction θsource,i . Such a criterion has been
implemented in the model through the function Θcrit2,i (θi )= h ◦ lcrit2,i (θi ), with
lcrit2,i (θi ) defined in Eq. (38).
(3) finally, the direction θi of the pseudopod i satisfying conditions (1) and (2) has to
be in the same quadrant of θsource,i . The function Θcrit3,i (θi )= h◦ lcrit3,i (θi ), with
lcrit3,i (θi ) expressed as in Eq. (39), allows taking into account such an aspect.
If no one of the previous criteria is satisfied for any pseudopod, then the cell will not
contract and, therefore, not move forward.
3.2 Spatial Sensing Model
In the spatial sensing model, the cell senses the surroundings at different points of
the membrane, but it only protrudes one pseudopod at the time in the direction of the
most attractive source.
Let τsource,i (t) and θsource,i being the intensity and the direction of each source
respectively. Then, θi = θsource,i max with
i max=Arg
{
max
i
(τsource,i )
}
(20)
where i = 1, . . . ,Nsource, with Nsource the total number of external sources.
Thus, the solid active deformation gradient Fsa reads now
Fsa = [eap,i(t)+ eac,i(t)]ni max ⊗ ni max (21)
3.3 Adhesion Forces
In order for the cell to move forward, some forces are necessary to adhere to the
underneath 2D substrate at the leading and at the rear edge of the cell alternatively.
The frontal adhesion surface ∂Ωf,i always coincides with the contact surface between
the substrate and the pseudopod selected for the migration in the direction ni (area of
5.5 µm2, Fig. 1c) and is then defined by
∂Ωf,i (ps)= ∂Ωppod,i (ps)= ∂Ωcone,i (ps) · ∂Ωannulus(ps) (22)
where
∂Ωannulus(ps)= h ◦ lannulus(ps)
∂Ωcone,i (ps)= h ◦ lcone,i (ps)
(23)
with lannulus(ps) and lcone,i (ps) defined in Eq. (40).
Similarly, for each pseudopod, there exists a rear adhesion surface ∂Ωr,i (area of
25 µm2, Fig. 1c), which reads
∂Ωr,i (ps)= h ◦ lr,i (ps) (24)
with lr,i (ps) defined in Eq. (41).
As in Allena and Aubry (2012) and in previous works (Friedl and Gilmour 2009;
Phillipson et al. 2006), the adhesion forces are assumed to be viscous forces and they
read differently according to the strategy adopted by the cell to migrate.
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In the temporal sensing model, they are expressed as follows:
σf,temp(n0,i )=−µff Taf (t)∂us
∂t
N∑
i=1
[
∂Ωf,i (us)Θcrit1,i (θi )Θcrit2,i (θi )Θcrit3,i (θi )
]
on ∂Ωf,i (25)
σr,temp(n0,i )=−µf rTar (t)∂us
∂t
N∑
i=1
[
∂Ωr,i (us)Θcrit1,i (θi )Θcrit2,i (θi )Θcrit3,i (θi )
]
on ∂Ωr,i (26)
with µff and µf r the friction coefficients for the frontal and rear surfaces equal to
108 Pa s, respectively, and us the tangential displacement of the cell with respect to
the substrate. In this case, the viscous forces are only activated in the pseudopodia for
which the three conditions Θcrit1,i (θi ), Θcrit2,i (θi ), and Θcrit3,i (θi ) are simultaneously
equal to one.
In the spatial sensing model instead, only one pseudopod is formed at each migra-
tion cycle, thus the viscous forces are activated in this selected false foot and in the
associated rear region as follows:
σf,spat(n0,i max)=−µff Taf (t)∂us
∂t
∂Ωf,i max(us) on ∂Ωf,i max (27)
σr,spat(n0,i max)=−µf rTar (t)∂us
∂t
∂Ωr,i max(us) on ∂Ωr,i max (28)
As amply discussed and demonstrated in Allena and Aubry (2012), such forces play a
fundamental role during the migration process. In fact, the cell would only deform on
place if no adhesion force were activated. Therefore, σf,temp(n0,i ), σf,spat(n0,i max),
and σr,temp(n0,i ), σr,spat(n0,i max) are perfectly synchronized with the contraction
and the protrusion phases through the functions Taf (t) = h ◦ laf (t) and Tar (t) =
h ◦ lar (t), respectively, with laf (t) and lar (t) defined in Eq. (42). Additionally, a
small viscous force is applied over the whole contact surface between the cell and the
substrate as the cell constantly lies on the substrate.
4 Results
The numerical simulations have been run using the finite element software COMSOL
Multiphysics® 3.5a. The cell has an initial geometry with a radius r of 5 µm and a
maximal height h along the axis of symmetry of 3 µm. The Young’s modulus Es and
the Poisson’s ratio νs for the solid phase of the model have been chosen uniformly
equal to 104 Pa (Laurent et al. 2005) and 0.3, respectively. For the fluid phase, Efe
and νf e are equal to 102 Pa and 0.4, respectively, while the viscosity µfv is equal
to 3 × 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury and Dembo 2001). The cell density ρ
has been set to 1000 kg/m3 (Fukui et al. 2000). The main geometrical, material, and
mechanical parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 Main geometrical, material, and mechanical parameters
Parameter Description Value Unit Reference
r Cell radius 5× 10−6 m
h Cell height 3× 10−6 m
rannulus Annulus radius 3× 10−6 m
ϕ Cone apex angle pi10 rad
Es Young’s modulus for the
solid phase
104 Pa Laurent et al. (2005)
νs Poisson’s ratio for the
solid phase
0.3
Efe Young’s modulus for the
fluid-elastic phase
102 Pa
νf e Poisson’s ratio for the
fluid-elastic phase
0.4
µfv Viscosity for the
fluid-viscous phase
3× 105 Pa s Bausch et al. (1999),
Drury and Dembo
(2001)
ρ Cell density 1000 kg/m3 Fukui et al. (2000)
eap0 Cyclic active protrusion 0.5
eac0 Cyclic active contraction 0.2
α Gradient amplitude 0.8
∂Ωf,i Area of frontal region of
adhesion
5.5× 10−6 m2
∂Ωr,i Area of rear region of
adhesion
25× 10−6 m2
µff Friction coefficient at the
frontal edge
108 Pa s/m
µf r Friction coefficient at the
rear edge
108 Pa s/m
Tmigr Period for migration cycle 60 s Allena and Aubry
(2012), Dong et al.
(2002)
Minimal distance between
pseudopodia
± pi36 Bosgraaf and Van
Haastert (2009a)
θσoυρχε,ι Source direction Temporal sensing
model: θsource,1 = pi4
Spatial sensing model:
θsource,1 = 0,
θsource,2 = 2pi3 ,
θsource,3 = 4pi3
4.1 Multiple Pseudopodia
The objective here is to show the ability of the cell to initiate and extend multiple
pseudopodia, up to N = 8, even though in reality configurations with more than four
pseudopodia are rare because very unstable (Stéphanou et al. 2004). In this first series
of simulations then, only the protrusion is implemented in the model and the cell does
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not migrate but only deforms on place. The cyclic component of the active strain eap0
has been fixed equal to 0.5. As described in Sect. 2.3, several forms of protrusion have
been tested.
In the very first row (a:e) of Fig. 2, five different initial configurations are presented
at t = 0: (a) only one pseudopod (θ1 = 0), (b) two pseudopodia (θ1 = 0, θ2 = pi ),
(c) three pseudopodia (θ1 = 0, θ2 = 2pi3 , θ2 = 4pi3 ), (d) four pseudopodia (θ1 = 0,
θ2 = pi2 , θ3 = pi , θ4 = 3pi2 ), and (e) eight pseudopodia (θ1 = 0, θ2 = pi4 , θ3 = pi2 ,
θ4 = 3pi4 , θ5 = pi , θ6 = 3pi2 , θ7 = 5pi4 , θ7 = 7pi4 ). The successive rows (f:j, k:o, p:t)
of Fig. 2 represent the magnitude of the deformation at the end of the first protrusion
phase (30 s) of the pseudopodia. In Fig. 2 f:j, a gradient of the active deformation
is implemented in the whole cell domain along the directions θi of the pseudopodia
(Eq. (15)). In the case of two (f), four (i), and eight (j) pseudopodia, such a pattern of
deformation does not produce realistic false feet, but rather a uniform ellipsoidal (f)
or radial (i and j) deformation, and thus an extension of about 5 µm (f), 5 µm (i), and
10 µm (j), respectively. In the case of one pseudopod (f), there is actually a protrusion
of the frontal edge of the cell with a maximal elongation of 6 µm, while the rear end
seems to contract of about 1 µm. Finally, in the case of three pseudopodia (h), the
final protrusion leads to a star-shape configuration very similar to the one observed
in fibroblasts (Fig. 3). This type of cell in fact usually exhibits between two or four
long and narrow membrane extensions (filipodia) in opposite directions around the
cell body (Stéphanou et al. 2004). The maximal elongation of the pseudopodia in this
case is 7 µm. The third row (k:o) of Fig. 2 shows the morphology of the cell when a
uniform active deformation is implemented only in the pseudopod domain (Eq. (16)).
This pattern leads then to a maximal elongation of 1 µm for each pseudopod in all the
cases.
Finally, Fig. 2 p:t represents the deformation as described in Eq. (17) according
to which a gradient of the active deformation along the direction n0,i is implemented
in the pseudopod domain. Although the smaller extension undergone by each pseu-
dopod (4 µm) and the more rounded shape (typical of the lobopodia in amoeboid
cells), here the final morphologies (Fig. 2q, r, and s) are again very similar to the
ones observed in Stéphanou et al. (2004) (Fig. 3). These preliminary results point out
the ability of the model to reproduce different patterns of deformation and, therefore,
the behavior of different types of cells. Since our previous study (Allena and Aubry
2012) was focused on amoeboid cells, the same will be done here and the third mode
of deformation (gradient of the active strain along the direction n0,i , applied in the
pseudopod domain) will be adopted in the other simulations.
4.2 Randomness
In reality, it is very unusual to observe regular and symmetric shapes as described in
the previous section. Randomness, in fact, plays a significant role during the migra-
tion process. In this section, it will be shown how the magnitude of the cyclic active
strain eap0 and the direction θi of the pseudopodia can randomly vary throughout
the time. For this purpose, the four pseudopodia cells (Fig. 2d) will be taken as an
example.
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Fig. 3 Images originally
appeared in Stéphanou et al.
(2004), used by the permission
of A. Stéphanou. (a) Typical
morphologies of nonmigrating
L929 fibroblasts observed with
phase contrast microscopy.
(b) From the top to the bottom,
videomicroscopy sequence of a
L929 pulsating fibroblast
Fig. 4 Steady active protrusion for a cell with four pseudopodia. (a) and (b) Variation of the cyclic com-
ponent ea0,i and of the direction θi over time for each pseudopod, respectively (Color figure online)
First, the cyclic components eap0 of the active deformation for each pseudopod
randomly vary between 0 and 1.5 (Fig. 4a). Such a variation occurs over different
periods, which have been set equal to Tea0,1 = 100 s, Tea0,2 = 150 s, Tea0,3 = 200 s,
Tea0,1 = 200 s for each pseudopod, respectively. Thus, the value of eap0 changes for
each false foot at different time steps, which adds a further random component. In
Fig. 5, snapshots at different time steps are presented (t = 0, 150, 320, 500, 680,
870 s). The maximal and the minimal extensions observed are respectively of 9.5 µm
and 1 µm.
Second, the amplitude eap0 of the active deformation is restored to 0.5 and the di-
rections θi of each pseudopod randomly vary between 0 and 2pi over different periods
for each pseudopod (Tθ,1 = 180 s, Tθ,2 = 150 s, Tθ,3 = 100 s, Tθ,4 = 120 s, Fig. 4b).
In Fig. 6, snapshots at time steps t = 0, 150, 320, 500, 680, 870 s are presented. As
the direction of each pseudopod randomly changes, it may happen that two or more
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Fig. 5 Snapshots from the top at successive time steps for the steady active protrusion of a cell with four
pseudopodia when the cyclic component eap0 randomly varies over time for each false foot (colors: final
deformation) (Color figure online)
Fig. 6 Snapshots at successive time steps for the steady active protrusion of a cell with four pseudopodia
when the direction θi randomly varies over time for each false foot (in red the pseudopodia) (Color figure
online)
false feet totally or partially superpose. In this case, the pseudopodia cannot extend
since, according to the literature (Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009b), the protrusion
is only possible if the false foot is at a minimal distance of pi36 with respect to the
very next pseudopodia. Therefore, when such a condition is not verified for two or
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Fig. 7 (a) and (b) Variation of the direction θi and of the sources intensities τsource,i over time for each
pseudopod in the temporal and the spatial sensing model, respectively (Color figure online)
more pseudopodia (hcrit1,i = 0, see Sect. 3.1), these are not initiated as it is possible
to observe in Fig. 6 at different time steps.
4.3 Migration
When the cell forms multiple pseudopodia, the migration can occur in two different
ways: either the cell simultaneously extends several pseudopodia and then chooses
the best oriented toward the external signal to move forward (temporal sensing model)
or it only initiates one pseudopod in the direction of the most attractive source (spatial
sensing model). In any case, only one pseudopod is employed by the cell to migrate.
Here, the results obtained for the simulations of the two strategies are described. In
both cases, a cell able to protrude up to three pseudopodia (N = 3) has been used as
an example. The cyclic components of the active protrusion eap0 and contraction eac0
have been set equal to 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. Such a difference in magnitude has
been introduced in agreement with the literature according to which the deformation
during the protrusion phase is larger than the one observed during the contraction
phase (Gracheva and Othmer 2004).
4.3.1 Temporal Sensing Model
In the temporal sensing model, the directions θ1, θ2, and θ3 of the pseudopodia, per-
pendicular to the cell membrane, vary with respect to time (Fig. 7a) and the periods
Tθ,1, Tθ,2, Tθ,3 are all equal to 120 s, which corresponds to two migration cycles.
An external source is introduced in the system and θsource,1 = pi4 . As amply discussed
and demonstrated in Allena and Aubry (2012), the cell needs to adhere to the un-
derneath substrate in order to move forward. Thus, according to Eq. (26), during the
protrusion phase the rear adhesion force is activated in the rear regions associated to
the pseudopodia for which Θcrit1,i (θi ), Θcrit2,i (θi ) and Θcrit3,i (θi ) are simultaneously
satisfied. During the contraction phase, the same conditions have to be verified and
the region of adhesion coincides with the contact surface between the substrate and
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the pseudopod selected for the migration. Movie 1 shows the successive steps of the
migration over 900 s. The cell is able to extend three pseudopodia in different direc-
tions if there is a minimal distance of pi36 between each other according to Θcrit1,i (θi ).
If a superposition of two or more pseudopodia occurs, the cell does not protrude them.
The contraction phase only takes place if Θcrit1,i (θi ), Θcrit2,i (θi ), and Θcrit3,i (θi ) are
simultaneously equal to one for at least one false foot, otherwise the cell does not
move forward. In Figs. 8a and b, the trajectory over the substrate and the displace-
ment of the cell center of mass are represented. As it can be observed (Fig. 8b), there
is an initial phase (0–120 s) during which nothing happens because the three direc-
tions θ1, θ2, and θ3 are all equal to zero, thus Θcrit1,i (θi ) is not verified. Between
120–240 s, the cell only extends one pseudopod since the other two coincide, but it
does not move forward because the direction θ1 of this false foot is not in the same
quadrant of the external source θsource,1, thus Θcrit3,i (θi ) is different than one. There-
fore, no displacement is observed and the cell only deforms on place (steady active
phase). A similar situation takes place between 360–480 s, 600–720 s, and 840–900 s
(Fig. 8b). The cell starts moving at t = 240 s until t = 360 s in the direction θ3 of the
pseudopod, which is the best oriented with respect to the attractant and for which then
the three conditions Θcrit1,i (θi ), Θcrit2,i (θi ), Θcrit3,i (θi ) are simultaneously verified.
Two other phases of migration take place between 480–600 s and 720–840 s. The
overall displacement of the cell center of mass is of about 28 µm (Fig. 8b). In Fig. 8c,
the trend of the velocity of the cell center of mass can be observed. During the stead
active phases, the cell center of mass actually moves due to the protrusion of the pseu-
dopodia, but its velocity is very small (∼0.2 µm/min). During the migration phases,
the velocity increases and it is bigger during the contraction (∼8.1 µm/min, green
line Fig. 8c) than the protrusion (∼4.2 µm/min, blue line Fig. 8c) phase. Although
such values are in agreement with the ones experimentally found (Adachi et al. 2009;
Okeyo et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2010), some remarks may be done. First, a smaller
velocity during the protrusion phase is due to the fact that the extension mainly oc-
curs locally at the pseudopod domain Ωppod,i (p), according to the chosen mode of
deformation (Eq. (17)). Thus, the cell center of mass is not much perturbed during
this period. However, the contraction phase involves the whole cell body, which is
pushed forward, then the velocity of the cell center of mass increases.
Second, by plotting the velocity of the center of mass of the pseudopod selected
to migrate (Fig. 9a), it is possible to observe that the exact opposite situation takes
place. In fact, the velocity is larger during the protrusion phase (∼11.4 µm/min, blue
line Fig. 9a), while it decreases to 2.4 µm/min during the contraction phase (green
line Fig. 9a) since the pseudopod adheres to the underneath substrate.
Finally, experimental observations (Lämmermann and Sixt 2009; Lauffenburger
and Horwitz 1996) and previous computational models (Allena and Aubry 2012;
Zaman et al. 2005) have shown that the migration process as well as the velocity of
the cell are enhanced if a spatial asymmetry between the frontal and the rear adhesion
regions exists (i.e., rear adhesion surface smaller with respect to the frontal one).
Here, the frontal region coincides with the contact surface between the pseudopod
and the substrate, which is smaller (5.5 µm2) than the rear adhesion surface (25 µm2).
Thus, the asymmetry is inversed. In order to reestablish the correct spatial asymmetry,
the rear boundary should be reduced to very few square microns, which could lead to
slipping effects during the protrusion phase as discussed in Allena and Aubry (2012).
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Fig. 9 Velocity of the center of mass of the pseudopod selected to migrate in the temporal (a) and the
spatial (b) sensing model during the protrusion (blue line) and the contraction (green line) phase (Color
figure online)
4.3.2 Spatial Sensing Model
In the spatial sensing model, the cell “sniffs” the environment at different points of
the cell membrane and then only protrudes one pseudopod in the direction of the
most attractive source (Eq. (20)), so that θi = θsource,i max. This is possible because
the actin filaments that trigger the initiation of the false feet are distributed toward
the membrane along the whole cell perimeter, thus each particle of this region is
“potentially” active.
To describe this strategy of migration, three external sources have been introduced
in the system. Their directions have been fixed equal to θsource,1 = 0, θsource,2 = 2pi3
and θsource,3 = 4pi3 while their intensities τsource,1(t), τsource,2(t), τsource,3(t) vary with
respect to time (Fig. 7b).
In Movie 2, it is possible to observe the different phases of the migration and in
Fig. 8d the trajectory of the cell center of mass over the substrate. The cell moves
toward the first source (θsource,1 = 0) between 0–240 s, 360–600 s, and 720–900 s,
while it migrates toward the second source (θsource,3 = 4pi3 ) between 240–360 s and
600–720 s (Fig. 8e). The cell covers a distance of about 37 µm, which is larger than
the distance covered for the temporal sensing model (Fig. 8e). This is due to the
fact that in the spatial sensing model no steady active phases occur and there are no
conditions to be satisfied. The cell in fact does not lose time, but always moves by
protruding one pseudopod in the direction θsource,i max of the most attractive source
at that precise instant. Therefore, the velocity of the cell center of mass is always
around some microns per minute in agreement with the literature (Adachi et al. 2009;
Okeyo et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2010), and similarly to the temporal sensing model, it
is larger during the contraction (∼7.8 µm/min, green line Fig. 8f) than the protrusion
(∼4.8 µm/min, blue line Fig. 8f). Similar remarks to the temporal sensing model to
explain the difference in velocity between the protrusion and the contraction phases
may be done. Additionally, Fig. 9b shows the velocity of the center of mass of the
pseudopod selected to migrate. In this case, the velocity is actually larger during the
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protrusion phase (∼10.5 µm/min, blue line Fig. 9b) and much smaller (∼2.3 µm/min,
green line Fig. 9b) during the contraction phase.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, a 3D continuum model to simulate cell migration on 2D substrate in
presence of multiple pseudopodia has been presented. As in a previous work (Al-
lena and Aubry 2012), the present model focuses on the mechanical principles reg-
ulating the biological phenomenon, specifically the synchronization between the ac-
tive deformations (protrusion-contraction) of the cell and the adhesion forces nec-
essary to move forward on the underneath substrate. Although the mechanical and
numerical formulations are very similar to the ones employed in Allena and Aubry
(2012), here the pulsating movement of the cell is controlled by the formation of
multiple pseudopodia at different sites of the cell membrane. The main characteris-
tics (Van Haastert 2010) of the false feet are taken into account and reproduced by
the model: (i) external signals such as chemoattractants initiate the formation of the
pseudopodia, (ii) the cell always forms pseudopodia perpendicular to the membrane,
(iii) there has to be a minimal distance of pi36 between two pseudopodia, (iv) pseu-
dopodia are formed de novo in random directions and in regions of the cell that
could be previously inactive, and (v) to migrate, the cell only uses one pseudo-
pod.
In the first part of the paper (Sects. 2.3 and 4.1), the ability of the cell to protrude
several pseudopodia (up to 8) in a steady configuration has been explored. In partic-
ular, three types of active strains (protrusion) have been tested, which allow repro-
ducing various kinds of pseudopodia (lamellipodia, filipodia, etc.) and, therefore, the
behavior of various cells. Furthermore, since rarely the cell presents a perfect sym-
metric morphology, randomness has been introduced in the model to control both the
direction and the amplitude of the pseudopodia (Sect. 4.2).
In the second part of the paper (Sects. 3 and 4.3), the migration process is de-
scribed. As previously mentioned, the cell only uses one pseudopod to move forward,
thus two approaches may be adopted: the temporal (Gerish et al. 1974) or the spatial
(Zigmond et al. 1981) sensing model. In the temporal sensing model (Sects. 3.1 and
4.3.1), the cell simultaneously initiates several pseudopodia at different spots of the
membrane. Then it chooses the one which is the best oriented toward the external
source to migrate and retracts the others.
In the spatial sensing model instead (Sects. 3.2 and 4.3.2), the cell only protrudes
one pseudopod in the direction of the most attractive source and uses it to move.
While in the first approach the cell behaves as if it was “blind,” and spies on
the environment with multiple false feet and later selects the right one, in the second
approach, the cell seems to see from far away the external source and it therefore does
not lose too much energy and only forms one pseudopod, which is already oriented
in the direction of the attractant. These two techniques show two distinct behaviors
of the cell very similar to the ones described in the previous paper (Allena and Aubry
2012), where the cell avoided the “obstacles” on the substrate by adopting the “run-
and-tumble” or the “look-and-run” approach.
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The new model allows having a more realistic representation of the migration pro-
cess, although there are still further improvements that may be done. First, a more
proper description of the cell structure including, for instance, the nucleus and the
actin filaments should be used with specific mechanical properties. Second, as al-
ready proposed in Allena et al. (2011), a diffusion–reaction equation should be im-
plemented in order to regulate the active strains (protrusion and contraction) that are
now directly introduced into the mechanical formulation. Third, the migration pro-
cess should be reproduced in a 3D environment constituted by more or less dense
network of fibers that trigger then the direction of the cell.
Acknowledgements I am grateful to Professor Denis Aubry for discussions and critical comments on
the manuscript, and to A. Stéphanou for the permission to use experimental figures.
Appendix A: Heaviside and Level Set Functions
Let h(ψ) be the classical Heaviside function defined as
h(ψ)=
{
1 ψ > 0
0 otherwise (29)
and l(φ) the level set function which reads
l(φ)= c (30)
where ψ is a real variable, φ is a set of real variables and c is a constant value.
Then, by composing the Heaviside and the level set function, three different ap-
plications are obtained as follows:
Ωi (p)= h ◦ li (p)
Ti (t)= h ◦ li (t)
Θi (θ)= h ◦ li (θ)
(31)
which allow to determine whether a spatial particle with initial position p, a time
instant t or an angle θ belong or not to a geometrical domain, a time interval or a
range of directions, respectively.
Appendix B: Geometrical Level Set Functions
The annulus describing the actin network is defined by a characteristic function as
follows:
lannulus(p)= ‖p‖2 − r2annulus (32)
The cone of action is defined by
lcone,i (p)= ‖ps,i − pd,in0,i‖ − tg(ϕ)pd,i (33)
where pd,i is the horizontal distance of a particle ps,i = (px,py,0) of the pseudopod
i from pcs = (pcx,pcy,0) (Fig. 1c), which is the projection of the cell center of mass
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pc on the x, y plane along the axis of the pseudopod n0,i (Fig. 1c). Thus, pd,i is
given by
pd,i = (ps − pcs,n0,i ) (34)
where n0,i , which is always perpendicular to the cell membrane (Sect. 1.1), reads
n0,i = cos θi (t)ix + sin θi (t)iy (35)
with θi the angle of the pseudopod i.
Appendix C: Temporal Level Set Functions
The level set function lp(t) and lc(t) for the protrusion and the contraction phase are
defined as follows:
lp(t)= sin
(
2pi
t
Tmigr
)
lc(t)=− sin
(
2pi
t
Tmigr
) (36)
Appendix D: Temporal Sensing Model Level Set Functions
In order for the cell to be able to simultaneously extend multiple pseudopodia, three
criteria need to be satisfied (Sect. 3.1). Each one of them is expressed through a
specific analytical functionΘi (θ)= h◦ li (θ) and allows determining the admissibility
of the angle θi of each pseudopod. Here, the level set functions associated to each
criterion are defined.
Let θi being the direction of a pseudopod i and θi+1 and θi−1 the directions of its
anticlockwise and clockwise nearest pseudopod, then lcrit1,i (θi ) reads
lcrit1,i (θi )=

θi − (θi+1 + pi36 )
−θi + (θi+1 − pi36 )
θi − (θi−1 + pi36 )
−θi + (θi−1 − pi36 )
(37)
To contract and migrate, the cell must choose the pseudopod which is the best ori-
ented in the direction θsource,i , thus Θcrit2,i (θi ) need to be verified. The associated
level set function lcrit2,i (θi ) reads
lcrit2,i (θi )=
{−|θi − θsource,i | + |θi+1 − θsource,i |
−|θi − θsource,i | + |θi−1 − θsource,i | (38)
Finally, the angle θi of the pseudopodΩppod,i chosen to migrate has to be in the same
quadrant of θsource,i . Thus,Θcrit3,i (θi ) is implemented in the model and the associated
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level set function lcrit3,i (θi ) is defined as
lcrit3,i (θi )=

θi if 0 < θsource,i < pi2
−θi + pi2 if 0 < θsource,i < pi2
θi − pi2 if pi2 < θsource,i < pi
−θi + pi if pi2 < θsource,i < pi
θi − pi if pi < θsource,i < 3pi2
−θi + 3pi2 if pi < θsource,i < 3pi2
θi − 3pi2 if 3pi2 < θsource,i < 2pi
−θi + 2pi if 3pi2 < θsource,i < 2pi
(39)
Appendix E: Adhesion Surfaces and Forces
Similarly to the pseudopod domain Ωppod,i (p), the frontal adhesion surface results
from the intersection between the annulus and the cone at z = 0. Thus, lannulus(ps)
and lcone,i (ps) are now expressed as follows:
lannulus(ps)= ‖ps‖2 − r2annulus
lcone,i (ps)= ‖ps,i − pd,in0,i‖ − tg(ϕ)pd,i
(40)
The level set function lr,i (ps), which allows defining the rear adhesion surface
∂Ωr,i (ps), reads
lr,i (ps)=−(ps − pcs,n0,i )− lr (24) (41)
where lr is the distance of pcs from the boundary of the rear adhesion surface and is
here equal to 2 µm (Fig. 1c).
The level set functions laf (t) and lar (t), which synchronize the adhesion forces
with the active deformations (Sect. 3.3), are expressed as
laf (t)=−
∂(sin(2pi tTmigr ))
∂t
lar (t)=
∂(sin(2pi tTmigr ))
∂t
(42)
Appendix F: Sensitivity Analysis
The high number of parameters in the model (20, Table 1) does not allow performing
an exhaustive sensitivity study. Nevertheless, the parameters can be classified in four
categories:
(1) the parameters referenced in the literature: Es (Laurent et al. 2005), µfv (Bausch
et al. 1999; Drury and Dembo 2001), ρ (Fukui et al. 2000), Tmigr (Allena and
Aubry 2012; Dong et al. 2002), and the minimal distance between the pseudopo-
dia (± pi36 ) (Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a);
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(2) the parameters that have been chosen within a reasonable physical range (Allena
and Aubry 2012): r , Efe , νs , νf ;
(3) the parameters that have been arbitrarily chosen and for which a sensitivity anal-
ysis has been proposed in Allena and Aubry (2012), showing a slight influence
on the final results: h, eap0, ∂Ωr,i , µff , µf r ;
(4) the parameters that have been arbitrarily chosen and for which a sensitivity anal-
ysis is proposed here: rannulus, ϕ, eac0, α.
Each parameter has been allowed a variance of ±10 % in both the temporal
and the spatial sensing models. The values of the source directions θsource,i are
assumed to not affect the mechanical behavior of the cell, but just the path over
the 2D substrate in both the temporal and spatial sensing models.
As a general remark, for both the temporal and the spatial sensing models, the vari-
ation of the parameters do not highly affect the final results in terms of the covered
distance and maximal velocities of the cell center of inertia during the protrusion
and contraction phase (Table 2). More importantly, such a variation does not affect
the fundamental principles of the mechanical model. Nevertheless, we can notice that
higher values of the cone apex angle ϕ, the cyclic active contraction eac0, the gradient
amplitude α, as expected, enhance the movement forward in both the temporal and
the spatial sensing models, thus the cell is able to migrate over a longer distance. On
the contrary, a higher value of rannulus, which reduces the volume of the actin network
and, therefore, the volume of the pseudopod also (Eq. (32)) leads to a smaller covered
distance.
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pc on the x, y plane along the axis of the pseudopod n0,i (Fig. 1c). Thus, pd,i is
given by
pd,i = (ps − pcs,n0,i ) (34)
where n0,i , which is always perpendicular to the cell membrane (Sect. 1.1), reads
n0,i = cos θi (t)ix + sin θi (t)iy (35)
with θi the angle of the pseudopod i.
Appendix C: Temporal Level Set Functions
The level set function lp(t) and lc(t) for the protrusion and the contraction phase are
defined as follows:
lp(t)= sin
(
2pi
t
Tmigr
)
lc(t)=− sin
(
2pi
t
Tmigr
) (36)
Appendix D: Temporal Sensing Model Level Set Functions
In order for the cell to be able to simultaneously extend multiple pseudopodia, three
criteria need to be satisfied (Sect. 3.1). Each one of them is expressed through a
specific analytical functionΘi (θ)= h◦ li (θ) and allows determining the admissibility
of the angle θi of each pseudopod. Here, the level set functions associated to each
criterion are defined.
Let θi being the direction of a pseudopod i and θi+1 and θi−1 the directions of its
anticlockwise and clockwise nearest pseudopod, then lcrit1,i (θi ) reads
lcrit1,i (θi )=

θi − (θi+1 + pi36 )
−θi + (θi+1 − pi36 )
θi − (θi−1 + pi36 )
−θi + (θi−1 − pi36 )
(37)
To contract and migrate, the cell must choose the pseudopod which is the best ori-
ented in the direction θsource,i , thus Θcrit2,i (θi ) need to be verified. The associated
level set function lcrit2,i (θi ) reads
lcrit2,i (θi )=
{−|θi − θsource,i | + |θi+1 − θsource,i |
−|θi − θsource,i | + |θi−1 − θsource,i | (38)
Finally, the angle θi of the pseudopodΩppod,i chosen to migrate has to be in the same
quadrant of θsource,i . Thus,Θcrit3,i (θi ) is implemented in the model and the associated
Author's personal copy
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3.5  Confined migration 
 
 As the modelling of single cell migration progressed, I happened to meet 
Matthieu Piel who is the Principal Investigator of the Systems cell biology of cell 
polarity and cell division team at the Institut Curie and who is interested in 
investigating cell migration during confinement.  
 In fact, during many biological processes such as embryogenesis, immunity 
response and tumorogenesis, cell migration takes place within the confined 
environment of tissues (63). In these cases, cell motility is influenced by the 
morphology of the ECM, which may vary in terms of heterogeneity, fibre density 
and organization. In fact, the width of the ECM pores, the degree of ECM 
alignment and the ECM stiffness are all fundamental parameters determining the 
mechanism and extent to which the ECM steers or inhibits the cell movement. 
Thus, the cell must to continuously adapt its shape and consequently its migratory 
behaviour.  
 Therefore, an extension of the models presented in (49, 50) has been 
proposed to reproduce the experimental set up used in (64) where HeLa cells 
migrate across microchannels of different width and shape. Although the main 
hypotheses are still valid, here the geometry and the constitutive behaviour of the 
cell are more precisely described in order to consider specific components such as 
the nucleus and the nuclear lamina, which seem to play a critical role during 
confined migration. 
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Abstract Confined migration plays a fundamental role
during several biological phenomena such as embryogen-
esis, immunity and tumorogenesis. Here, we propose a two-
dimensional mechanical model to simulate the migration of a
HeLa cell through a micro-channel. As in our previous works,
the cell is modelled as a continuum and a standard Maxwell
model is used to describe the mechanical behaviour of both
the cytoplasm (including active strains) and the nucleus. The
cell cyclically protrudes and contracts and develops viscous
forces to adhere to the substrate. The micro-channel is repre-
sented by two rigid walls, and it exerts an additional viscous
force on the cell boundaries. We test four channels whose
dimensions in terms of width are i) larger than the cell diam-
eter, ii) sub-cellular, ii) sub-nuclear and iv) much smaller than
the nucleus diameter. The main objective of the work is to
assess the necessary conditions for the cell to enter into the
channel and migrate through it. Therefore, we evaluate both
the evolution of the cell morphology and the cell-channel and
cell-substrate surface forces, and we show that there exists a
link between the two, which is the essential parameter deter-
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mining whether the cell is permeative, invasive or penetrat-
ing.
Keywords Confined cell migration · Continuum
mechanics · Computational mechanics · Forces
1 Introduction
In our previous works (Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena
2013), we have presented numerical models which helped to
understand the mechanisms controlling cell motility on two-
dimensional (2D) flat surfaces. Nevertheless, during many
biological processes such as embryogenesis, immunity and
tumorogenesis, cell migration takes place in confined envi-
ronments of tissues (Friedl and Wolf 2010). In these cases,
cell locomotion is influenced by the presence of attractant
molecules, but also by the morphology of the extracellular
matrix (ECM). In fact, the surrounding tissues may vary in
terms of heterogeneity, fibres density and organization. As
shown both experimentally (Erler and Weaver 2009; Wolf et
al. 2009; Egeblad et al. 2010; Friedl and Wolf 2010) and theo-
retically (Zaman et al. 2005, 2006, 2007; Scianna et al. 2013),
the width of the ECM pores, the degree of ECM alignment as
well as the ECM stiffness are fundamental parameters, which
determine how and how much the ECM steers or inhibits
the cell movement. Therefore, the cell needs to continuously
adapt its shape and consequently its migratory behaviour.
In tumorogenesis for instance, cancer cells develop an inva-
sive behaviour, which allows them to enter and progressively
invade healthy tissue as they are constantly exposed to bio-
mechanical and biophysical stimuli. Such adaptation requires
an internal reorganization of both the cytoskeleton and the
embedded organelles, among which the nucleus is the stiffest
and the most voluminous. Consequently, it has become essen-
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tial to quantitatively assess the cell ability to deform as well
as which mechanical forces the cell has to develop in order
to move forward within a confined micro-structure.
In the last few years, several experimental studies have
tried to provide such data. Systems like collagen gels or lat-
tices are commonly used to simulate cell migration in con-
fined connective tissues (Wolf et al. 2009). Although very
simplified, such systems are highly complex and difficult to
control since many physical parameters (i.e. gel density and
elasticity, local constrictions) may affect the global mobility
of the cell and furthermore fail to reproduce spatial tracks
or obstacles (Provenzano et al. 2008; Wolf et al. 2009; Ege-
blad et al. 2010). More recently, it has been possible to better
control, vary and tune the geometrical characteristics of the
patterned micro-structure using micro-laser techniques (Ilina
et al. 2011) or photolithography (Heuzé et al. 2011). In the
latter work, cells migrate through straight micro-channels
made of silicone rubber (i.e. polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS),
whose sub-cellular dimensions vary between 2 and 10µm
in width and highly depend on cell type. Such an approach
has provided interesting results for cancer cells (Irimia and
Toner 2009; Ronot et al. 2000), immune cells (Irimia et al.
2007; Faure-André et al. 2008) and neurons (Taylor et al.
2005). Micro-channels may be modulated in order to inves-
tigate specific biological problems such as trans-migration
ability within a well-defined geometry or the influence of the
substrate stiffness by letting channel material vary. Addition-
ally, more complex geometries can be obtained to force the
cell to take turns and explore its 2D confined environment.
From a numerical point of view, many models have been
proposed to simulate single cell migration on 2D flat surfaces
or in three-dimensional (3D) environment (Rangarajan and
Zaman 2008). Such models have used different approaches
resulting in force-based dynamics models (Zaman et al. 2005,
2006), stochastic models to simulate persistent random walks
(Tranquillo and Lauffenburger 1987; Tranquillo et al. 1988;
Stokes et al. 1991; Stokes and Lauffenburger 1991), models
reproducing the movement of cancer cell spheroids (McEl-
wain and Ponzo 1977; McElwain 1978; McElwain et al.
1979), Monte Carlo models (Zaman et al. 2007; Scianna and
Preziosi 2013; Scianna et al. 2013) or purely mechanical
models (Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013). Active gel
layers submitted to external forces have been used to repre-
sent acto-myosin cells migrating in a free (Recho and Truski-
novsky 2013; Recho et al. 2013) or confined (Hawkins et al.
2009; Hawkins and Voituriez 2010) environment. Scianna
and Preziosi (Scianna and Preziosi 2013) have presented
a cellular potts model (CPM), which reproduces an exper-
imental assay very similar to those used in (Taylor et al.
2005; Irimia et al. 2007; Faure-André et al. 2008; Irimia and
Toner 2009; Rolli et al. 2010; Heuzé et al. 2011). In this
model, the cell is modelled as a discrete physical unit, includ-
ing the cytosol and the nucleus, while channels of different
widths constitute the migration chamber. The authors have
investigated the invasiveness of tumour cells by evaluating
their displacement and velocity as well as their deforma-
bility, which seems to be strongly linked to the deforma-
bility of the nucleus. In (Tozluog˘lu et al. 2013), a hybrid
agent-based finite element model is proposed to evaluate
the migration strategy of the cell in different environments
such as confinement. The model is able to simulate both the
protrusion–contraction and the membrane blebbing modes
of migration. Therefore, the authors estimate the effects of
the ECM geometry on the relationship between cell veloc-
ity, contractility and adhesion, and they also find interest-
ing effects of membrane blebbing on cell velocity and mor-
phology. Finally, in (Giverso et al.), an energetic continuum
approach is employed to investigate the necessary condition
for which a cell migrate through a cylindrical channel. They
consider the nucleus either as an elastic membrane surround-
ing a liquid droplet or as an incompressible elastic material.
By taking into account and balancing different forces exerted
by and on the cell during confined movement, they are able
to determine the minimal size of the cylindrical structure and
they observe that cell ability to migrate through it depends
on both nucleus stiffness and adhesion to ECM.
1.1 Objective of the present work
In the present paper, a finite element model that reproduces
the experimental set-up used in (Heuzé et al. 2011) for HeLa
cells is proposed, which is based on the following hypotheses:
– the 2D geometry represents a top view of the global struc-
ture, and a plane stress hypothesis has been made;
– as in (Giverso et al.), a purely mechanical approach is
used to describe the cell behaviour. However, a different
mathematical method is applied. In fact, the decomposi-
tion of the deformation gradient is employed to consider
both the active (i.e. protrusion and contraction) and the
elastic (i.e. strains generated by the interaction with the
environment) strains undergone by the cell;
– contrary to previous works (Scianna and Preziosi 2013;
Scianna et al. 2013; Tozluog˘lu et al. 2013), the cell is
modelled as a continuum. Nonetheless, both the cyto-
plasm and the nucleus have been originally represented
through two characteristic functions, and a standard
Maxwell model has been used to describe their viscoelas-
tic behaviour (Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013;
Tozluog˘lu et al. 2013);
– the cell is able to cyclically protrude and contract. Such
active strains are triggered respectively by the poly-
merization and depolymerization of the actin filaments
and are synchronized with the viscous adhesion forces
between the cell and the substrate (Allena and Aubry
2012; Allena 2013);
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Fig. 1 Geometry of the cell (a)
and frontal and rear adhesion
surfaces (b)
(a) (b)
– the micro-channel is represented by two rigid walls,
which are described by two characteristic functions, and
exerts an additional normal viscous force on the cell
boundaries when contact condition is fulfilled.
The main objective of our work is to assess the necessary
conditions for the cell to enter into the channel and migrate
through it. In order to do so, we test four different channels
whose dimensions in width are i) larger than the cell diameter,
ii) sub-cellular, iii) sub-nuclear and iv) much smaller than
the nucleus diameter. We analyse the evolution of the cell
morphology by consistently comparing it with experimental
observations, and we classify the cell behaviour according
to the covered distance inside the channel. Additionally, we
evaluate both the cell-substrate and the cell-channel surface
forces during migration, and we find that there exists a link
between such forces and the changes in cell shape, which
may be essential in determining the invasive behaviour of
the cell.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, the geom-
etry of the cell, the constitutive model and the mechanical
approach are described. In Sect. 3, the results of the numerical
simulations are presented. First, we analyse the cell behav-
iour (Sect. 3.1). Second, we evaluate the mechanical cell-
substrate and cell-channel surface forces (Sect. 3.2), and we
find the necessary conditions determining whether the cell is
penetrating, invasive or permeative.
2 The model
In this section, we provide the general framework of the
model. First, we describe the geometry of the cell includ-
ing the cytoplasm and the nucleus. Second, we focus on the
mechanics of the system. Specifically, we introduce the stan-
dard Maxwell models, which are used to reproduce the vis-
coelastic behaviour of the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Third,
the intra-synchronization is presented. As in our previous
works (Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013), this repre-
sents the key ingredient of the cell movement. In fact, we
show how the cyclic active strains (i.e. protrusion and con-
traction) are strongly coupled with the viscous forces gener-
ated by the cell to adhere to the substrate and necessary to
efficiently move forward. Finally, we describe the geometry
of the micro-channel and the associated viscous force exerted
on the cell boundaries, which allows the cell to squeeze and
pass (or not) through it.
2.1 Cell geometry
HeLa cells are human cells with a rather rounded initial
shape and a diameter of about 15µm (Ronot et al. 2000;
Ngalim et al. 2013). For the numerical model, the geometry
of the cell has been simplified by a circular domain !cell of
radius rcell (Fig. 1a). Here, we consider two main compo-
nents of the cell: the cytoplasm (!cytoplasm) and the nucleus
(!nucleus) (Fig. 1a, Sect. 5.1). Additionally, the cell cyclically
generates a frontal (! f ) and a rear (!r ) adhesion region in
order to move forward (Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013)
(Fig. 1b, Sect. 5.1).
2.2 Constitutive model and mechanics of the cell
Both the nucleus and the cytoplasm are assumed to be vis-
coelastic materials, and their behaviour is described by two
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standard Maxwell models (Larson 1998) (Sect. 5.2). On one
hand, the nucleus is composed by the nuclear lamina!lamina
(the solid phase, Sects. 5.1 and 5.2), which surrounds the vis-
coelastic nucleoplasm!nucleoplasm (the fluid phase, Sects. 5.1
and 5.2). On the other hand, the cytoplasm is essentially
made of a solid phase represented by the cell cortex !cortex
(Sects. 5.1 and 5.3) and a fluid-like phase, the cytosol!cytosol
(Sects. 5.1 and 5.3) in which the organelles such as the actin
filaments are embedded. As in our previous works (Allena
and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013), we assume that the polymer-
ization of the actin filaments inside the cytosol, which mostly
occurs at the front of the cell (Schaub et al. 2007), generates
the protrusive force at the leading edge, and their contrac-
tion due to binding of myosin generates the contractile stress
at the rear of the cell (Mogilner 2009). Such active strains
triggering the deformability of the cell are then described
through a deformation tensor Fcytosol,a (Sects. 2.3 and 5.3)
in the fluid-like branch of the symbolic standard Maxwell
model of the cytoplasm.
As described in (Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013),
the global equilibrium of the system is expressed as
ρa = Divp
(
JσF−T
)
+ f adh + f channel (1)
where ρ is the cell density, a is the acceleration, Divp is
the divergence with respect to the initial position p, J is the
determinant of the deformation gradient F and A−T denotes
the inverse transpose of the matrix A (Holzapfel 2000; Taber
2004). f adh and f channel indicate, respectively, the viscous
adhesion forces between the cell and the substrate (Sect. 2.3)
and the viscous force exerted by the channel on the cell
boundaries (Sect. 2.4). Here, all the body forces but the iner-
tial effects are neglected (Gracheva and Othmer 2004; Allena
and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013).
2.3 Intra-synchronization
To describe the oscillating movement of the cell, two main
assumptions have been made:
1) the active strains of protrusion and contraction are only
applied in the cytosol. In fact, as in our previous works
(Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013), we assume that
the oscillatory movement of the cell is triggered by
the periodic polymerization and depolymerization of the
actin filaments, which are embedded in the cytosol. The
former only occurs at the front of the cell, while the latter
takes place from the front towards the rear of the cell.
Therefore, although the nucleus does not undergo any
active strain, it will interact with the surrounding cytosol
apart from the protrusion phase (Friedl et al. 2011);
2) although the cell may form multiple pseudopodia (Allena
2013), here only one is generated in the direction of
migration, which, to reproduce the experimental set-up
where the cell is constrained into a micro-channel (Heuzé
et al. 2011), corresponds to the horizontal axis ix .
Therefore, the solid active deformation tensor Fcytosol,a
reads
Fcytosol,a =
{
ea0 sin
(
2pi tT
)
hcytosol,frontix ⊗ ix if sin (2pi tT ) > 0
ea0
2 sin
(
2pi tT
)
hcytosolix ⊗ ix if sin (2pi tT ) < 0
(2)
where ea0 is the amplitude of the active strain, t is time, T is
the migration period, hcytosol and hcytosol,front are two char-
acteristic functions (Sect. 5.1) and ⊗ indicates the tensorial
product.
As shown in (Allena and Aubry 2012), in order to be
able to effectively migrate, the cell must adhere on the
substrate otherwise it would only deform on place. Thus,
an intra-synchronization is required which coordinates the
cyclic protrusion–contraction deformations with the adhe-
sion forces f adh (Eq. 1) generated between the cell frontal
and rear adhesion surfaces and the underneath substrate. As
in previous works (Phillipson et al. 2006; Sakamoto et al.
2011; Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013), such forces are
assumed to be viscous and may be distinguished into a frontal
(f adh, f ) and a rear (f adh,r ) force as follows
f adh, f (ncell) = −µadhhsync
(
−∂ea
∂t
)
v on! f
f adh,r (ncell) = −µadhhsync
(
∂ea
∂t
)
v on!r (3)
with ncell the outward normal to the cell boundary, µadh the
friction coefficient and v the velocity. The characteristic func-
tion hsync is the key ingredient of the preceding equations
since it couples the adhesion forces with the active strains,
which results in the intra-synchronization mentioned above.
Thus, we observe two main phases during the migratory
movement of the cell: i) the protrusion and the adhesion at the
rear edge; ii) the contraction and the adhesion at the frontal
edge.
2.4 Micro-channel
Here, we want to reproduce the micro-channel-based assay
presented in (Heuzé et al. 2011). Thus, the micro-channel
domain!channel is represented by two pseudo-elliptical rigid
walls with no top roof (Sect. 5.4).
When the cell enters into the micro-channel, it is then sub-
mitted to a viscous force f channel (Eq. 1), which can be distin-
guished into an upper (f channel,uwi ) and a lower (f channel,lwi )
force as follows
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f channel,uwi
(
nuw,i
)
= −µchannel 1(
luw,i + 1
)8 + α
(
∂u
∂t
, nuw,i
)
nuw,i on∂"uw,i
f channel,lwi
(
nlw,i
)
= −µchannel 1(
llw,i + 1
)8 + α
(
∂u
∂t
, nlw,i
)
nlw,i on∂"lw,i
(4)
whereµchannel is the viscosity of the micro-channel, luw,i and
llw,i are two level set functions (Sect. 5.4), α is a constant
and nuw,i and nlw,i are the outward normal to the boundaries
∂"uw,i and ∂"lw,i of the upper and lower wall, respectively,
which are here originally calculated (Sect. 5.4) (the subscript
‘i’ indicates the channel number as explained in Sect. 3.1 and
5.4). Finally, (a,b) defines the scalar product between two
vectors.
3 Results
The numerical simulations have been run using the finite ele-
ment software COMSOL Multiphysics! 3.5a. As described
in Sect. 2.2, the viscoelastic behaviour of the cell has been
taken into account. The components of the cytoplasm and
the nucleus have been implicitly described by specific char-
acteristic functions (Sect. 5.1) in order to be able to define
the parameters of the standard Maxwell models. The radius
rcortex, rcytosol, rlamina and rnucleoplasm of the HeLa cell have
been fixed to 7.5, 7.25, 4.5 and 4.4µm, respectively. Then,
the cell cortex and the nuclear lamina have a thickness tcortex
and tlamina of 0.25µm (Pesen and Hoh 2005; Tinevez et
al. 2009; Jiang and Sun 2013) and 0.1µm (Righolt et al.
2010), respectively. The nominal values of the Young mod-
uli Ecortex,0 of the cell cortex and Ecytosol,0 of the cytosol
have been chosen equal to 100 and 10 Pa (Crick and Hughes
1950). For the nucleus, assuming that its stiffness is mostly
provided by the nuclear lamina, we have set Elamina,0 and
Enucleoplasm,0 to 3,000 Pa (Caille et al. 2002; Dahl et al.
2008) and 25 Pa (Vaziri et al. 2006), respectively. According
to a simple spatial homogenization approach (Christensen
1991; Larson 1998), such moduli have then been recalcu-
lated according to the surface occupied by each component
in the cell to obtain Ecortex, Ecytosol, Elamina and Enucleoplasm
(Table 1). Since we consider here that the cell cortex and
the nuclear lamina are rather elastic, while the cytosol and
the nucleoplasm are rather viscoelastic, the Poisson’s ratios
νcortex and νlamina have been set to 0.3, while νcytosol and
νnucleoplasm to 0.4. The viscositiesµcytosol andµnucleoplasm are
equal to 3× 105 Pa-s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury and Dembo
2001). The cell density ρ has been set to 1,000 kg/m3 (Fukui
et al. 2000), and the viscous friction coefficient µadh is equal
108Pa-s/m. Finally, the intensity of the active strain ea0 and
the migration period T have been chosen equal to 0.2 and
600 s, respectively, in order to obtain an average migration
velocity of the order of magnitude of the one experimentally
observed for HeLa cells (Ronot et al. 2000; Ngalim et al.
2013).
All the parameters of the model have been reported in
Table 1.
3.1 Cell behaviour and morphology
As described in Sect. 2.4, the channel is represented by two
pseudo-elliptical walls (luw,i and llw,i ), whose semi-axes a
and b are 30 and 2µm long, respectively.
For the simulations, only two-thirds of the total length of
the channel are considered, which corresponds to 40µm.
By letting the position of the upper and lower walls cen-
tres cuw,i and clw,i vary, we have tested four channels with
different width as follows:
– channel 16 has a width Wc,1 of 16µm, which is larger
than the cell diameter with cuw,16 (42.5, 10µm) and
clw,16 (42.5µm,−10µm);
– channel 12 has an intermediate width Wc,2 of 12µm,
which is smaller than the cell diameter and bigger
than the nucleus diameter, with cuw,12 (42.5, 8µm) and
clw,12 (42.5,−8µm);
– channel 7 has a width Wc,3 of 7µm, which is slightly
smaller than the nucleus diameter with cuw,7 (42.5,
5.5µm) and clw,7 (42.5,−5.5µm);
– channel 4 has a width Wc,4 of 4µm, which is much
smaller than the nucleus diameter with cuw,4 (42.5, 4µm)
and clw,4 (42,−4µm).
For the first set of simulations, the viscous friction coefficient
µchannel and the constant α have been set equal to 1010 Pa-s/m
and 0.1, respectively.
We have studied the cell behaviour for each of the previous
configurations by analysing specific aspects of the confined
movement, and the main results are listed in Table 2.
First, we have evaluated the efficiency of the migration in
terms of covered distance. In Fig. 3, the total displacement of
the frontal edge of the cell is reported for the four simulations.
Then, as previously proposed by (Rolli et al. 2010; Scianna
et al. 2013), we can classify the cell as permeative, invasive
or penetrating. The permeative behaviour is observable for
channel 16 and channel 12 (Fig. 2a, b) where the cell reaches
the other side of the channel by covering a distance of 38µm
in 9,000 s (blue and red lines in Fig. 3, and Movie 1 and
Movie 2, respectively). The invasive behaviour occurs when
the cell enters into the channel, but it is not able to achieve
the other side (Fig. 2c). This is the case of channel 7 where
the cell only migrates over 25µm in 6,000 s (green line in
Fig. 3 and Movie 3). Finally, the cell is penetrating (Fig. 2d)
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Table 1 Main geometrical and
material parameters of the
model
Parameter Description Value (unit) References
rcell Cell radius 7.5µm
rcortex Cortex radius 7.5µm
rcytosol Cytosol radius 7.25µm
rlamina Lamina radius 4.5µm
rnucleoplasm Nucleoplasm radius 4.4µm
tcortex Cortex thickness 0.25µm
Pesen and Hoh (2005),
Tinevez et al. (2009),
Jiang and Sun (2013)
tlamina Lamina thickness 0.1µm Righolt et al. (2010)
l f Distance cell centre—
boundary of frontal
adhesion region
4µm
lr Distance cell centre—
boundary of rear
adhesion region
4µm
!cell Initial cell area 176.6µm2
!cortex Initial cortex area 11.6µm2
!cytosol Initial cytosol area 101.4µm2
!cytoplasm Initial cytoplasm area 113µm2
!lamina Initial lamina area 2.8µm2
!nucleoplasm Initial nucleoplasm area 60.8µm2
!nucleus Initial nucleus area 63.6µm2
! f Initial frontal adhesion region area 31µm2
!r Initial rear adhesion region area 31µm2
Ecortex,0 Nominal cortex Young modulus 100 Pa
Ecytosol,0 Nominal cytosol Young modulus 10 Pa Crick and Hughes (1950)
Elamina,0 Nominal lamina Young modulus 3,000 Pa Caille et al. (2002),
Dahl et al. (2008)
Enucleoplasm,0 Nominal nucleoplasm Young modulus 25 Pa Vaziri et al. (2006)
Ecortex Equivalent cortex Young modulus 15 Pa
Ecytosol Equivalent cytosol Young modulus 8 Pa
Elamina Equivalent lamina Young modulus 196 Pa
Enucleoplasm Equivalent nucleoplasm Young modulus 23 Pa
νcortex Cortex Poisson ratio 0.3
νcytosol Cytosol Poisson ratio 0.4
νlamina Lamina Poisson ratio 0.3
νnucleoplasm Nucleoplasm Poisson ratio 0.4
µcytosol Cytosol viscosity 3× 105 Pa-s
Bausch et al. (1999),
Drury and Dembo
(2001)
µnucleoplasm Nucleoplasm viscosity 3× 105 Pa-s
Bausch et al. (1999),
Drury and Dembo
(2001)
ρ Cell density 1,000 kg/m3 Fukui et al. (2000)
ea0 Amplitude of the active strain 0.8
T Migration period 600 s
µadh Cell friction coefficient 108 Pa-s/m
a Semi-axis of the pseudo-elliptical walls 30µm
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Table 1 continued Parameter Description Value (unit) References
b Semi-axis of the
pseudo-elliptical walls
2µm
x0 x-coordinate of the
pseudo-elliptical walls
centre
42.5µm
yuw0,i y-coordinate of the
upper pseudo-elliptical
wall centre
yuw0,1: 10 yuw0,2: 8 yuw0,3: 6 yuw0,4: 4µm
ylw0,i y-coordinate of the
lower pseudo-elliptical
wall centre
ylw0,1: −10 ylw0,2: −8 ylw0,3: −6 ylw0,4: −4µm
µchannel Channel viscous friction
coefficient
1010 Pa-s/m
α 0.1
Wc,16 Width of channel 1 16µm
Wc,12 Width of channel 3 12µm
Wc,7 Width of channel 3 8µm
Wc,4 Width of channel 4 4µm
Table 2 Main numerical results
for the different channels Channel 16 Channel 12 Channel 7 Channel 4
Displacement (µm) 38 38 25 7.5
Protrusion average velocity (µm/s) 0.0055 0.0051 0.0055 0.0053
Contraction average velocity (µm/s) 0.0102 0.0122 0.0118 0.0115
tcontact (s) – 1,950 1,250 1,220
tpenetration (s) 3,900 4,600 4,610 –
Tentry (s) – 2,650 3,360 –
Maximal ratio cell area/nucleus area 3.29 2.89 2.25 3.29
Minimal ratio cell area/nucleus area 2.11 1.93 1.35 2.11
tregime1 (s) – 1,800 1,250 1,230
tregime2 (s) – 2,450 1,350 1,250
tregime3 (s) – 2,600 1,850 –
when only part of the body (or nothing) penetrates within the
channel as it takes place for channel 4 (purple line in Fig. 3
and Movie 4) where the total displacement is only equal to
7.5µm.
In Fig. 4, the trend of the cell average velocity is repre-
sented. As a general remark, the velocity during the con-
traction phase is slightly higher than during the contrac-
tion phase, since the former only involves the frontal por-
tion of the cytoplasm (see Sect. 2.3). While the average
protrusion velocity remains rather constant for all the chan-
nels (roughly 5 · 10−3 µm/s), the average contraction veloc-
ity varies between a minimal value of about 10−2µm/s
for channel 16 (blue line Fig. 4) and a maximal value of
1.2 · 10−2 µm/s for channel 12 (red line Fig. 4). Addition-
ally, for channel 7 (green line Fig. 4), we observe a peak
of the velocity up to 1.3 · 10−2 µm/s at the entrance of the
channel, while afterwards the cell acquires again a constant
velocity. Such values are of the same order of magnitude of
those experimentally observed for HeLa cells (Ronot et al.
2000; Ngalim et al. 2013).
Second, for each configuration, we have quantified the
entry time (Tentry), which has been defined by Lautenschläger
et al. (Lautenschlager et al. 2009) as the time interval between
the first contact of the cell with the channel walls (tcontact)
and the complete penetration of the cell body within the
channel (tpenetration). For channel 16 and channel 4, such a
parameter cannot be evaluated since the cell either does not
enter in contact with the channel (channel 16) or does not
migrate through it (channel 4). For channel 12 and channel
7, we found 2,650 and 3,360 s respectively, which confirms
that the smaller the channel, the more the difficult is for the
cell to get in. In fact, the contact cell channel occurs earlier
for channel 7 than for channel 12 (tcontact = 1,250 s ver-
sus tcontact = 1,950 s), while tpenetration is almost the same
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(a) Channel 16 
t = 9000 s 
(b) Channel 12 
t = 9000s 
(c) Channel 7 
t = 6000 s 
(d) Channel 4 
t = 1800 s 
Fig. 2 Snaphots of the permeative (a and b), invasive (c) and penetrating (d) cell
Fig. 3 Total displacement of the cell for channel 16 (blue line), channel
12 (red line), channel 7 (green line) and channel 4 (purple line)
for both channels (tpenetration = 4,610 s versus tpenetration =
4,600 s).
Third, we have evaluated the ratio between the total cell
area and the nucleus area. At the initial configuration, such
ratio is equal to 2.8, but it undergoes an oscillatory variation
due to the protrusion–contraction movement of the cell. In
the case of channel 16 (Fig. 5, blue line), it varies between a
maximal value of 3.3 during protrusion and a minimal value
of 2.1 during contraction. Here, such values are the same at
the end of each phase during the whole simulation since the
cell overall deformation is not perturbed by the contact with
channel. For channel 12 instead, we observe a decrease of the
maximal value of the ratio to 2.9 once the cell has completely
Fig. 4 Migration average velocity of the cell for channel 16 (blue line),
channel 12 (red line), channel 7 (green line) and channel 4 (purple line)
entered the channel (tpenetration = 4,600 s, Fig. 5, red line),
while the minimal value decreases to 1.9. Such drop is mainly
due to a bigger shrinkage of the cell cytoplasm rather than of
the nucleus due to the subcellular dimensions of the channel.
However, in the case of channel 7 (Fig. 5, green line), both
cytoplasm and nucleus contribute to the progressive decrease
of the ratio. In fact, the nucleus must squeeze too to move
forward since the channel has sub-nuclear dimensions. Then,
the maximal and minimal values of the ratio at tpenetration =
4,610 s decrease down to 2.25 and 1.35, respectively. For
channel 4 (Fig. 5, purple line), the ratio evolution is the same
as for channel 16 since the cell is not able to penetrate the
channel and neither cytoplasm nor nucleus do not undergo
large deformation.
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Fig. 5 Ratio between the cell area and the nucleus area for channel 16
(blue line), channel 12 (red line), channel 7 (green line) and channel 4
(purple line)
Finally, we have analysed the morphology of the cell rel-
ative to the channel, which can actually be divided into three
regimes. The first regime is observed when the length L p
of the cell protrusion into the channel is smaller than half
the width of the channel Wc,i (2L p/Wc,i < 1), and it has
been indicated as tregime1. The second regime occurs when
2L p/Wc,i = 1, and the protrusion is hemicircular with radius
equal to Wc,I (tregime2). Finally, the third regime is obtained
when 2L p/Wc,i > 1 (tregime3). At this point, the first half of
the protrusion is rectangular of length Wc,i and the second
half is hemicircular of radius Lc.
In the case of channel 16, the migration mode and the
morphology of the cell do not change and are very similar to
those observed for cell migrating over flat surfaces (Allena
and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013). In fact, there is no contact
between the cell cortex and the channel walls, and thus, the
cell body is not perturbed during its movement. This is not
the case for channel 12 and channel 7 where the cell needs to
squeeze in order to enter the channel. For channel 12 , regime
1 is observed at tregime1 = 1,800 s, while L p becomes equal
to Wc,2/2 at tregime2 = 2,450 s. Starting from tregime3 =
2,600 s, regime 3 is achieved and the protrusion is clearly
half rectangular and half hemicircular. For channel 7 (Fig. 6),
steps occur earlier. In fact, regime 1 and regime 2 are reached
at tregime1 = 1,250 s and tregime2 = 1,350 s, respectively,
while regime 3 starts at tregime3 = 1,850 s. For channel 4
instead, only regime 1 and 2 observed at tregime1 = 1,230 s
and tregime2 = 1,250 s, respectively. The reason why regime
3 is not achieved is mainly due to the fact that, despite the
cell tries to enter the channel by protruding and contracting,
the force f channel exerted by the channel walls on the cell
boundaries is too high. This means that reaching regime 3
is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for the cell to
be invasive. In fact, a second necessary condition need to
be satisfied, that is, the cell-channel surface force f channel at
tregime3 must be low enough for the cell to enter.
We have also been able to experimentally observe such
changes in morphology for two types of cells using a micro-
channel-based essay as proposed in (Heuzé et al. 2011).
Figure 7a–d shows the successive steps (top view) of bone
marrow-derived dendritic cells (BDMCs) migration through
a 5µm (Fig. 7a–b) and 1.5µm (Fig. 7c, d) wide micro-
channel. It is possible to clearly distinguish the three regimes
undergone by the whole cell body (Fig. 7b, d) and by the
stained nucleus (Fig. 7a, c). Figure 7e shows instead a sagit-
tal view of the successive steps of a HeLa cell migrating
through a 20µm wide micro-channel. We observe the defor-
mation undergone by the stained nucleus along the z axis. In
fact, in this specific case, the cell is confined in the x–y plane,
Fig. 6 The three regimes of the
cell morphology during the
migration through channel 7
(a) t = 1250 s (b) t = 1350 s 
(c) t = 1850 s 
Lp Lp 
Lp 
Wc,7/2 Wc,7/2 
Wc,7/2 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) 
Fig. 7 (a:d) Top view of successive steps of a bone marrow-derived
dendritic cell (BMDC) migration (from the left to the right) through a
5µm a–b and 1.5µm c–d wide micro-channels. Nuclear staining with
Hoechst (a and c) (scale bar: 30µm) e Sagittal view of successive steps
of a HeLa cell entering (from the left to the right) a 20µm wide micro-
channel (HeLa Histone2B-mcherry (nucleus), MyrPalm-GFP (plasma
membrane), scale bar: 15µm)
Table 3 Values of the mechanical forces for the different channels
Channel 16 Channel 12 Channel 7 Channel 4
Maximal frontal cell-substrate surface
force (Pa)
10 10 10 10
Maximal rear cell-substrate surface force
(Pa)
4 4 4 4
Maximal cell-channel surface force at
tcontact (Pa)
– 3.3 3.1 7.2
Maximal cell-channel surface force at
tpenetration (Pa)
– 3.3 3.9 –
Average cell-substrate surface force
between tcontact and tpenetration (Pa)
– 3.3 3.3 3.3
Average cell-channel surface force
between tcontact and tpenetration (Pa)
– 2.5 3.2 tcontact – tregime2 4.5
Absolute maximal cell-channel surface
force (Pa)
– 4.2 6.2 8.6
but also in the x–z plane. Although such an aspect has not
been numerically considered so far, we are currently working
to improve the model in order to have a three-dimensional
representation of the cell and the micro-channel and therefore
being able to implement this further confinement
3.2 Mechanical forces
In this section, we try to evaluate the cell-substrate and cell-
channel surface forces, in particular during the time interval
between tcontact and tpenetration in which tregime3 is included.
The main values are summarized in Table 3.
Some general remarks may be pointed out:
– given the asymmetry of the active strain (Sect. 2.3) and
the equation expressing the cell-substrate surface forces
(Eq. 3), we found 10 and 4 Pa, respectively, at the front
and rear edge of the cell. Additionally, such values do not
change from one configuration;
– the cell-channel surface force increases as the channel
width Wc,i decreases (maximal absolute value of 4.25,
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6.25 and 8.5 Pa for channel 12, channel 7 and channel
4 , respectively);
– as mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the necessary condition for
the cell to be invasive is that the average cell-channel
surface force at tregime3 must be lower than the average
cell-substrate surface force at the same time point. This
allows the cell to pull enough to penetrate within the
channel without being obstructed by the channel. Since
tregime3 is included in the time interval between tcontact and
tpenetration, we have calculated the average cell-channel
surface force during this period. For channel 12 and chan-
nel 7, we have found an average value for the cell-channel
surface force of about 2.5 Pa and 3.2, respectively, which
is lower than the average cell-substrate surface force of
3.3 Pa. As a result, the cell is able to enter the channel. For
channel 4, since the cell-channel surface force between
tcontact and tpenetration cannot be calculated, we have eval-
uated it between tcontact and tregime2 finding an average
value of 4.5 Pa and a maximal value of 8.6 Pa, which
is twice the cell-substrate surface force. Therefore, the
cell is stuck at the entrance of the channel and shows a
penetrating behaviour;
– once the cell has completely penetrated into the channel,
the upper and lower central boundaries of the cell come
very close or directly in contact with the nucleus, which is
the stiffest component of the system. Then, a higher cell-
channel surface force is necessary at this specific region
to maintain the cell squeezing during the whole migration
process and in order for the cell to be permeative. This is
the case for channel 12 for which the cell is able to reach
the opposite end of the channel (Movie 5). However, for
channel 7, the cell-channel surface force is slightly higher
at the rear of the cell. Thus, the cell is slowed down and
shows a penetrating behaviour (Movie 6).
For channel 16, only the cell-substrate surface force can be
evaluated while the cell-channel surface force is null since
no contact between the cell boundaries and the channel walls
occurs.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a 2D mechanical model to
simulate the migration of HeLa cell under confinement. The
model reproduces the set-up used in a micro-channel assay
as presented in (Heuzé et al. 2011). As in our previous works
(Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena 2013), the cell is modelled as
continuum and a standard Maxwell model is used to describe
the mechanical behaviour of the cytoplasm (including active
strains) and the nucleus. The cell is able to cyclically develop
protrusion–contraction strains, which are synchronized with
the adhesion forces between the cell and the substrate. By
approaching the channel, which is represented here by two
pseudo-elliptical rigid walls, the cell is submitted to an addi-
tional viscous force. We have tested four channels whose
dimensions in terms of width are larger than the cell diameter
(channel 16), sub-cellular (channel 12), sub-nuclear (chan-
nel 7) and much smaller than the nucleus diameter (channel
4). We have analysed the cell behaviour and classified it as
permeative (channel 16 and channel 12), invasive (channel 7)
or penetrating (channel 4) according to the distance covered
by the cell inside the channel. From a morphological point
of view, we have identified three different regimes in relation
to the ratio between the cell protrusion length in the channel
and the width of the channel. Additionally, we have evaluated
the evolution of the cell shape and the cell-substrate and cell-
channel surface forces between the first contact between the
cell and the channel (tcontact) and the complete penetration
of the cell body within the channel (tpenetration).
Therefore, we have been able to define the necessary con-
ditions in order for the cell to be invasive or permeative. In the
first case, two main conditions must be satisfied: i) regime 3
(i.e. cell protrusion length in the channel larger than half the
channel width) has to be achieved, and ii) simultaneously,
the cell-substrate surface force must be higher than the cell-
channel surface force so that the cell is able to pull on the
substrate and enter into the channel. For the second behav-
iour to occur, a further condition must be satisfied, that is, the
cell-channel surface force during the whole migration has to
be maximal along the upper and lower central boundaries of
the cell. Those boundaries may come very close or directly in
contact with the cell nucleus, which is the stiffest component
of the system. Then, a larger force is required to maintain the
squeezed cell shape.
Despite the consistent results shown in the present paper,
our model still presents some limitations. Firstly, the geom-
etry is 2D, which does not allow considering a top-roofed
micro-channel and the cell deformation in the third direc-
tion. Secondly, the active strains of protrusion and con-
traction have been defined through a sinusoidal function,
which may lead to a rather stable periodic deformation of
the cytoplasm and consequently of the nucleus. In order
to control the effects of such a phenomenon, some sto-
chastic active input close to cell perception may be intro-
duced and improve the global movement. Finally, so far
all the cell components have been considered as viscoelas-
tic materials. However, the nucleus may be able to adapt
its deformation to the forces exerted by the micro-channel
on the cell boundaries. Therefore, a viscoplastic behaviour
with restoration (Mandel 1972; Lubliner 2008) would prob-
ably be more appropriate. We are currently working on this
aspect in order to be able to investigate the ability of the
cell to penetrate micro-channels with significant sub-nuclear
dimensions.
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5 Appendix
5.1 Geometry of the cell
For any spatial point p, the four components of the cell body
(the cortex !cortex, the cytosol !cytosol, the lamina !lamina
and the nucleoplasm !nucleoplasm) are described through
characteristic functions (i.e. composition of a Heaviside and
a level set function (Allena 2013) as follows
hcortex (p) =
{
1 ifr2cytoplasm < ‖p− ccell‖ < r2cortex
0 otherwise
(5)
hcytosol (p) =
{
1 ifr2lamina < ‖p− ccell‖ < r2cytosol
0 otherwise
(6)
hlamina (p) =
{
1 ifr2nucleoplasm < ‖p− ccell‖ < r2lamina
0 otherwise
(7)
hnucleoplasm (p) =
{
1 if ‖p− ccell‖ < r2nucleoplasm
0 otherwise
(8)
where p = x − u, with x and u being, respectively, the
actual position and the displacement, ccell is the cell cen-
tre and rcortex, rcytosol, rlamina and rnucleoplasm are the external
radius of the cell cortex, the cytosol, the nuclear lamina and
nucleoplasm, respectively (Fig. 1a). Therefore, the cytoplasm
!cytoplasm and the nucleus !nucleus domains are defined by
the following characteristic functions
hcytoplasm (p) = hcortex (p)+ hcytosol(p)
hnucleus(p) = hlamina (p)+ hnucleoplasm(p) (9)
The frontal portion of cytosol where the polymerization
of the actin filaments takes place is described as follows
hcytosol,front (p) =
{
hcytosol i f p > ccell
0 otherwise (10)
The frontal (! f ) and rear (!r ) adhesion regions are also
defined by two characteristic functions as
h f (p) =
{
1 (p− ccell, ix ) > l f
0 otherwise
hr (p) =
{
1 (p− ccell, ix ) < −lr
0 otherwise (11)
with l f and lr the distances of ccell from the boundaries of! f
and !r , respectively, (Fig. 1b). As soon as the cell moves,
the argument p is replaced by x-u, with x the actual spatial
position and u the displacement.
5.2 Nucleus constitutive law
As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, the nucleus is described through
a viscoelastic constitutive equation based on a standard
Maxwell model including a solid phase (i.e. the lamina) and
a fluid phase (i.e. the nucleoplasm) (Fig. 8).
The Cauchy stress σ nucleus and the deformation tensor
Fnucleus in the nucleus are defined by
σ nucleus = σ lamina + σ nucleoplasm
Fnucleus = Dpu + I = Flamina = Fnucleoplasm (12)
where Dpu = ∑3m=1 ∂u∂pm⊗im , with u the displacement and
I the identity matrix (Holzapfel 2000; Taber 2004), and
Fnucleoplasm = Fnucleoplasm,eFnucleoplasm,v . The solid part of
the stress σ lamina in the lamina reads
σ lamina = 1Jlamina FlaminaSlaminaF
T
lamina (13)
where Jlamina is the determinant of Flamina and Slamina is the
second Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor, which is computed as
an isotropic hyperelastic Saint Venant material as follows
Slamina = λlaminaT r (Elamina) I + 2µlaminaElamina (14)
with λlamina, µlamina and Elamina the Lame’s coefficients and
the Green-Lagrange strain tensor of the solid phase, respec-
tively.
The fluid part of the stress σ nucleoplasm in the nucleoplasm
can be expressed as
σ nucleoplasm = 2µnucleoplasmDnucleoplasm,v (15)
with µnucleoplasm, the viscosity of the nucleoplasm and the
eulerian strain rate Dnucleoplasm,v is computed from the strain
gradient velocity as
2Dnucleoplasm,v = F˙nucleoplasm,vF−1nucleoplasm,v
+F−Tnucleoplasm,vF˙Tnucleoplasm,v (16)
5.3 Cytoplasm constitutive law
The cytoplasm is composed by two phases: i) a solid phase
represented by the cell cortex and ii) a fluid phase represented
by the viscous cytosol with the embedded organelles such as
the actin filaments that undergo the active strains (Fig. 8). It
is assumed that the Cauchy stress σ cytoplasm and the defor-
mation tensor Fcytoplasm read
σ cytoplasm = σ cortex + σ cytosol
Fcytoplasm = Fcortex = Fcytosol (17)
Additionally, the fluid deformation tensor Fcytosol is mul-
tiplicatively decomposed as follows
Fcytosol = Fcytosol,vFcytosol,eFcytosol,a (18)
where e and v stand for elastic and viscous, respectively.
The solid stress σ cortex in the organelles can be written as
σ cortex = 1Jcortex FcortexScortexF
T
cortex (19)
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Fig. 8 Symbolic schemas for
the standard Maxwell models
used to describe the nucleus
(top) and the cytoplasm
(bottom) behaviours
with Jcortex the determinant of Fcortex and Scortex the sec-
ond Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor, which, similarly to the
nucleus (Sect. 5.2), is defined as an isotropic hyperplastic
Saint Venant material as follows
Scortex = λcortexT r (Ecortex) I + 2µcortexEcortex (20)
where λcortex,µcortex and Ecortex the Lame’s coefficients
and the Green-Lagrange strain tensor of the solid phase,
respectively.
Finally, the fluid stress σ cytosol in the cytosol reads
σ cytosol = 2µcytosolDcytosol,v (21)
with µcytosol the viscosity of the cytosol and Dcytosol,v the
eulerian strain rate expressed as follows
2Dcytosol,v = F˙cytosol,vF−1cytosol,v + F−Tcytosol,vF˙Tcytosol,v (22)
5.4 Micro-channel geometry
As mentioned in Sect. 2.4, the micro-channel domain"channel
is modelled as two pseudo-elliptical rigid walls: a upper one
("uw) and a lower one ("lw). They are described through
two characteristic functions as follows
huw,i (p) =
{
1 ifluw,i < 1
0 otherwise
hlw,i (p) =
{
1 ifllw,i < 1
0 otherwise (23)
where the subscript ‘i’ indicates the number of the channel,
and luw,i and llw are two level set functions expressed as
luw,i =
(
x − x0
a
)4
+
(
y − yuw0,i
b
)4
llw,i =
(
x − x0
a
)4
+
(
y + ylw0,i
b
)4
(24)
with a and b are the semi-axes of the pseudo-elliptical walls
with centres cuw,i
(
x0, yuw0,i
)
and clw,i
(
x0, ylw0,i
)
. Thus,
the micro-channel is the composition of the two previous
characteristic functions as follows
"channel = huw,i (p)+ hlw,i (p) (25)
The c outward normals nuw and nlw to the boundary ∂"uw
and ∂"lw, respectively, given by
nuw,i = h′ (luw,i ) ∇luw,i∥∥∇luw,i∥∥
nlw,i = h′ (llw,i ) ∇llw,i∥∥∇llw,i∥∥ (26)
where h′ indicates the Dirac function.
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Mechanical Modelling of Confined Cell Migration Across2
Constricted-curved Micro-channels3
R. Allena⇤,†4
Abstract: Confined migration is a crucial phenomenon during embryogenesis,5
immune response and cancer. Here, a two-dimensional finite element model of a6
HeLa cell migrating across constricted–curved micro-channels is proposed. The7
cell is modelled as a continuum with embedded cytoplasm and nucleus, which are8
described by standard Maxwell viscoelastic models. The decomposition of the de-9
formation gradient is employed to define the cyclic active strains of protrusion and10
contraction, which are synchronized with the adhesion forces between the cell and11
the substrate. The micro-channels are represented by two rigid walls and exert12
an additional viscous force on the cell boundaries. Five configurations have been13
tested: 1) top constriction, 2) top-bottom constriction, 3) shifted top-bottom con-14
striction, 4) embedded obstacle and 5) bending micro-channel. Additionally, for15
the first four micro-channels both sub-cellular and sub-nuclear constrictions have16
been obtained, while for the fifth micro-channel three types of bending have been17
investigated (‘curved’, ‘sharp’ and ‘sharper’). For each configuration, several pa-18
rameters such as the cell behaviour, the covered distance, the migration velocity,19
the ratio between the cell and the nucleus area as well as the cell-substrate and20
cell-channel surfaces forces have been evaluated. The results show once more the21
fundamental role played by mechanics of both the cell and the environment.22
Keywords: Confined cell migration, Curved micro-channel, Continuummechan-23
ics, Computational mechanics.24
1 Introduction25
Cell migration in confinement is proper to several biological phenomena such26
as embryogenesis, immune response and cancer [1, 2]. Although cell migration27
on two-dimensional (2D) flat substrates has been largely investigated during the28
last few years, the mechanical principles triggering migration of cells in three-29
⇤ Arts et Metiers ParisTech, LBM, 151 Bd de l’hôpital, 75013 Paris, France.
† Corresponding author. E-mail: rachele.allena@ensam.eu
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dimensional (3D) confined environments such as fibres networks are still little30
known. In fact, in addition to the external stimuli such as attractant molecules,31
the geometry and the mechanical nature of the extracellular matrix (ECM) may32
play a critical role during in vivo migration [3–5]. It has been shown that the width33
of the ECM pores, the ECM alignment and stiffness as well as the fibres density are34
fundamental parameters triggering or inhibiting the cell movement [2–9]. There-35
fore, in order to efficiently move within the fibres network, the cell has to constantly36
adapt its shape and its migratory behaviour.37
Several experimental and numerical studies can be found in the literature, which38
focus on specific aspects of confined migration.39
The former employ:40
• gels or lattices [9] allowing to acquire very simplified systems for which,41
however, many physical parameters (i.e. gel density and elasticity or local42
constrictions) affecting the global cell motility are difficult to handle [9–11];43
• micro-structures obtained through micro-laser techniques [12] or pho-44
tolithography [13] for which the geometrical characteristics may be varied45
and tuned. Such techniques have been used to reproduce cell migration un-46
der confinement for cancer [14, 15] and immune [16] cells or neurons [17].47
The latter propose Cellular Potts [18, 19], hybrid agent based finite element [20],48
energetic continuum [21], multi-physics [22] or purely mechanical [23] models49
which aim to evaluate the cell internal organization, the role of the nucleus and50
the migration strategy adopted by the cell according to the environment. More51
recently, Scianna and Preziosi [24] have presented an extension of their previous52
model in which migration takes place across two perpendicular micro-channels53
equal in width and length. In these works, the ECM is considered and represented54
as a regular geometry (i.e. tracks or micro-channels). Nevertheless, the ECM may55
be composed by fibres, which can be randomly aligned or form gaps of variable di-56
mensions and radius of curvature leading to more complex geometries and forcing57
the cell to take turns and squeeze.58
Here, the objective of the present work is to improve the previous model proposed59
in [23] in order to evaluate cell migration across micro-channels presenting simul-60
taneously a parameterized curved shape and a constriction. The cell is modelled61
as a continuum with embedded cytoplasm and nucleus, which are defined by spe-62
cific characteristic functions and considered as viscoelastic. The cell motility is63
determined by the synchronization between the active strains (i.e. protrusion and64
contraction), which are described through the decomposition of the deformation65
gradient, and the viscous adhesion forces between the cell and the substrate. The66
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constricted-curved micro-channels are represented by two rigid walls, each defined67
by a characteristic function, and exert an additional viscous normal force on the cell68
boundaries. The geometrical parameters of the micro-channels have been tuned ad69
hoc and five configurations have been obtained.70
In the next sections the geometry of the micro-channels (Sec. 2.1) and of the cell71
(Sec. 2.2) are presented as well as the cell constitutive law (Sec. 2.2) and the72
mechanical approach used to describe both the adhesion forces (Sec. 2.2) and the73
active strains (Sec. 2.3). In Sec. 3.1 and 3.2, the results are discussed by evaluating74
several parameters such as the cell behaviour during migration, the migration ve-75
locity and the cell-substrate and cell-channel surface forces. Finally, a comparison76
with previous models from the same author is proposed in Sec. 3.3.77
2 The model78
2.1 Micro-channels79
We consider five different micro-channels Wchannel,i (the subscript ‘i0indicates the80
micro-channel number), each one represented by a upper (Wuw) and a lower (Wlw)81
rigid walls, which are spatially arranged as follows:82
1) top constriction micro-channel or Wchannel,1: the lower wall is straight, while the83
upper wall is inward convex (Fig. 1a);84
2) top-bottom constriction micro-channel or Wchannel,2: the lower and the upper85
walls are inward convex (Fig. 1b);86
3) shifted top-bottom constriction micro-channel or Wchannel,3: the lower and the87
upper walls are inward convex and additionally shifted along the x axis (Fig. 1c);88
4) embedded obstacle micro-channel or Wchannel,4: the lower and the upper walls89
are both outward convex and a circular obstacle is placed at the centre of the micro-90
channel (Fig. 1d);91
5) bending micro-channel or Wchannel,5: the lower and the upper walls are outward92
and inward convex, respectively (Fig. 2a).93
For each geometry, two characteristic functions are employed to describe respec-
tively Wuw and Wlw as follows
huw,i (p) =
⇢
1 if luw,i < 1
0 otherwise
hlw,i (p) =
⇢
1 if llw,i < 1
0 otherwise
(1)
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(a)$
Fig.$1$
(b)$
(c)$ (d)$
Figure 1: Geometries of the micro-channels: (a) top constriction (Wchannel,1), (b)
top-bottom constriction (Wchannel,3), (c) shifted top-bottom constriction (Wchannel,3)
and (d) embedded obstacle micro-channel (Wchannel,4).
where luw,i and llw,i are two level set functions expressed as
luw,1 = (y  y0,1)
h
(x  x0u,1)2+(y  y0,1)2+(y+ y0,1)
i
luw,2 = luw,3 = (y  y0,i)
h
(x  x0u,i)2+(y  y0,i)2  r3uw,i
i
luw,4 = (y  y0,4)
h
(x  x0u,4)2+(y  y0,4)2  r3uw,4
i
luw,5 = (y  y0,5)
h
(x  x0u,5) j+(y  y0,5) j  rkuw,5
i
(2)
llw,1 = llw,4 = (y+ y0,i)
h
(x  x0l,i)2+(y+ y0,i)2  r3lw,i
i
llw,2 = llw,3 = (y+ y0,i)
h
(x  x0l,i)2+(y+ y0,i)2  r3lw,i
i
llw,5 = (y+ y0,5)
h
(x  x0l,5) j+(y+ y0,5) j  rklw,5
i (3)
Thus, the micro-channel Wchannel,i is the sum of the two previous characteristic
functions as follows
Wchannel,i = huw,i (p)+hlw,i (p) (4)
Additionally, for Wchannel,4 Eq. (4) is slightly modified and reads
Wchannel,4 = huw,4 (p)+hlw,4 (p)+hobstacle (p) (5)
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(a)$
(b)$
(c)$
Fig.$2$
Figure 2: Geometries of Wchannel,5: (a) ‘curved’, (b) ‘sharp’ and (c) ‘sharper’ bend-
ing.
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where hobstacle (p) is the characteristic function of the central circular obstacle
Wobstacle expressed as
hobstacle (p) =
⇢
1 if lobstacle < 1
0 otherwise (6)
with lobstacle = (x  x0,4)2+ y2  r24 and r4 the radius of the circle.94
When the cell enters into the micro-channel, it is then submitted to a viscous force
f channel , which is the sum of an upper ( f uwi) and a lower ( f lwi) force that read
f uwi (nuw,i) = µchannel
1
(luw,i+1)8+a
✓
∂u
∂ t
,nuw,i
◆
nuw,i on ∂Wuw,i
f lwi (nlw,i) = µchannel
1
(llw,i+1)8+a
✓
∂u
∂ t
,nlw,i
◆
nlw,i on ∂Wlw,i
(7)
where µchannel is the viscosity of the micro-channel, a is a constant and (a,b)
defines the scalar product between two vectors a and b. The outward normal
vectors nuw,i and nlw,i to the boundaries ∂Wuw,i and ∂Wlw,i of the upper and lower
wall are given by
nuw,i = h0 (luw,i)
—luw,i
k—luw,ik
nlw,i = h0 (llw,i)
—llw,i
k—llw,ik
(8)
where h0 indicates the Dirac delta function.95
Finally, for Wchannel,4 an additional force fobstacle (nobstacle) is exerted along the ex-
ternal boundary of the obstacle and reads
f obstacle (nobstacle) = µchannel
1
(lobstacle+1)8+a
✓
∂u
∂ t
,nobstacle
◆
nobstacle
on ∂Wobstacle
(9)
with nobstacle = h0 (lobstacle) —lobstaclek—lobstaclek .96
2.2 Cell geometry and mechanics97
At the initial time point, the cell Wcell is represented by a circle of radius rcell and
includes the cytoplasm (Wcytoplasm) and the nucleus (Wnucleus) (Fig. 3a), which are
assumed to be viscoelastic and modelled by two standard Maxwell models [23, 25,
26]. The nucleus is composed by the nuclear lamina (Wlamina) and the nucleoplasm
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Fig.%3%
CORTEX 
CYTOSOL 
LAMINA 
NUCLEOPLASM 
ix#
iy#
ix#
iy#
ccell
l f = 4µm lr = 4µm
Ωcell,r
Ωcell, f
(a) (b) 
rcortex = 7.5µm rcytoplasm = 7.25µm
rlamina = 4.5µm
rnucleoplasm = 4.4µm
ccell
Figure 3: Geometry of the cell (a) and frontal and rear adhesion surfaces (b).
(Wnucleoplasm), while the cytoplasm is constituted by the cell cortex (Wcortex) and the
cytosol (Wcytosol). Each component is described through a characteristic function
as follows
hcortex (p) =
⇢
1 if r2cytoplasm < kp  ccellk< r2cortex
0 otherwise
(10)
hcytosol (p) =
⇢
1 if r2lamina < kp  ccellk< r2cytosol
0 otherwise
(11)
hlamina (p) =
⇢
1 if r2nucleoplasm < kp  ccellk< r2lamina
0 otherwise
(12)
hnucleoplasm (p) =
⇢
1 if kp  ccellk< r2nucleoplasm
0 otherwise
(13)
where p = x   u, with x and u being respectively the actual position and the
displacement, ccell is the cell centre and rcortex, rcytosol , rlamina and rnucleoplasm are the
external radius of the cell cortex, the cytosol, the nuclear lamina and nucleoplasm
respectively (Fig. 3a). Then, the cytoplasm Wcytoplasm and the nucleus Wnucleus
domains are defined by the following characteristic functions
hcytoplasm (p) = hcortex (p)+hcytosol (p)
hnucleus (p) = hlamina (p)+hnucleoplasm (p)
(14)
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The global equilibrium of the system can be expressed as
ra = Divp
 
JsF T
 
+ f adh+ f channel (15)
with r the global cell density, a the acceleration, Divp the divergence with respect
to the initial position p, J the determinant of the deformation gradient F and F T
the inverse transpose of the matrix F [26, 27]. f adh defines the viscous adhesion
forces [28–31] between the cell and the substrate which are cyclically activated at
the front (Wcell, f ) and at the back (Wcell,r) of the cell (Fig. 3b), which are expressed
as
hcell, f (p) =
⇢
1 (p  ccell, ix)> l f
0 otherwise
hcell,r (p) =
⇢
1 (p  ccell, ix)< lr
0 otherwise
(16)
with l f and lr the distances of ccell from the boundaries ∂Wcell, f and ∂Wcell,r re-98
spectively (Fig. 3b).99
Thus, f adh is the composition of a frontal (f adh, f ) and a rear (f adh,r) component that
read
f adh, f (ncell) = µadhhsync
✓
 ∂Fcytosol,a
∂ t
◆
v on Wcell, f
f adh,r (ncell) = µadhhsync
✓
∂Fcytosol,a
∂ t
◆
v on Wcell,r
(17)
with ncell the outward normal to the cell boundary, µadh the friction coefficient, v the100
velocity and Fcytosol,a the solid active deformation tensor defined in the next section101
(Sec. 2.3). The characteristic function hsync
⇣
⌥ ∂Fcytosol,a∂ t
⌘
couples the adhesion102
forces with the active strains of protrusion and contraction [30, 31], which are103
described in the next section.104
2.3 Active strains105
During migration, we observe two main phases: i) the protrusion and the adhesion106
at the rear edge and ii) the contraction and the adhesion at the frontal edge [30].107
Here, it is assumed that such an oscillatory movement of the cell is triggered by the108
periodic polymerization and depolymerization of the actin filaments [32], which are109
embedded in the cytosol. The former only occurs at the front of the cell, while the110
latter takes place from the front towards the rear of the cell. Therefore, although not111
submitted to any active strain, the nucleus interacts with the surrounding cytosol112
apart from the protrusion phase [33]. Additionally, an external attractive source113
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is introduced at 0˚ at the right side of the micro-channel, so that the direction of114
migration is imposed and corresponds to the horizontal axis ix.115
The solid active deformation tensor Fcytosol,a [23] reads
Fcytosol,a =
⇢
ea0 sin
 
2p tT
 
hcytosol, f ix⌦ ix if sin
 
2p tT
 
> 0
ea0
2 sin
 
2p tT
 
hcytosol ix⌦ ix if sin
 
2p tT
 
< 0 (18)
where ea0 is the amplitude of the active strain, t is time, T is the migration period
and ⌦ indicates the tensorial product. hcytosol, f is a characteristic function describ-
ing the portion of cytosol where the polymerization of the actin filaments takes
place and reads
hcytosol, f (p) =
⇢
hcytosol if p > ccell
0 otherwise (19)
3 Results116
COMSOL Multiphysics® 3.5a has been used to run all the simulations. As in [23],117
the model represents a HeLa cell. The characteristic functions presented in Sec. 2.2118
have been used to implicitly describe the cytoplasm and the nucleus components119
in order to be able to define the parameters of the standard Maxwell models [23].120
The radius rcortex, rcytosol,rlamina and rnucleoplasm of the cell have been chosen equal121
to 7.5 µm [34, 35], 7.25 µm, 4.5 µm and 4.4 µm respectively, which leads to a cell122
cortex (tcortex) and a nuclear lamina (tlamina) thicknesses equal to 0.25 µm [36–38]123
and 0.1 µm [39] respectively. The nominal values of the Young moduli Ecortex,0 of124
the cell cortex and Ecytosol,0 of the cytosol have been chosen equal to 100 Pa and 10125
Pa [40], respectively. For the nucleus, assuming that its stiffness is mostly provided126
by the nuclear lamina, Elamina,0 and Enucleoplasm,0 have been set to 3000 Pa [41,127
42] and 25 Pa [43], respectively. Such moduli have been recalculated according128
to a simple spatial homogenization approach [25, 44] and to the surface occupied129
by each component in the cell to obtain Ecortex,Ecytosol,Elamina andEnucleoplasm. The130
Poisson’s ratios ncortex and nlamina have been set to 0.3, while ncytosol and nnucleoplasm131
to 0.4. The viscosities µcytosol and µnucleoplasm are equal to 3⇥105Pa-s [45, 46].132
The global cell density r has been set to 1000 kg/m3 [47] and the viscous friction133
coefficient µadh is equal 108Pa-s/m. Finally, the intensity of the active strain ea0134
and the migration period T have been chosen equal to 0.2 and 600 s respectively.135
The geometrical and mechanical parameters of the cell have been reported in Table136
1.137
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Table 1: Main geometrical and material parameters of the model.
Parameter Description Value Unit Reference
rcell Cell radius 7.5 µm [34, 35]
rcortex Cortex radius 7.5 µm
rcytosol Cytosol radius 7.25 µm
rlamina Lamina radius 4.5 µm
rnucleoplasm Nucleoplasm radius 4.4 µm
tcortex Cortex thickness 0.25 µm [36–38]
tlamina Lamina thickness 0.1 µm [39]
l f Distance cell centre – boundary of
frontal adhesion region
4 µm
lr Distance cell centre – boundary of
rear adhesion region
4 µm
Wcell Initial cell area 176.6 µm2
Wcortex Initial cortex area 11.6 µm2
Wcytosol Initial cytosol area 101.4 µm2
Wcytoplasm Initial cytoplasm area 113 µm2
Wlamina Initial lamina area 2.8 µm2
Wnucleoplasm Initial nucleoplasm area 60.8 µm2
Wnucleus Initial nucleus area 63.6 µm2
W f Initial frontal adhesion region area 31 µm2
Wr Initial rear adhesion region area 31 µm2
Ecortex,0 Nominal cortex Young modulus 100 Pa
Ecytosol,0 Nominal cytosol Young modulus 10 Pa [40]
Elamina,0 Nominal lamina Young modulus 3000 Pa [41, 42]
Enucleoplasm,0 Nominal nucleoplasm Young
modulus
25 Pa [43]
Ecortex Equivalent cortex Young modulus 15 Pa
Ecytosol Equivalent cytosol Young modulus 8 Pa
Elamina Equivalent lamina Young modulus 196 Pa
Enucleoplasm Equivalent nucleoplasm Young
modulus
23 Pa
ncortex Cortex Poisson ratio 0.3
ncytosol Cytosol Poisson ratio 0.4
nlamina Lamina Poisson ratio 0.3
nnucleoplasm Nucleoplasm Poisson ratio 0.4
µcytosol Cytosol viscosity 3⇥105 Pa-s [45, 46]
µnucleoplasm Nucleoplasm viscosity 3⇥105 Pa-s [45, 46]
r Cell density 1000 kg/m3 [47]
ea0 Amplitude of the active strain 0.8
T Migration period 600 s
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3.1 Cell behaviour overview138
Here, the results obtained for Wchannel,1to Wchannel,4 are presented. These micro-139
channels show a specific type of constriction (Sec. 2.1, Fig. 1a:d). Then, their140
geometrical parameters have been tuned (see Table 2) in order to obtain two series141
of simulations for which the constrictions are i) sub-cellular (12µm) and ii) sub-142
nuclear (7µm), respectively. For all the simulations, the total length and the viscous143
penalty coefficient (µchannel) of the micro-channels have been set to 40 µm and144
1010 Pa-s/m, respectively. A time interval of 9000 s has been considered for micro-145
channels Wchannel,1 to Wchannel,3, while for Wchannel,4 a longer period (12000 s) has146
been tested. The cell behaviour has been investigated for each of the previous147
configurations and the main results are reported in Table 3.148
The efficiency of the migration has been evaluated in terms of covered distance and149
migration velocity. For each micro-channel, whether the constriction is sub-cellular150
or sub-nuclear, the cell is permeative [15, 23, 24] since it is able to migrate through151
the micro-channel and reach the opposite side. In order to do so, the cell must152
squeeze or turn or both simultaneously (see Fig. 4,5). The covered distance goes153
from a minimal value of 43.8 µm (sub-nuclear Wchannel,2) to a maximal value of154
48.2 µm (sub-cellular Wchannel,4). The average velocity of the cell centre of inertia155
is between 0.65·10 2µm/s (Wchannel,1) and 1.05·10 2µm/s (Wchannel,4). Some peak156
is observed, especially for the sub-nuclear constrictions, when the cell migrates157
through the micro-channel narrowing. For instance, for Wchannel,2 and Wchannel,4,158
the maximal values are equal to 2.6·10 2µm/s and 3·10 2µm/s, respectively. Nev-159
ertheless, such values are still of the same order of magnitude of those experimen-160
tally observed for HeLa cells [34, 35] and, as found in [23], the velocity during the161
contraction phase is slightly higher than during the contraction phase.162
For each simulation, three parameters have been defined [23]:163
• tcontact corresponds to the first contact between the cell and the upper or the164
lower wall of the micro-channel (or the obstacle for Wchannel,4);165
• texit corresponds to the loss of contact between the cell and both micro-166
channel walls (and the obstacle for Wchannel,4);167
• Tentry is the elapsed time between tcontact and texit .168
Tentry has been determined only for sub-cellular constrictions of Wchannel,2 and169
Wchannel,3 (2950 s and 4600 s respectively). For the other configurations in fact,170
the cell would certainly need more time to reacquire its initial shape. As a general171
remark, tcontact is higher for sub-cellular constrictions than for sub-nuclear. This172
is mostly due to the fact that, in order to obtain sub-nuclear constrictions (Eqs.173
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Table 2: Geometrical parameters for the five micro-channels.
Parameter Description Value UnitsSub-cellular Sub-nuclear
x0u,1 x-axis upper wall coordinate
Wchannel,1
25 25 µm
x0u,2 x-axis upper wall coordinate
Wchannel,2
25 25
x0u,3 x-axis upper wall coordinate
Wchannel,3
25 25 µm
x0u,4 x-axis upper wall coordinate
Wchannel,4
25 25 µm
x0u,5
x-axis upper wall coordinate
Wchannel,5
‘curved’ ‘sharp’ ‘sharper’ µm
25 25 25
x0l1 x-axis lower wall coordinate
Wchannel,1
25 25 µm
x0l,2 x-axis lower wall coordinate
Wchannel,2
25 25
x0l,3 x-axis lower wall coordinate
Wchannel,3
35 35 µm
x0l,4 x-axis lower wall coordinate
Wchannel,4
25 25 µm
x0l,5
x-axis lower wall coordinate ‘curved’ ‘sharp’ ‘sharper’ µmWchannel,5 25 25 25
y0,1 y-axis coordinate Wchannel,1 8.5
Upper
wall
Lower
wall µm
9.5 7.5
y0,2 y-axis coordinate Wchannel,2 8.5 8.5 µm
y0,3 y-axis coordinate Wchannel,3 8.5 8.5 µm
y0,4 y-axis coordinate Wchannel,4 8.5 8.5 µm
y0,5 y-axis coordinate Wchannel,5
‘curved’ ‘sharp’ ‘sharper’ µm8.5 8.5 8.5
ruw,1 Radius upper wall Wchannel,1 5 10 µm
ruw,2 Radius upper wall Wchannel,2 2.5 5 µm
ruw,3 Radius upper wallWchannel,3 2.5 5 µm
ruw,4 Radius upper wallWchannel,4 6.5 2.5 µm
ruw,5 Radius upper wallWchannel,5
‘curved’ ‘sharp’ ‘sharper’ µm5 5 5
rlw,2 Radius lower wall Wchannel,2 2.5 5 µm
rlw,3 Radius lower wall Wchannel,3 2.5 5 µm
rlw,4 Radius lower wall Wchannel,4 6.5 2.5 µm
rlw,5 Radius lower wall Wchannel,5
‘curved’ ‘sharp’ ‘sharper’ µm5 5 5
r4 Radius obstacle Wobstacle 3 4 µm
j Power in Eq. [2] and [3]
‘curved’ ‘sharp’ ‘sharper’
2 6 12
k Power in Eq. [2] and [3]
‘curved’ ‘sharp’ ‘sharper’
3 7 13
µchannel Micro-channel viscosity 1010 1010 Pa-
s/m
a 0.1
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(a)$
(b)$
(c)$
(d)$
Fig.$4$
Figure 4: Migration through sub-cellular micro-channels at different time points.
(a) Top constriction micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000 s) (b)
Top-bottom constriction micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000 s) (c)
Shifted top-bottom constriction micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000
s) (d) Embedded obstacle micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 7300 s, 12000 s)
(blue= cell cortex, green = cytosol, orange = nuclear lamina, red = nucleoplasm,
red circle = attractive source).
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Fig.%5%
(d)%
(b)%
(c)%
(a)%
Figure 5: Migration through sub-nuclear micro-channels at different time points.
(a) Top constriction micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000 s) (b)
Top-bottom constriction micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000 s) (c)
Shifted top-bottom constriction micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000
s) (d) Embedded obstacle micro-channel (from left to right t = 0, 7300 s, 12000 s)
(blue= cell cortex, green = cytosol, orange = nuclear lamina, red = nucleoplasm,
red circle = attractive source).
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(2) and (3)), the upper or the lower micro-channel walls (or both) start narrowing174
earlier (Fig. 1a:d), thus the cell come earlier into contact with the micro-channel.175
The ratio between the total cell area and the nucleus area has also been evaluated.176
The initial value is equal to 2.8, but, due to the protrusion and contraction phases,177
it oscillates between a maximal value of 3.6 and 2.6 before before tcontact and after178
texit , respectively. In Table 3, the values of the ratio during the penetration period179
Tentry have been reported. For the sub-cellular constrictions, no significant varia-180
tions are observed. For the sub-nuclear constrictions instead, the ratio value de-181
crease to 2.24, 2.28, 2.41 and 2.21 respectively for Wchannel,1, Wchannel,2, Wchannel,3182
and Wchannel,4. For these configurations in fact, both the cytoplasm and the nucleus183
must squeeze in order for the cell to migrate through the narrowing region.184
Finally, the cell-substrate and cell-channel forces have been evaluated. Due to the185
asymmetry of the active strain (Sec. 2.3) and according to Eq. [17] expressing the186
cell-substrate surface forces, a higher force was found at the frontal edge of the cell187
than at the rear. Specifically, the frontal cell-substrate force is comprised between188
9.5 Pa and 16.2 Pa, while the rear cell-substrate force is comprised between 2.8 Pa189
and 7.3 Pa. As for the cell-channel surface force, it varies between a minimal value190
of 1 Pa at tcontact and a maximal value of 7.8 Pa during the penetration period Tentry.191
As mentioned above, the cell shows a permeative behaviour for all the configura-192
tions, either sub-cellular or sub-nuclear. In fact, the three conditions defined in [23]193
are respected here and more specifically:194
• the cell-channel force is lower than the cell-substrate force at tcontact ;195
• the cell is able to penetrate the micro-channel thanks to a frontal edge pro-196
trusion whose length is larger than half the c nstriction width;197
• during the penetration period Tentry, the cell-channel force is higher than the198
cell-substrate force so that the cell is maintained squeezed all time.199
3.2 Bending channel200
In this section the results for Wchannel,4 are discussed and reported in Table 4. Con-201
trary to the previous ones, this micro-channel does not present any constriction, but202
the cell must turn in order to achieve the opposite side. By increasing the pow-203
ers in Eqs. (2) and (3), the bending angle becomes closer to a right angle. Then,204
three configurations have been tested: i) ‘curved’ (Fig. 2a) ii) ‘sharp’ (Fig. 2b)205
and iii) ‘sharper’ (Fig. 2c) bending. In the three cases, the cell is permeative and206
progresses with an average velocity of the centre of inertia which is slightly higher207
(between 0.8·10 2µm/s and 1.4·10 2µm/s) than that found for the previous micro-208
channels (Sec. 3.1). Additionally, since the micro-channel induces the cell to turn209
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but not to squeeze, the ratio between the total cell area and the nucleus area does210
not change significantly (maximal and minimal value during Tentry equal to 3.65211
and 2.86 respectively).212
Table 4: Main results for ‘curved’, ‘sharp’ and ‘sharper’ bending micro-channels.
Wchannel,5
‘curved’
Wchannel,5
‘sharp’
Wchannel,5
‘sharper’
Migration behaviour Permeative Permeative Permeative
Covered distance (µm) 46.3 45 39.7
Average migration velocity
(µm/s)
1.4·10 2 max
2.4·10 2
0.8·10 2 max
1.4·10 2
0.9·10 2 max
2.3·10 2
Entry time tcontact (s) 2700 2700 2700
Exit time texit (s) 7800 - -
Penetration period Tentry(s) 5100 - -
Maximal cell area/nucleus area
(during Tentry)
3.6 3.63 3.65
Minimal cell area/nucleus area
(during Tentry)
2.6 2.86 2.73
Maximal frontal cell-substrate
surface force before tcontactand
after texit [Pa]
9.5 9.5 9.5
Maximal rear cell-substrate
surface force before tcontact and
after texit [Pa]
2.8 2.8 2.8
Frontal cell-substrate surface
force at tcontact [Pa]
7.5 7.5 7.5
Rear cell-substrate surface
force at tcontact [Pa]
- - -
Cell-channel surface force at
tcontact [Pa]
1 1 1
Maximal cell-channel surface
force during Tentry [Pa]
4.5 8.5 14.5
It is possible to notice that for the ‘curved’ bending (Fig. 6a), the cell comes into213
contact only with the upper wall of the micro-channel, while for the ‘sharp’ and214
‘sharper’ bending (Fig. 6b,c respectively) the contact occurs with both the upper215
and the lower walls. The contact time tcontact is the same for the three configurations216
and equal to 2700 s. However, the exit time texit has been determined only for the217
‘curved’ bending (7800 s), while for the other two cases the cell does not loose218
contact with the micro-channel walls during the simulation interval.219
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Fig.%6%
(a)%
(b)%
(c)%
Figure 6: Migration through bending micro-channels (a) ‘Curved’ micro-channel
(from left to right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000 s) (b) ‘Sharp’ micro-channel (from left to
right t = 0, 5000 s, 9000 s) (c) ‘Sharper’ micro-channel (from left to right t = 0,
5000 s, 9000 s) (blue= cell cortex, green = cytosol, orange = nuclear lamina, red =
nucleoplasm, red circle = attractive source).
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Regarding the surface forces, the values found are very close to those of previous220
micro-channels especially for the maximal frontal (9.5 Pa) and rear (2.8 Pa) cell-221
substrate force before tcontact and after texit . At tcontact , only the frontal cell-substrate222
force has been evaluated and is equal to 7.5 Pa and the cell-channel force is equal223
to 1Pa for the three configurations. Finally, the maximal cell-channel force during224
Tentry increases as the entry angle becomes sharper and is equal to 4.5 Pa, 8.5 Pa225
and 14.5 Pa respectively for the ‘curved’, ‘sharp’ and ‘sharper’ bending.226
3.3 Critical role of mechanics227
The current model represents an extension of the work proposed in [23]. In fact,228
the same mechanical principles are employed, but the characteristic functions used229
to define the micro-channels allow obtaining more complex geometries combining230
constriction and curved rigid walls, which induce the cell to turn or squeeze or both231
simultaneously in order to be permeative.232
Let us compare the present results to those found in [30] and [23]. In [30], the cell233
migrates over a 2D flat substrate with slippery regions on it which inhibit the effi-234
cient migration. In that model, an external attractive source is introduced and the235
cell is equipped either with a distance or a velocity sensor, which allows detecting236
the slippery regions. Then, the cell is able to turn left or right and to completely or237
partially avoid the ‘obstacles’ in order to get to the source as fastest as possible. In238
some sense, the cell possesses an intrinsic will thanks to which it is able to adapt239
itself to the external environment. In [23], the cell migrates along the horizontal240
axis ix across micro-channels of different widths leading to straight constrictions241
from sub-cellular to sub-nuclear dimensions. In this case, without any inherent or a242
priori decision, the cell adjusts its movement and shape according to the surround-243
ings and its behaviour (permeative, invasive or penetrating) highly depends on the244
nucleus ability to deform.245
The present model includes two main aspects from the previous works, but some246
differences can be pointed out. First, due to the curved rigid walls of the micro-247
channels, the cell must turn left or right to achieve the opposite side, but no in-248
trinsic decision is considered. However, such behaviour is rather determined by249
the surrounding mechanical environment. A significant example is provided by250
Wchannel,4. In this configuration in fact, the cell turns right to avoid the central ob-251
stacle, but such a choice is not determined by a a priori decision (as it was the252
case in [30]), but probably triggered by some viscoelasticity effects. Second, the253
cell has to squeeze in order to pass through the micro-channel constrictions, but the254
narrowing may not be aligned with the direction of migration anymore (Wchannel,3255
and Wchannel,4 for instance). Therefore, according to the results, it seems that, by256
introducing an external attractive source only (Sec. 2.3) and without any intrinsic257
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will, the cell is still able to adapt itself to the micro-channel shape and to migrate258
across it. These findings demonstrate that mechanics of both the cell and the envi-259
ronment plays a critical role in confined migration and may, alone, provide impor-260
tant insights for the understanding of this phenomenon.261
4 Conclusion262
The work presented in this paper represents an extension of the previous model263
proposed in [23]. In fact, a 2D model of a HeLa cell migrating through a micro-264
channel is still presented. Nonetheless, five new micro-channels are tested combin-265
ing a curved shape and a constriction. Additionally, for micro-channel Wchannel,1266
to Wchannel,4, both sub-cellular (12µm) and sub-nuclear (7µm) constrictions have267
been obtained, while for Wchannel,5 three types of bending have been investigated268
(‘curved’, ‘sharp’ and ‘sharper’). For all the configurations, the cell is able to269
achieve the opposite side of the micro-channel and can therefore be considered as270
permeative. Several parameters have been evaluated such as the covered distance,271
the migration velocity, the ratio between the cell area and the nucleus area as well as272
the cell-substrate and the cell-channel surface forces. The results confirm the fun-273
damental role of mechanical forces during confined migration since, without any274
additional chemical or molecular input but the external attractive source, the cell is275
able to adjust its movement and shape to the complex geometry of the environment276
and migrate through the constricted-curved micro-channels.277
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is introduced at 0˚ at the right side of the micro-channel, so that the direction of114
migration is imposed and corresponds to the horizontal axis ix.115
The solid active deformation tensor Fcytosol,a [23] reads
Fcytosol,a =
⇢
ea0 sin
 
2p tT
 
hcytosol, f ix⌦ ix if sin
 
2p tT
 
> 0
ea0
2 sin
 
2p tT
 
hcytosol ix⌦ ix if sin
 
2p tT
 
< 0 (18)
where ea0 is the amplitude of the active strain, t is time, T is the migration period
and ⌦ indicates the tensorial product. hcytosol, f is a characteristic function describ-
ing the portion of cytosol where the polymerization of the actin filaments takes
place and reads
hcytosol, f (p) =
⇢
hcytosol if p > ccell
0 otherwise (19)
3 Results116
COMSOL Multiphysics® 3.5a has been used to run all the simulations. As in [23],117
the model represents a HeLa cell. The characteristic functions presented in Sec. 2.2118
have been used to implicitly describe the cytoplasm and the nucleus components119
in order to be able to define the parameters of the standard Maxwell models [23].120
The radius rcortex, rcytosol,rlamina and rnucleoplasm of the cell have been chosen equal121
to 7.5 µm [34, 35], 7.25 µm, 4.5 µm and 4.4 µm respectively, which leads to a cell122
cortex (tcortex) and a nuclear lamina (tlamina) thicknesses equal to 0.25 µm [36–38]123
and 0.1 µm [39] respectively. The nominal values of the Young moduli Ecortex,0 of124
the cell cortex and Ecytosol,0 of the cytosol have been chosen equal to 100 Pa and 10125
Pa [40], respectively. For the nucleus, assuming that its stiffness is mostly provided126
by the nuclear lamina, Elamina,0 and Enucleoplasm,0 have been set to 3000 Pa [41,127
42] and 25 Pa [43], respectively. Such moduli have been recalculated according128
to a simple spatial homogenization approach [25, 44] and to the surface occupied129
by each component in the cell to obtain Ecortex,Ecytosol,Elamina andEnucleoplasm. The130
Poisson’s ratios ncortex and nlamina have been set to 0.3, while ncytosol and nnucleoplasm131
to 0.4. The viscosities µcytosol and µnucleoplasm are equal to 3⇥105Pa-s [45, 46].132
The global cell density r has been set to 1000 kg/m3 [47] and the viscous friction133
coefficient µadh is equal 108Pa-s/m. Finally, the intensity of the active strain ea0134
and the migration period T have been chosen equal to 0.2 and 600 s respectively.135
The geometrical and mechanical parameters of the cell have been reported in Table136
1.137
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3.6  Influence of substrate stiffness  
 
 During migration, the cell is highly sensitive to the mechanical properties of 
the ECM which may affect critical processes such as adhesion (65) and polarisation 
(66). The latter consists of creating and maintaining an asymmetric distribution of 
intrinsic cellular subdomains with distinct chemical and mechanical properties. 
Polarity is a necessary step during cell migration and triggers the transition from a 
symmetric-isotropic to an asymmetric-anisotropic configuration. ECM stiffness 
may inhibit or induce cell polarity resulting in a mechanism called durotaxis by 
which the acto-myosin filaments orient in the direction of the stiffness gradient or 
along the stress fields generated by neighbour cells. 
 To investigate such phenomena, I initiated a collaboration with Benoît 
Ladoux who is the Principal Investigator of the Cell adhesion and mechanics 
Laboratory at the Institut Jacques Monod in Paris and at the Mechanobiology 
Institute in Singapore. Ladoux’s team is interested in understanding interactions 
between the cell and its environment by coupling traditional molecular approaches 
and micro and nanotechnology related tools. In particular, they analyse single cell 
migration over micropatterned substrates with different rigidity and topography. 
 In order to reproduce this specific experimental set up and to take into 
account both durotaxis and polarity processes, the previous model (49) has been 
modified and is based on the following assumptions: 
- the substrate is represented as a square which may be homogeneously soft 
or stiff or include a combination of both types of region. Additionally, a 
viscous force inhibiting cell progression is associated with the soft regions 
of the substrate; 
- as previously (49, 50), the cell is modelled as a continuum, with initially 
circular shape. It is able to develop radial and cyclic active strains of 
protrusion and contractions which are synchronised with the adhesive forces 
between the cell and the substrate; 
- as in (49, 50), a generalized Maxwell model is used to describe the 
mechanical behaviour of the cell, but here the solid elastic component is 
isotropic/anisotropic according to the type of substrate. 
This work, which has been recently submitted for revision to Physical Biology, was 
partly carried out during my stays at the Mechanobiology Institute in 2013 and 
2014 and will be pursued during my ‘Accueil en délégation CNRS’ in Ladoux’s 
team starting from February 2016. I will present the governing equations and the 
results during the oral defence. 
 
Submitted Paper: 
 
Aubry D, Gupta M, Ladoux B, Allena R Mechanical link between durotaxis, cell 
polarity and anisotropy during cell migration. Submitted with minor revisions to 
Physical Biology 2015. 
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3.7  Conclusions and perspectives 
 
 The previous results show the progression of my research from a simple 
initial model of single cell migration to a more complex one allowing successfully 
reproduction of specific experimental configurations. In fact, although the very first 
objective was to develop a conceptually simple model that realistically simulates 
cell movement, as my collaborative interactions with the biologists mentioned 
intensified, it became clear that more complex issues needed to be considered and 
the model needed to be extended accordingly. Nevertheless, the main focus of the 
work has always been mechanically oriented - to quantify strains and stresses and 
to depict the necessary conditions for a particular phenomenon to occur. Therefore, 
I have been able to conclude that: 
- a minimal amount of adhesion between the cell and the substrate is essential 
throughout the migration process in order for the cell to pull or push its body 
forward; 
- migration is much more efficient over stiff substrates than softer ones, 
which highly inhibit the gripping of the cell and lead to a pulsatile movement on the 
spot; 
- during confined migration i) the cell behaviour (i.e. permeative, invasive or 
penetrating) is determined by close interaction between the strains and the stresses 
generated between the microchannel walls and the cell boundaries and ii) the 
nucleus being the stiffest component of the cell, a higher force has to be exerted on 
it in order to maintained it squeezed during the whole migration across the 
microchannel ; 
- given the mechanical properties of the nucleus, for the cell to be permeative 
across sub-nuclear sized microchannels further mechanisms must occur in order to 
enhance the squeezing of the cellular body and the nucleus.  
 Although the results of the modelling to date are promising, the model has 
some limitations. For instance, presently the cell is considered as a solid with not 
well-quantified viscoelastic properties, while in actuality it behaves as a fluid with 
embedded elastic or viscoelastic organelles. Thus, I have started working on a more 
realistic description of the system, which demands a change of perspective and a 
questioning of the main hypotheses, but would definitely better fit the available 
experimental data. Additionally, key aspects such as the initial cell geometry, the 
perfect intra-synchronisation between the active strains and the adhesion forces or 
the a priori set intensity and duration of successive phases also require 
improvement or revision. Nevertheless, this is only possible in view of the current 
and consistent outcomes, whereas at the early stages of the work few assumptions 
were needed in order to move forward. 
  In the near future, I would like to pursue two main axes of research: 
1) deeper exploration of the interaction between cell polarity and durotaxis over a 
2D flat substrate; 
2) investigation of the role of the nucleus during 3D confined migration within the  
ECM. 
 To pursue the first axis of research, I plan to employ two different 
approaches. First, I will use the finite element technique and improve the model 
presented in Sec. 3.6 to take into account the detailed morphology (i.e. pillar 
geometry and mechanical properties) of the substrate and the adhesion forces 
exerted by the cell on the pillars. This work is the object of the project submitted 
for an ‘Accueil en delegation au CNRS’ at the Laboratoire d’Adhésion et 
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Mécanique Cellulaire co-directed par Benoît Ladoux et René-Marc Mège. The 
main objective is to decipher the necessary mechanical conditions leading to the 
switch from an isotropic to an anisotropic cellular behaviour. In parallel, during my 
stay at the Mathematical Department at the Politecnico of Turin (Italy) last January, 
I have developed a discrete CellularPotts model which has already provided 
consistent results regarding the different behaviour of the cell over a soft or a stiff 
substrate. A paper is in preparation and the principal outcomes will be shown 
during the oral defence. 
 The second axis of research, which has been submitted for funding to the 
Agence Nationale de la Recherche, relies on the promising results obtained so far, 
but also on recent discoveries providing compelling evidence that the mechanical 
properties of the nucleus are critical for multiple cellular functions and biological 
phenomena (i.e. development, wound healing or immune response) and that defects 
in nuclear structure and organization can lead to a large number of human diseases 
(i.e. muscular dystrophies, cardiomyopathies or cancer). I plan to develop three 
essential features. 
 First, the migration mode in confined environments is quite different from 
that observed on homogenous/heterogeneous flat substrates. In fact, the usual 
locomotion based on the four-step mechanism mentioned earlier (i.e. i) protrusion 
at the front, ii) adhesion at the front, iii) contraction at the back and iv) adhesion at 
the back), is not longer suitable when the cell needs to adapt to the entanglement of 
the environment and develop non-specific adhesions (67, 68). Additionally, the 
complexity of the ECM requires a reduction in the number of protrusions to avoid 
attempting to follow multiple paths at the same time and becoming trapped in the 
ECM fibres (69). This alternative migration mode is also known as ‘chimneying’ 
because it is very similar to human climbing technique. Actually, it consists of 
developing a few lateral protrusions, which allow the cell to adhere to the 
microchannel walls by exerting forces perpendicular to the direction of migration. 
In order to include such aspects, I intend to modify two main features of the present 
model: i) the direction of the pseudopodia will now be peripheral and ii) the 
intensity of the active strains responsible for the pseudopodia formation will 
directly depend on the frictional forces generated between the cell and the 
microchannel walls. This aspect is the object of the Master 2 thesis of Solenne 
Devereaux, whom I co-supervise with Denis Aubry. 
 Second, migration of cells through sub-nuclear pores induces significant 
nuclear deformation. Four phases of locomotion have been identified: i) cell front 
entry with no slowdown, ii) nuclear entry and strain with high slowdown, iii) 
nucleus exit and iv) cell exit. The nucleus is constituted of the nucleoplasm, which 
is very similar to the viscous cytosol, and the rigid nuclear lamina, which is 
constituted by intermediate filaments encoded by Lamin A/C genes. When 
migrating through sub-nuclear pores, some cells (i.e. immune cells) express low 
level of Lamin genes whereas others (i.e. cancer cells) are able to enlarge ECM 
pores (70, 71). Low levels of Lamin genes lead to a short lifetime which may 
constitute an issue for those cells, such as dendritic cells, that must combine high 
migration capacity and long term viability (72). Therefore, there must exist a 
mechanism allowing cells with high levels of Lamin genes to contract their nucleus 
in order to migrate through sub-nuclear constrictions. One potential scenario 
involves a pressure around the nucleus inducing temporary rupture or disassembly 
of the Lamin A/C network while the nucleus passes through the narrow pore. From 
a mechanical point of view, such behaviour corresponds to a visco-plastic 
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constitutive law so that nucleus strains and more specifically nuclear lamina strains 
directly depend on the rate of the mechanical forces exerted by the ECM fibres on 
the cell. Therefore, a more refined description of the nucleus mechanical behaviour 
has to be considered which takes into account both the nucleoplasm (deformable) 
and the lamina (stiffer but damaging).  
 Third, once the two previous aspects have been addressed, 3D modelling 
will be required to simulate cell migration within a 3D fibre network. In the short 
term, the main objective will be to quantify the mechanical strains of the nucleus 
during confined cell migration. In the long term, the ambitious goal is to propose 
new mechanical therapies based on the modification of specific mechanical 
parameters such as the stiffness of the cell, the nucleus or the ECM. By doing so, 
one will be able to control the migration of the cell during various biological 
phenomena and therefore to prevent specific human diseases. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Collective cell migration 
 
Single cell migration is one of the best-studied biological phenomena due to 
its contribution to many in vivo processes. Nevertheless, cells tend to migrate 
collectively by staying connected as they move. The number of migrating cells 
may vary from a few cells (i.e. egg chamber development in Drosophila) to 
hundreds (i.e. lateral line primordium in Zebrafish) or hundreds of thousands of 
cells (i.e. slug development in Dyctyostelium). 
 Whereas the main mechanisms of single cell migration have been largely 
investigated and understood (1), those in control of collective cell migration 
remain unclear. 
 As in single cell migration, the movement of the cells inside the cohort is 
regulated by a tight synchronisation between the cell shape changes and the 
adhesion forces (see Chapter 1). Nonetheless, during collective cell migration this 
is not a sufficient condition for efficient migration, since cells must communicate 
and coordinate their movement with their neighbours. 
 There are several distinctive hallmarks of collective cell migration. First, 
cells are physically and functionally connected and cell-cell junctions are 
maintained during the whole process. Second, as in collective animal behaviour 
(2), cells receive positive feedback both in space and time. The former transforms 
the isolated behaviour of a single cell into a mass of similar behaviours. The latter 
leads to adjustments in the migration frequency of single cells toward some local 
average. Third, in most biological models of collective migration, cells 
structurally modify the surrounding ECM along their path. Finally, it is still 
unknown whether all the cells or only a few leaders actively participate in the 
collective movement. In fact, the distinction between the leaders and the followers 
has been considered the main feature of collective migration for long time (1, 3). 
However, recent observations have shown that all the cells develop membrane 
protrusions to synchronise their movement (4–6). 
 
4.1  Previous works 
 
 During the last few years, several computational models have been 
proposed in the literature. Such works can be divided into two main categories: 
the agent-based (AG) and the continuum models.  
The AG models allow description of the population in a discrete manner 
and take into account specific functions such as proliferation, division, cell-cell 
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adhesion as well as stochastic behaviours (7–15). Among these, it is worth to 
specifically mentioning the work of Kabla (16) in which different aspects of 
collective migration are explored such as the transition from epithelial to 
mesenchymal cell populations, the role of population size and confinement, the 
transmission of signals inside the population as well as the collective or solitary 
invasion of a surrounding tissue. These results are interesting since the model is 
able to reproduce in vivo and in vitro behaviours and provides the necessary 
mechanical conditions for such behaviours to occur. In the same spirit and using 
the same numerical approach, collective cell migration has been investigated 
during situations of confinement such as within well-defined circles (17) or strips 
(18). In the first case, confinement results in a persistent and coordinated rotation 
of the cells and the higher the cell density, the slower the rotation. In the second 
case, the smaller the strip, the higher the speed of the migrating cells, whereas in 
wider strips large-scale vortices appeared. These findings provide a mechanical 
explanation on how large scale cell-cell interactions may regulate the overall 
behaviour of the population and confirm the existence of critical sizes leading to 
length scales very close to those observed in an unconfined environment. 
The continuum models may describe the cohort in terms of cell density 
through conservation equations or as a travelling wave of cell concentration 
through reaction-diffusion equations (19–21) or using level set equations (22). 
Most of these works focus on collective migration during wound healing. There 
are a few other works that consider the influence of the electric field on wound 
closure in specific contexts such as corneal wound healing (23), tumor growth 
(24, 25) or ischemic dermal wounds (26).  
Finally, Maini et al. (27) and Serra-Picamal et al. (28) have proposed two 
computational models of a wound assay and an epithelial monolayer, respectively. 
On one hand, Maini et al. (27) found that the frontal edge of the population starts 
moving as a travelling wave at constant speed after a short period of time. On the 
other hand, Serra-Picamal et al. (28) found that a mechanical wave progressively 
spans the population and results stress differentials that initiate migration of cells. 
 
4.2  Modelling collective cell migration 
 
 In this chapter I present a modelling approach of collective cell migration, 
which is derived from the model of single cell migration presented in Chapter 2 
and is based on the following hypotheses. 
 First, the cell population has been modelled as a hybrid continuum-
discrete ellipse free at its outer boundaries. The ellipse includes the cellular 
network, which is described through a characteristic function and is constituted by 
approximately one hundred cells each having an initially circular shape and in 
contact with each other. Each cell is potentially active and able to generate a 
frontal and a rear adhesion region in order to adhere to the ECM in which they are 
embedded (Fig. 4.1). 
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Fig. 4.1 The ellipse representing the population with the embedded cells (a) each with a frontal and 
a rear adhesion surface (b). 
 
 Second, as in the model of single cell migration, the mechanical behaviour 
of the cells is described through a standard Maxwell model (see Chapter 3), and 
for the ECM a Maxwell model is employed. The global equilibrium of the system 
is classically expressed, but, since both the cellular network and the ECM are 
defined by two characteristic functions, each variable (i.e. the Cauchy stress 
σ i p( )  and the viscous strain rate ei p( ) , where i changes according to the 
considered domain) is computed at each point of the continuum taking into 
account the contributions of the two regions (i.e. the cell network and the ECM) 
as follows 
 
σ p( ) = hECM p( )σ ECM p( )+ hcells∑ p( )σ cells p( )
e fv p( ) = hECM p( ) eECM fv p( )+ hcells∑ p( ) ecells fv p( )
 (4.1) 
 
where hECM  and hcells  are the characteristic functions describing the ECM and the 
cell network, respectively and p is the initial position of any particle of the system. 
Thus, the finite element mesh is not adapted to each sub-region of the continuum, 
but everything is handled via the level set functions, which allow localisation of 
the mechanical behaviour. The dynamic equation is first transformed into the 
weak form of the problem (i.e. principle of virtual work) and is then discretized by 
using finite elements. Accordingly, cells/ECM or cell/cell interaction forces are 
automatically equilibrated in a weak sense although in general, the cell boundaries 
intersect the finite element mesh edges. In fact, the level set functions describing 
the sub-regions of the system are defined independently from the finite element 
mesh. 
 Third, each active cell is intrinsically regulated by an intra-
synchronization, which links the active strains of protrusion and contraction and 
adhesion forces between the cell and the ECM. The former are described as 
uniaxial cyclic deformations through the solid active strain tensor, whereas the 
latter are considered as viscous forces and are split into a frontal and a rear 
component. 
 Fourth, in addition to intra-synchronisation, which is a key aspect of single 
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cell migration (29, 30), in collective cell migration cells need to coordinate their 
movement in order to be as efficient as possible during the whole process. This 
results in what I have called inter-synchronisation, which regulates the movement 
of the whole population. 
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4.3  2D Finite element model of collective migration 
  
 As a first approach and as in previous models of single cell migration (31–
35), I have decided to only focus on the mechanical aspects of collective cell 
migration. Such a choice is motivated by the following reasons. First, the 
molecular, genetic and chemical environments may vary according to the 
biological model one considers. However, the cell and the population movements 
are still governed by the Newton’s law of motion (36), which provides insights 
into the admissibility of given movements. Second, to unveil the forces and the 
strains resulting from the collective migration, it is necessary to simulate the 
physics of the process, so that one is able to detect those constraints, which lead 
(or not) to an efficient migration of the population. In order to achieve such a goal, 
different scenarios must be tested to evaluate the mechanical interplay between 
intra-synchronisation (i.e. intrinsic coordination of each cell) and inter-
synchronisation (i.e. coordination between the cells) and to conclude whether such 
configurations are realistic or not. 
 This work started during my post-doctoral fellowship at the Center for 
Genomic Regulation at Barcelona in collaboration with James Sharpe, who is the 
Principal Investigator of the Multicellular Systems Biology team. 
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Abstract Collective cell migration is a fundamental process that takes place dur-
ing several biological phenomena such as embryogenesis, immunity response, and
tumorogenesis, but the mechanisms that regulate it are still unclear. Similarly to col-
lective animal behavior, cells receive feedbacks in space and time, which control
the direction of the migration and the synergy between the cells of the population,
respectively. While in single cell migration intra-synchronization (i.e. the synchro-
nization between the protrusion-contraction movement of the cell and the adhesion
forces exerted by the cell to move forward) is a sufficient condition for an efficient
migration, in collective cell migration the cells must communicate and coordinate
their movement between each other in order to be as efficient as possible (i.e. inter-
synchronization). Here, we propose a 2D mechanical model of a cell population,
which is described as a continuum with embedded discrete cells with or without
motility phenotype. The decomposition of the deformation gradient is employed to
reproduce the cyclic active strains of each single cell (i.e. protrusion and contraction).
We explore different modes of collective migration to investigate the mechanical in-
terplay between intra- and inter-synchronization. The main objective of the paper is to
evaluate the efficiency of the cell population in terms of covered distance and how the
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stress distribution inside the cohort and the single cells may in turn provide insights
regarding such efficiency.
Keywords Collective cell migration · Intra- and inter-synchronization · Continuum
mechanics
1 Introduction
Cells can move individually or collectively. The number of migrating cells may vary
from a few cells (i.e. egg chamber development in Drosophila) to hundreds (i.e. lateral
line primordium in Zebrafish) or hundreds of thousands of cells (i.e. slug development
in Dyctyostelium).
Although key aspects of single cell migration such as the control of protrusive ac-
tivity, shape generation and interaction between the cell and the extra cellular matrix
(ECM) are fairly well understood (Friedl and Gilmour 2009), the mechanisms that
regulate collective cell migration are less clear.
As in single cell migration (Allena and Aubry 2012), the movement of the cells
inside the population is triggered by a tight synchronization between shape changes
and adhesion forces inside the cell (intra-synchronization), which results in a cyclic
four (Flaherty et al. 2007) or five (Meili et al. 2010; Sheetz et al. 1999) steps process.
Nevertheless, contrarily to single cell migration, in collective cell migration the
acquirement of a motility behavior by each cell does not guarantee the correct move-
ment of the population and therefore it is not a sufficient condition. In fact, the cells
inside the cohort need to communicate and to coordinate their movement with their
neighbors in order to be as efficient as possible. Thus, as in collective animal behav-
ior (Sumpter 2006), in collective cell migration we may observe positive feedbacks
in space and time. Positive feedback in space builds up a collective pattern by trans-
forming the isolated behavior of a single cell into a mass of similar behaviors. Positive
feedback in time or inter-synchronization consists in small adjustments by individ-
ual cells of their own migration frequency toward that of some local average. The
coupling between positive feedback in space and inter-synchronization results in a
spatio-temporal wave, which regulates the collective movement and, although so far
little explored, it may play a fundamental role in determining the migratory efficiency
of the population.
Actually, individual cells can migrate in large populations by closely interacting
over long distances or migrating as epithelial sheets where neighbor connections do
not change significantly (Weijer 2009). While in the former case cells move together
in a manner similar to that of single cells, in the latter case cells remain linked both
physically and functionally during the movement (Friedl and Gilmour 2009). Cell-
cell junctions are maintained through adherens junctions proteins, desmosomal pro-
teins, and integrins (Friedl and Gilmour 2009; Ilina and Friedl 2009), which prevent
the formation of gaps between the cells (Anand et al. 2007). These interactions limit
the movement of the cells within the layer and restrict any cellular rearrangement.
Finally, it is still unclear whether all the cells or only the leader cells of the pop-
ulation participate to the collective migration. In fact, the distinction between leader
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(located at the free boundary) and follower (located in the cell cohort) cells has been
thought to be the main feature of collective cell migration (Friedl and Gilmour 2009)
with the former exerting larger traction forces than the latter (Trepat et al. 2009).
Nevertheless, further studies have shown that both cells actually generate protrusions
to coordinate the forward movement (Farooqui and Fenteany 2005; Fenteany et al.
2000; Tambe et al. 2011) and that the cell velocity is inversely proportional to the
distance from the free boundary (Farooqui and Fenteany 2005).
1.1 Numerical Models of Collective Cell Migration
Numerical simulations are a powerful approach to test hypotheses about biological
phenomena. For collective cell migration, we can distinguish between two categories
of computational models: (i) the agent-based models (AGMs) and (ii) the continuum
models (CMs). AGMs simulate the activity and the interactions of cells within a pop-
ulation and assess their influence on the global system by taking into account the rate
of cell division, the cell proliferation, the adhesion between the cells and the sub-
strate, the deformation energy, and the stochastic behavior of the cellular collective
(Graner and Glazier 1992; Szabo et al. 2006; Vedel et al. 2013; Vicsek et al. 1995;
Yamao et al. 2011).
CMs may be subdivided into two sub-categories. On the one hand, the model may
be based on conservation equations of the cell density and of a mitosis-regulating
chemical agent (Sherratt and Murray 1990, 1991). On the other hand, the cell layer
may be represented as an incompressible fluid whose configuration is described by
the density of cells and the velocity includes a growth term due to proliferation and
apoptosis. Additionally, the adhesion forces of the layer sheet to the substrate and the
stresses within the population are considered (Arciero et al. 2011).
A few models (McLennan et al. 2012; Yamao et al. 2011) describe the collective
migration focusing on the movement of the neural crest, which occurs in the absence
of extracellular signals.
Further studies have analyzed collective migration during the wound healing pro-
cess. They have considered it as a free boundary problem and have taken into account
the influence of physiological electric field on the wound closure in corneal wound
healing (Gaffney et al. 1999), tumor growth (Chen and Friedman 2000), or ischemic
dermal wounds (Xue et al. 2009).
Finally, we mention the works of Maini et al. (2004) and Serra-Picamal et al.
(2012), which combine numerical and experimental approaches and may be of major
interest for the present paper. Maini et al. (2004) have performed a ‘wound healing’
assay and have validated a model to assess the relationship between cell motility and
proliferation. The authors have found that after a short period of time the frontal edge
of the cell population moves as a traveling wave at constant speed.
Serra-Picamal et al. (2012) have discovered a mechanical wave that progressively
spans a micropatterned epithelial monolayer across the cell-cell junctions and creates
differentials of mechanical stress that trigger the migration of the population. Addi-
tionally, they have analyzed such a scenario through a 1D model in which the cells of
the monolayer are represented by springs connected in series and are able to generate
propelling forces that can be transmitted to the neighbor cells (elastic forces) or to
the underneath gel substrate (viscous forces).
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1.2 Objective of This Work
In the present paper, we propose a two-dimensional (2D) finite element model to
simulate the collective migration of a cell population, which is based on the following
hypotheses:
− the cohort is represented as a continuum with embedded discrete cells, which
may have or not a motility phenotype. The cohort includes approximately hundred
cells;
− as in previous works (Borisy and Svitkina 2000; Carlier and Pantaloni 1997; Con-
deelis 1993; Mogilner and Rubinstein 2005; Theriot and Mitchison 1991), the
oscillating protrusion-contraction movement of the motile cells is assumed to be
controlled by the cyclic polymerization-depolymerization process of the actin net-
work inside the cytoskeleton;
− the decomposition of the deformation gradient (Allena et al. 2010; Lubarda 2004)
is employed to take into account the active elementary deformations undergone by
the motile cells (i.e. protrusion and contraction) as well as the elastic deformations
generated by the interaction of the cells with the ECM (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012);
− large deformations of the motile cells are considered and the cells are able to form
one pseudopod at a time at their leading edge (Allena and Aubry 2012);
− inside each motile cell the intra-synchronization between the active strains and the
adhesion forces to the ECM is described (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012);
− finally, different modes of collective migration are investigated. Each one of these
modes is triggered by a specific inter-synchronization between the cells resulting
in different scenarios.
As in previous models of single cell migration (Carlsson and Sept 2008; Flaherty et al.
2007; Rubinstein et al. 2005; Sakamoto et al. 2011; Taber et al. 2011), we have de-
cided here to only focus on the mechanical aspects of the phenomenon. Such a choice
is motivated by the following reasons. First, the molecular, genetic, and chemical en-
vironments may vary according to the biological model one considers. However, the
cell and the population movements are still governed by the Newton’s law of motion
(Murray 2003), which provides insights on the admissibility of given movements.
Second, to unveil the forces and the strains resulting from the collective migration,
we need to simulate the physics of the process, so that we are able to detect those
constraints, which lead (or not) to an efficient migration of the population. In order
to achieve such a goal, different scenarios must be tested to evaluate the mechani-
cal interplay between intra- and inter-synchronization and to conclude whether such
configurations are realistic or not.
2 The Model
In this section we present the general framework of the model. We first describe the
2D geometry of the cell cohort and of its constituent cells. Subsequently, we define
the constitutive law for each of the component of the population, together with the
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Fig. 1 (a) Geometry of the cell population. (b) Representation of the cell network hn(p). Each cell c(i, j)
(green) has a circular shape with radius rc and centre ci,j . (c) The ellipse is divided in cell rows r(i) which
are numbered from the stern to the bow of the ellipse (in red the even rows, in green the odd rows). The
ECM (blue) fills the interstices between the cells. (d) Representation of the initial frontal (red) and rear
(green) adhesion surfaces (Color figure online)
active deformations (protrusion and contraction) that take place during the migration
process. Finally, we describe the intra- and the inter-synchronizations according to
the different modes of migration adopted by the cells aggregate.
2.1 Geometry of the Cell Population
In the orthogonal frame (ix, iy), the cells cohort has been modeled as a continuum
and approximated by an ellipse with semi-axes L and l (Fig. 1a) free at its outer
boundaries. The ellipse includes the cell network Ωn, which is described through a
characteristic function hn(p) (Eq. (9)) and is constituted by 106 cells. The cells are
in contact with each other and embedded in the extracellular matrix (ECM) ΩECM,
identified by the characteristic function hECM(p) (Eq. (10)). Inside the cell net-
work, we can distinguish between the active (Ωa,k) and the quiescent (Ωq,k) cells
domains, which are represented through two characteristic functions ha,k(p) and
hq,k(p) (Sect. 2.3.2). The number of active cells inside the population may vary ac-
cording to the mode of migration adopted by the cohort (the underscript ‘k’ indicates
such a mode (see Sect. 2.3.2)). Consequently, the quiescent cell domain Ωq,k is the
complementary of Ωa,k with respect to Ωn.
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Each cell c(i, j) inside the cohort has an initial circular shape (Fig. 1b, Eq. (12))
with radius rc and centre ci,j (ci,jx , ci,jy ), where the indices i and j indicate the po-
sition of the cell along the major and minor axes of the ellipse, respectively (Fig. 1c,
Eq. (11)). For each cell, a frontal (∂Ωsfi,j ) and a rear (∂Ωsri,j ) adhesion regions are
defined through two characteristic functions hsfi,j and hsri,j , respectively (Eq. (13)),
which allow the cell to adhere to the ECM. Here, we assume that the motile cells mi-
grate along the horizontal axis ix . Additionally, the ellipse is divided into cell rows
r(i) (Eq. (14)), which are numbered, similarly to the single cells, from the stern (left)
to the bow (right) of the ellipse (Fig. 1b).
2.2 Constitutive Model and Active Deformations
As mentioned in the previous section, three main regions constitute the mechanical
system and each one of them has a specific constitutive behavior.
The first region contains the motile cells (Ωa,k), which actively participate to the
migration process by cyclically protruding and contracting. It has been observed that
a migrating cell is in general stiffer than a quiescent one (Wagh et al. 2008) and
presents a gradual but significant decrease in stiffness from the front to the rear of the
lamellipodia in agreement with the actin density profile (Ilina and Friedl 2009). As in
our previous work (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012), we use a 2D generalized
viscoelastic Maxwell model to describe the behavior of each cell which is constituted
by two phases: (i) a solid-like phase (the actin filaments) where the active strains take
place and (ii) a fluid-like phase, which includes some particles (the organelles, fluid-
elastic) embedded into a fluid (cytoplasm, fluid-viscous). Thus, the active cells show
a solid Young’s modulus Ea,se larger than the fluid-elastic Young’s modulus Ea,f e
(Appendix A.2).
The second region includes the inactive (or quiescent) cells (Ωq,k) that follow the
movement because of their connection to the active migrating cells. As for the ac-
tive cells, a generalized viscoelastic 2D Maxwell model is used to reproduce their
mechanical behavior. Nevertheless, the active strains (i.e. the actin filaments poly-
merization) do not occur in these cells, which are believed to influence the stiffness
of the cell. Thus, the Young modulus Eq,se of the solid elastic phase is considered to
be much lower than Ea,se (Soofi et al. 2009).
Finally, the third region is the one of the extracellular matrix (ΩECM) that fills
the interstices between the cells (Fig. 1b). The ECM is assumed to be a viscoelastic
material, with Young modulus and viscosity EECM and µECM respectively.
Let ρ be the cells density, a the acceleration, σ the Cauchy stress, F the defor-
mation gradient and J its determinant, then since we consider the inertial effects
(Gracheva and Othmer 2004), the Newton law applied to the continuum with respect
to the initial configuration p is given by
ρa =Divp(JσF−T )+ f adh (1)
with Divp the divergence with respect to the initial position, A−T the inverse trans-
pose of the matrix A (Holzapfel 2000; Taber 2004) and f adh the adhesion forces
between the cell and the substrate, which will be described in the next section
(Sect. 2.3.1).
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The protrusion and contraction active deformations are triggered by the polymer-
ization and depolymerization of the actin filaments and only take place in the solid
phase of the active cells (Sect. 2.1). They are expressed as uniaxial cyclic deforma-
tions through the solid active strain tensor F a,sa (Sect. A.2) as follows:
F a,sa = ea,kix ⊗ ix (2)
where ea,k will be defined more precisely later on for each type of collective migra-
tion adopted by the cell population.
2.3 Synchronization
In addition to intra-synchronization, which is a key aspect in single cell migration
(Allena and Aubry 2012), in collective cell migration cells need to coordinate their
movement (inter-synchronization) in order to be as efficient as possible during the
whole process. These two fundamental aspects are described in more details in the
next sections.
2.3.1 Intra-Synchronization
Single cell migration is usually described as a cyclic process occurring in four (Fla-
herty et al. 2007) or five (Meili et al. 2010; Sheetz et al. 1999) separate steps: (i) pro-
trusion, (ii) frontal adhesion, (iii) contraction, (iv) rear adhesion, and (v) relaxation.
Nevertheless, we have shown in Allena and Aubry (2012) that a minimal rate of ad-
hesion at the rear and at the front of the cell is necessary during the protrusion and
the contraction phases, respectively, otherwise the cell would only deform in place
or slightly sliding over the surface. According to this remark, similarly to Allena and
Aubry (2012), only two phases have been modeled here: (i) simultaneous protrusion
of the frontal edge of the cell and adhesion at its rear edge, and (ii) simultaneous
contraction of the back of the cell and adhesion at its frontal edge. Thus, we need
to synchronize the adhesion forces f adh introduced in Eq. (1) with the active de-
formations that have already been defined in Sect. 2.2. Such forces are assumed to
be viscous (Allena and Aubry 2012; Friedl and Wolf 2010; Phillipson et al. 2006;
Sakamoto et al. 2011) and may be distinguished into a frontal (f f ) and a rear (f r )
force as follows:
f f (n)=−µf he
(
−∂ea,k
∂t
)
hsfi,j (u)ha,k(p)
∂u
∂t
f r (n)=−µrhe
(
∂ea,k
∂t
)
hsri,j (u)ha,k(p)
∂u
∂t
(3)
where n is the normal vector to the boundary of the cell c(i, j), µf , and µr are the
friction force viscosities and u is the displacement of the cell c(i, j) with respect to
the ECM. The characteristic function he is the key ingredient of the previous equa-
tions since it links the adhesion forces exerted by the cell c(i, j) on the ECM with
the pulsating movement of the cell c(i, j). Thus, we have that: (i) when the cell pro-
trudes (i.e. he( ∂ea,k∂t )= 1), it simultaneously adheres at the back (i.e. hsri,j (u)) while
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(ii) when the cell contracts (i.e. he(− ∂ea,k∂t )= 1), it simultaneously adheres at the front(i.e. hsfi,j (u)).
The characteristic function ha,k(p) defines which cells inside the cells network
hn(p) are active. As described later on (Sect. 2.3.2), according to the mode of col-
lective migration adopted by the cell population, all the cells or only few of them
may be active. Thus, the active cells network ha,k(p) may coincide or not with the
cell network hn(p). Consequently, the frontal (f f (n)) and the rear (f r (n)) adhesion
forces are only applied in those active cells belonging to ha,k(p).
2.3.2 Inter-Synchronization
As mentioned above (Sect. 1.2), it is still unclear whether all the cells actively move
forward or only the leader cells of the population migrate and pull the followers (Wei-
jer 2009). For instance, in the lateral line primordium in Zebrafish as well as in other
biological models such as Dictyostelium and Drosophila (Weijer 2009), the cells are
believed to follow chemoattractant gradients that guide the collective movement. Fur-
thermore, recent observations using epithelial monolayers have pointed out the pres-
ence of a mechanical wave that slowly spans the population and progressively trans-
mits the forces from the leading edge to the centre of the cell sheet (Serra-Picamal
et al. 2012). Accordingly, a cell can migrate only if an adjacent cell creates space,
which leads to local cell unjamming, or if it pulls on the shared cell-cell junctions.
To evaluate the mechanical interplay between intra- and inter-synchronization, five
different modes of collective migration of the cell population have been tested. For
each one of them, the intra-synchronization inside the active cells is triggered off
by a specific signal, which regulates the active strain ea,k inside the cells and the
inter-synchronization between the cells:
(1) strain gradient signal (or chemoattractant migration): the protrusion-contraction
deformations inside the active cells are controlled by a gradient with highest
intensity at the bow of the ellipse and lowest at the stern;
(2) traveling wave with pulse signal (or worm-like migration): the migration is reg-
ulated by a wave which progressively and repeatedly covers the population and
temporarily activates one by one the cell rows r(i);
(3) traveling wave with random unit step signal (or tsunami-like migration): a wave
gradually spans the cell rows r(i) of the ellipse and randomly activates the cells
inside them that permanently acquire the motility phenotype and start migrating
with their own pace which is synchronized with the one of the frontal and the
rear neighbor cells;
(4) traveling wave with gradient random unit step signal (or chemoattractant
tsunami-like migration): this mode of migration is a combination of mode (1)
and (3). In fact, the population movement is simultaneously triggered by a strain
gradient and a traveling wave with a random unit step signal;
(5) random signal (or random migration): the intensity and the period of the
protrusion-contraction deformations inside the active cells randomly vary within
the cohort. The cells migrate in a de-synchronized manner.
Each one of these migration modes requires a specific and complex inter-synchroni-
zation, which will be described in the following sections.
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Strain Gradient Signal (or Chemoattractant Migration) In this mode of collec-
tive movement, all the cells inside the cohort are active so that ha,1(p) = hn(p)
(Eq. (9)) and hq,1(p)= 0. Furthermore, the active cells migrate with the same intra-
synchronization (i.e. they all protrude or contract simultaneously). The active de-
formations (protrusion and contraction) are regulated by a strain gradient. Thus, the
leading cells sense more the signal than the cells in the back of the population and
undergo larger strains during both the protrusion and the contraction phases. Conse-
quently, the active deformation ea,1(p) is defined as follows:
ea,1(p)= ea0 (p− pstern,pbow − pstern)
L
sin
(
2pi
t
T
)
ha,1(p) (4)
where ea0 is the amplitude of the active strain, pstern and pbow are the initial posi-
tion of the stern and the bow of the ellipse, respectively, and T is the duration of a
migration cycle.
Traveling Wave with Pulse Signal (or Worm-Like Migration) This mode of col-
lective migration is very similar to the one used by worms in which locomotion
is triggered by waves of contraction and relaxation of alternate muscles. Here, the
wave progressively and repeatedly (traveling wave) spans the cell population and
temporarily (pulse signal) activates one by one the cell rows r(i) (Eq. (12)), which
are promptly deactivated as soon as the wave has passed by. Therefore, only one row
is active at the time and the active deformation ea,2(p, t) is expressed as
ea,2(p, t)= ea0 sin
(
2pi
t
T
)
ha,2(p, t) (5)
with ha,2(p, t) defined in Eq. (20).
Traveling Wave with Random Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration) In the
third mode of collective migration, a wave gradually (traveling wave) covers the cell
population like a tsunami and permanently (unit step signal) ‘turns on’ one by one
the rows of cells that acquire the motile phenotype and start migrating at their own
pace. Three fundamental aspects have to be considered.
First, contrarily to the previous case (Sect. Traveling Wave with Pulse Signal (or
Worm-Like Migration)), more than one row is active at the time now and the wave
spans only once the ellipse.
Second, not all the cells inside the activated rows may acquire the motile pheno-
type (random unit step signal). However, some of them may remain quiescent, which
leads to a random distribution of the active cells inside the population. The number
of active cells in a row may vary from 1 to nc, which is the total number of cells
in a row. Such a configuration is determined by a parameter τi,j , proper to each cell
c(i, j), which can be equal to 0 (quiescent cell) or 1 (active cell) and changes every
6 hours (Fig. 3).
Third, according to the experimental observations (Serra-Picamal et al. 2012), a
cell can only move if the adjacent cell creates space or pulls on the shared cell-cell
junctions. Thus, a perfect inter-synchronization between the cell c(i, j) and its two
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Fig. 2 Trend of the traveling wave, which defines the spatial coordinate ci,jx (t) of the temporary active
row for the worm-like migration (only 1 h is represented)
Fig. 3 Random distribution of
the active cells network
ha,3(p, t) between 0–6 h (a),
6 h–12 h (b), 12 h–18 h (c) and
18 h–24 h (d) for the
tsunami-like migration. In red
the active cells (τi,j = 1) and in
blue the quiescent cells
(τi,j = 0) (Color figure online)
adjacent cells on the same transversal coordinate j in the front (c(i + 1, j)) and
in the back (c(i − 1, j)) is required. Specifically, the intra-synchronization inside
the cell c(i, j) must be out of phase with respect to the intra-synchronization of the
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cells c(i + 1, j) and c(i − 1, j). Thus, when the cell c(i + 1, j) protrudes, the cell
c(i, j) contracts and the cell c(i − 1, j) protrudes; when the cell c(i + 1, j) con-
tracts, the cell c(i, j) protrudes and the cell c(i − 1, j) contracts. Furthermore, the
inter-synchronization has to be coordinated with the wave that covers the ellipse and
activates the cell rows (Eq. (23)). Therefore, a particular form of the active deforma-
tion ea,3(p, t) is implemented as follows:
ea,3(p, t)= ea0 sin
(
2pi
t − T2 (imax − i)
T
)
ha,3(p, t) (6)
with ha,3(p, t) the characteristic function describing the active cells network and
defined in Eq. (22).
According to Eq. (6), the first cells to be ‘turned on’ and to deform are the ones
inside the leading row of the ellipse (i = imax), while the other cells are gradually
stimulated by the wave. After a period of T2 (imax− i) the wave has spanned the entire
length of the ellipse, thus each active cell is able to migrate at its proper pace.
Traveling Wave with Gradient Unit Step Signal (or Chemoattractant Tsunami-Like
Migration) The fourth mode of collective migration combines the strain gradi-
ent migration and the traveling wave migration. The active cells are randomly dis-
tributed inside the cohort as in the third mode of migration (Sect. Traveling Wave with
Random Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration)), so that ha,4(p) = ha,3(p)
(Eq. (22)), and change their configuration every 6 hours (Fig. 3). A wave progres-
sively covers the ellipse and permanently ‘turns on’ the active cells. Therefore, the
intra-synchronization proper to each cell c(i, j) is out of phase with respect to the
intra-synchronization of the cell c(i + 1, j) and the cell c(i − 1, j) on the same
transversal coordinate j , as described in Sect. Traveling Wave with Random Unit
Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration). Furthermore, the active deformations (pro-
trusion and contraction) are regulated by a gradient as in the first mode of mi-
gration (Sect. Strain Gradient Signal (or Chemoattractant Migration)). Accordingly,
ea,4(p, t) reads
ea,4(p, t)= ea0 (p− pstern,pbow − pstern)
L
sin
(
2pi
t − T2 (imax − i)
T
)
ha,4(p) (7)
Random Signal In this mode of collective migration, all the cells inside the popula-
tion are active (ha,5(p) = hn(p), Eq. (9) and hq,5(p) = 0). Nevertheless, contrarily
to the first mode of migration (Sect. Strain Gradient Signal (or Chemoattractant Mi-
gration)), the cells migrate out of phase since each one of them has its own migration
period Tij , which ranges between 40 s and 180 s (Fig. 4b), and amplitude of the active
strain ea0ij , which may be comprised between 0.1 and 0.6 (Fig. 4a). Thus, ea,5(p, t)
is expressed as
ea,5(p, t)= ea0ij sin
(
2pi
t
Tij
)
ha,5(p) (8)
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Fig. 4 Random values of the
cyclic component ea0,ij of the
active strain ea0 (a) and of the
migration period Tij (b) for the
random migration
3 Results
The simulations were run using the finite element software COMSOL Multiphysics®
3.5a and reproduced an interval time of 1 day. The cell population has an initial ge-
ometry with semi-axes L and l equal to 90 µm and 30 µm, respectively (Fig. 1a).
The cell network represented by hn(p) includes 18 cell rows (Nc = imax = 18, Ap-
pendix A.1) and each cell c(i, j) has a radius rc = 5 µm (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012). The distances lf and lr have been fixed to 2 µm (Allena 2013; Al-
lena and Aubry 2012), which leads to an area of 25 µm2 covered by the adhesion
surfaces ∂Ωsfi,j and ∂Ωsri,j (Fig. 1d) and the friction force viscosities µf and µr
have been set to 108 Pa s/m (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012). For the active
cells (Sect. 2.2), the Young moduli of the solid elastic (Ea,se) and the fluid elastic
(Ea,f e) phases have been chosen equal to 104 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry
2012; Laurent et al. 2005) and 100 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012), re-
spectively. The Poisson ratios νa,se and νa,f e have been set to 0.3 and 0.4, while the
viscosity µa,f v of the fluid viscous phase has been set to 3× 105 Pa s (Bausch et al.
1999; Drury and Dembo 2001). For the quiescent cells (Sect. 2.2), the Young mod-
uli Eq,se and Eq,f e of the solid elastic and fluid elastic phases are equal to 400 Pa
(Soofi et al. 2009) and 100 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012), respectively.
The Poisson ratios νq,se and νq,f e are equal to 0.3 and 0.4, respectively, while the
viscosity µq,f v of the fluid viscous phase has been set to 3× 105 Pa s (Bausch et al.
1999; Drury and Dembo 2001). It has to be remembered that for the worm-like (Sect.
Traveling Wave with Pulse Signal (or Worm-Like Migration)), the tsunami-like (Sect.
Traveling Wave with Random Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration)) and the
chemoattractant tsunami-like (Sect. Traveling Wave with Gradient Unit Step Signal
(or Chemoattractant Tsunami-Like Migration)) modes of migration, the cells may
switch from an active to a quiescent state or vice versa. Therefore, in these cases the
Young modulus of the cells is described as a function of their state with respect to
time.
Furthermore, the Young modulus EECM and the viscosity µECM of the ECM have
been fixed to 10 Pa and 3× 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury and Dembo 2001),
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respectively, and the density of the cells is equal to 1000 kg/m3 (Fukui et al. 2000).
Finally, the intensity of the cyclic active strain ea0 and the duration of a migration
cycle T have been set to 0.5 (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012) and 60 s (Allena
2013; Allena and Aubry 2012; Dong et al. 2002) respectively (except for the fifth
mode of migration as described in Sect. Random Signal). ea0 is the same during
both the protrusion and the contraction phase, although in single cell migration the
contraction strain is usually smaller than the protrusion deformation (Giannone et al.
2007). The main geometrical, mechanical, and material parameters of the model are
listed in Table 1.
3.1 Efficiency
As pointed out in Allena and Aubry (2012), the intra-synchronization (i.e. the syn-
chronization between active strains and the adhesion forces) is a key factor in single
cell migration. Nevertheless, it is not a sufficient condition in collective cell migra-
tion during which inter-synchronization (i.e. synchronization between the cells) is
even more important. In fact, a tight synergy between the active deformations (pro-
trusion and contraction) and the adhesion forces in each cell does not guarantee an
efficient movement of the population (i.e. the cells may move in wrong directions and
out of phase with respect to their neighbours). The cells need to communicate and
adapt themselves in order to coordinate their movement and properly move forward
together. In order to evaluate the interdependence between the intra- and the inter-
synchronization, we have tested five different types of collective migration, which
may reproduce realistic or unrealistic behaviors. In this section, we will analyse the
efficiency (i.e. covered distance over 1 day) and discuss the reliability of each mode
of migration.
In the first type of collective migration, the cell active strains are regulated by a
gradient (Eq. (4)), so that the cells at the bow of the ellipse undergo larger deforma-
tions than the cells at the stern of the ellipse. Since all the cells are active and have the
same intra-synchronization, they all protrude and contract simultaneously, but such a
configuration induces a wrong movement of the population (Movie 1) (ESM). Dur-
ing protrusion, the leading cells freely and correctly deform, while the follower cells
show two different behaviors. In the central region of the cohort, they are completely
inhibited since their elongating leading edge hits the adhering rear edge of the cells
in front of them. In the back of the cohort instead, they incorrectly deform because,
due to the constriction imposed by the rear edge of the frontal neighbours, the de-
formation interferes with the back of the cell, which is free and, therefore, the cell
elongates in the opposite direction. During contraction, the follower cells correctly
move forward. However, the leading cells unsuccessfully pull their back, which is
linked through the cell-cell junctions to the adhering frontal edge of the cells behind
them. Thus, a contraction of the frontal edge of these cells occurs. Such a microscopic
behavior leads to a global movement of the cell population very similar to the one of
an accordion, which is overall poorly efficient. The cell population in fact only covers
a distance of about 520 µm after 1 day (Fig. 5, blue ellipse), with a steady state speed
of about 0.006 µm/s.
The second type of collective migration reproduces the locomotion mode of
worms in which alternate muscles elongate and contract. To describe such behavior,
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Table 1 Geometrical, mechanical and material parameters of the model
Parameter Description Value Unit Reference
L Major axis of the ellipse 90 µm
l Minor axis of the ellipse 30 µm
Nc Number of cells along the axis L of the
ellipse
18
nc,max Maximal number of cells along the axis
l of the ellipse
6
rc Cell radius 5 µm (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
lf Distance of the boundary of the frontal
adhesion surface from the cell centre
2 µm (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
lr Distance of the boundary of the rear
adhesion surface from the cell centre
2 µm (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
∂Ωsfi,j Area of frontal adhesion region 25 µm
2
∂Ωsri,j Area of rear adhesion region 25 µm2
µf Friction force viscosity of the frontal
adhesion surface ∂Ωsfi,j
108 Pa s/m (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
µr Friction force viscosity of the rear
adhesion surface ∂Ωsri,j
108 Pa s/m (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
ρ Cells density 1000 kg/m3 (Fukui et al. 2000)
Ea,se Young modulus of the solid elastic
phase of the active cells
104 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012; Ilina and
Friedl 2009)
νa,se Poisson ratio of the solid elastic phase
of the active cells
0.3
Ea,f e Young modulus of the fluid elastic
phase of the active cells
100 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
νa,f e Poisson ratio of the fluid elastic phase
of the active cells
0.4
µa,f v Viscosity of the fluid viscous phase
of the active cells
3× 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury
and Dembo 2001)
Eq,se Young modulus of the solid elastic
phase of the quiescent cells
400 Pa (Sherratt and Murray
1991)
νq,se Poisson ratio of the solid elastic phase
of the active cells
0.3
Eq,f e Young modulus of the fluid elastic
phase of the active cells
100 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
νq,f e Poisson ratio of the fluid elastic phase
of the active cells
0.4
µq,f v Viscosity of the fluid viscous phase of
the active cells
3× 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury
and Dembo 2001)
EECM Young modulus of the ECM 10 Pa
µECM Viscosity of the ECM 3× 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury
and Dembo 2001)
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Table 1 (Continued)
Parameter Description Value Unit Reference
ea0 Intensity of the cyclic active strain
(for modes of migration 1, 2, 3 and 4)
0.5 (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012)
T Duration of a migration cycle 60 s (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012; Dong et al.
2002)
Fig. 5 The distance covered by the cell population after 24 h for the different modes of migration:
chemoattractant migration (blue), worm-like migration (red), tsunami-like migration (green), chemoat-
tractant tsunami-like migration (purple), random migration (pink) (Color figure online)
a traveling wave has been used to temporarily activate one by one the cell rows inside
the ellipse. Each row remains active for one migration cycle T and it is promptly
deactivated has soon as the wave has passed by. The cells inside the active row
have the same intra-synchronization, thus they protrude and contract simultaneously
(Movie 2) (ESM). Their movement correctly takes place since the cells in front and
behind them during protrusion and contraction respectively, are momentarily quies-
cent and, therefore, easily deformable (see Sect. Traveling Wave with Pulse Signal
(or Worm-Like Migration)). Nevertheless, the leading and the following cells appear
to be more efficient than the cells in the central region of the ellipse. In this case, the
cell population covers a total distance of 5430 µm during 1 day (Fig. 5, red ellipse),
with a steady state speed of 0.06 µm/s.
The third mode of collective migration is based on a complex inter-synchronization
according to which a perfect coordination between the cell c(i, j) and its frontal
(c(i + 1, j)) and rear (c(i − 1, j)) neighbor cells is required. As experimentally ob-
served (Serra-Picamal et al. 2012), a traveling wave progressively covers the cells
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population and permanently ‘turns on’ one by one the cell rows in the ellipse. How-
ever, not all the cells in each row may be activated, thus a random distribution of
the active cells is obtained. In our model, such an aspect has been taken into account
by introducing a specific parameter, which allows defining the active (τi,j = 1) or
the quiescent (τi,j = 0) cells in each row. The random configuration changes every
6 hours (Fig. 3). In Movie 3 (ESM), it is possible to observe the successive phases
of the collective migration over a period of 1 hour. The inter-synchronization allows
the cell c(i, j) to move out of phase with respect to its frontal c(i + 1, j) and rear
c(i − 1, j) neighbours. Thus, the active cells in the leading row (r(18), Fig. 1c) are
the first to be activated and to elongate. As soon as their contraction phase starts
(t = 30 s), the active cells in the follower row (r(17), Fig. 1c) elongate and so on. In
this way, the accordion movement observed in the first mode of migration does not
occur anymore, but all the cells belonging to the active cells network (Sect. Traveling
Wave with Random Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration)) actively partici-
pate to the movement with their proper intra-synchronization. After 1 day, the cohort
has covered a distance of 4340 µm (Fig. 5, green ellipse) at a steady state speed of
0.05 µm/s.
As mentioned above, the cyclic component ea0 of the active deformation is the
same during both the protrusion and the contraction phase. Nevertheless, a smaller
contraction with respect to the protrusion could have been considered, as it is the case
in single cell migration (Giannone et al. 2007). In this case, the cell c(i, j) would
elongate with the same intensity of the contraction of the cell c(i + 1, j), the cell
c(i−1, j) would elongate with the same intensity of the contraction of the cell c(i, j)
and so on. Thus, the cells would adapt themselves and we would observe a ‘natural’
gradient of the active deformation.
The fourth type of migration combines the modes of movement described for the
first and the third types of migration. Thus, a coupling between the chemoattractant
gradient (Sect. Strain Gradient Signal (or Chemoattractant Migration)) and the trav-
eling wave (Sect. Traveling Wave with Random Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like
Migration)) is implemented (Movie 4) (ESM). In this case, the population covers a
distance of 2850 µm in 1 day (Fig. 5, purple ellipse; steady state speed of 0.03 µm/s).
Considering the covered distance, the modes of migration explored so far are very
efficient, with the worm-like and the chemoattractant migration being the most and
the least powerful respectively (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, one may wonder if such types
of collective migration can be in some way related to the experimental observations.
In fact, despite their efficiency, each one of the modes of migration presents ‘ob-
served’ and ‘not observed’ features:
− in the chemoattractant migration all the cells are active (observed), but they mi-
grate perfectly in phase (not observed);
− in the worm-like migration a wave successively activates and deactivates the rows
of cells (not observed), but then only one row at the time is active (not observed)
within which the cells show a behavior similar to the one of single cell migration
(observed);
− in the tsunami-like migration, a wave spans the entire population and permanently
activates the cells (observed) which then perfectly migrate out of phase (not ob-
served);
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− in the chemoattractant tsunami-like migration, a wave progressively activates the
cells (observed) which then acquire a motility phenotype and start to migrate per-
fectly out of phase (not observed), but with different intensities as they felt a chem-
ical gradient from the bow to the stern of the ellipse (observed).
Therefore, as a common feature, each mode of migration shows a perfect inter-
synchronization within the population, which is regulated using specific analytical
approaches. Although such a synchronization seems to be very simple to achieve
from a theoretical point of view, it is much more complex to acquire in reality. In
fact, cells within a population naturally tend to de-synchronize with respect to their
neighbours, which leads to a random behavior of the cells inside the cohort. Given
these remarks, a fifth mode of migration has been tested in which all the cells are
active and the protrusion-contraction deformations are regulated by specific values
of the intensity ea0ij and the period Taij that randomly vary within the cell cohort
(Figs. 4a and b). In Movie 5 (ESM) it is possible to observe the successive phases of
the collective migration over 1 h. Each cell migrates at its own pace, which results
in a not necessarily coordinated movement with the neighbor cells. Thus, the overall
efficiency of the population is compromised since the de-synchronization between
the cells may inhibit their correct protrusion-contraction movement. Actually, the
cell population only covers a distance of about 210 µm (Fig. 5, pink ellipse; steady
state speed of 0.002 µm/s), which is then the smallest covered distance compared
to the previous cases. Despite this apparent limitation, the random behavior repre-
sents a realistic feature of the model. Nevertheless, it is evident that, for the popu-
lation to be efficient, randomness has to be coupled with a certain minimal level of
inter-synchronization. This actually corresponds to what has been observed by Serra-
Picamal et al. (2012) according to which a mechanical wave spans the layer of cells
that successively start to migrate. In practice, the cells adjust their movement accord-
ing to the local stress state that is gradually developed by the migration of the nearby
cells. From a theoretical point of view, this can be described by linking the active
deformation ea of each cell to the stress state of its neighbor cells. Thus, the first cells
to migrate would be the ones at the leading and free edge of the ellipse and then the
followers would naturally be activated because stimulated by the stresses generated
around them. Therefore, a mechanotactic signal would be transmitted within the pop-
ulation. We are currently considering such an aspect in order to improve the present
model.
3.2 Principal Stresses
Looking at principal stresses magnitudes and directions is a useful way to understand
how the mechanical forces are transmitted inside and between the cells. In Table 2,
we have reported the values of the average principal stresses during both protrusion
and contraction for each mode of migration. Additionally, we have calculated them
over the whole active cells network Ωa,k and inside a leading (c(18, 4) in Fig. 1c),
a central (c(10, 4) in Fig. 1c), and a rear (c (1, 4) in Fig. 1c) cell. As expected, we
observe a compression during the protrusion and a traction during the contraction.
Although the stress regime may vary according to the mode of migration adopted by
the cohort, few general remarks may be pointed out.
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Table 2 Average principal stress calculated within the active cells network and inside a leading (c(18, 4)),
a central (c(10, 4)), and a rear (c(1, 4)) cell during both protrusion and contraction for each mode of
migration
Average
principal
stress
Active domain Leading cell
c(18, 4)
Central cell
c(10, 4)
Follower cell
c(1, 4)
Protrusion Contraction Protru-
sion
Contrac-
tion
Protru-
sion
Contrac-
tion
Protru-
sion
Contrac-
tion
Mode 1 −1700 Pa 2000 Pa −1100 Pa 3300 Pa −1600 Pa 2000 Pa −30 Pa 40 Pa
Mode 2 −230 Pa −230 Pa −200 Pa 200 Pa −600 Pa 600 Pa −200 Pa 200 Pa
Mode 3 Even
rows
Odd
rows
Even
rows
Odd
rows
−200 Pa 200 Pa −500 Pa 500 Pa −200 Pa 200 Pa
−650 Pa −700 Pa 650 Pa 700 Pa
Mode 4 Even
rows
Odd
rows
Even
rows
Odd
rows
−180 Pa 190 Pa −720 Pa 700 Pa −16 Pa 16 Pa
−380 Pa −400 Pa 380 Pa 400 Pa
Mode 5 −1200 Pa 1500 Pa −1050 Pa 890 Pa −3250 Pa 3210 Pa −2900 Pa 3130 Pa
First, the first and the fifth modes of migration are the ones showing the highest
concentration of stress within the active domainΩa,k . Such values are too high com-
pared to the experimental data (Serra-Picamal et al. 2012; Tambe et al. 2011; Trepat
et al. 2009), which confirms the inefficiency of these migration modes (Sect. 3.1).
However, values are consistent with the experimental observations (Serra-Picamal
et al. 2012; Tambe et al. 2011; Trepat et al. 2009) for the second, the third and the
fourth modes of migration, which are also the most efficient modes of collective
movement (Sect. 3.1).
Second, in the first, second, and fifth modes of migration the principal stresses
are mostly orientated along the direction of migration since all the cells inside the
cohort or inside the temporarily active row migrate in phase. This is not the case
in the third and fourth modes of migration, for which the active cells are randomly
distributed within the cohort, and thus the mechanical stresses are transmitted within
the population following such configuration (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, in the third mode
of migration, few stress concentrations may be noticed at the frontal or at the rear
adhesion surfaces in contact with neighbor cells.
Third, the leading (c(18, 4)) and the rear (c(1, 4)) cells show a behavior very
similar to the one observed in 2D single cell migration during which the cell is only
constrained by the contact with the underneath substrate, and it is free at the front
and at the back. Actually, the leading cells can freely elongate during the protrusion
phase since they do not have any frontal neighbor cell, while the follower cells can
freely contract because they do not have to pull any further cells behind them.
As a consequence of the previous remarks, the cells inside the population (c(10, 4))
generate larger stresses during both protrusion and contraction compared to the lead-
ing and the follower cells. This is mostly due to the fact that, with respect to the ‘bow’
and the ‘stern’ cells, the central cells have frontal and rear neighbours, which prevent
them to freely deform.
Finally and most important, whether all the cells or only few of them actively
participate to the migration process, the most efficient are the ones located at the
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bow of the ellipse. In fact, if we consider each cell as a propulsion-traction system,
the propulsion phase is the most important since it determines the direction and the
intensity of the migration. Thus, the more a cell is free to elongate during the pro-
trusion phase, the more it will move forward during the contraction phase. This is
actually the case of the leading cells, which do not have any frontal neighbours and
can therefore protrude as much as they need without any constraint. Therefore, the
leading cells may play a fundamental role in collective migration by providing posi-
tive feedbacks both in space (direction and intensity of the deformation) and in time
(inter-synchronization) (Sect. 1.1) (Sumpter 2006).
4 Conclusions
We have proposed here a 2D mechanical model to simulate the collective movement
of a cell population, which is represented as a continuum with discrete embedded
cells with potential motility behavior (Sect. 2.1). The active strains (i.e. protrusion
and contraction) undergone by the single cells during the migration are described
through the decomposition of the deformation gradient (Sect. 2.2). Such active de-
formations are tightly coupled with the adhesion forces necessary to the single cells
to move forward (intra-synchronization) (Sect. 2.3.1). Furthermore, the cells must
communicate and coordinate their movement in order to be as efficient as possi-
ble. Therefore, inter-synchronization between the cells is required (Sect. 2.3.2). The
main objective of the paper has been to evaluate the efficiency of the cell popula-
tion in terms of covered distance and how the stress distribution inside the cohort
and the single cells may in turn provide insights regarding such efficiency. In or-
der to achieve this goal, we have explored five different modes of collective migra-
tion: (i) chemoattractant migration (Sect. Strain Gradient Signal (or Chemoattractant
Migration)), (ii) worm-like migration (Sect. Traveling Wave with Pulse Signal (or
Worm-Like Migration)), (iii) tsunami-like migration (Sect. Traveling Wave with Ran-
dom Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration)), (iv) chemoattractant tsunami-
like migration (Sect. Traveling Wave with Gradient Unit Step Signal (or Chemoat-
tractant Tsunami-Like Migration)) and (v) random migration (Sect. Random Signal).
Such an analysis has allowed us to investigate the mechanical interplay between the
intra- and the inter-synchronization within the cell population (Sect. 3.1) to detect
those constraints and forces leading (or not) to an efficient migration.
We have found that the most efficient modes of migration (worm-like migra-
tion, tsunami-like migration and chemoattractant tsunami-like migration) are also the
ones showing the lowest stresses within the population (Sect. 3.2). Therefore, inter-
synchronization and randomness are not stand-alone factors of collective cell migra-
tion, but they must be coupled. In fact, as also pointed out by Serra-Picamal et al.
(2012), cells need to adjust their movement according to the local stress state, which
is developed by the movement of their neighbor cells. This results in a mechanotactic
signal, which progressively spans the population and stimulates the follower cells.
Nevertheless, beside such a mechanotactic signal and in order to have a complete
framework of the biological process, one has also to consider the complex molecular
signal pathways that may control the acquirement of a motile phenotype of (at least)
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the leading cells. Although here we have only focused on the mechanical aspects of
the problem, we are working to improve the present model to take into account these
two fundamental aspects.
Appendix
A.1 Geometry of the cell population
The cells network Ωn is described through a characteristic function hn(p), which
reads
hn(p)=
{
1 if ‖p− 2 · rc · round(px)ix − 2 · rc · round(py)iy‖< r2c
0 otherwise (9)
with round being the classical integer function and p(px,py) the initial position of
any particle of the system.
Consequently, the ECM domain ΩECM is defined by a characteristic function as
follows:
hECM(p)= 1− hn(p) (10)
Each cell inside the population is indicated as c(i, j) where the indices i and j vary
as follows: 
1≤ i ≤Nc = imax
1≤ j ≤ nc(i)= nc,max
√
1−
(
2i − 1
Nc
)2 (11)
with Nc = Lrc and nc,max = lrc being the number of cells along the two axes of the
ellipse (Fig. 1c).
The domain Ωci,j of each cell c(i, j) is defined through a characteristic function
as follows:
hci,j (p)=
{
1 if ‖p− ci,j‖< r2c
0 otherwise (12)
Each cell is equipped with a frontal ∂Ωsfi,j and a rear ∂Ωsri,j adhesion region
(Fig. 1d) described by two characteristic functions as
hsfi,j (p)=
{
1 if (p− ci,j , ix) > lf
0 otherwise
hsri,j (p)=
{
1 if (p− ci,j , ix) < lr
0 otherwise
(13)
where (a,b) defines the scalar product between two vectors, lf and lr are the dis-
tances of ci,j from the frontal and rear adhesion surfaces, respectively.
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The ellipse is divided into cell rows r(i) (Fig. 1b), which are numbered, similarly
to the single cells, from the stern (left) to the bow (right) of the ellipse (1≤ i ≤Nc =
imax) (Fig. 1c) and are defined through a characteristic function as
hri (p)= hn(p)
{
1 if (px − ci,jx ) < rc
0 otherwise (14)
A.2 Constitutive Model of the Cells
As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, the behavior of the active and quiescent cells is described
through a generalized viscoelastic 2D Maxwell model (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012). Since the cells within the cohort may undergo large rotations and de-
formations during their locomotion, a fully non-linear tensorial approach is required.
For the active cells, the Cauchy stress σa is assumed to be the sum of the solid
(σa,s ) and the fluid (σa,f ) Cauchy stresses, while the deformation gradient F a is
equal to the solid (F a,s ) and the fluid (F a,f ) deformation gradients.
The decomposition of the deformation gradient (Allena et al. 2010; Lubarda 2004)
is used to describe the solid deformation tensor F a,s which is then equal to
F a,s = F a,seF a,sa (15)
where F a,se is the elastic strain tensor responsible for the stress generation and
F a,sa is the active strain tensor responsible for the pulsating movement (protrusion-
contraction) of each cell. Similarly, the fluid deformation tensor F a,f is the multi-
plicative decomposition of the fluid-elastic (F a,f e) and the fluid-viscoelastic (F a,f v)
gradients.
Both the solid σa,se and the fluid-elastic σa,f e Cauchy’s stresses are given by
isotropic hyperelastic models σ¯a,se and σ¯a,f e , respectively, as
σa,se = σ¯a,se(ea,se)
σa,f e = σ¯a,f e(ea,f e)
(16)
with ea,se and ea,f e the Euler–Almansi strain tensors for the solid-elastic and the
fluid-elastic phases respectively. Additionally, σa,f e has to be expressed in the actual
configuration according to the multiplicative decomposition described above. Finally,
the strain rate e˙a,f v is related to the deviator part of the fluid-viscous stress σDa,f v as
follows:
e˙a,f v =
σDa,f v
µa,f v
(17)
where µa,f v is the viscosity.
For the quiescent cells, the same equations can be applied but one has to notice
that the solid deformation gradient can now be written as
F q,s = F q,seF q,sa = F q,seI (18)
since no active strains take place in these cells (Sect. 2.2).
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A.3 Numerical Implementation of the Constitutive Law
In this section, we provide the general framework of the numerical approach. For
further details, we refer the reader to similar works and applications proposed by
Glowinski and Pan (1992) and Vennat et al. (2010).
The cell population is modeled as a continuum (the ellipse). Each one of the three
internal regions (active cells Ωa,k , quiescent cells Ωq,k , and ECM ΩECM) is repre-
sented by a level-set function (ha,k, hq,k , and hECM, respectively). The constitutive
behavior of the active and the quiescent cells is described through a 2D generalized
Maxwell model, while the ECM is described by a viscoelastic material. In the finite
element formulation, the Cauchy stress σ and the viscous strain rate e˙f v are com-
puted at each point p of the continuum taking into account the contributions of the
three regions as follows:
σ (p)= hECM(p)σECM(p)+
∑
ha,k(p)σa,k(p)+
∑
hq,k(p)σq,k(p)
e˙f v(p)= hECM(p)e˙ECMf v (p)+
∑
ha,k(p)e˙a,kf v (p)+
∑
hq,k(p)e˙q,kf v (p)
(19)
where e˙ECMf v (p), e˙a,kf v (p), and e˙q,kf v (p) are the viscous strain rates for the corre-
spondent domains. Thus, the finite element mesh is not adapted to each sub-region
of the continuum, but everything is handled via the level set functions, which allow
localizing the mechanical behavior.
Then such a constitutive behavior is implemented in the dynamics equation
(Eq. (1)), which involves the aforementioned stress, the displacement acceleration
a and the adhesion forces f adh. This equation is first transformed into the weak form
of the problem (i.e. principle of the virtual works) and it is then discretized by fi-
nite elements. Accordingly, cells/ECM or cells/cells mutual forces are automatically
equilibrated in a weak sense although in general, the cell boundaries intersect the fi-
nite elements edges. In fact, the level set functions describing the sub-regions of the
system are defined independently from the finite element mesh.
A.4 Traveling Wave with Pulse Signal (or Worm-Like Migration)
In this mode of migration, a traveling wave spans the cell population and successively
activate and de-activate the cell rows r(i). Thus, only one row is active at the time
and the spatial coordinate ci,jx defining its position changes every migration cycle T
(Fig. 2), so that the active cell network ha,2(p, t) is defined as
ha,2(p, t)= hn(p) ·
{
1 if (|px − ci,jx (t)|< rc)
0 otherwise (20)
where ci,jx (t) reads
ci,jt (t)= (2L− rc)− 2rc · round
(
t
T
− 0.5
)
+ 2L · round
(
t
T ·Nc − 0.5
)
(21)
In this case, also the quiescent domain hq,2 varies in space and time as hq,2(p, t)=
hn(p)− ha,2(p, t).
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A.5 Traveling Wave with Random Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration)
The characteristic function ha,3(p, t) defining the active cells network for this mode
of migration reads
ha,3(p, t)= τi,j · hri (p) · hsw(p, t) (22)
where hsw(p, t) describes the progressive wave, which gradually covers the popula-
tion with a velocity equal to 2tT and is expressed as
hsw(p, t)=
{
1 if (2L− rc)− px − 2rc 2tT < 0
0 otherwise (23)
Similarly to the previous case, the quiescent cells domain hq,3 reads hq,3(p, t) =
hn(p)− ha,3(p, t).
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bow of the ellipse. In fact, if we consider each cell as a propulsion-traction system,
the propulsion phase is the most important since it determines the direction and the
intensity of the migration. Thus, the more a cell is free to elongate during the pro-
trusion phase, the more it will move forward during the contraction phase. This is
actually the case of the leading cells, which do not have any frontal neighbours and
can therefore protrude as much as they need without any constraint. Therefore, the
leading cells may play a fundamental role in collective migration by providing posi-
tive feedbacks both in space (direction and intensity of the deformation) and in time
(inter-synchronization) (Sect. 1.1) (Sumpter 2006).
4 Conclusions
We have proposed here a 2D mechanical model to simulate the collective movement
of a cell population, which is represented as a continuum with discrete embedded
cells with potential motility behavior (Sect. 2.1). The active strains (i.e. protrusion
and contraction) undergone by the single cells during the migration are described
through the decomposition of the deformation gradient (Sect. 2.2). Such active de-
formations are tightly coupled with the adhesion forces necessary to the single cells
to move forward (intra-synchronization) (Sect. 2.3.1). Furthermore, the cells must
communicate and coordinate their movement in order to be as efficient as possi-
ble. Therefore, inter-synchronization between the cells is required (Sect. 2.3.2). The
main objective of the paper has been to evaluate the efficiency of the cell popula-
tion in terms of covered distance and how the stress distribution inside the cohort
and the single cells may in turn provide insights regarding such efficiency. In or-
der to achieve this goal, we have explored five different modes of collective migra-
tion: (i) chemoattractant migration (Sect. Strain Gradient Signal (or Chemoattractant
Migration)), (ii) worm-like migration (Sect. Traveling Wave with Pulse Signal (or
Worm-Like Migration)), (iii) tsunami-like migration (Sect. Traveling Wave with Ran-
dom Unit Step Signal (or Tsunami-Like Migration)), (iv) chemoattractant tsunami-
like migration (Sect. Traveling Wave with Gradient Unit Step Signal (or Chemoat-
tractant Tsunami-Like Migration)) and (v) random migration (Sect. Random Signal).
Such an analysis has allowed us to investigate the mechanical interplay between the
intra- and the inter-synchronization within the cell population (Sect. 3.1) to detect
those constraints and forces leading (or not) to an efficient migration.
We have found that the most efficient modes of migration (worm-like migra-
tion, tsunami-like migration and chemoattractant tsunami-like migration) are also the
ones showing the lowest stresses within the population (Sect. 3.2). Therefore, inter-
synchronization and randomness are not stand-alone factors of collective cell migra-
tion, but they must be coupled. In fact, as also pointed out by Serra-Picamal et al.
(2012), cells need to adjust their movement according to the local stress state, which
is developed by the movement of their neighbor cells. This results in a mechanotactic
signal, which progressively spans the population and stimulates the follower cells.
Nevertheless, beside such a mechanotactic signal and in order to have a complete
framework of the biological process, one has also to consider the complex molecular
signal pathways that may control the acquirement of a motile phenotype of (at least)
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4.4  2D Finite element model of lateral line primordium 
migration 
 
 The model presented above has been extended to simulate the collective 
migration of lateral line primordium (LLP) in zebrafish. The previous 
assumptions are maintained, but here the complex signalling pathways that seem 
to control the population movement are considered too. In fact, reaction-diffusion 
equations are employed to describe the evolution in time of four main molecules 
whose activities are interconnected.  
 Thus, similarly to my previous work on Drosophila embryo (37), a 
coupling between the mechanical and molecular frameworks is introduced and 
occurs in two ways. First, the intensity of the active strains of protrusion and 
contraction depends on the concentration of a specific molecule. Second, the inter-
synchronisation between the cells is regulated by the polarity of two chemokines. 
This leads to two main migration modes: uncoordinated and coordinated.  
 Besides the validation of the numerical results with respect to the 
experimental observations, the main objective is to evaluate the role of the leader 
cells and more specifically to quantify how their position inside the population 
may affect the whole migration. 
 This work is the result of a collaboration with Philip Maini from the 
Mathematical Institute at University of Oxford and was partially completed during 
my stays in Oxford in 2013. 
 
Included Paper: 
 
Allena R, Maini PK (2014) Reaction-diffusion finite element model of lateral line 
primordium migration to explore cell leadership. Bull Math Biol 76(12):3028–
3050. 
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Abstract Collective cell migration plays a fundamental role in many biological phe-
nomena such as immune response, embryogenesis and tumorigenesis. In the present
work, we propose a reaction–diffusion finite element model of the lateral line pri-
mordium migration in zebrafish. The population is modelled as a continuum with
embedded discrete motile cells, which are assumed to be viscoelastic and able to
undergo large deformations. The Wnt/ß-catenin–FGF and cxcr4b–cxcr7b signalling
pathways inside the cohort regulating the migration are described through coupled
reaction–diffusion equations. The coupling between mechanics and the molecular sce-
nario occurs in two ways. Firstly, the intensity of the protrusion–contraction movement
of the cells depends on the cxcr4b concentration. Secondly, the intra-synchronization
between the active deformations and the adhesion forces inside each cell is triggered
by the cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity. This influences the inter-synchronization between the
cells and results in two main modes of migration: uncoordinated and coordinated. The
main objectives of the work were (i) to validate our assumptions with respect to the
experimental observations and (ii) to decipher the mechanical conditions leading to
efficient migration of the primordium. To achieve the second goal, we will specifically
focus on the role of the leader cells and their position inside the population.
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1 Introduction
Cell migration is essential for many processes in biology. In the case of single cell
migration, for example, neural crest cells and immune system cells, one may observe
synchronization between the protrusion–contraction movement of the cell body and
the adhesion forces between the cell and the extracellular matrix (ECM), which is
necessary for efficient movement (Allena and Aubry 2012). In the case of collective cell
migration (e.g. gastrulation, epithelial wound healing), cells move as populations by
adhering to each other via cell–cell junctions (Friedl and Gilmour 2009; Rørth 2007).
While in vitro studies have led to a better understanding of the mechanisms regulating
single cell migration, several fundamental aspects of collective cell migration in sheets
are still ambiguous and poorly explored. Unresolved questions include, for instance,
whether all the cells actively participate in the migration process or whether only the
leader cells sense an external cue and, through other chemical or mechanical signals,
instruct the followers (Aman and Piotrowski 2008; López-Schier 2010). Additionally,
it is unclear how such a polarity between the front and the rear edges of the population is
maintained and how the biomechanical signals are possibly transmitted from the leader
cells to the follower cells to guarantee both the synchronization and the efficiency of
the migration.
Deciphering the mechanisms controlling collective cell migration not only advances
our knowledge of basic, fundamental biology, but may also be clinically relevant in
cases where cell movement occurs in response to injury, or in disease, such as cancer
(Friedl and Gilmour 2009; Ilina and Friedl 2009). For this purpose, the zebrafish
lateral line primordium (LLP) constitutes a powerful biological model, and it has
been experimentally investigated due to its simplicity and accessibility (Aman and
Piotrowski 2009, 2011).
1.1 LLP Migration
The LLP is a population formed by over 100 epithelial cells that arises posterior
to the ear and starts to migrate from the head to the tail of the animal along the
embryonic trunk at about 20 h post-egg fertilization (hpf). The LLP completes its
migration at around 42 hpf, after having travelled approximately 3,000µm (Gompel et
al. 2001). During the migration, the trailing two-thirds of the cohort arrange themselves
into rosettes (i.e. clusters of 20 cells) that are periodically deposited and eventually
differentiate as the functional organs of the lateral line, called neuromasts (Aman and
Piotrowski 2009; Anand et al. 2007).
The molecular regulation of LLP migration has been investigated in detail over
recent years. Normal migration (i.e. along the embryo trunk) seems to be ensured by the
polarized expression of both cxcr4b and cxcr7b, two chemokine receptors of the ligand
cxcl12a (Dambly-Chaudière et al. 2007; Valentin et al. 2007), which is expressed by the
cells along the migration path (David et al. 2002). In fact, cxcr4b is mostly expressed
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Fig. 1 Simplified LLP geometry and signalling network over the population. Wnt/ß-catenin and FGF
(which are considered here as diffusive molecules) signalling is activated at the leading and trailing edge
of the LLP, respectively. Such a polarity is controlled by the expression of the signalling inhibitors dkk1
and sef, respectively. Simultaneously, Wnt/ß-catenin inhibits the expression of cxcr7b in the leading cells,
while the oestrogen receptor Esr1 ensures the inhibition of cxcr4b expression in the trailing cells (see Sect.
1.1 for further details) (Color figure online)
in the leading cells of the LLP, while cxcr7b is mostly found in the trailing cells.
Additionally, it has been observed that, in the absence of chemokine signalling, the
cells within the LLP still migrate, but they lose their coordinated directionality (Haas
and Gilmour 2006).
Aman and Piotrowski (2008) inferred that such a polarity may be controlled by
a complex cell signalling network, which is based on feedback interactions between
the Wnt/ß-catenin1 and FGF2 pathways that circumscribe the activation of the two
chemokines to the opposite poles of the LLP (Aman and Piotrowski 2008).
This complex signalling network is represented in Fig. 1. Wnt/ß-catenin signalling
is activated only in the first several rows of leader cells, where it triggers the expression
of FGF3 and FGF10 ligands. Concurrently, the Wnt/ß-catenin pathway upregulates
the FGF signalling inhibitor sef in the leading cells. Thus, FGF pathway activation
is inhibited in the leading cells (even though these cells express FGF ligands), and
FGF target genes are induced only in the trailing cells. In turn, FGF signalling in the
back of the LLP activates the Wnt/ß-catenin inhibitor dkk1, which then results in the
restriction of the Wnt/ß-catenin pathway to the leading cells. Finally, Wnt/ß-catenin
1 Wnt/ß-catenin is the canonical Wnt pathway.
2 FGF stands for fibroblast growth factor.
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activation constrains the cxcr7b expression in the leading cells of the LLP, whereas
cxcr4b, which is homogeneously distributed within the LLP at the onset of migra-
tion (Dambly-Chaudière et al. 2007; Gamba et al. 2010), is inhibited in the trailing
cells via the oestrogen receptor Esr1, which is directly produced by Wnt (Gamba et
al. 2010). This Wnt/ß-catenin–FGF feedback mechanism not only ensures the polar-
ized expression of the two chemokine receptors, it also affects the morphogenesis of
the LLP. The Wnt/ß-catenin activation restricts the FGF-dependent neurogenesis to
the trailing edge resulting in an unpatterned (i.e. no rosette generation) leading edge.
According to the analysis of FGF-depleted LLP which concurrently loses rosettes
and stops migrating, it was deduced that rosette formation was required for migration
(Lecaudey et al. 2008; Nechiporuk and Raible 2008). However, Aman and Piotrowski
(Aman and Piotrowski 2008) later observed that in the absence of Wnt/ß-catenin and
FGF signalling the LLP migrates normally even in the absence of rosette deposition
and that the stalling in FGF-depleted LLP is due to ectopic Wnt/ß-catenin signalling
and the consequent inhibition of cxcr7b. Therefore, the Wnt/ß-catenin and FGF path-
ways must be strongly coupled to guarantee forward migration as well as the periodic
deposition of the rosettes. Nevertheless, it is still unclear whether all the cells actively
participate in the migration process or only the leader cells sense the signal and, through
other chemical or mechanical signals, instruct the followers (Aman and Piotrowski
2008). In fact, the normal migration of the LLP appears to follow a linear gradient of
the chemokine stromal-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) which depends on the expression of
cxcr4b in the leading cells (Haas and Gilmour 2006). Some experiments have shown
that only a few cxcr4b expressed cells at the leading edge of the LLP are required to
guide the movement of the population. Therefore, it has been proposed that cxcr4b
expressing cells at the leading edge may be responsible for sensing the SDF-1 gra-
dient, while cxcr7b mainly shapes the gradient across the LLP. Nonetheless, further
measurements of the SDF-1 gradient throughout the population are needed to confirm
such a hypothesis and the mechanism by which the cells follow the gradient is still
unclear (Rørth 2007).
1.2 Objectives of the Present Work
Several models on collective cell migration can be found in the literature using either
agent-based (Graner and Glazier 1992; Vedel et al. 2013; Yamao et al. 2011) or contin-
uum approaches (Arciero et al. 2011; Sherratt and Murray 1990, 1991). Recently, Stre-
ichan et al. (2011) and Di Costanzo et al. (2014) have proposed two two-dimensional
(2D) models specifically focusing on the collective migration of the LLP. The former
is a discrete model in which a cell is represented as a polygon in a lattice and the tissue
consists of a collection of cells. The population moves within a constant ligand distri-
bution along a line, and as cells migrate, the frontal edge of the LLP becomes shifted
to higher concentrations, while the rear edge is displaced from higher concentrations.
Such an asymmetry allows the LLP to maintain a preferred direction of migration
over long distances, while growing in size to deposit rosettes during migration. The
latter proposes a hybrid description of the biological system, which considers both the
cellular and the molecular scales. A discrete approach is used to represent the cellular
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level, which includes the equation of motion and the equation of state leader–follower
for each cell. A continuum approach is employed to define the molecular level and is
based on the equations for the chemical signal involved. Under suitable conditions, the
model is able to trigger the formation of rosettes, whose stability has been numerically
evaluated and compared with experimental observations.
Contrary to these previous models (Di Costanzo et al. 2014; Streichan et al. 2011),
here we propose a 2D finite element model of the LLP which only focuses on the
LLP migration and does not take into account the growth of the population and rosette
formation. Nonetheless, the model constitutes a significant extension of the previous
one proposed by the first author in Allena et al. (2013) since it couples mechanics with
molecular signalling in order to provide an exhaustive representation of the biological
system.
The model is based on the following assumptions:
– as in Di Costanzo et al. (2014), a hybrid description is employed. In fact, the cell
population is modelled as a continuum with embedded discrete motile cells which
are assumed to be viscoelastic and able to undergo large deformations (Allena et
al. 2013), while molecules are considered as continuous concentrations;
– in contrast to previous models (Di Costanzo et al. 2014; Streichan et al. 2011)
where the molecular scenario inside the LLP only includes a limited number of
molecules and interactions, here both the Wnt/ß-catenin–FGF and the cxcr4b–
cxcr7b signalling pathways with the associated receptors and inhibitors are taken
into account. Their spatiotemporal evolution is characterized by coupled reaction–
diffusion equations;
– as in the previous works of the first author (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012;
Allena et al. 2013), the decomposition of the deformation gradient is used to take
into account both the active (i.e. protrusion and contraction) and the elastic (i.e.
generated by the interactions with the ECM) deformations of the cells;
– mechanics is coupled in two ways with the molecular framework, which consti-
tutes the main novelty of the present work. First, the intensity of the protrusion–
contraction movement of the cells depends on the cxcr4b concentration, while the
intra-synchronization (Allena et al. 2013) inside each cell (i.e. the synchronization
between the protrusion–contraction movement of the cell and the adhesion forces
exerted by the cell to move forward) is triggered by the cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity.
This influences the inter-synchronization (Allena et al. 2013) between the cells (i.e.
the coordination between the cells) and results in two main modes of migration:
uncoordinated and coordinated, which correspond, respectively, to the absence or
the presence of cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity.
For the present work, we have two main objectives: first, we want to validate, with
respect to the experimental observations in the literature, our modelling assumptions
on the molecular pathway interactions and its coupling with the mechanics of the
LLP. In order to do so, we will consider four different mutants as described in Aman
and Piotrowski (2008), and we will analyse the results in terms of migration mode,
efficiency and stress distribution and compare them to the experimental observations.
Second, we will try to unravel the required mechanical conditions for efficient migra-
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tion of the LLP. To achieve such a goal, we will focus particularly on the role of the
leader cells and their position within the population.
2 The Model
2.1 Geometry of the LLP
We model the LLP as a continuum with a free boundary approximated by an ellipse
with semi-axes L and l at the onset of migration (i.e. 20 hpf) (Fig. 2a). The ellipse
includes the cell network !n , which is described via a characteristic function hn (p)
(Appendix Sect. “LLP Geometry”, Eq. 8) and is constituted by 106 cells, which are
in contact with each other and embedded in the extracellular matrix (ECM) !ECM
(Fig. 2b), which is also defined by a characteristic function hECM (p) (Appendix Sect.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 2 a Simplified geometry of the LLP with the leading (red) and trailing (blue) edges. b Representation
of the cell network hn (p). Each cell c(i, j) (green) has a circular shape with radius rc and centre ci, j . c
The elliptical shape of the LLP is divided into cell rows, r(i), which are numbered from the “stern” to the
“bow” of the ellipse (even rows in red, odd rows in green). The first 5 rows constitute the leading edge,
while the remaining 13 rows constitute the trailing edge. The ECM (blue) fills the interstices between the
cells. d Representation of the initial frontal (∂!sfi, j , red) and rear (∂!sri, j , green) adhesion surfaces which
are defined by the distances of the cell centre ci, j from the frontal (lf ) and rear (lr) region (Color figure
online)
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“LLP Geometry”, Eq. 9). At the initial time step, each cell c(i, j) inside the population
has a circular shape (Fig. 2b, Appendix Sect. “LLP Geometry”, Eq. 11) with radius
rc and centre ci, j
(
ci, jx , ci, jy
)
, where the indices i and j indicate the position of the
cell, respectively, along the major and minor axes of the ellipse (Fig. 2c, Appendix
Sect. “LLP Geometry”, Eq. 10). Each cell is equipped with frontal (∂"sf i, j ) and rear
(∂"sri, j ) regions (Fig. 2d), which are defined through two characteristic functions hsf i, j
and hsri, j (Appendix Sect. “LLP Geometry”, Eq. 12) and depend on the distances lf
and lr between the cell centre ci, j the corresponding regions (Fig. 2d, Appendix Sect.
“LLP Geometry”, Eq. 12). These regions allow the cell to adhere to the ECM. Finally,
we assume here that the cells migrate along the horizontal axis ix .
2.2 Molecular Framework
As described in Sect. 1.1, LLP migration is controlled by a very complex interaction
network of molecules and chemokines. Although a few processes and interactions
remain unclear, we propose a set of four coupled reaction–diffusion equations derived
from the experimental observations proposed in Aman and Piotrowski (2008, 2009,
2011) and based on the following assumptions:
(i) we consider two molecules (Wnt-ß-catenin and FGF) and two chemokines
(cxcr4b and cxcr7b);
(ii) start of polarisation of Wnt/ß-catenin and cxcr4b–cxcr7b are assume to occur
between the leading ("front) and the trailing ("rear) cells (Fig. 2a) of the LLP,
which are described through two characteristic functions hfront and hrear, respec-
tively (Appendix Sect. “Leading and Trailing Edge of the LLP”, Eq. 14). The
former includes 5 cell rows, while the latter is constituted by the remaining 13
rows;
(iii) only Wnt/ß-catenin signalling activation is considered, and it occurs in the lead-
ing edge "front of the LLP;
(iv) Wnt/ß-catenin produces FGF and in the frontal edge "front of the LLP simulta-
neously inhibits it through sef;
(v) only Wnt/ß-catenin and FGF are considered as diffusive molecules;
(vi) cxcr4b and cxcr7b are homogeneously distributed throughout the LLP at the
onset of migration (i.e. cxcr4b = cxcr7b = 1 at 20 hpf);
(vii) FGF, cxcr4b and cxcr7b autoproduce themselves;
(viii) the inhibition of cxcr4b in the trailing cells "rear is directly controlled by FGF.
Therefore, the model equations take the form:
∂ [W ]
∂t
= Da∇2 [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
+ Sa [W ] (1− [W ]) hfront︸ ︷︷ ︸
signalling
− Ra [W ] [F] hrear︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by dkk1
(1)
∂ [F]
∂t
= Db∇2 [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
+ Pb [W ] (1− [F])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rb [F] [W ] hfront︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by se f
(2)
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∂ [c4]
∂t
= Pc [c4] (1− [c4])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rc [c4] [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by Fg f
(3)
∂ [c7]
∂t
= Pd [c7] (1− [c7])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rd [c7] [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by W nt
(4)
where [W ] = Wnt/ß-catenin, [F] = FG F, [c4] = cxcr4b, [c7] = cxcr7b indicate
the dimensionless and normalized concentrations. Di , Pi , Ri and Si are the diffusion
coefficients, production, reaction and signalling rates, respectively, for each molecule.
Finally, Neumann boundary conditions have been applied on the continuum domain
of the LLP for all the variables.
2.3 Mechanics of the Model
The cells are assumed to consist of two phases: (i) a solid-like phase (the actin fil-
aments) where the cyclic active deformations (i.e. protrusion and contraction) take
place and (ii) a fluid-like phase, which includes some particles (the organelles, fluid
elastic) embedded in a fluid (cytoplasm, fluid viscous). As in previous work of the first
author (Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena et al. 2013), a 2D generalized Maxwell model
has been used to reproduce such a behaviour (Appendix Sect. “Constitutive Model”).
Since the cells within the cohort may undergo large rotations and deformations dur-
ing their locomotion, a fully nonlinear tensorial approach is required. The ECM is
assumed to be a viscoelastic material.
Newton’s law, applied to the continuum with respect to the initial configuration X ,
yields
ρcellsa = DivX
(
JσF−T
)
+ f adh (5)
where ρcells is the cell density, a the acceleration, σ the Cauchy stress, F the deforma-
tion gradient, J its determinant, DivX the divergence with respect to the initial position
and F−T the inverse transpose of the matrix F (Holzapfel 2000; Taber 2004). The
term fadh defines the viscous adhesion forces between the cell and the substrate and
may be decomposed into a frontal ( ff ) and a rear ( fr) force as follows:
f f (n) = −µf he
(
−∂Fsa
∂t
)
hsf i, j (u)
∂u
∂t
f r (n) = −µrhe
(
∂Fsa
∂t
)
hsri, j (u)
∂u
∂t
(6)
where n is the normal vector to the boundary of the cell c(i, j), µf and µr are the
friction force viscosities and u is the displacement of the cell c(i, j) with respect to
the ECM. The characteristic function he is the key ingredient since it links the adhesion
forces exerted by the cell c(i, j) on the ECM with the cyclic protrusion–contraction
movement of the cell, which is expressed by Fsa (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry
2012) and will be defined in the next section.
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2.4 Coordinated and Uncoordinated Regime of Cells
According to the literature (Dambly-Chaudière et al. 2007; Valentin et al. 2007), nor-
mal migration (i.e. coordinated movement of the cells along the trunk of the zebrafish)
is determined by the polarized expression of the two chemokines cxcr4b and cxcr7b.
If such a spatial pattern is not achieved, the cells either stall or migrate in an uncoor-
dinated way. Thus, for the present model, we distinguish between two main modes of
migration and of inter-synchronization (Allena et al. 2013):
(i) uncoordinated migration: all the cells are active (i.e. they develop a specific inter-
synchronization (Allena et al. 2013)), but they migrate at their own pace (i.e. they
are not necessarily synchronized with their neighbours);
(ii) coordinated migration: once the cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarization is achieved, a wave
progressively covers the LLP, which activates, one by one, the rows of cells
beginning at the leading row and travelling back towards the trailing edge (Haas
and Gilmour 2006; Nechiporuk and Raible 2008) and the cells start migrating in
a synchronized manner.
Then, the cyclic protrusion–contraction movement, which is assumed to occur in
the solid phase of each cell, is expressed as a uniaxial deformation through the solid
active deformation tensor Fsa as follows
Fsa = ea,uchucix ⊗ ix︸ ︷︷ ︸
uncoordinated migration
+ ea,chcix ⊗ ix︸ ︷︷ ︸
coordinated migration
(7)
where ea,c and ea,uc describe the cyclic deformation of protrusion–contraction (Eq. 31)
and⊗ indicates the tensorial product. hc and huc are two characteristic functions which
define the specific conditions on the cxcr4b and cxcr7b concentrations determining
the switch between the uncoordinated and the coordinated migration (Appendix Sect.
“Coordinated and Uncoordinated Migration”, Eq. 30).
It should be remarked that the coupling between the molecular and the mechanical
frameworks of the system is here twofold since (i) the transition between the uncoordi-
nated and the coordinated migration depends on the polarization of the two chemokines
cxcr4b and cxcr7b and (ii) the intensity of the protrusion–contraction movement dur-
ing both the coordinated and uncoordinated migration of the cells depends on the
concentration of the cxcr4b chemokine.
3 Results
The numerical simulations have been run using COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a! and
are shown at time intervals of 1 day. The cell population has an initial geometry with
semi-axes L and l equal to 90 and 30µm, respectively (Fig. 2a). The cell network
represented by hn (p) includes 18 cell rows (Nc = imax = 18, Appendix Sect. “LLP
Geometry”), and each cell c(i, j) has a radius rc = 5µm (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012). The distances of ci, j from the frontal (lf ) and rear (lr) adhesion surfaces
have both been fixed to 2µm (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012), which leads to
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an area of 25µm2 covered by the adhesion surfaces ∂"sf i, j and ∂"sri, j (Fig. 2d), and
the viscous coefficients µf and µr have been set to 108 Pa s/m (Allena 2013; Allena
and Aubry 2012). The Young’s moduli of the solid elastic (Ese) and the fluid elastic
(Efe) phases of the cells have been chosen equal to 104 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and
Aubry 2012; Laurent et al. 2005) and 100 Pa (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012),
respectively. The Poisson ratios of the solid elastic (νse) and the fluid elastic (νfe)
phases have been set to 0.3 and 0.4, respectively, while the viscosity µfv of the fluid
viscous phase has been set to 3 × 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury and Dembo
2001). The viscosity of the ECM has been fixed to 3 × 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999;
Drury and Dembo 2001), and the density ρcells of the cells is equal to 1,000 kg/m3
(Fukui et al. 2000). The main geometrical, mechanical and material parameters of the
model are listed in Table 1.
3.1 The Model Correctly Reproduces Specific Mutant Behaviour
For the first set of simulations, only the reaction–diffusion equations have been imple-
mented in order to illustrate the ability of the model to reproduce molecule–chemokine
patterns. Specifically, we have compared our numerical results to the experimen-
tal ones observed by Aman and Piotrowski (2008) who have analysed the wild-type
(wt) embryo and three mutants: the adenomatous polypolis coli (apc)3 embryo, the
SU54024 embryo and the dkk15 embryo. We describe in detail the main pattern char-
acteristics of each one of these mutants as they have been experimentally observed
(Aman and Piotrowski 2008) (Fig. 3):
– the wt embryo displays definite spatial polarizations for Wnt/ß-catenin and FGF
as well as for cxcr4b and cxcr7b;
– the apc embryo presents a uniform distribution of both Wnt/ß-catenin and FGF
signalling;
– the SU5402 embryo is very similar to the apc embryo. In fact, SU5402 inhibits
FGF signalling, whereas Wnt/ß-catenin is still active throughout the whole LLP;
– finally, for the dkk1 embryo, both Wnt/ß-catenin and FGF signalling are not acti-
vated. Nevertheless, cxcr7b and the cxcr7b are still present in the leading and
trailing cells, respectively.
To numerically obtain the same patterns, we have first set the diffusive, signalling,
production and reaction coefficients for each molecule and chemokine as they appear
in Eqs. (1–4) for the wt embryo (see Table 2). Second, according to the previous
remarks, Eqs. (1–4) have been changed and the coefficients tuned for each mutant (see
Table 2 and Appendix Sect. “Description of Mutants”). In Fig. 4 (columns from 2 to
5), the normalized concentrations of the molecules and chemokines at the end of the
simulations are shown for each mutant. A normalized concentration equal to 1 (red)
3 apc is a protein regulating Wnt/ß-catenin signalling and ensuring association with the microtubules,
which is necessary for normal migration, via the C terminus.
4 SU5402 is a fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR)-specific tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
5 dkk1 is a diffusible inhibitor of the Wnt/ß-catenin pathway.
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Fig. 3 Summary of molecule and chemokine patterns and the associated migration behaviour for the four
mutants tested in Aman and Piotrowski (2008) (Sect. 3.1) (‘+++’ and ‘−−−’ indicate normal and abnormal
migration, respectively; colored region in the LLP = molecule or chemokine expression; white region in
the LLP = no expression of the molecule or chemokine) (Color figure online)
Table 2 Reaction–diffusion coefficients of the model
Parameter Description Value Unit
wt apc SU5042 dkk1
Da Diffusive coefficient for Wnt/ß-catenin 1e−11 1e−11 1e−11 1e−11 m2/s
Sa Signalling coefficient for Wnt/ß-catenin 8e−1 8e−1 8e−1 1e−3 s−1
Ra Reaction coefficient for Wnt/ß-catenin 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 s−1
Db Diffusive coefficient for Fgf 1e−11 1e−11 1e−11 1e−11 m2/ s
Pb Production coefficient for Fgf 8e−2 8e−2 8e−2 8e−2 s−1
Rb Reaction coefficient for Fgf 5e−1 5e−3 5e−1 5e−1 s−1
Pc Production coefficient for cxcr4b 0.2e−3 0.2e−3 0.2e−3 0.2e−3 s−1
Rc Reaction coefficient for cxcr4b 2e−4 2e−5 2e−4 2e−4 s−1
Pd Production coefficient for cxcr7b 0.1e−3 0.1e−3 0.1e−3 0.1e−3 s−1
Rd Reaction coefficient for cxcr7b 1e−4 1e−4 1e−4 1e−4 s−1
corresponds to the expression of the molecule or chemokine, while a value of 0 (blue)
indicates that the molecule or chemokine is not expressed. Our numerical results agree
with the experimental observations (Aman and Piotrowski 2008) as the same patterns
for Wnt/ß-catenin, FGF, cxcr4b and cxcr7b are obtained for each mutant.
We now proceed with the implementation of the mechanical framework in the
model.
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Fig. 4 Numerical results for the four mutants at the end of the simulations (t = 1 day) (Sect. 3.2). Columns
from 2 to 5 show the molecule and chemokine normalized concentrations over the LLP, which may vary
from 0 (blue) to 1 (red) (Sect. 3.1). Columns 6 and 7 show the values for the total displacement of the ‘bow’
of the LLP and the average stress over the whole population (Sect. 3.2) (Color figure online)
3.2 cxcr4b–cxcr7b Polarization Regulates the Efficient Migration of the LLP
According to the molecular and chemokine patterns described in Sect. 3.1, the wt and
the mutant embryos show the following specific migration behaviour when experi-
mentally observed (Aman and Piotrowski 2008):
– in the wt embryo, the LLP travels at constant speed from the head towards the
tail along the trunk, which results in what is called the normal migration of the
population;
– the apc and SU5402 embryos show a very similar behaviour to each other. In fact,
the primordium stalls due to the unpolarization of the two chemokines cxcr4b and
cxcr7b, which is led by the uniform and unpolarized diffusion of Wnt/ß-catenin
and FGF throughout the LLP respectively in the apc and the SU5402 embryo;
– finally, in the dkk1 embryo the LLP migration is not affected since the cxcr4b–
cxcr7b spatial polarization is maintained.
Therefore, our conclusion is that for the LLP to migrate in an efficient and synchronized
manner as is observed for the wt and the dkk1 embryos, Wnt/ß-catenin–FGF polarity
may occur (i.e. wt embryo) or not (i.e. dkk1 embryo), while cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity is
a necessary condition.
In the present paper, the uncoordinated and the coordinated movements of the cells
within the population have been described in Sect. 2.3. In the former case, very similar
to the random migration proposed in our previous work (Allena et al. 2013), all the
cells are active and migrate at their own pace, which leads to an unsynchronized
migration. In the latter case, once the polarization of the two chemokines, cxcr4b and
cxcr7b, is achieved, a wave progressively covers the LLP and activates one by one the
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rows of cells, which start to migrate in phase. The shift between the uncoordinated
and coordinated migration is observable for the wt and the dkk1 embryos. In fact,
cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarization is reached at around 22 and 23 hpf, respectively, for the
former and for the latter embryo (Movies 1 and 4, respectively). However, for the apc
and the SU5402 embryos, the cells move in an unsynchronized manner throughout the
simulation (Movies 2 and 3, respectively).
Such a cellular behaviour is also reflected in terms of distance covered and stress
state inside the LLP. First, as in our previous work (Allena et al. 2013), we found
a correspondence between the efficiency of the cell cohort migration and the stress
distribution within the population: normal and efficient migration coincides with low
stresses within the LLP. Actually, the wt and dkk1 embryos are the most efficient and
they migrate for 2,480 and 3,170µm (displacement calculated at the ‘bow’ of the
LLP), respectively, and the average stress has been found equal to 583 and 781 Pa,
respectively (Fig. 4, columns 6 and 7). Such values are on the same order as those found
experimentally by previous authors (Serra-Picamal et al. 2012; Tambe et al. 2011;
Trepat et al. 2009). However, the apc and SU5042 embryos only migrate a distance
of 193 and 415µm (displacement calculated at the ‘bow’ of the LLP), respectively,
and the average stress is equal to 1,236 and 1,068 Pa, respectively (Fig. 4, columns 6
and 7).
Second, the switch between uncoordinated and coordinated migration coincides
with the rearrangement of the principal directions of the stresses. As far as the cells
migrate at their own pace, the principal stresses are oriented in different directions
within the population, while they are aligned with the direction of migration as soon
as the cells start coordinating their movement.
Third, while during the uncoordinated migration all the cells generate high stresses,
during the coordinated migration, only the central cells are those which develop the
highest stresses due to the neighbouring constrictions.
3.3 What About Cell Leadership?
According to the experimental observations in Aman and Piotrowski (2008), the polar-
ity between cxcr4b–cxcr7b seems to be biochemically necessary for normal migration.
By assuming this is the case, in the previous set of simulations such a polarity led to a
proper inter-synchronization of all the cells within the LLP (i.e. wt and dkk1 embryos,
Movies 1 and 4). However, one of the main questions that has been experimentally
addressed, but still remains partially unanswered, is whether all the cells, or only a few
of them, sense such a polarity acting as leader cells and start migrating in a coordinated
manner.
Therefore, we have numerically explored if and how, once the cxcr4b–cxcr7b polar-
ity has been established, the density of coordinated cells within the LLP may affect
the global behaviour of the population. To do so, a new set of simulations has been run
and four configurations have been tested for which the coordinated migration involves
(i) only cells in the first row (r18), (ii) only cells in the first two rows (r18 and r17),
(iii) only cells in the first three rows (r18, r17 and r16) and (iv) cells inside the frontal
region, !front, of the LLP.
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Fig. 5 Numerical results at the end of the simulations (t = 1 day) for the case of normal (columns 1 and
2) and inverse (column 3 and 4) cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarization (Sect. 3.3). Columns 1 and 3 show in red the
coordinated cell rows. In columns 2 and 4, the values of the total displacement of the ‘bow’ of the LLP are
reported (Color figure online)
By analysing the results in terms of efficiency of the LLP (i.e. distance covered
over 1 day by the ‘bow’ of the LLP) (column 2 in Fig. 5), we observe that when
only one row of cells is coordinated, the total displacement of the population is about
553µm, which is larger than that of a continuous uncoordinated migration (193 and
415µm for the apc and the SU5402 embryos, respectively), but much smaller than
that reached during normal migration (2,480 and 3,170µm for the wt and the dkk1
embryos, respectively). If one or two more rows also coordinate their movement, the
global efficiency increases, but the total displacement of the LLP is still smaller than
in the case of normal migration (1,590 and 1,691µm, respectively).
However, when all the cell rows inside the frontal region of the LLP are coordinated,
the population is able to migrate over 2,494µm, which is very close to the displacement
of the wt and dkk1 embryos. Such outcomes confirm that a minimal level of inter-
synchronization between the cells is necessary for the LLP to be efficient, as we have
demonstrated in our previous work (Allena et al. 2013), but also that a small portion of
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competent cells is required to steer the population (Kabla 2011; Vitorino and Meyer
2008).
In in vivo situations, leader cells are usually found at free boundaries of the pop-
ulation to direct the motion and to “dig up the road” within the surrounding cells.
Although this second function must play a fundamental role during LLP migration,
we have investigated whether the position of the leader cells may affect the global
behaviour of the system. A third set of simulations has been run for which cxcr4b–
cxcr7b polarity has been reversed (i.e.!front and!rear are reversed so that the “stern”
and the “bow” of the LLP correspond to the front and rear respectively), but the direc-
tion of migration is still the same. Consequently, the leader cells are located at the
“stern” of the LLP, and the synchronization of the motion occurs from the “stern”
towards the “bow” of the population. As for the previous set of simulations, four
configurations have been analysed for which coordinated migration involves (i) only
one row of cells (r1), (ii) two rows of cells (r1 and r2), (iii) three rows of cells (r1, r2
and r3) and (iv) the rows inside the !front domain. The results are shown in column
4 of Fig. 5. Surprisingly, the same conclusions as for the second set of simulations
(column 2, Fig. 5) can be drawn regarding the efficiency of the migration. In fact, from
a mechanical point of view, as far as a minimal number of cells within the population
are able to coordinate their movement, whether they are at the front or at the back does
not influence the global effectiveness of the system (Couzin et al. 2005; Kabla 2011).
As mentioned in Sect. 1.1, it has been experimentally observed that normal migration
is not only triggered by cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity, it also follows SDF-1 expression,
which is controlled by cxcr4b at the leading edge (Haas and Gilmour 2006). Although
further measurements are needed to confirm such a hypothesis, our numerical results
clearly show that a further spatial signal is required for the leader cells to be located
at the frontal edge of the LLP, and SDF-1 might be a good candidate. This hypothesis
seems also to be plausible considering that the cells at the “bow” of the LLP might be
able “to see” and sense the environment in front of them and therefore to choose and
adjust their path accordingly.
Therefore, the pioneer cells would be simultaneously responsible for regulating
the inter-synchronization, which is the necessary condition for normal migration, and
directing migration towards the tail of the animal.
4 Conclusions
Here, we have proposed a 2D finite element model to simulate the collective migra-
tion of the LLP. The population is modelled as a continuum with embedded discrete
motile cells, which are viscoelastic and able to undergo large deformations (Sect. 2.1).
Both the molecular and the mechanical frameworks of the system have been con-
sidered. The former takes into account Wnt/ß-catenin and FGF signalling as well as
cxcr4b and cxcr7b expression, which have been described through specific reaction–
diffusion equations (Sect. 2.2). For the latter, as in the previous works of the first
author (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012; Allena et al. 2013), we have employed
the decomposition of the deformation gradient to describe both the active (i.e. protru-
sion and contraction) and the elastic (i.e. generated by the interaction with the ECM)
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deformations (Sect. 2.3). Additionally, the active deformations are closely coupled
with the molecular framework of the system. First, the intensity of the protrusion–
contraction movement depends on the cxcr4b concentration. Second, the intra-
synchronization between the active deformations and the adhesion forces necessary
to move forward is regulated by cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity. In fact, until cxcr4b–cxcr7b
polarity is achieved, the cells migrate in an uncoordinated manner, while they start to
synchronize their movement as soon as the two chemokines are correctly expressed.
In order to validate such a model, we have considered four different mutants as
presented in Aman and Piotrowski (2008): the wt, apc, SU5402 and dkk1 embryos
(Sect. 3.1). Each one of these embryos shows a specific molecular pattern, which
influences the global motion of the LLP. On the one hand, the wt and the dkk1 embryos
migrate in a normal way due to the cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity, which allows the cells to
coordinate their movement. On the other hand, the apc and the SU5402 embryos stall
and are not very efficient in terms of distance covered. By coupling both the molecular
and the mechanical frameworks, our model is able to simulate such behaviours and
the results are in agreement with the experimental observations (Sect. 3.2).
By assuming that cxcr4b–cxcr7b polarity is the required molecular condition for
normal migration, we have theoretically investigated the role of the leader cells and
their position within the population. By running two new series of simulations, we
have found that: (i) a small portion of coordinated cells is necessary (Allena et al. 2013)
and sufficient (Vitorino and Meyer 2008) to induce the normal and efficient migration
of the LLP and (ii) from a mechanical point of view, once the previous condition is
ensured, the position of the leader cells inside the population does not influence the
global efficiency of the LLP migration.
Therefore, the general assumption by which leader cells in the LLP are located at
the frontal edge of the population can only be sustained if, besides cxcr4b–cxcr7b
polarity, which seems to trigger the inter-synchronization, leader cells respond to a
further spatial feedback in control of their position.
Such an outcome could confirm the experimental observations according to which
the normal migration of the LLP appears to follow a line of the chemokine SDF-1
along the embryo trunk, which depends on the expression of cxcr4b in the leading
edge (Haas and Gilmour 2006). Thus, cells at the front of the LLP expressing cxcr4b
might be responsible for sensing the SDF-1 gradient and for directing migration.
The present model has two main limitations. First, no external signal, such as a
SDF-1 gradient, has been considered and only molecular processes internal to the LLP
have been taken into account. Therefore, the model could be extended by introducing
an ordinary differential equation to control both the intensity and the direction of
the external source (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012). By doing this, it would
be possible to evaluate the influence of such a further spatial feedback on the global
efficiency of the LLP as well as on the inter-synchronization between the cells. Second,
no interaction between the LLP and the surrounding ECM and cells, which may play
an important role during the whole migration, has been considered. These extensions
will be presented in future research which aims to better understand how LLP is able
to structurally modify its environment in order to migrate through it.
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Appendix
LLP Geometry
The cell network !n is defined by a characteristic function hn (p) as follows:
hn (p) =
{
1 if
∥∥p− 2 · rc · round (px ) ix − 2 · rc · round (py) iy∥∥ < r2c
0 otherwise . (8)
with round being the classical integer function and p = (px , py) the initial position
of any particle of the system .
The ECM domain!ECM is identified by the characteristic function hECM (p) which
reads
hECM (p) = 1− hn (p) . (9)
Each cell inside the population is denoted by c(i, j) where the indices i and j vary
as follows:  1 ≤ i ≤ Nc = imax1 ≤ j ≤ nc (i) = nc,max√1− ( 2i−1Nc )2 (10)
with Nc = Lrc , imax = 18 and nc,max = lrc being the number of cells along the two
axes of the ellipse (Fig. 2b, c).
The domain !ci, j occupied by each cell c(i, j) is defined through a characteristic
function as follows
hci, j (p) =
{
1 if
∥∥p− ci, j∥∥ < r2c
0 otherwise (11)
Each cell is equipped with a frontal ∂!sf i, j and a rear ∂!sri, j adhesion region (Fig.
2d) described, respectively, by two characteristic functions
hsf i, j (p) =
{
1 if
(
p− ci, j , ix) > lf
0 otherwise
hsri, j (p) =
{
1 if
(
p− ci, j , ix) < −lr
0 otherwise (12)
where (a, b) defines the scalar product and lf and lr are the distances of ci, j from the
frontal and rear adhesion surfaces, respectively.
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The ellipse is divided into cell rows r(i) (Fig. 2b), which are numbered, similarly
to the single cells, from the “stern” (left) to the “bow” (right) of the ellipse (1 ≤ i ≤
Nc = imax) (Fig. 2c) and are defined through a characteristic function as
hri (p) = hn (p)
{
1 if
(
px − ci, jx
)
< rc
0 otherwise. (13)
Leading and Trailing Edge of the LLP
The Wnt/ß-catenin–FGF network is mainly based on the spatial polarization of the
LLP. We define the leading, !front, and the trailing, !rear, edges of the LLP through
the characteristic functions hfront and hrear, respectively, as follows:
hfront =
{
1 if px > px0
0 otherwise
hrear =
{
1 if px < px0
0 otherwise (14)
where px0 is the axial coordinate defining the boundary between the leading and the
trailing edges.
Description of Mutants
In the following, we define the reaction–diffusion equations that have been used to
describe the molecular and chemokine patterns specific to each mutant as mentioned
in Sect. 2.2.
– apc embryo
∂ [W ]
∂t
= Da∇2 [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
+ Sa [W ] (1− [W ])︸ ︷︷ ︸
signalling
− Ra [W ] [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by dkk1
(15)
∂ [F]
∂t
= Db∇2 [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
+ Pb [W ] (1− [F])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rb [F] [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by sef
(16)
∂ [c4]
∂t
= Pc [c4] (1− [c4])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rc [c4] [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by Fgf
(17)
∂ [c7]
∂t
= Pd [c7] (1− [c7])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rd [c7] [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by Wnt
(18)
– SU5402 embryo
∂ [W ]
∂t
= Da∇2 [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
+ Sa [W ] (1− [W ]) hfront︸ ︷︷ ︸
signalling
− Ra [W ] [F] hrear︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by dkk1
(19)
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∂ [F]
∂t
= Db∇2 [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
− Rb [F] [W ] hfront︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by sef
(20)
∂ [c4]
∂t
= Pc [c4] (1− [c4])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rc [c4] [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by Fg f
(21)
∂ [c7]
∂t
= Pd [c7] (1− [c7])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rd [c7] [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by W nt
(22)
– dkk1 embryo
∂ [W ]
∂t
= Da∇2 [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
+ Sa [W ] (1− [W ]) hfront︸ ︷︷ ︸
signalling
− Ra [W ] [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by dkk1
(23)
∂ [F]
∂t
= Db∇2 [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
+Pb [W ] (1− [F])− Rb [F] [W ] hfront︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by se f
(24)
∂ [c4]
∂t
= Pc [c4] (1− [c4])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rc [c4] [F]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by Fg f
(25)
∂ [c7]
∂t
= Pd [c7] (1− [c7])︸ ︷︷ ︸
production
− Rd [c7] [W ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction by W nt
(26)
Constitutive Model
As mentioned in Sect. 2.3, the behaviour of the cells is described through a generalized
viscoelastic 2D Maxwell model (Allena 2013; Allena and Aubry 2012).
The Cauchy stress, σ , is assumed to be the sum of the solid (σ s) and the fluid (σ f )
Cauchy stresses, while the deformation gradient F is equal to the solid (Fs) and the
fluid (Ff ) deformation gradients.
The decomposition of the deformation gradient (Allena et al. 2010; Lubarda 2004)
is used to describe the solid deformation tensor, Fs, which is then given by
Fs = FseFsa (27)
where Fse is the elastic deformation tensor responsible for the stress generation and Fsa
is the active deformation tensor responsible for the pulsating movement (protrusion–
contraction) of each cell. Similarly, the fluid deformation tensor Ff is the multiplicative
decomposition of the fluid elastic (Ffe) and the fluid viscoelastic (Ffv) gradients.
Both the solid σ se and the fluid elastic σ fe Cauchy stresses are given by isotropic
hyperelastic models σ¯ se and σ¯ fe, respectively, as
σ se = σ¯ se (ese)
σ fe = σ¯ fe (efe) (28)
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with ese and efe the Euler–Almansi deformation tensors for the solid elastic and the
fluid elastic phases, respectively. Additionally, σ fe has to be expressed in the actual
configuration according to the multiplicative decomposition described above. Finally,
the deformation rate e˙fv is related to the deviator part of the fluid viscous stress σ Dfv as
follows:
e˙fv = σ
D
fv
µfv
(29)
where µfv is the viscosity and the dot is the derivative with respect to time.
Coordinated and Uncoordinated Migration
The characteristic functions hc and huc are expressed as follows
hc =
 1 if
 ([c4] > [cmax]) hfront ∧ ([c4] < [cmin]) hrear∧
([c7] > [cmax]) hrear ∧ ([c7] < [cmin]) hfront
0 otherwise
huc =
 1 if
 ([c4] < [cmax]) hfront ∧ ([c4] > [cmax]) hrear∧
([c7] < [cmax]) hrear ∧ ([c7] > [cmin]) hfront
0 otherwise
(30)
with∧ being the Boolean operator AND and cmax and cmin being two thresholds fixed
here to 0.9 and 0.2, respectively.
The terms ea,c and ea,uc describe the cyclic deformation of protrusion–contraction,
and they read
ea,c = [c4]
αc
sin
(
2pi
t − T2 (imax − i)
T
)
hri (p) hwave (p, t)
ea,uc = [c4]
αuci j
sin
(
2pi
t
Tuci j
)
(31)
where t is time.
For the coordinated migration, αc is set to 2 and T indicates the duration of a
migration period which has been fixed here to 60 s (Allena and Aubry 2012; Dong et
al. 2002). Additionally, a wave progressively covers the LLP from the “bow” to the
“stern” to activate, one by one, the cell row r(i) with a velocity equal to 2tT . The wave
is expressed by the characteristic function hwave (p, t) as follows:
hwave (p, t) =
{
1 if (2L − rc)− px − 2rc 2tT < 0
0 otherwise. (32)
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For the uncoordinated migration, αuci j and Tuci j may vary between 0 and 1 and
between 60 and 120 s, respectively, for each cell c(i, j).
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4.5  Conclusions and perspectives 
 
 The model of collective migration has arisen as a natural extension of the 
one for single cell migration. Actually, the mechanical principles are the same as 
for single cell migration (i.e. viscoelastic behaviour of the cell and intra-
synchronisation) plus the inter-synchronisation regulating the coordination 
between the cells. Therefore, the very first objective of the study has been to 
investigate the link between the intra- and the inter-synchronisation in order to 
evaluate those constraints and forces leading (or not) to an efficient collective 
migration. By testing several migration modes, I have been able to demonstrate 
that the most efficient modes are those also showing a minimal degree of 
synchronisation between the cells and the lowest stresses inside the population. 
Thus, as also pointed out in (28), cells adjust their movement according to the 
local stress rate, which is generated by the neighbour cells and promotes local 
unjamming. 
 Although the outcomes from (38) highlighted the crucial role (once again) 
of mechanics, collective migration is also governed by complex molecular signals, 
which lead to the movement of (at least) the leader cells. Nevertheless, the 
molecular framework changes according to the biological model. In (39) the 
previous model was adapted to simulate collective migration of LLP in zebrafish. 
The coupling between mechanics and biology allows consideration of several 
chemokine-molecule pathways in control of the intra-synchronisation within the 
cells. Besides validation of the numerical results with respect to the experimental 
observations proposed in (40), the main goal was to investigate the role of leader 
cells in terms of how and to what extent their position inside the population might 
affect global migration efficiency. 
 In both cases (38, 39), the outcomes show the potential of the numerical 
approach even though a few drawbacks can be pointed out. First, the model as it is 
only describes the movement of the whole cell network, whereas cells may 
stochastically move with respect each other. Second, the population is constituted 
by a constant number of cells throughout the simulation, whereas in most cases 
(not for the LLP) proliferation takes place as the cohort migrates. To address these 
two specific issues, during my staying at the Department of Mathematics at 
Politecnico di Torino (Italy), I have started to develop a new model based on a 
discrete approach (i.e. Cellular Potts Model) in collaboration with Luigi Preziosi.  
 As a further improvement of the finite element model proposed in (38, 39), 
I would like to integrate a direct dependency of the cyclic active strains of 
protrusion-contraction of the cells on the surrounding stress state. By doing so, it 
will be possible to reproduce and evaluate the scenario proposed by Serra-Picamal 
et al. (28) according to which a mechanical wave progressively spans the 
population and a cell only starts to migrate if an adjacent cell creates space or pull 
on the cell-cell junctions. 
 Finally, once these aspects are taken into account, I would like to integrate 
the hybrid continuum/discrete description of the cell population in the model of 
bone modelling presented in Chapter 2. 
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